THÈSE

Identifier des traces de vie sur la Lune ou sur Mars requiert des forages. Les contraintes très fortes sur les
systèmes spatiaux et les environnements à faible gravité nuisent aux performances des foreuses rotatives.
Une solution innovante a été identifiée chez un insecte qui creuse dans le bois pour déposer ses œufs. Des
tests ont montré la faisabilité d’imiter cet insecte pour creuser sans force ou appui extérieur. Ce doctorat
poursuit le développement du concept de forage bio-inspiré surtout pour forer dans le régolithe extraterrestre. Cette nouvelle technique est nommée « Dual Reciprocating Drilling » (DRD).
Tout d’abord, des simulants de régolithe lunaire et martien ont été testés ainsi que leurs méthodes de
préparation. DRD a été testé pour la première fois dans du régolithe. L’importance du dérapage (slippage
en anglais) a été identifiée. Des mécanismes de pénétration du régolithe par le DRD ont été proposés. Une
seconde expérience a permis de raffiner les mécanismes de pénétration du régolithe. L’importance des
mouvements latéraux lors du forage a été identifiée. Finalement un code utilisant les éléments discrets a
été implémenté sur des GPU (Graphical Processing Units) permettant la première simulation d’interaction
tête de forage - régolithe avec plus d’un million de particules.
Avant ces travaux, DRD était vu comme capable de développer sa propre force de progression. Dans le
régolithe DRD a besoin d’une force externe pour progresser. Cependant DRD permet de réduire cette force
(grâce aux mouvements latéraux). Une proposition d’architecture système reflétant cette nouvelle
compréhension a été faite.
Mots clefs : dual-reciprocating drilling ; forage planétaire ; échantillon extra-terrestre ; mécanique de
pénétration ; dérapage ; slippage ; méthode de préparation du régolithe ; simulant régolithe ; densité
relative ; exploration du système solaire ; simulation numérique ; méthode par éléments discrets ;
graphical processing units ; carte graphique

Dual Reciprocating Drilling in planetary regoliths: evolution of a bio-inspired solution
Identifying traces of life on the Moon or Earth requires drilling. The high constraints on space systems and
low gravity environments reduce the performances of rotary drilling. An innovative solution was identified:
an insect capable of drilling into wood to lay its eggs. Preliminary tests showed the feasibility of imitating
this insect to drill without any exterior force. This PhD continues the development of this bio-inspired
drilling concept, focusing it on extra-terrestrial regoliths. This new technique is named « Dual Reciprocating
Drilling » (DRD).
First of all, Martian and Lunar regolith simulants were tested along with their preparation methods. DRD
was tested for the first time in regolith. The importance of slippage was identified. Penetration mechanics
of DRD in regoliths were proposed. A second experience allowed to refine the proposed regolith penetration
mechanics. The importance of lateral movements during the drilling was identified. Finally, a discrete
element code was implemented on GPU (Graphical Processing Units) and allowed the first one million
particle simulation of drill head-regolith interaction.
Before this research DRD was seen as being able to generate its own penetration force. In regoliths it was
shown that DRD requires an exterior force. However DRD allows to reduce the penetration force (through
lateral movements). A system architecture reflecting this new vision was proposed.
Keywords : dual-reciprocating drilling; planetary drilling and sampling; penetration mechanics; slippage;
regolith simulants preparation methods; regolith simulants; relative density; solar system exploration;
discrete element methods; graphical processing units
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THÈSE
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systèmes spatiaux et les environnements à faible gravité nuisent aux performances des foreuses rotatives.
Une solution innovante a été identifiée chez un insecte qui creuse dans le bois pour déposer ses œufs. Des
tests ont montré la faisabilité d’imiter cet insecte pour creuser sans force ou appui extérieur. Ce doctorat
poursuit le développement du concept de forage bio-inspiré surtout pour forer dans le régolithe extraterrestre. Cette nouvelle technique est nommée « Dual Reciprocating Drilling » (DRD).
Tout d’abord, des simulants de régolithe lunaire et martien ont été testés ainsi que leurs méthodes de
préparation. DRD a été testé pour la première fois dans du régolithe. L’importance du dérapage (slippage
en anglais) a été identifiée. Des mécanismes de pénétration du régolithe par le DRD ont été proposés. Une
seconde expérience a permis de raffiner les mécanismes de pénétration du régolithe. L’importance des
mouvements latéraux lors du forage a été identifiée. Finalement un code utilisant les éléments discrets a
été implémenté sur des GPU (Graphical Processing Units) permettant la première simulation d’interaction
tête de forage - régolithe avec plus d’un million de particules.
Avant ces travaux, DRD était vu comme capable de développer sa propre force de progression. Dans le
régolithe DRD a besoin d’une force externe pour progresser. Cependant DRD permet de réduire cette force
(grâce aux mouvements latéraux). Une proposition d’architecture système reflétant cette nouvelle
compréhension a été faite.
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Dual Reciprocating Drilling in planetary regoliths: evolution of a bio-inspired solution
Identifying traces of life on the Moon or Earth requires drilling. The high constraints on space systems and
low gravity environments reduce the performances of rotary drilling. An innovative solution was identified:
an insect capable of drilling into wood to lay its eggs. Preliminary tests showed the feasibility of imitating
this insect to drill without any exterior force. This PhD continues the development of this bio-inspired
drilling concept, focusing it on extra-terrestrial regoliths. This new technique is named « Dual Reciprocating
Drilling » (DRD).
First of all, Martian and Lunar regolith simulants were tested along with their preparation methods. DRD
was tested for the first time in regolith. The importance of slippage was identified. Penetration mechanics
of DRD in regoliths were proposed. A second experience allowed to refine the proposed regolith penetration
mechanics. The importance of lateral movements during the drilling was identified. Finally, a discrete
element code was implemented on GPU (Graphical Processing Units) and allowed the first one million
particle simulation of drill head-regolith interaction.
Before this research DRD was seen as being able to generate its own penetration force. In regoliths it was
shown that DRD requires an exterior force. However DRD allows to reduce the penetration force (through
lateral movements). A system architecture reflecting this new vision was proposed.
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En vérité, le chemin importe peu, la volonté d'arriver sut à tout.
Albert Camus.
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Abstract
To nd life on Moon, Mars or other space bodies, drilling capabilities are
required. Whether it be to take a sample or to conduct in-situ experiments,
drilling increases the scientic return of any space exploration mission. However,
high constraints on a space systems' mass and low gravity environments lower the
performance of rotary drilling (massively used on Earth for oil, gas and mining).
A novel solution was identied in the manner the wood-wasp (a 1 cm-long insect)
drills into wood to lay its eggs. Previous research and publications suggested that
by imitating this insect, one could develop a planetary drill requiring no normal
force or external push to progress. Such a system could enable drilling and
sampling from highly miniaturized probes. This thesis builds on this concept and
explores the feasibility and performance of such a bio-inspired drilling solution
in regoliths, the loose granular material that covers the surface of the Moon
and Mars. This bio-inspired drilling mechanism is named Dual Reciprocating
Drilling (DRD).
To enable engineers to design a compact and ecient DRD system, it is necessary to understand and characterize the interaction between the drill head and
the regolith surrounding it. At the start of this research the understanding of
DRD did not allow to chose between dierent DRD system architectures. The
main focus of the PhD was thus laid on testing and understanding the behaviour of the drill head in the regolith. The novelty of DRD in regoliths and the
high preference for experimental approaches in soil mechanics, drilling and space
exploration has pushed this research to adopt a predominantly experimental approach (though some numerical and analytical modelling has been contributed).
Four major steps were taken to enhance our understanding of DRD in regolith.
First Moon and Mars regolith simulants were identied and characterized.
Their geotechnical properties were experimentally obtained. Special emphasis
was laid on the manner they were prepared. Preparation methods were proposed
and tested. Secondly, a custom test bench was built to test DRD in the regolith
simulants. This allowed to identify the importance of slippage in the drilling
process for the rst time (concept taken from vehicle traction and adapted for
DRD) and to propose DRD penetration mechanics in regolith. Then to conrm
the rst experimental results, a simplied force sensor test bench was built. It
was used to measure the inuence of slippage on the forces between regolith and
the DRD. This allowed to revise and conrm the DRD penetration mechanics
proposed previously. The importance of lateral movements during the drilling
process was identied. Finally, to enable future regolith drill developers to have a
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numerical simulation tool, the recent advances in hardware computing (Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU)) were used to conduct the rst very large number of particles numerical simulations of regolith drill interaction (using discrete element
methods). This allowed to conrm the importance of lateral forces in DRD.
To conclude, the work presented in this thesis has lead to a signicant advancement of our understanding of the manner DRD is considered. Before this work,
it was considered as able to generate its own drilling force. In regoliths it is now
clear that it requires non-zero external force to drill. However it does enable to
lower this drilling force (thanks to lateral forces and displacements) making it
an ecient solution to be considered for future planetary exploration. A system
architecture reecting this new vision of DRD is proposed.

Key words: dual-reciprocating drilling; planetary drilling and sampling; penetration mechanics; slippage; regolith simulants preparation methods; regolith
simulants; relative density; solar system exploration; discrete element methods;
graphical processing units
Email: thibault.gouache@polytechnique.org

French abstract / résumé en
français
Pour identier des traces de vie sur la Lune ou sur Mars, il est nécessaire de
réaliser des forages. Creuser un trou lors d'une mission spatiale pour récolter
un échantillon ou pour mettre en place un capteur in situ augmente le retour
scientique de toute mission spatiale. Cependant les contraintes très fortes sur les
systèmes spatiaux et les environnements à faible gravité dans lesquels ils évoluent
nuisent aux performances des foreuses rotatives (utilisées très largement sur la
Terre pour le forage minier, gazier et pétrolier). Une solution innovante a été
identiée chez un insecte (la guêpe des bois, un insecte de 1 cm de long) qui
creuse dans le bois pour déposer ses ufs. Les recherches antérieures ont permis
de suggérer qu'il est possible en imitant cet insecte de développer un système de
forage ne nécessitant aucune force ou appui extérieur pour pénétrer un substrat.
Un tel système pourrait permettre de réaliser des forages à partir de plates-formes
hautement miniaturisées. Ce doctorat poursuit le développement de ce concept
de forage bio-inspiré et étudie la faisabilité d'un tel système pour forer dans le
régolithe extra-terrestre (couche de matériaux granulaires recouvrant la surface
de la Lune et de Mars). Cette nouvelle technique de forages est nommée Dual
Reciprocating Drilling (DRD).
An de permettre aux ingénieurs de développer un DRD compact et optimisé,
il est nécessaire de comprendre et caractériser l'interaction entre la tête de forage
et le régolithe l'entourant. Au début des recherches présentées dans ce doctorat,
l'état de l'art ne permettait pas de choisir entre diérentes options d'architecture
système pour le DRD. Le but principal des recherches menées a donc été de tester et de comprendre le comportement de la tête de forage dans du régolithe. Le
peu d'héritage autour de la technologie DRD et la forte composante expérimentale dans la mécanique des sols, le forage et l'ingénierie spatiale ont suggéré une
approche principalement expérimentale pour ces recherches (bien que des contributions analytiques et numériques soient faites). Les recherches se sont déroulées
en quatre étapes majeures.
Tout d'abord, des simulants de régolithe lunaire et martien ont été identiés et
caractérisés. Leurs propriétés géotechniques ont été mesurées expérimentalement.
La manière dont ces régolithes sont mis en place avant chaque essai a été étudiée
en détail. Des méthodes de préparation (ou de mise en place des régolithes) ont
été proposées et testées. Puis, grâce à un premier dispositif expérimental (conçu
pour ces travaux), DRD a été testé pour la première fois dans du régolithe. Ces
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tests ont permis d'identier pour la première fois l'importance du dérapage (slippage en anglais, terme emprunté à la dynamique des véhicules terrestres) dans le
processus de forage et de proposer des mécanismes de pénétration du régolithe
par le DRD. Puis, an de conrmer ces premiers résultats, une seconde expérience a été conçue : un banc d'essai simplié à capteur de force. Ce nouveau
moyen d'essai a permis de quantier l'inuence du dérapage sur les eorts entre
la tête de forage et le régolithe. Cela a permis d'amender et de conrmer les mécanismes de pénétration du régolithe proposé à la suite des premières expériences.
L'importance des mouvements latéraux lors du forage a aussi été identiée. Finalement, an de développer un outil de simulation numérique forage/régolithe,
un code utilisant les éléments discrets (DEM simulations) a été implémenté sur
les nouvelles unités de calcul parallèle GPU (Graphical Processing Units). Cela
a permis de réaliser la première simulation d'interaction tête de forage - régolithe
avec plus d'un million de particules.
Les recherches menées dans le cadre de ce doctorat ont permis des avancées signicatives dans notre compréhension du nouveau principe de forage DRD. Avant
les recherches exposées ici, DRD était vu comme étant capable de développer sa
propre force de progresssion. Dans le régolithe il a été démontré que DRD a
besoin d'une force externe pour progresser. Cependant DRD permet de réduire
cette force (grâce aux mouvements et forces latérales). DRD est donc une solution ecace pour l'exploration planétaire. Une proposition d'architecture système
reétant la nouvelle compréhension acquise lors de ces travaux a été faite.
Un résumé en français des travaux présenté dans cette thèse se trouve en Appendice A.

Mots clefs : dual-reciprocating drilling ; forage planétaire ; échantillon extraterrestre ; mécanique de pénétration ; dérapage ; slippage ; méthode de préparation du régolithe ; simulant régolithe ; densité relative ; exploration du système
solaire ; simulation numérique ; méthode par éléments discrets ; graphical processing units ; carte graphique.
Email : thibault.gouache@polytechnique.org
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the main goals of human exploration of the solar-system and beyond is
to determine whether or not life-forms appeared elsewhere than on Earth. This
quest uses remote sensing to identify locations in which traces of extinct or extant
life forms could be present. However, the nal step to conrm or to refute the
presence of life is in-situ observations with or without capturing a sample. It is
now clear to the scientic community that the most promising locations to nd
life are not on the surface of planets or moons but in their sub-surface. The
development of extra-terrestrial sub-surface exploration capabilities is thus one
of the keys to the main quest of human exploration of the solar system.
Sub-surface access of planets, moons, asteroids and comets is not only useful for
the search of life. It enables the identication of potential resources that humans
could rely on during manned missions to these bodies. It enables the determination of the sub-surface mechanical properties for future man constructions or,
manned and robotic exploration. It enables to access sediments, molecules and
atoms that were deposited on the surface in the past. This will allow us to better
understand the past of the solar system and thus of our own planet. Finally it
allows us to explore and understand the interior of these bodies instead of limiting
our knowledge to their surface.
Drilling and accessing Earth's sub-surface is done on a day to day basis. This
access has enabled the extraction of numerous resources and has helped the economic boom of the past centuries. Despite the critical position of drilling and
sub-surface access in humanities' economic development, drilling is still considered as a very dicult and empirical profession. The mass and size constraint on
any space system, also apply to space drilling systems. Additionally, the distance
between Earth and the targeted drilling sites requires autonomy. These elements
added to the general diculty of drilling make space drilling and sampling a very
challenging endeavour.
There have been extra-terrestrial robotic and human sub-surface explorations.
Most of these were conducted on the Earth's moon during the Russian Luna
missions and the American Apollo missions. These were conducted with classical
Earth-drilling techniques: rotary and rotary-percussive drilling. The presence
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of humans during the Apollo missions or the small distance between the Earth
and the Moon lowered the need for autonomy. Additionally the missions at the
time of Apollo and Luna were signicantly more massive and frequent than the
ones today, thus lowering the mass and size constraint. Today, the ever higher
mass, size and autonomy constraints on extra-terrestrial sub-surface exploration
systems require new technologies.

1.1 Scope of research
In the frame of a European Space Agency (ESA) study on potential bio-mimetic
applications for space, the mechanisms used by the wood-wasp to lay its eggs into
wood were identied. This study pointed out that the manner the wood-wasp
drilled into wood could be imitated to develop new lightweight and low-power
drilling systems. A rst prototype of this novel drilling technique, named Dual
Reciprocating Drilling (DRD), was built and tested in soft rocks. This allowed to
demonstrate the capability of a wood-wasp inspired drill to penetrate into softrocks. It was foreseen that DRD would enable drilling into planets or Moons with
no-net external force required. Such a drilling system would enable conducting
drilling operations from highly miniaturized platforms. This is not possible yet
with existing technologies.
The research presented here will follow the suggestions of the ESA study to
develop a wood wasp inspired drilling solution and will build on the results of
the rst feasibility demonstration. However, the main targeted substrate will no
longer be low strength compressive rocks as in the feasibility study but regolith.
Indeed, both the Moon and Mars are covered with a thick layer of regolith which
presents a high scientic interest (possible presence of life, record of the planets
or moons past in the successive layers) and is very dicult to drill into (Apollo
15 drill was stuck in regolith and was very dicult to remove even for the 2
astronauts present).

1.2 Motivation
Before an optimized wood-wasp-inspired regolith-drilling-system can be proposed for an exploration mission, it is necessary to deepen our understanding of
the manner it will interact with regolith. When this research was started, the
bio-inspired drilling technique had never been tested in regoliths. It was thus
impossible for engineers to propose an optimized design with correctly sized actuators. It was even impossible for them to choose between concurrent systems
architectures.
In this research the drilling technique inspired by the wood wasp is called
DRD. Since it is a novel drilling technique and it has never been tested in
regoliths, it is necessary to adopt an experimental based approach. The need
for a predominantly experimental approach is magnied by soil mechanics and
drilling being highly empirical elds and by the space community which requires
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extensively tested solutions for ight in space. The experiments will allow to
collect data and make numerous observations to conrm or correct our vision of
how DRD behaves in regoliths. Additionally, prime focus will be laid on the drill
head behaviour and drillings evacuation will not be studied in depth. The better
understanding of DRD will be translated into system architecture choices and a
better design. Finally to increase the maturity of all regolith exploration tools
and systems, focus will also be laid on identifying the results (like experimental
methods or numerical simulations) that can be generalised to other systems and
drilling techniques.

1.3 Aims and objectives
This research aims at:
 advancing our understanding of the behaviour of DRD in regoliths.
 allowing DRD system architecture choices based on this novel understanding.
To do so the main objectives of this research are:
 develop and characterize suitable regolith simulants and their preparation
methods to test DRD in.
 conduct the rst experimental exploration of DRD in regoliths.
 characterize the drilling mechanics of DRD in regoliths.
 assess the feasibility of numerical simulations of DRD to help design and
optimization.
 propose a DRD system architecture.

1.4 Research novelty
The novelty of the research proposed here is:
 the rigorous characterisation of new extra-terrestrial regolith simulants and
their preparation methods. Despite the critical importance of regolith simulant preparation methods on regolith properties, no standard preparation
methods or reporting system existed for space hard-ware testing. Solutions
for reporting and preparation methods are proposed.
 the rst experimental exploration of DRD in regoliths. The added-value of
DRD in regoliths was proven. Numerous observations were made like the
importance of slippage in the drilling process and the dynamics of regolith
around the drill head.
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 the proposal of DRD penetration mechanics in regoliths. Depending on the
relative density of the penetrated regolith, two main penetration mechanics
were identied. The observed lateral movements during DRD were included
in the proposed penetration mechanics.
 the rst large number of particles (over a million) Discrete Element Model
(DEM) simulations of penetration in regolith. By using recently developed
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to conduct scientic calculations, a highlyparallel DEM program was used to conduct numerical simulations of the
experiments lead during this thesis. This allowed the rst simulation of
penetration in regolith using over a million particles.
 the proposal of a new system architecture to implement DRD. The proposed architecture is better adapted to the new understanding of how DRD
behaves in regoliths.

1.5 Structure of thesis
This thesis is organised in chapters as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the state-of-the-art in extra-terrestrial sub-surface exploration. It illustrates the need for new compact and energy-and-force-ecient
solutions to be developed. DRD is then presented. Its potential as a highly
ecient drilling system is highlighted and prior studies on DRD are reviewed.

highlights the numerous bio-mimetic concepts drawn from the woodwasp that could be used in DRD. Two general DRD system architectures are thus
proposed. The need of the research presented in this thesis is thus logically deduced: deepen our understanding of the behaviour of DRD to enable engineers
to implement DRD and realise the trade-o between the two DRD system architectures proposed. Regolith is chosen as the primary target for DRD in this
thesis.

Chapter 3

discusses the work done on regolith simulant characterisation. Indeed, before testing DRD, it is necessary to characterize what it is tested in. Five
regolith simulants are tested and characterised. Special emphasis is laid on the
manner these regoliths are prepared and the impact the preparation method can
have on their properties and their interaction with penetration systems.
Chapter 4

Chapter 5 is the rst experimental exploration of DRD in regolith. The test
bench designed and built in the frame of this thesis is presented. The results
of the experiments are discussed. The notion of slippage for DRD is introduced
and penetration mechanics of DRD in regolith are proposed. The previous experiments done on DRD are re-analyzed in the light of these new experimental
results.
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describes the experiments to measure the forces between DRD and
the regolith surrounding it. To do so a second experiment is designed and built.
A mono-block drill head is reciprocated in regolith. Building on Chapter 5, emphasis is laid on evaluating the inuence of slippage. The penetration mechanics
proposed in the previous chapter are revised. The importance of side-ways forces
and the lateral movements they induce in DRD is shown.
Chapter 6

investigates the feasibility of large-particle-number numerical simulations of DRD. Indeed, to complement the experimental work on DRD and to enable engineers to use numerical simulations to design and optimize a ight-worthy
DRD, it is necessary to have a suitable numerical simulation tool. State-of-theart DEM software is used to assess the possibility of doing numerical simulations
of DRD. They conrmed the importance of lateral forces during DRD.
Chapter 7

details the recommendations drawn from the research presented in
this thesis for planetary subsurface exploration system design and testing. The
impact on DRD and other extra-terrestrial sub-surface exploration system design
and testing are exhibited.
Chapter 8

Chapter 9 concludes this thesis by summarizing the main conclusions, highlighting the main achievements and novel contributions, listing the journal and
conference publications this work was published in and proposing future research
paths.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
In this Chapter, the relevant literature is summarized and discussed. First
planetary drilling is reviewed. Its goals as well as the past and future methods
used are synthesized. It shows the need for new and innovative solutions and
the diculty of drilling in space (section 2.1). Then the wood-wasp inspired
drilling concept is introduced and the feasibility study lead before this research
is analyzed. It emphasizes the promising potential of this drilling concept but
also the lack of knowledge on how it works (section 2.2). Finally, terrestrial
drilling and classical models and theories used for Earth and space drilling are
reviewed. The lack of a uniform approach to drill design and optimization and
the importance of experimental work in drilling are highlighted (section 2.3).

2.1 Planetary sub-surface exploration
2.1.1 Why are extra-terrestrial drilling capacities needed?
Before studying the existing solutions to produce boreholes on planetary surfaces, it is necessary to understand why such boreholes are produced. Planetary
drilling is called upon regularly to generate:
 a sample to be sent back to Earth or given to an on-board instrument.
 a bore-hole to conduct in-situ science.
The existence of the borehole allows a robot or a human to place captors in
it for in-situ experimentation (neutron probe for water detection, amino-acid
bio-marker detection [123] or thermal sensors for temperature gradient and ux
evaluation [66, 65] for example). A borehole also gives access to the stratigraphy
of the terrain. This access is of upmost importance since it allows numerous
studies. The study of the planets past and thus the solar systems past, the evaluation of potential usable resources for manned exploration and, the assessment
of soil mechanical properties for future man constructions are a few examples.
The process of drilling itself and the telemetry recorded during this operation
contains a large amount of scientic information. For instance, the operational
parameters of the RAT (Rock Abrasion Tool) operating on Mars were used to
evaluate the grindability or specic grind energy of the dierent tested Martian
rocks. By comparing these values to tests done on Earth, it has been established
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that Martian rocks resemble (in terms of grindability) a range of Earth rocks
going from gypsum to low strength basalts [89]. This was also done with Viking
Lander 2's robotic arm. The forces measured while the arm was manipulating
Martian rocks allowed to estimate their density [131].
The four goals of future Mars scientic exploration outlined by the MEPAG
(Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group) illustrate the importance of drilling.
Indeed, each of the four identied goals require boring capabilities (Goal I: Determine if life ever arose on Mars; Goal II: Understanding the processes and history
of climate on Mars; Goal III: Determine the evolution of the surface and interior
of Mars; Goal IV: Prepare for human exploration) [82]. The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Solar System Exploration Roadmap published
in 2006 also put emphasis on the necessity of developing surface and subsurface
mobility for solar system exploration missions [34]. There are numerous missions
that are currently under development and that will require sub-surface exploration capabilities: MoonLITE, ExoMars, Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) and
Mars Sample Return (MSR). For more details on these missions refer to Appendix B

2.1.2 Creating a borehole
Drilling can be seen as a two-step process. First, it is necessary to break the
drilled substrate. Then, the created cuttings must be evacuated. These two steps
can either be conducted simultaneously or independently. There are four dierent
general ways of creating drilling debris [148]. The main one used in space drilling
is mechanical action (detailed in the following paragraphs). It is also possible to
use heat to melt or vaporize the substrate that is being bored into. The heat
transferred from the drill to the substrate is used for the phase transition to
take place. Heat can also be used to create dierential thermal expansions in the
drilled substrate that lead to substrate failure through cracks. Chemicals can also
be used to dissolve the substrate to be bored. The problem with all of these three
boring mechanisms is that they alter the properties of the drilled substrate. This
is not acceptable since the prime reason for creating a borehole in solar system
exploration is scientic investigation (whatever the goal of creating the bore-hole:
in-situ science or sampling).
Regarding mechanical action, cuttings are broken away because the drill subjects the substrate to stresses above its shear, compressive or tensile strengths.
Generally, tensile and shear stresses lead to inter-granular bond destruction.
Compressive stress will lead to grain destruction through crushing or lead to
fracture propagation. Classically mechanical drilling methods are separated into
two families: rotary and percussive. The rotary techniques have a very localised action whereas the percussive techniques can create fractures that extend far
away from the bottom of the drill hole. Rotary and percussive action can be
used simultaneously. Percussive drilling relies on compressive failure and fracture
propagation. In rotary drilling, depending on the nature of the drill bit (see 2.3),
either compressive failure or shear failure is dominant [7].
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But in most cases all three types of failures arise simultaneously in the drilled
substrate. This large diversity of failure mechanisms added to the non-linear
behaviour of rocks and soils and their important heterogeneity makes drill performance prediction very dicult. As said by Zacny et al., no unied optimization
approach to drilling performance prediction exists [145]. Despite higher economic
stakes, the oil and mining community have also reached the same conclusion [7].
There are two general drill hole geometries: full-faced circle and annularshaped. The annular-shaped holes are obtained by coring drill bits. Generally
such hole geometry allows core retrieval. The potential scientic return of a core
is very high and is generally preferred when sampling is the main goal of creating
the bore-hole. Indeed the internal structure of the drilled substrate is not altered
in the heart of the retrieved core. Another signicant advantage of core-drilling
compared to full face drilling is that only a little volume of substrate needs to be
drilled (for the same hole depth and diameter). However the core cutting-o mechanism and core manipulation mechanism induce high robotic complexity. Since
retrieving an undamaged core is premium in core drilling, most cores are drilled
out without using percussive techniques (since this tends to propagate fractures
far away from hole, and thus potentially into the retrieved core). Full faced holes
are obtained with full-faced drill bits, which are very simple when compared to
core drill bits. The samples extracted by full-faced drillings are the cuttings of
the drilling. Since the cuttings have been altered by the drilling process, their
potential scientic return is weaker than a core's potential. However a full-faced
hole can allow the implementation of many captors to do in-situ science.
The cuttings' removal can be a very energy consuming process (it can sometimes represent more than half of total drilling energy) [150]. Inecient cutting
evacuation can lead to many problems: higher tool and substrate temperature,
higher power consumption and drill blocking. On Earth, drilling uids are injected at the bottom of the drilled hole to evacuate the drilled cuttings. For obvious
weight and contamination issues, this technique cannot be used in space. Generally planetary drilling relies on dry auger evacuation of cuttings. The rotation
speed of the drill stem and the auger shape allow cuttings to be moved up and
out of drilled hole.

2.1.3 Flown planetary drills and past concepts
One of the rst mechanical interactions with extraterrestrial soil was done by
Soviet Luna 13. It was equipped with a wedge shaped penetrometer at the end
of a robotic arm. In 1967, Surveyor 3 landed on the Moon with a remote scooper
arm. This was used to determine lunar soil density. Extra-terrestrial drilling
history began in 1970, with Soviet Luna 16. This was followed by the Apollo
15 crew and the Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (ALSD) [61]. Figure 2.1 shows an
astronaut training with the ALSD on Earth (left), an astronaut on the Moon
placing a thermal probe inside a hole dug by the ALSD (centre) and a sketch
of Luna 16 (right). The rst remote controlled and autonomous extra-terrestrial
drilling procedures were carried out by the Soviet Union Luna lander missions.
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Luna 16 (1970), Luna 20 (1972) and Luna 24 (1976) all successfully lead to the
return of a lunar sample to Earth. The Soviet Union also carried out autonomous
drilling on the surface of Venus with the Venera 13 and Venera 14 landers in the
1980's. The European Space Agency initiated its rst technological developments
on drilling and sampling systems in the late 1980's. The rst ESA developments
were aimed at giving technical solutions for a mission called: Comet Nucleus
Sample Return (this mission did not y) [30].

Figure 2.1:

Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (left and centre) and Luna 16 (right) (credits:

NASA).

The number of drilling and sampling concepts and mechanisms proposed and
developed for extra-terrestrial missions is very impressive when compared to the
number of systems that where nally own. This single fact illustrates the high
diculty and complexity of space sampling and drilling. But it also highlights
the high potential scientic return of sampling and drilling capacities that teams
continue to develop, despite the technical diculties and the few ight opportunities. This has lead to a high diversity of solutions: drills, corers, scoops, rover
wheels, claws, pliers, drag lines, drive tubes, passive adhesive surfaces, brushes,
gas jets, penetrators and astronauts. A detailed overview of own missions and
past concept is given in Appendix B. It covers surface and subsurface exploration and sampling. As shown in Table 2.1, only 4 missions have successfully done
sub-surface exploration on the surface of an extra-terrestrial body: Apollo and
Luna missions on the Moon, Venera/Vega missions on Venus and Deep impact
mission on comet 9P/Tempel. Only the rst three created a controlled borehole
opposed to the impact crater of Deep impact. All three sub-surface boreholing
missions used rotary drilling.
Rotary drilling has been preferred in space missions because of the very large
heritage this technique has from Earth applications (see section 2.3). However
rotary drilling does have some inherent drawbacks when the constraints of space
are taken into account. The main one is the need for high levels of push on
the drill stem for the drilling to be ecient or eective. This is limited by the
low-mass space-crafts and low-gravity environments in solar system exploration
[146]. Additionally, despite the large terrestrial heritage of rotary drilling, some
problems have occurred during extra-terrestrial rotary drilling. The Apollo 15
astronauts had to put all their eorts together to extract the drill stem of the
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Apollo Lunar Surface Drill after the lunar regolith had clogged its auger utes
and locked it into the ground (at 1.6 m deep instead of the 3 m target). This
did not only perturb their moon walk schedule and force them to over-consume
their oxygen, but one of the astronauts was injured (shoulder dislocation) while
retrieving the stuck drill stems [94]. Modications to the drill allowed much
easier operations in the following Apollo missions. The recently ended mission
Hayabussa that was able to collect some dust particles from its target asteroid
did success in bringing back an extra-terrestrial sample. However, the sampling
system that was supposed to generate the sample through an impact of a small
sphere never functioned. The obtained sample was collected thanks to the natural
circulation of dust around the target asteroid. All these elements illustrate the
need of new sub-surface exploration techniques and the high diculty of this
endeavour.
Table 2.1:

Classication of successful, on-going or planned missions based on exploration

conducted.

Exploration type
Flyby
Surface
Sub-surface

Technique
Passive
Impact
Probing
Rotary
Impact
Rotary
∗

On-going.

Successful, on-going or planned Mission
Stardust, Genesis, Galileo
Hayabussa
Phoenix, Viking, Sojourner (Pathnder)
RAT (Spirit, Opportunity, MSL∗∗ )
Deep Space
Apollo, Venera and Vega, Luna, Rosetta∗+ , ExoMars∗∗
∗∗

Planned.

+

Aided by harpoon.

2.1.4 In development planetary drills
2.1.4.1

Breaking mechanisms

The dicult challenge and the high potential scientic return of an ecient subsurface exploration technique has fostered many new ideas and drill developments.
Some of the new drilling concepts currently being worked on are presented here.
Honeybee Robotics is an American company designing
and building robotic systems for space missions. They have designed, built and
space qualied the RAT that has own on NASA Spirit and Opportunity rovers.
They are working on a number of dierent drilling systems with a wide range
of target depths. Most of their drill developments are based on classical rotary
drilling like their Mini-corer (target depth 25 mm), Sample Acquisition and Transfer Mechanism (SATM) drill (target depth 1 m), Mars Astrobiology Research and
Technology Experiment (MARTE) drill (target depth 10 m) and their Drilling
Automation for Mars Exploration (DAME) drill (target depth 10 m). They have
also worked on percussive or rotary percussive drills like the Construction and
Resource Utilization Explorer (CRUX) Drill [145].
Honeybee Robotics
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Some other companies or institutions are also
working on rotary and/or percussive drills like ATK Space Systems, RaytheonUTD, NORCAT, Alliance Spacesystems [126] and Selex Galileo (ExoMars drill)
[107]. Though they use classical drilling techniques, they face many challenges
due to the particular constraints of planetary exploration: the high level of autonomy required, the harsh environments encountered (dust, temperature, pressure) and limited power, mass and space allocation [145]. [1] presents work done
in the MRoSA2 (Micro Robots for Scientic Application) 1 and 2 and in the MIRANDA (MartIan Regolith Acquisition and iN-situ Drill-based Analyzer) project
on classical rotary drilling for Mars sampling. By using autonomous drill string
assembly, the previous work lead to the MASA (MArs Sample Acquisitor) drill
concept [1].
Classical Drilling Techniques

Novel drilling principles are also being worked on.
Inspired by the percussive drilling technique, the sonic and ultra-sonic drilling
technique (USDC) uses high frequency oscillations and resonance to impose important accelerations to the drill head thanks to a free mass. A picture of a
prototype is shown in Fig. 2.2 left. These high level accelerations induce high
stresses on the drilled formation and fracture it. A complete analytical model
of the drill has been elaborated [10]. Two teams, one from JPL and the other
one from UK based company Magna Parva [99], have developed this concept.
Amongst numerous advantages, an ultra-sonic drill has very low axial force requirements, it can be used as a sounding instrument thanks to the generated
vibrations (active seismometer) and can be used in numerous congurations
(corer, full-faced, abrasion tool, and lab-on-a-drill) [11].
Ultrasonic Sonic Drill

Figure 2.2:

Picture of USDC (left credit NASA), schematic of PLUTO mole (centre

credits [108]) and picture of Beagle2 (left credit NASA).

A mole is capable of burying itself into planetary soil. It can either be
tethered to the main lander, or be fully self contained. A mole can thus reach
much larger depths than its own length without needing complex drill string
assembly. To progress, a mole can use many drilling principles like classical
rotary drilling. If rotary drilling is used, it is necessary for the mole to counter
the drilling torque. This can be done by controlling the friction between the
borehole walls and the mole. An original proposition is to use double rotation

Moles
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systems: the torque created by the rotation of one screw is countered by the torque
created by the rotation of another screw [68]. A very simple and ecient manner
of making a mole progress is percussive action. A schematic of a percussive mole
is presented in Fig. 2.2 centre. In this case percussive action will not fracture
rock but will allow soil penetration by compression and displacement. This was
used on the PLUTO (PLanetary Underground TOol) Mole Sampling Device on
ESA Mars Express lander Beagle 2 [110]. An image of this lander is shown in
Fig. 2.2 right. This mole can be deployed vertically or horizontally [109]. A DC
electric motor displaces a mass and compresses a spring inside the mole. The
energy accumulated in the spring is then released and the mass hits the mole
casing. This shock allows the mole to progress. The designed also allowed for
reverse hammering to facilitate mole retrieval [108]. More recent developments of
moles using percussive action are HP3 [56], KRET [57] and less directly MUPUS
on Rosetta Philae Lander [125]. Another mole mobility concept was proposed in
[136]. They propose to discharge the excavated soil into the borehole above the
mole and to use the weight of the discharged soil to advance.
2.1.4.2

Drillings evacuation concepts

Apart from developing an entire drill system, there are some research groups
who have proposed novel cuttings removal techniques. Innovation in this eld is
of prime importance since much energy can be lost because of inecient cuttings
removal.
Gas evacuation As said previously, most planetary drilling systems use dry
augers to remove cuttings from the drilled hole. This type of evacuation could be
replaced or aided by pneumatic systems. By injecting gas at the bottom of the
drilled hole, a hydrodynamic ow could lift the cuttings up and out of the hole.
By theoretical calculations, N. Kömle et al. were able to prove the feasibility of
a cuttings removal system based on continuous gas ow: named suction drill.
They estimated a need of 5 to 6 kg of N2 gas for a 2 m-deep 16 mm-diameter
hole on the Moon. They proposed N2 as the drilling gas since it is known to be
highly inert [67]. [16] calculated that a continuous gas ow would be very hard to
generate within the mass and power budgets of a typical space mission, but their
target depth was of 200 m, inducing high needs of dierential pressure. However
they suggested exploring the possibility of removing cuttings by blasts of gas and
not by a continuous gas ow.

In [150], authors experimentally demonstrated that blasts of gas are sucient
to evacuate the cuttings of a planetary drill. The pneumatic system needed to
execute this blast technique is estimated to be within the mass and power budget
of a typical drilling subsystem and is very ecient in a low pressure atmosphere
like the one on Mars (only small pressure dierences are needed to generate
high volumetric expansion). Such a gas ow could be generated by using in situ
compressed gas or gas coming from high density liquids brought from Earth. Such
a gas ow can naturally be generated if drilling is done on a substrate containing
ice and if temperature and pressure conditions are under the triple point of water.
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The ice present in the drilled substrate will sublime during drilling process. The
gas water thus generated by the drilling will evacuate the cuttings. Zacny et. al.
evaluated the quantities of particles evacuated by such a gas ow [150]. It is also
possible to envisage a gas ow generated by propellant, though many samplecontamination issues will arise with such cuttings evacuation techniques. The
large quantities of energy in the propellant could even be converted to mechanical
energy necessary for creating the cuttings during the drilling procedure [147].
Despite the promising results of such techniques, many issues must be addressed.
The most important ones are the contamination issues due to the gas: whether
it be contamination of the analyzed regolith or of any optical and sensor surfaces
of the exploration vehicle. Finally regolith being lifted up and out of the borehole thanks to gas could be deposited on the solar panels and could impair the
exploration mission.
Another strategy for drillings removal is to stock the
drillings or core in a chamber in the drill head. The drill is regularly brought
out of the borehole to empty the chamber of its drillings or to dispose of the
retrieved core. This does not work if the bored material does not have sucient
cohesion. The North-western University Smart Space Drilling System (SSDS)
uses three degree of freedom steering wheels to ensure the sucient axial thrust
and torque for their classical rotary drilling technique and to rapidly surface the
drill for cuttings evacuation [75]. The JPL ultra-sonic gopher also uses such a
technique. A core is drilled then lifted out of the borehole and the gopher is lower
again in the borehole to drill another core and deepen the borehole [11].
Sequential removal

Another original cuttings removal procedure is described in [148]. It is based on the use of the reciprocating motion of two bristlecovered surfaces. An application of this technique is proposed for a Mars percussive corer. An experimental validation of this technique was done with ski skins
and allowed an evaluation of the eect on eciency of brittle length over particle size. Authors noted that further experimentation is necessary for complete
understanding of all the parameters that play a signicant role in this drillings
removal technique. Y. Gao et al. proposed to use this method in their novel
concept of a bio-inspired planetary drill and sampling mechanism [47, 46].
Reciprocating removal

2.1.5 What do planetary drills drill into?
2.1.5.1

Regolith

The rst layer of Mars and the Moon are covered by regolith, as can be seen in
Fig. 2.3. Regolith means a layer of lose and heterogeneous particulate covering
solid rock. As on Earth it is impossible to determine one Earth soil, on the Moon
or Mars it is impossible to dene one Moon regolith or one Mars regolith.
Regolith properties will vary with location, with depth and with time (geological
times). It is well established that lunar regolith was formed by meteorite impacts
into the Moon's basalt bed rock. As the regolith matures, mean particle size
decreases and more agglutinates are formed [78]. Regarding Mars regolith it
is not clearly established how it was formed though it is believed weathering
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through impacts and wind have dominated chemical, biological and water action.
It should also be noted that the regolith encountered at the dierent Mars landing
sites vary considerably [62].

Figure 2.3:

Footprint of astronaut in lunar regolith (NASA).

A very large number of methods was used to evaluate the properties of lunar
regolith: cone penetrometers, scoops, boulder tracks, astronaut shoe prints and
all the samples brought back by the Apollo and Luna missions (see Appendix B).
Lunar regolith is thought to present an internal angle of friction φ of 30o to 50o
and a cohesion of around 1 kPa [61, 86, 23]. A large number of lunar simulants
were developed but many are now unavailable (most of the focus is now on Mars
simulants). For instance, only 3 tons of JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant are left
and no further production is planned. JSC-1A is made of volcanic basaltic ash
that is ground to adequate size. It is a mix of mineral and glass particles. The
internal angle of friction is around 45o , the internal cohesion is of 1 kPa and
the mean and median particle size are around 100 µm [77]. Other particle size
distributions exist: JSC-1AF and JSC-1AC. NORCAT has also developed their
own simulant: OB-1.
With the many planned and proposed Mars missions, Mars regolith simulants
are being developed. An example of a basaltic Mars simulant is Mojave Mars
Simulant [100]. JSC Mars-1 is another basaltic Martian simulant but more hygroscopic then the Mojave Mars Simulant. The Mojave Mars Simulant presents
an angle of internal friction of around 30o for the dust fraction and 40o for the
sand fraction. This is close to the data obtained by Pathnder and Viking (30o to
35o ). The JSC Mars-1 has an internal angle of friction of around 45o . Golombeck
et. al. propose a summary of the mechanical properties observed at the dierent
Martian landing sites. The angle of internal friction varies from 15o to 40o or
more [52].
2.1.5.2

Bedrock

Bedrock (found under the layer of regolith), boulders or apparent rock formations are present on the Moon, Mars and on most of all the other extra-terrestrial
bodies. On the Moon, it is believed that basalt composes all of these rocks [61].
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On Mars, thanks to the RAT of the MER, it is believed that the rocks resemble
rocks going from gypsum to low strength basalts in terms of grindability [89].

2.1.6 Inuence of environment on drilling performance
The dierence between temperature, atmospheric and gravity conditions on
Earth and on Mars, on the Moon or on an asteroid is very clear. However the
impact on drilling performance is not straightforward. The role of gravity on
bearing capacity and on the forces required for soil excavation were investigated
thanks to a numerical model and a parabolic ight experimental campaign. The
eect of gravity on bearing capacity was shown to be dierent depending on
the soil used and on its relative density [20]. The eect of temperature and
atmospheric conditions on drilling performance has been very nicely illustrated
by the work presented in [150]. Zacny et al. experimentally showed that under
Martian conditions, ice trapped in the drilled medium could sublime and create
a water vapour ow sucient enough to evacuate some of the drillings. This
drastically reduced the power required to drill. It has also been shown that the
friction between a drilled substrate (Santa Barbara Sandstone) and a drill bit
(Diamond Impregnated and Polycrystalline Diamond type bit) depends on drill
bit temperature and atmospheric conditions. Indeed, the friction between two
surfaces depends on the state of surface and on the presence or absence of oxide
and adsorbed layers. The stability of these layers depends on the temperature
and pressure conditions [149]. The RAT on the MER rovers (see Fig. 2.4) has
shown lower levels of friction than expected [89]. It is supposed that this is due
to the inuence of atmospheric conditions experimentally shown in [149].

Figure 2.4:

Picture of MER RAT on Mars (NASA).

2.2 Wood-wasp inspired drill
2.2.1 Bio-mimetic solutions for space
In Europe, the Advanced Concept Team of European Space Agency (ESA) have
investigated and pushed the adoption of bio-mimetic technologies. A list of such
bio-mimetic technologies particularly promising for space can be found in [80].
Imitating lobster eyes to develop new X-ray telescopes, imitating insect ight to
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develop air-born Martian exploration, imitating campaniform sensilla to develop
micro-strain sensors and, imitating spiders to develop attaching mechanisms are
some of the promising technologies put forward. Antenna designers are also
looking towards Nature to obtain better designs. They have copied the sunower's grain distribution to propose an ecient antenna design [133]. Rover
designers are also looking into imitating insect legs to propose more versatile
locomotion systems than wheels or tracks [117].
The Advanced Concept Team also identied a number of bio-inspired solutions
for sub-surface exploration. The two most promising solutions that have been
identied are a locust inspired design and a wood wasp inspired design. The locust
can dig into soil to lay its eggs. To do so it uses the two valves of its ovipositor
that are capable of spreading apart and closing to enlarge the borehole and pull
the locust abdomen further into the drilled soil. A simple physical model and a
numerical model of this drilling mechanism were developed and showed promising
results, though more work is necessary before a fully functional 3D engineering
model exists [81]. The wood-wasp inspired drill was the other identied concept
and is the subject of this thesis.

2.2.2 The wood wasp
Large numbers of insects have ovipositors allowing them to lay their eggs. Some
insects commonly named wood wasps have ovipositors capable of drilling into
wood to lay their eggs. Figure 2.5 presents a picture of sirex noctilio, commonly
named wood-wasp. Ovipositors also have numerous other functions like envenomation, defensive stinging or host location. For a more detailed description of
ovipositors (evolutionary considerations, morphology, structures and oviposition
strategies) refer to [104].

Figure 2.5:

Picture of sirex noctilio or wood wasp (credits: Michael Becker). Typical

body length is of 9 to 36 mm. Its legs are articulated and orange, its ovipositor is black
and strait.

Figure 2.6 is a middle region schematic of a typical ovipositor. The ovipositor
has an upper or dorsal valve and two lower or ventral valves [106]. Vincent and
King [134] described the morphology of two ovipositors: the short and rigid one
of
(10 mm long and 0.26 mm diameter) and the long and thin one of

Sirex noctilio
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Megarhyssa nortoni nortoni (50 mm long and 0.2 mm diameter). They chose these

two species because their ovipositors represent the large diversity of observed
ovipositor morphologies of wood drilling wasps. They observed the ovipositors
thanks to a Leica S440 scanning electron microscope. These observations revealed
that the two ovipositors have dierent structures. Each ovipositor tip is covered
with teeth. For both of these species the four rst teeth at the tip of the ovipositor
point proximally. In the case of
the rest of the teeth also point
proximally but decrease in size. For
the following teeth progressively
point distally. Dierences in morphologies naturally induce dierences in drilling
mechanism, but all use reciprocation.

M. n. nortoni
S. noctilio

Figure 2.6:

Schematic of the middle region of a typical ovipositor [106].

Vincent and King described the drilling mechanism of both of these species.
The insect moves its two lower valves back and forth: when one valve is protruding the other is retracted and then the protruding valve is retracted and the
retracted valve is deployed (see Fig. 2.7). For both insects, the rst teeth pointing proximally will engage in the wall of the wood cells and then break these cell
walls in tension with the part of the ovipositor pulling upwards. The advantage
of using such mechanism is that the available force is not limited by buckling
considerations but only by the limit of insect muscular power. Before the upward
stroke of the ovipositor can break the cell walls in tension, the downward stroke
must allow the pushing part of the ovipositor to traverse the wood cell wall. To
do so the required force is partially generated by the overhead push of the insect
on its ovipositor. This overhead push is limited by the critical buckling force of
the ovipositor. To generate extra push the insect uses the tensile forces generated
by its proximally facing teeth that are engaged in the wood cell walls. This also
allows the receding valve to be in tension and to stabilize the ovipositor and reduces buckling risks. For
, Vincent and King estimated the tension
force to be ten times higher than the critical buckling load of the ovipositor. Thus
the load that the insect can impose on the tip of the downward going valve of
its ovipositor is principally generated by the resistance of the wood to the tensile
forces of the upward moving valve (see Fig. 2.7). We will now refer to such a
drilling technique as Dual Reciprocating Drill or Drilling (DRD).

M. n. nortoni
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S. noctilio
S. noctilio

In addition to this mechanism, the distally facing teeth of
most
probably cut wood during the down stroke. This is feasible for
because
its ovipositor has a high critical buckling load (0.15 N compared to 0.0009 N for
). This insect also lowers its abdomen as it drills and thus reduces
the ovipositor free length and thus increases even more its critical buckling load.

M. n. nortoni
Advancing
valve

Reaction of
substrate
against
advance

Figure 2.7:

Receding
valve

Receding
valve

Reaction of
substrate
thanks to
backward
facing teeth

Reaction of
substrate
thanks to
backward
facing teeth

Advancing
valve

Reaction of
substrate
against
advance

Schematic of reciprocation movement and dual-reciprocating drill principle

used by wood wasps. Here the geometry of the tip of the ovipositor has been greatly
simplied: all teeth are represented in the same manner and only the two lower valves
are shown.

There are very large numbers of insect species having ovipositors. The ovipositor morphologies in the
order were extensively studied in [103].
Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b) are respectively schematics of transverse sections of
ovipositors and electron microscope images of the tips of ovipositors presented in
[104]. The high variation observed in these schematics and images illustrates the
very large diversity of existing ovipositor morphologies. Dierences in morphologies are most probably correlated with dierences in wood drilling mechanisms
or operations (frequency, amplitude and sequence). It is thus very dicult to dene a unique drilling mechanism. In [134], emphasis is put on the reciprocating
motion of the two lower or ventral valves and little is said on the upper or dorsal
valve. Moreover, no information exists on the operational parameters used by
the insects: amplitude of movements and frequencies: Almost nothing is known
about the mechanics of substrate penetration and the interactions between the
ovipositor valves and the substrate. No measurements of the rate or extents of
ovipositor valve movements are available. [104]. Due to the ovipositor morphology complexity and to the many unknowns, it is key to identify the mechanisms
or principle that could have high added value in space applications but not try
to fully imitate the biological system (which has been optimised for very specic
functionalities under Earth conditions). This necessity of having a top level view
when doing biomimetic activities is highlighted in [81].

Hymenoptera

Despite the large diversity of ovipositor morphologies, Quicke et. al. have identied common features between the wood-boring ovipositors. Most ovipositors
drilling into wood have thick-walled valves, have small lumina and have tight interlocking valves with large contact surfaces. The general outside shape is mainly
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(a) Cross-section schematics.
Figure 2.8:

(b) Electron microscope images.

Cross-section schematics and electron microscope images of dierent ovipo-

sitors illustrating the large variety of existing morphologies [104].

continuous along the length of the ovipositor with an oval or round cross-section.
Finally there seems to be a correlation between the strength of the penetrated
substrate and the thickness of the ovipositor walls [103]. These common features
have logical mechanical explanations. Indeed a boring ovipositor will need resistance to buckling in proportion with the strength of the bored substrate. Since
boring requires higher available strength than following a pre-existing crack (some
insects follow pre-existing holes instead of drilling their own), the boring ovipositor will need to be stronger and thus have thick walls and strong joints. The
absence of important discontinuities in the length of the ovipositor allows it to
act like a drill stem without getting stuck in the hole that is being created.

2.2.3 Wood-wasp inspired drill for space
The wood-wasp drilling mechanism proposed by Vincent and King in [134]
fostered high hopes in the planetary drilling and sampling community. Apart
from the general potential of biomimetic systems to be low-mass and ecient, the
perspective of being able to generate the drilling forces between two valves with
no net external force required (the receding valve generating the force required
for the advancing valve) was of premium interest [45]. Indeed since space systems
are constrained in mass and must operate in low gravity environments, the total
overhead force available for a drilling system is low. Classical rotary drilling
techniques need high overhead forces and thus have limited performance in space
applications. This bio-inspired DRD would not suer from such a limitation [45].
To assess the feasibility of a space Dual Reciprocating Drilling (DRD), a rst
experimental setup was built to measure the necessary cutting forces. The drill
bits were manufactured in ABS plastic and the drilled substrate was polystyrene.
The rack angle of the drill bit was varied as well as the cutting speed. Authors
concluded thanks to these test that there is an optimal cutting speed to maximise
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drilling output power. The eects of the rack angle were also shown. Higher rake
angles were shown to produce higher cutting forces. It was also shown that after
increasing with cutting speed, the cutting force passes through a maximum and
then decreases whatever the rack angle [45].
Further on Gao et. al. built a simple DRD mechanism with metal drill bits.
They used a pin and crank mechanism that was positioned over the DRD valves.
They tested three dierent drilled substrates (condensed chalk, non red clay and
lime mortar) and drilled each one of these substrates at 9 dierent power levels.
They showed that their DRD mechanism drilled faster in softer substrates (lower
compressive strength) than in harder ones with the same input power. They
highlighted the fact that drilling speed generally grew with penetration depth.
They proposed to explain this thanks to potential cracks that could have formed
in the drilled substrate [47]. Another potential explanation proposed here is that
the deeper the drilled hole the more the backward facing teeth can engage in the
drilled surface, thus allowing a higher WOB for penetrating valve. In [47] authors
also proposed an empirical model allowing to predict the penetration speed vd
of their DRD mechanism based on input power P and substrate compressive
strength  as model inputs.

1
vd ∝ k · P · √


(a) Drill bit.
Figure 2.9:

(2.1)

(b) Drill.

Pictures of the planetary DRD rst prototype [46].

But above all, this experimental work was the rst implementation of DRD
and proved the feasibility of DRD in low strength rocks. Thanks to these rst two
studies, a light (< 10 kg) micro penetrator concept housing a DRD was proposed
[46]. In [47], Gao et. al. highlighted some interesting research to be done on
their DRD: optimize the geometry of drill bit, experiment on a wide variety of
substrates, work on sample extraction method and build a prototype.
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2.2.4 Other wood-wasp inspired drill
The wood wasp drilling mechanism described in [134] has also red new technological developments in neurosurgical probes (see Fig. 2.10). The possibility of
being able to insert a ne probe under very low normal force into a brain could
allow lowering the damage done to a brain during minimal invasive surgery [97].
The exibility and the possibility of being able to steer a exible neurosurgical
probe, like an ovipositor is steered, would enable surgeons to avoid key zones of
the brain when operating. For the moment this is limited by the rigid probes used
[44]. However it is important to note that the main function of the ovipositor is
to remove wood whereas the neurosurgical probe should displace tissue.

Figure 2.10:

Picture of the brain probe prototype (left) and pen as size reference (right)

[43]. The brain probe (left) is 4.4 mm in diameter.

Sirex Noctilio

Inspired by the texture of the ovipositor of
, surfaces having different tribological properties depending on the direction in which they are moved
were manufactured. To emulate the surface of an ovipositor, n and tooth like
microstructures with high-aspect ratios were manufactured thanks to advanced
microelectronic mechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication technique. A large range
of micro-structure size were manufactured (ranging from 10 to 500 µ m). For more
details on manufacturing and related issues refer to [114, 115].
A rst series of tests were conducted thanks to the manufactured micro-structures.
The goal was to determine whether or not the reciprocating motion of the microstructures was sucient to induce the displacement of a specimen. The specimens
tested ranged from inorganic materials to organic and also biological ones. The
microstructures were reciprocated on the surface of each tested specimen. A specic air bearing was designed to lower the friction the specimen was subject to.
It was shown that most soft organic tissues and most inorganic materials did
not allow the micro structures to have sucient grip on the specimen for it to
move signicantly. A good correlation between the micro-texture size and the
slip on the specimen was found. Five dierent microstructure/specimen interaction mechanisms were proposed. The damage created by the microstructures
during the reciprocation motion was also investigated. This rst work proved the
feasibility of soft tissue traversal thanks to anisotropic frictional properties and
reciprocating motions with minimal tissue damage [97].
The microstructures were then mounted onto a neurosurgical probe. The dynamic properties of the probes in a bi-directional axial displacement test done in
brain tissues were explored. The forces necessary for their surgical probe to progress and the forces generated during the retraction of the probe were recorded.
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Since these two forces are of the same order of magnitude they have concluded
that a brain probe using dual-reciprocating-drilling is feasible. Such a surgical
tool would thus take benet of the anisotropic tribological properties of its surface
to progress thanks to reciprocating motion. It was even showed that the presence
of the microstructures on the probe reduces the necessary amount of force to
insert the probe in the brain tissues (when compared to a smooth probe)[43].
The future work planned on this development includes: the understanding of the
tissue/probe interaction and the exploration of the eects of the normal force, of
tissue properties and of reciprocating speed on soft tissue traversal. However it
should be noted that no full DRD prototype has yet been built and tested for
this application.

2.3 Terrestrial heritage
Drilling and displacing soil are very old activities. The oil, gas and mining
industries have developed numerous techniques and acquired large knowledge.
The civil engineering world has also learnt how to investigate soil and how to
predict its behaviour when a structure is built on it. Though there are some
major dierences between planetary drilling and terrestrial drilling (including
scale, power and size constraints, environment and autonomy requirements), it is
important for the planetary drilling community to benet from and to transfer
the maximum amount of knowledge.

2.3.1 Terrestrial drilling
2.3.1.1

Oil Mining Industry

Rotary drilling is the most commonly used technique in the oil and gas industry.
To successfully create a vertical or directional hole thanks to rotary drilling three
components are necessary: a force acting on the drill bit or Weight On Bit (WOB),
the rotation of the drill bit and the evacuation of the drillings (usually thanks
to drilling uids injected at the bottom of the hole, which are not usable in
space). To create the correct WOB, a drill rig reduces the tension it applies
to the drill stem. The portion of the drill stem directly above the drill bit is
thus no longer in tension but in compression. The larger the portion of the drill
stem in compression, the higher the WOB. An earth drill rig is thus engineered
to reduce WOB and to support the weight of the drill stem, whereas WOB and
overhead force are very dicult to generate in planetary drilling (due to low mass
of space-crafts and low gravity levels).
The rotation of the drill bit is either created by motors incorporated in the drill
stem or by motors on ground level. The choice of drill bit is very important. In [7],
emphasis is put on the fact that: there is no exact scientic theoretical approach
to the proper selection of drill bits. To choose the drill bit numerous factors
are considered: from the drill bit run cost to the specic energy of the drill bit.
For obvious economic reasons, the drill bit run cost is of the utmost importance
for commercial drilling. Since space systems have low levels of available energy,
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specic energy is very important. Specic energy is the energy needed to remove
a unit volume of drilled substrate.
Two main families of rotary drill bits exist: roller cone drill bits and drag drill
bits. The rst family of drill bits relies mainly on compressive failure of the
drilled substrate and the second family relies on shear failure. Figures 2.11(a)
and 2.11(b) show an example of each family of drill bits. A large number of parameters come into account when designing or choosing a drill bit: the number of
inserts or cutters and their nature, their placement, the nature of the matrix, the
prole of the drill bit are some examples. Despite the high economic stakes and
the numerous eorts to develop numerical and theoretical knowledge on drilling,
a controlled and ecient drilling is still mainly based on eld knowledge and operator experience. Current research focuses on directional or horizontal drilling
[50] and down-hole diagnosis [120]. For further details on drilling in the oil and
gas industry, refer to [7].

(a) Drag drill bit.
Figure 2.11:

(b) Roller-cone drill bit.

(c) Self-penetrating.

Examples of three types of drill bits (courtesy of Prof. H. Sellami).

A very interesting development identied is the self-penetrating thrust generating tool [122]. As explained previously, in oil and mining WOB is not an issue
and drill rigs tend to pull rather then push on drill stems. But for sucient
WOB to be present, a portion of the drill stem must be in compression and this
can cause buckling issues. If a drill bit generated its own WOB, then the entire
drill stem could be in tension, thus facilitating drilling operations. By correctly
placing the dierent cutters on a rotary conical drill bit (i.e. that the cutters
cut into the substrate with more matter above it than below it ), it is theoretically possible to generate a force in the direction of drilling. Figure 2.11(c) right
shows a prototype of this drill bit. Though miniaturisation and initialisation of
drilling remain issues, such technology would have high-added value if it were to
be transferred to the space community.
2.3.1.2

Geotechnics

In order to insure the stability of a manned-made structure on its foundations,
the mechanical and physical properties of the soil or bedrock on which it lies must
be evaluated. Thus an entire eld in the civil engineering world is dedicated
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to soil and rock investigation: geotechnics. This eld is of particular interest
for the space community. First of all, the typical depth at which geotechnics
works is much closer to reasonable depth targets for space missions. Secondly,
geotechnics copes with soil and regolith like planetary drilling, whereas oil and
mining industry focus on deep bedrock drilling. Finally, the goal of geotechnics
is to evaluate the in-situ parameters of a soil/regolith/bedrock or to take an
undisturbed sample for analysis. Planetary drilling has exactly the same goal
(see section 2.1).
In [27], Clayton et. al. give an extensive presentation of this eld. Their
review covers soil classication, sub-surface exploration techniques, sampling methods and the associated disturbances, laboratory testing and in-situ testing. The
sub-surface exploration techniques in use are either boring, drilling, probing or
trial pitting. A large number of boring, drilling and probing devices are used:
manual augers, full drill rigs and dynamic probes for instance. It is not the subject of this work to extensively describe them. Nevertheless it is important for
the planetary drilling community to draw inspiration from the large quantity of
existing solutions.

2.3.2 Theoretical Soil Mechanics
To elaborate consistent predictive models or to understand experimental and
observed results it is of prime importance to understand the fundamental behaviour of a soil or regolith. The theory of soil mechanics suers from the extreme
complexity of soils. The following words of Karl Terzaghi, the father of soil mechanics, must be kept in mind when dealing with theoretical soil mechanics: The
theories of soil mechanics provide us only with working hypotheses, because our
knowledge of the average physical properties of the subsoil (...) is always incomplete and often utterly inadequate. [130]. Because the surface of the Moon and
Mars are most likely covered with dry regolith we will not address the complex
issues of pore water pressure, seepage, saturation and eective stress. A complete
description of these issues can be found in [31]. First the classical description of
regoliths is introduced. Then their behaviour is described. Finally the models of
fundamental situations are presented.
2.3.2.1

Regolith description

To describe a particulate material like regolith, numerous dierent qualitative
and quantitative descriptors are used. For an extensive overview of the description
of rocks and soils refer to [27]. The main elements used to describe dry soils
like the ones that will be used in this thesis are introduced here: particle size
distribution and shape, particle and bulk density, void ratio and relative density.
The particle size distribution of a given regolith is
a measure of the particle sizes composing it. The particle size distribution of a
soil can be obtained by dierent methods. Dry or wet sieving can be used. The
soil is passed through a series of sieves with reducing mesh size. Dry sieving is
suitable for dry sands and soils with no clay content. Otherwise wet sieving is

Particle size and shape
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required to separate the very ne clay and silty fraction from the coarser fraction.
It is also possible to determine particle distribution through sedimentation tests
(based on Stokes' law) or by microscopic visual inspection. Figure 4.6 presents
typical particle size distribution results that were obtained during the research
presented in this thesis. Regarding the particles' shapes, they are determined
visually with or without the help of a microscope. The particles can be rounded,
subrounded, subangular or angular. Figure 2.12 denes the particle shapes.

Figure 2.12:

Schematic dening particle shape descriptors from [27].

Particle density and bulk density Particle density (ρp ) is the density of one
individual particle. It will be equal to the density of the material the particle is
made of (if there are no voids or holes inside the particle). It is common practice
to suppose that all particles have the same particle density. The measure of the
density of a regolith as it is setup in the eld or in the laboratory is the bulk
density (ρ). The bulk density of a regolith can vary depending on how it was
setup or whether or not it was compacted. By rearranging the particles of a
regolith, one can change the bulk density, but the particle density, particle size
and shapes will not change (unless particle crushing occurs). The bulk density
thus takes into account the voids between the dierent particles. Figure 2.13
presents two arrangements of the same particles: the right one has a higher bulk
density than the left one. If Vv is the volume of voids, Vs the volume of solids,
and Ms the mass of solids (that is equal to the total mass Mt ), the ρ and ρp are
given by Eq. 2.2.

ρp =

Ms
Vs

ρ=

Mt
Vt

(2.2)

Instead of describing a particular regolith arrangement with its bulk
density, it is possible to describe it with void ratio (e), porosity (n) or specic
volume (v). Equation 2.3 dene these quantities:
Void ratio
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Vv

Vv

Vs

Vs

Schematic of two particle arrangements illustrating the possibility to obtain

two dierent bulk densities with the same regolith

Vs

and

Vp

are respectively the volume

of solids and of voids.

Vv
Vs
Vt
v =1+e=
Vs
e=

n=

Vv
Vt

(2.3)

with Vt = Vs + Vv

All these quantities are linked together and lay emphasis on the amounts of
voids within the particle arrangement. For a solid block without any voids, e
and n are equal to 0 and v is equal to 1. To give typical values for the examples
depicted in Fig. 2.13, one can refer to the extreme values obtained with perfect
sphere particles. In the case of the most compact arrangement of spheres (closepack crystalline arrangement) e is 0.35, n is 0.26 and v is 1.35. For the least dense
arrangement of spheres (simple cubic crystalline arrangement) e is 0.92, n is 0.48
and v is 1.92. For a particle density of 2000 kg·m−3 , this gives bulk densities
of 2000 kg·m−3 for a solid block of matter, 1481 kg·m−3 for the most compact
arrangement of spheres and 1042 kg·m−3 for the least compact arrangement of
spheres.
Depending on the particle shapes, the extreme void ratios
that a granular material can vary in large proportions. Knowing the void ratio or
the bulk density of a given arrangement of a granular material is thus insucient.
To allow a quantitative evaluation of the level of compaction of a set-up regolith
arrangement, relative density is used. It is by denition Eq. 2.4. It is possible to
express relative density using density (Eq. 2.5 and Appendix C).
Relative density

emax − e
emax − emin
ρmax
ρ − ρmin
=
·
ρ
ρmax − ρmin

DR =

(2.4)
(2.5)

When the regolith particles are set up in the loosest manner, the relative density
is equal to zero. When the regolith particles are the most compact possible, the
relative density is equal to 100 %. Though the notion of relative density is very
valuable to measure the degree of compaction of a given regolith, it requires
determining the maximum and minimum bulk densities or void ratios. Standard
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tests have been developed to do so. Though, however well designed these tests
are, they do not ensure measuring an absolute low or high bulk density or void
ratio. Thus it is not uncommon to encounter relative densities above 100 % or
under 0 %.
2.3.2.2

Regolith and soil behaviour

To understand the stability of soil and how to move soil the
notion of soil shear resistance must be introduced. Coulomb expressed the shear
strength (τmax ) on any shearing plane for any given element of soil as a linear
function of the normal stress (σn ) on the given shearing plane:
Shear strength

(2.6)

τmax = c + σn tan(φ)

c and φ are respectively known as cohesion and internal angle of friction.
Failure of soil will thus happen if the shear stress is above the local shear strength
(function of the local compressive normal stress, i.e. Eq. 2.6). The failure of soil
is thus due to a combination of shear and normal stress. Figure 2.14 right is a
representation of the failure envelope of a soil in the (compressive stress; shear
stress) plane. As can be seen the failure envelope is not perfectly linear. Thus
the Coulomb law is a linearization of the failure envelope. It is thus possible
to dene two angles of internal friction (the secant angle of internal friction and
the tangent). Depending on the targeted application one or the other should be
chosen. In some cases a physical signication can be given to c and φ, but in
most cases they are only mathematical coecients of a linear approximation [31].
e

τ
τmax

dense sand
τcv

tan ( φsecant )

τ
loose sand

tan ( φtangent)

ecv

A

dense sand

loose sand

c
γ

Figure 2.14:

γ

σ

Right: failure envelope in the normal stress/shear stress plane and illus-

tration of the notion of secant and tangent angle of internal friction. Left and Center:
typical results from a direct shear test on loose and dense sand.

Left is shear stress

versus shear strain. Center is void ratio versus shear strain.

The Direct Shear Test (DST) is a strength test and allows to determine the
failure envelope. In this test a rectangle box contains a sample of the tested
soil. The box is split in two halves along its mid plane with a small clearance
between both halves. The relative displacement of the top half of the box with
regards to the bottom half creates a shearing plane in the soil. The soil is more or
less loaded by a load hanger system. The forces and displacements are recorded
and the maximum and steady state forces, which depend on the normal force
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imposed on the soil sample, are determined. A more detailed description of
the DST experimental setup used in this research and the results obtained are
presented in 4.3.1.
When looking at the shear strengths of sands many interesting behaviours can
be found. Figure 2.14 is a typical result of a DST on loose and dense sand. It
represents the shear stress of the sand versus the shear strain imposed on the
sand. The nal state does not depend on the initial density of the tested sand,
but the path taken by these two specimens does. Dense sand will initially have
a higher resistance to shear (τmax ) because of the numerous interlocking sand
particles. (The higher the angularity and the better graded the sand is, the
higher the interlocking will be.) Before a shear plane can appear it is necessary
for the sand particles to rearrange. Once the particles around the shear plane are
reorganised, shearing is much easier. The strength is then of τcv . This explains
the peak in shear stress seen in Fig. 2.14 left.
For loose sand there is little or no interlocking and no shear stress peak is
observed. The evolution of void ratio during such a test is also presented in
Fig. 2.14 centre. The void ratio of the loose sand decreases while the void ratio of
dense sand increases (dilatancy). The nal void ratio value ecv of the dense and
loose sand is determined by the normal stress applied to the sand [31]. It is thus
possible to dene two shear strength envelopes in the normal stress - shear stress
plane: one with the values of critical shear strength and one with the values of
peak shear strength. If for each of these two envelopes, the secant and tangent
angle of internal friction are determined, this leads to four distinct values of angle
of internal friction.
The inuence of density on the properties of regoliths has been taken into
account by the solar system exploration community. Five Martian soil simulants
were tested at varying densities and the evolution of φ with relative density is
reported in [98]. Despite the importance of prediction of space system-regolith
interaction pointed out by Perko et. al. [98] and the importance that the Apollo
engineers and scientists gave to these issues [61], only recently have publications
focused on the impact of regolith density on the performance of space systems
interacting with it. Static Penetration (SP) tests were conducted in UK4 sand (a
Martian regolith simulant). The more compact it was the higher the penetration
force recorded was [118]. The same type of results were obtained for the Optical
Probe for Regolith Analysis when inserted in JSC Mars-1 regolith simulant [38].
The recent problems encountered by NASA's Mars Exploration rovers, Spirit
and Opportunity, were in part or fully caused by very loose regoliths encountered
on the Martian surface [92]. Had these regoliths been found in a highly compact
state, the rovers would not have encountered the problems they had. It is thus key
to take into account regolith simulant bulk or relative density when conducting
tests.
Before failure is reached, the soil will react according to a stress-strain relationship. There are many dierent idealised behaviours:

Elastic/Plastic behaviours
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elastic-perfectly plastic, rigid-perfectly plastic or perfectly plastic, elastic-strain
hardening plastic and elastic-strain softening plastic models are the most known.
The elastic part is governed by the classical Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and
shear modulus. The plastic parts are governed by a yield criterion, a ow rule
and a hardening law. For sands the elastic behaviour is often negligible and a
purely plastic model can be adopted. Because soils are generally complex, nonhomogenous, anisotropic, and have non-linear strain-stress behaviours depending
on stress/strain history and path, these models must be used with caution.
To take into account observed behaviours of clays,
a complete model of the behaviour of soils was proposed by Roscoe et. al.:
the critical state concept [111]. By representing the state of an element of soil
in the deviatoric stress - average principal stress - specic volume space, it is
possible to account for consolidated and over-consolidated soils in drained and
undrained conditions. The path of consolidated specimens in that space will
lay on the state boundary surface, over-consolidated samples will be under it.
The ultimate failure of a specimen (at constant volume under constant stress) is
represented by the critical state line in this space. While originally made for clays,
this representation is useful for sands. Both dense and loose sands will behave
similarly to over-consolidated clays, beginning under the state boundary surface
and failing on the surface on the dry side of the critical-state line. Loose sand is
less over-consolidated then dense sands. Only under very high pressures can sands
be considered normally consolidated (they are thus dense). The dierence in
behaviour during a DST between dense and loose regolith (described in Fig. 2.14)
can also be modelled by critical state theory. For an extensive description of
Critical State Soil Mechanics refer to [6].
Critical State Concept

2.3.2.3

Modelling basic problems

Here the tools used to model and understand two very fundamental soil-structure
interactions are reviewed: the bearing capacity and the cone penetration test.
The bearing capacity of a soil is a very fundamental theoretical soil mechanics problem: it consists in calculating the maximum load a
soil can support before failure or the maximum pressure applicable by a footing
before it sinks into the soil. This problem has been widely studied because it
allows civil engineers to predict the stability of the foundations they build. It
is of interest for regolith drilling since it models soil failure which is requires to
allow the progression of a drill. Three dierent failure mechanisms have been
identied. The rst two were proposed by Terzaghi in [130]: General Shear and
Local Shear. For general shear (see Fig. 2.15), the shearing surfaces or failure
surfaces extend from the base of the footing being pushed into the soil up to the
ground surface. A state of general plastic equilibrium is achieved and the level of
soil rises on either side of the footing. In any practical case, the slight variations
in soil properties would cause one side of the footing to shear before another and
would make the footing tip. In local shear, the state of plastic equilibrium does
not develop all the way to the ground surface. Compression of the soil under the

Bearing Capacity
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footing is observed. High levels of displacements are observed before the footing
sinks into the ground. Little soil is pushed up around the footing. A third mechanism is punching shear failure. In this case numerous shear planes develop
under the footing, accompanied by compression. In this case no soil is pushed
up. It is believed that the mode of failure depends mainly on the compressibility
of the soil and the depth of the footing [31].
Numerous methods can be used to determine the bearing capacity of a soil.
Plasticity theory with the upper and lower bound theorems can be used (but this
supposes perfectly plastic soil behaviour). Generally three terms contribute to
the bearing capacity of a footing: cohesion through cNc , soil self-weight 12 γBNγ
and surcharge (or weight of soil above base of footing) γzNq ; with γ soil density,
z depth of footing base and B width of footing. Nc , Nq and Nγ depend on the
value of internal angle of friction φ and are determined thanks to empirical or
semi-analytical methods. For regoliths the allowable bearing capacity primarily
depends on density or void ratio and stress history. The grading and particle
shape are of secondary importance [31].
p
Active Rankine zone
45°- φ/2

45°+ φ/2
Passive Rankine
zone

Passive Rankine
zone

Radial Shear zone Radial Shear zone

Figure 2.15:

General shear mechanism under a footing. The active and passive Rankine

zones and the zone of radial shear are indicated as well as some remarkable angles.

In the case of deeper longer structures such as piles, the bearing capacity is a
combination of the shaft resistance (or friction of the soil over the length of the
structure) and the base resistance (to cause the shear failure of the soil under and
around the base of the pile). Though it is generally accepted that the analytical
prediction of bearing capacity of piles in sand is extremely dicult, some authors
have proposed methods. Berezantzev et. al. proposed that failure was achieved
when the shear surfaces reached the base of the pile. The surcharge of the soil
above the base of the pile is taken into account but this does not take into
account its shearing resistance [13]. Most methods used to determine the bearing
capacities of piles are based on empirical correlations with the results of Cone
Penetration Test (CPT) or standard penetration tests.
There has been extensive work on
the CPT since it is one of the simplest manners of conducting in-situ soil property
Modelling the Cone Penetration Test
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evaluation . It is also of interest for regolith drilling since it is the simplest drill
possible. The CPT was rst developed in Holland in the 1930's. Since then
the original design has evolved and standardisation eorts have been made. The
test is carried out by pushing at a constant speed of 2 cm·s−1 a 60o apex angle
cone of 10 cm2 into the tested soil. The force necessary to do so is recorded.
Generally a friction sleeve is added above the cone. Thus the test also measures
the shear force on the probe/soil interface. A prole of cone and sleeve resistance
versus depth is thus established. More complex cones now exist with electronic
acquisition systems and piezoelectric measuring of the pore water pressure at
the tip of the cone [79]. Numerous attempts have been made to correlate the
measurements of the CPT to particle size distribution and nature of the soil or to
the angle of shearing resistance of a non cohesive soil [79, 36]. During the work
presented in this thesis, the NASA Spirit rover was stuck in soft sandy soil on
Mars and used its RAT as a penetrometer to evaluate the local physical properties
of the soil it was stuck in.
A review of the main numerical, analytical and experimental calibration methods available for CPT prediction is presented in [144]. It is clear that the
predictions and conclusions of such models can present very high dispersion and
should be interpreted carefully. Five main techniques are presented: bearing
capacity theory, cavity expansion theory, steady state deformation theory, incremental nite element analysis and, calibration chamber testing. When bearing
capacity theory is used, a failure mechanism must be proposed. The diculty
resides in nding a suciently accurate geometry of the failure mechanism to be
precise but simple enough to be analysed analytically. Some of the main failure
mechanisms proposed for deep probes are presented in [36]. Cavity expansion
theory states that the stress eld surrounding the cone being pushed into soil is
related to the pressure required to expand a cavity from zero radius. Depending
on the boundary conditions (CPT conned or not) the simple cavity expansion
problem might or might not have an analytical solution [29, 112]. Particularly for
cone penetration in sands, progress in theoretical predictions has been dicult
and experimental correlations have been preferred. Thus many test campaigns
in calibration chambers have been lead [143].
The prediction of bearing capacity and CPT results is still a continuing and
intensive area of research as indicated in a 2008 publication [137]. Authors studied
the inuence of the cone at the tip of a footing being pushed into sand. They
showed that the force requires to install a at footing into sand can be twice the
one needed for a conical footing. They proposed that the presence of the cone
leads to a progressive failure mechanism. Numerical studies are now extensively
used. For instance, 360 combinations of cone apex angle, cone roughness and
friction angle of soil were explored numerically [24]. It was shown that the angle
of friction has the highest inuence on bearing capacity. The cone roughness has
secondary inuence, with higher inuence when cone apex angle is sharp and
angle of friction high. The inuence of the apex cone angle is complex: generally
the sharper the cone the lower the bearing capacity. However with high angles of
friction, sharp cones can require higher levels of force than blunter cones.
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Despite the critical importance of soil property determination (with the CPT)
and the determination of soil resistance (with bearing capacity) to ensure the
stability of buildings, there is no indisputable model or modelling method. All
models rely highly on calibration of experimental parameters and are generally
limited to the precise conguration they are calibrated on. A change in scale,
depth or geometry generally invalidates the models predictions. Drilling and
geotechnics is thus a highly empirical oriented eld.

2.4 Chapter conclusions
Firstly this chapter has reviewed the eld of extra-terrestrial drilling and subsurface sampling. It shows that despite a very high potential scientic return
and numerous developed solutions, very few extra-terrestrial drillings have been
conducted. This is due to the high diculty of extra-terrestrial sub-surface exploration. Thus it was shown that new solutions must be found. This chapter
then presented the bio-mimetic drilling solution inspired by the wood wasp: Dual
Reciprocating Drilling. First studies on this novel technique proved its feasibility
and its great potential. `
However this review also showed the lack of knowledge on this drilling technique
applied to space missions but also regarding how the wood wasp drills. Finally
this chapter investigated the knowledge developed for Earth drilling and subsurface exploration that can be used when developing an extra-terrestrial drill.
Despite the high economic stakes of oil and gas drilling and of civil engineering,
the approaches used in these elds are highly empirical. This is due to the high
complexity and diversity of soils. Emphasis was also laid on the high importance
of regolith bulk density or relative density. The impact it can have on a regoliths
mechanical properties and the performance of a space system interacting with it
were highlighted.
Now that the state of the art of the dierent elds supporting DRD have been
reviewed, the main bridge to be gapped and the main motivation of the research
presented in this thesis will be presented and discussed. This is the subject of
the following chapter.
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Chapter 3
Drawing inspiration from the
wood-wasp
In this chapter, the main motivation of this thesis is elaborated. First the literature on the wood wasp ovipositor working principle is reviewed to identify all
the lessons and concepts that could be used to develop space systems in general
and sub-surface exploration ones in particular. This leads on to the proposition
of two main DRD system architectures taking advantage of dierent bio-inspired
ideas. The main bridge that is to be gapped by this research is then exposed: enable to choose between these two system architectures. The parameters possibly
inuencing DRD and the hypothesis and simplications required to enable this
research will also be discussed.

3.1 Lessons learned from the wood wasp
The interest of the space community in the wood wasp and its ovipositor was
initiated by the idea of being able to generate the drilling force between the two
valves and there is no net external force required [47]. Since the force applied
to drilling systems is one of the main limitations to their eciency in planetary
exploration, such a concept is highly promising. However many other interesting
concepts can be inspired by the morphology and functionalities of the wood-wasp.
The available literature on the wood wasp was thus reviewed to identify such ideas
and to gain a better insight in the wood-wasp's extraordinary drilling capacity.

3.1.1 Wood-wasp drilling mechanism
Reaction generation The rst lesson learned is the one noted by the space
community: the possibility of generating a reaction force thanks to backwards
facing teeth and a receding valve. The backward facing teeth engage in the
substrate as the valve is pulled on. The resistance of the substrate is mobilized
and can be used by the insect. However there are no muscles in the woodwasp's ovipositor. All its muscles are in its abdomen. The force generated by the
backward facing teeth must thus be transmitted to the progressing valve via the
ovipositor valve in traction and via the abdomen muscles. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3.1.
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In [134], the resistance of the wood
wasp ovipositors to buckling loads was tested. For one of the two tested species
(
), the buckling load is much lower than the resistance of wood.
Even if the receding valve is able to generate loads above the resistance of the
drilled wood, since they must be transmitted via the ovipositor, the load is limited
by the ovipositor buckling load. Vincent et. al. suggested that the part of
the ovipositor in tension (with force T) supports the ovipositor in compression
and raises it maximum buckling load from its unsupported critical buckling load
Pcritical to T+Pcritical . When imitating the wood wasp to develop a planetary
drill, the dierence between reaction generation and tension stabilization is not
highlighted. However both these elements should be taken into account since it is
their combination that enables the high performance of the wood-wasp. Trying
to imitate both or only one of these traits has very high impact on the drilling
system's architecture (see discussion in 3.3). This is also illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

Tension stabilization of the ovipositor

M. n. nortoni

Wood-wasp
abdomen

Muscles or actuator
Olistheter or low-friction
sliding joint

Buckling
stabilization
Surface of drilled substrate
Steering and downhole scraping

Hardened teeth
Reaction generation

Compression

Figure 3.1:

Traction

Schematic of the wood wasp ovipositor's functionalities enabling it to drill

into to wood and having an interest for space system designs. Here a large and strait
ovipositor has been sketched. Some species have such ovipositors but some have very
thin and exible ones that are curved during drilling.

The other manners the insect uses and
controls buckling is also described in [134]. First the ovipositor is solidly attached
to the abdomen, which theoretically doubles the buckling load (Euler elastic
buckling theory) when compared to a joint allowing rotation. Then the wood
wasp drills a very slender and tight hole so the hole itself acts as a supporting
element for the ovipositor on its distal side. This analysis was conrmed by the
fact that the wood wasp Rate of Penetration (ROP) is slower at the beginning of
the hole (1 mm/min) and then increases (1.5 mm/min). Indeed when the hole is
not deep enough the wood/ovipositor contact can be modelled by a freely rotating
pin joint. As the hole deepens, the wood/ovipositor interaction suppresses the
rotation possibility and critical buckling force rises [134]. The insect can then
push harder on its ovipositor and ROP increases. Biologists have observed that
60% of holes drilled where abandoned by the insects in the rst three minutes of
Other buckling control strategies
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drilling. A plausible explanation is that the insects abandon a hole that is too
large to support their ovipositor.
also uses buckling to control its
ovipositor. The insect bends its abdomen slightly to force the buckling of the
ovipositor towards the ventral side of the abdomen where it has a groove and a
set of clips that can rmly hold the ovipositor [134]. Also of high interest, it was
observed that the insects use their abdomen and legs to reduce the free length
of their ovipositors and thus maximise critical buckling force. These observed
buckling control strategies should facilitate the development of a lightweight and
low-power drill in which buckling issues are expected.

M. n. nortoni

3.1.2 Other elements

olistheter

The ovipositor
is the sliding joint between the upper and
lower valves (i.e. Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 3.1.). It is made of a T-shaped groove (
)
on the lower valve and of a corresponding T-section ridge (
). Depending on
the relative orientation of the two
(diverging ventrally or converging
ventrally), the ovipositor can separate or not. The low muscular power available
for the insect implies that the
present low friction. The way this is
achieved is still unknown. Lubricants might or might not be used. It has been
proposed that micro-sculptures in the
reduce friction [104]. A low
friction, exible and potentially separable sliding-joint would be very useful.
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olistheters
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A large number of ovipositors are able to change direction. Some species have even lost all drilling capabilities and rely only on their
ability to ex and steer their ovipositor into existing holes and cracks. All this is
thought to be done without any muscles in the ovipositor. One supposed steering
mechanism is analogue to the deformation of a bimetal thermostat strip. Instead of being a dierence in thermal properties that creates the bending it is the
blocking of one of the valves relatively to the other that allows the ovipositor to
bend [104]. Another proposed mechanism relies on a curved ovipositor tips or the
presence of nodes along the ovipositor. By advancing preferentially one of the
valves the ovipositor will deform thanks to the curved tip or the misalignment of
the nodes [104, 102] . This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. A planetary drill with such
a steering mechanism would have very high added value.
Steering Mechanism

Some other characteristics are to be noticed and could be of use directly for
planetary drilling. The hardening of the teeth or serrations of the ovipositor by
metal-protein complexes indicate that drilling performance might be enhanced by
using dierent materials with dierent properties. A large number of sense organs
have been identied in dierent ovipositors. These sense organs allow the insects
to actively control their actions. Some of these sense organs are still not precisely
understood [134, 104]. Using such an active control in a planetary drill would most
certainly enhance autonomy and performance of the drill. The orientation of the
teeth on the tip of the ovipositor most probably allow the insect to scrape them
on the bottom of the hole. This probably allows the insect to subject the wood to
shearing stresses. Some species are known to have developed telescopic systems
for their ovipositors. This could also be of interest for a planetary drill mechanism.
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The egg canal present in the ovipositor could be mimicked to allow a down-hole
access or allow the drill to transfer substrate or scientic payloads. Further away
from planetary drilling applications are the micro-structures inside the egg canal
that could be used as an inspiration for developing new surface micro-structures.
The sealing mechanism of the ovipositor could also nd applications. Indeed
seals allow the ovipositor to become liquid-tight and allow the passage of venom,
thus fullling its envenomation function. It is clear that all these biomimetic
possibilities would gain from a more in depth understanding of the biological
structures and mechanisms. However this is out of the scope of the research
presented here. Some of these traits are included in Fig. 3.1.

3.2 Modelling the DRD head
Before the DRD system architecture is discussed, it is necessary to imitate the
tip of the wood-wasp's ovipositor to be able to generate a reaction force. First of
all, the research presented here only considers a two part drill head. Wood-wasp
ovipositors do have three valves, but the role of the third valve is not clearly
understood. Additionally only two of the three valves possess backward facing
teeth and seem to play a role in reaction generation. Finally, to have the most
robust system and the least complex one, it is more reasonable to implement the
bio-inspired concepts with two rather than three valves. If further knowledge and
understanding of the behaviour of the wood wasp's ovipositor demonstrates the
key role of the third valve in its performance, this postulate should be challenged.
The morphology of the wood wasp ovipositor is highly complex. We propose
to mimic it in a simplied manner. Based on the electron microscope images of
wood wasp ovipositors published by Vincent et. al. [134], the following geometry
for the DRD head is adopted. The general form of the DRD head will be a cone
on top of a cylinder as can be seen in Fig. 3.2. They will be split in two halves
along the length of the cone and cylinder, forming the two half drill heads that
will reciprocate.

Figure 3.2:

Schematic of general drill head geometry.
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As depicted in Fig. 3.3, to dene the geometry of the cone and the cylinder,
three parameters are required: the radius of the cylinder and of the base of the
cone Rext , the height of the cylinder L2 and the cone half-apex angle α. Then
the teeth are cut out of the cylinder and the cone. To dene the teeth on the
cylindrical part of the drill head three parameters are required: the rake-angle
α2 , the depth of the tooth equal to Rext -Rint and the number of teeth N2 (the
base of the triangle forming a tooth is then equal to L2 /N2 ). For the teeth on the
conical part it is necessary to dene the number of teeth on the conical part N1
and their rake angle α1 . The depth of the teeth reduces as they approach the tip
of the cone. The deepest part of each tooth is on the strait line linking the tip of
cone to the rst tooth of the cylindrical part. All these parameters are detailed
in Fig. 3.3.
It is possible to dene the same geometry by dening the interior cylinder
and cone and adding on the teeth instead of cutting them out. Since the drill
heads are manufactured by cutting out material, the second option was preferred.
Additionally, to keep the numbers of parameters dening the drill head geometry
to a minimum, it was decided that the teeth would all be identical and that the
teeth on the conical part would be dened by two parameters. Once the geometry
of the drill head is dened it is necessary to design the system that will actuate
it and allow the penetration into the substrate.
2 Rext

L2

2 Rint
α2

α

L2
N2

Figure 3.3:

α1

Schematic of nal drill head geometry and its parameters.

3.3 Two possible DRD system architectures
It was shown in the rst section of this chapter that two dierent elements are
required for the wood wasp to drill with a higher force than the limit buckling
load of its ovipositor: reaction generation and buckling stabilisation. Choosing to
imitate both of these functions or only the rst lead to two dierent DRD system
architectures named: surface actuator and integrated actuator.
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3.3.1 Surface actuator
The DRD system architecture closest to the wood-wasp is one with the actuation system contained in the part of the drill that stays at the surface of the
drilled substrate. Figure 3.4(a) presents a synopsis of the proposed architecture.
The actuation system is thus placed in the same position as the insects muscles
(in the abdomen). This system architecture is the one implicitly chosen by Gao
et. al. in their publications ([46], [47], [45]). The main advantage of this architecture is that it puts very low constraints on the actuator. However it requires
developing a deployable drill stem that can transmit the mechanical loads and the
reciprocation movement. This can be helped by exploiting the buckling stabilization concept. However, before buckling stabilization can be used, it is necessary
to have a deployable linear joint like the insects olistheter that allows relative
translation of one half drill stem relatively to the other while maintaining the
two linked. Table 3.1 presents the technological challenges to be addressed, the
advantages and drawback of this solution.
Table 3.1:

Trade-o between two DRD system architectures. RG: reaction generation.

BS: buckling stabilization.

System architecture
Bio-mimetic concepts
Actuator
Deployment mechanism

Surface actuator
RG and BS
Low size constraint
Must transmit
mechanical loads and
reciprocation movement

Integrated actuator
RG and BS
High size constraint
Must transmit only
power and data

AS
Surface
module

Articulate
drill stem

Surface
module

DRD head

Mono-block
drill stem
DRD head

AS

(a) Surface actuator.
Figure 3.4:

(b) Integrated actuator.

Two possible DRD system architectures. AS stands for actuation system.

3.3.2 Integrated actuator
Since the most important point for planetary drilling in the wood-wasp's drilling
technique is the reaction generation, it is possible to imagine a DRD architecture
that does not use buckling stabilization. Figure 3.4(b) presents a synopsis of the
proposed architecture. Indeed the actuator could be placed inside the DRD head
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and transmit the generated reaction force from the receding valve to the progressing valve. This enables developing a much simpler deployable drill stem that no
longer needs to be articulated. However this places a much higher constraint on
the size of the actuator. Indeed it must be miniaturized to t into the DRD head.
Table 3.1 presents the technological challenges to be addressed, the advantages
and drawback of this solution.

3.4 Problem denition and hypothesis
3.4.1 How will DRD behave in regoliths ?
The high scientic potential of sub-surface exploration capabilities has been
illustrated. The very little number of sub-surface explorations done on an extraterrestrial body illustrates their diculty and the need for new techniques. The
work being done on existing and novel drilling techniques has been overviewed.
In the light of the few successful past missions, of the numerous in development
techniques and of the high scientic interest for sub-surface exploration, it is clear
that there is a need for new sub-surface exploration capabilities (see Chapter 2).
Previous studies have identied in DRD a possible light weight, highly-ecient,
low- or no-normal force, low-power drilling and sampling system. However as
ecient as this technology might be, it will most probably have to be specialized
in a few if not one type of substrate (like most other drilling techniques). Even if
some teams are working on very deep drilling capabilities (10 m or deeper), there
is need for improvement in 1 m-drilling capabilities. A light weight, compact and
energy ecient 1 m-sub-surface exploration technique would have high added
value for space mission designers and for the space exploration community. If
the target depth of 1 m to 2 m is chosen, the drilling system will most probably
always be in regolith.
Knowing the large presence of regolith on our Moon, on Mars and on many
other extra-terrestrial bodies, this research will focus on DRD as a regolith exploration tool. The diculty of regolith exploration should not be underestimated.
The problems encountered with the Apollo Lunar Surface Drill during the Apollo
15 mission was due to highly compacted regolith [94].
Despite the potential of DRD, very little is known on its behaviour and interaction with the drilled medium. No models are available for engineers to size the
main subsystems of a ight worthy DRD and no tests of DRD have ever been
conducted in regolith. There is still not enough knowledge available to inform a
rational choice between the two DRD system architectures proposed in 3.3. The
main gap that the research presented in this thesis aims to bridge is formulated
as follows:
 Before a space-qualied DRD can be proposed as a highly energy
and mass ecient solution for space sub-surface exploration, it is necessary for more in depth understanding of the basic mechanisms used
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by DRD to progress and of the parameters that inuence DRD.

The goal of this research will thus be:to conrm or inrm the potential
of DRD in regoliths and to enable engineers to choose between the two
system architectures

proposed in 3.3.

3.4.2 Parameters possibly inuencing DRD
One of the main research objectives that has been laid out for this thesis is to
identify the parameters that inuence DRD and its performance. The parameters
possibly aecting DRD performance have been grouped in three categories:
 geometrical ones,
 operational ones,
 ones relative to the target substrate.
Regarding the geometrical ones, they are the parameters describing the geometry
of the drill head. The ones chosen for this study are detailed in subsection 3.2. A
total of 8 parameters were thus dened (see Fig. 3.3). It is very likely that these
8 parameters have combined eects on the performance and their interaction on
power consumed or nal depth reach is very complex. Additionally, the chosen
drill head geometry is highly simplied and many other geometries could be
considered, thus increasing the number of geometrical parameters.
Numerous operational parameters can be dened and depending on the technical implementation, some can be measured, some controlled and others are not
directly accessible. The identied ones are:
 overhead force or weight applied to the drill bit.
 reciprocation motion amplitude (δ ).
 reciprocation motion frequency (f ).
 drilling speed (vd ).
 actuator input current.
 actuator input voltage.
 actuator input power.
 drill depth.
 length of unsupported drill stem.
 buckling threshold of drill stem.
Most of these are linked together. Power is the product of current and voltage, drilling speed will most probably be correlated to power and overhead force
applied. Drilling power will increase with reciprocation motion amplitude and
frequency.
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The target substrate will have a high impact on DRD performance and requirements (drilling power and time). The substrate family will play a very
large impact (rock, low-strength compressive rocks like in [47], ice or regoliths).
Here focus will be put on regoliths. For regoliths the parameters most likely to
inuence drilling performance are:
 particle size distribution.
 particle shape or angularity.
 density.
 porosity.
 humidity content.
 and to a smaller extent mineral nature.

3.4.3 Approach and hypothesis
A very important conclusion of the literature review is the extreme diculty
of modelling drills or more generally tool/soil interaction (see section 2.3). Experimental work is thus of the utmost importance. Indeed, because of the complexity of drilling, analytical models have regularly shown limits when coping
with drilling. Additionally most models are based on experimentally derived parameters. Analytical approaches are thus very dicult for such a novel situation
as DRD in regolith. Furthermore, the space community emphasises on extensive experimental testing of concepts and hardware. Finally all numerical and
analytical models must be confronted to experimental data before they are validated. Premium was thus set on experimental work and demonstrations during
this research.
DRD in general and for regoliths in particular is a very novel research topic.
Not all system aspects can be addressed in the time frame of this research. It
was thus decided to focus on the drill head. The interaction between the regolith
and the drill head will thus be studied in detail. The evacuation of drillings will
not be studied in detail in the frame of this research. However this does not
mean that this aspect is not critical for DRD performance. This aspect should
be studied in parallel or after the study of the drill head.
The literature review also allowed to identify that the drilling environment has
a high impact on drilling performance. The composition of the atmosphere, the
atmospheric pressure, the gravity and many other parameters will modify the
performance of DRD. However in such early exploration and development phases
of a technology, it would be much too costly to reproduce the exact environment of
Mars or the Moon. It would be also very dicult to choose the exact environment
to reproduce since no precise mission has been chosen for DRD. All the eects of
the environment will have to be taken into account when developing a ight model
and testing it, but for this research extensive testing was preferred to testing in
one single but precisely reproduced extra-terrestrial environment.
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3.5 Chapter conclusions
In this chapter an in depth study of the numerous features of the wood wasp's
ovipositor was presented. The two main functionalities that allow the wood-wasp
to drill into wood were highlighted: reaction generation and tension stabilisation.
Numerous others functionalities of the wood wasp's ovipositors were also listed
(like down-hole scraping). To imitate the wood wasp's ovipositor a DRD head
geometry was proposed. To actuate this bio-inspired DRD head, two DRD system architectures were proposed: one with the actuator staying at the surface
of the drilled substrate and taking benet of reaction generation and buckling
stabilization; the other with the actuator miniaturized inside the drill head and
taking advantage of only the reaction generation. Knowing the abundance of
regolith on extra-terrestrial bodies, regolith was chosen as the main target of the
DRD to be developed. No tests of DRD in regolith have ever been lead. The
lack of knowledge and models of the interaction between the DRD and regolith
were identied as the bridge to be gapped by this research. The goal is thus to
enable engineers to choose between the two DRD system architectures proposed.
The numerous parameters possibly inuencing DRD behaviour were identied.
Because DRD is such a novel subject, it is not possible to investigate all aspects
of the system performance. It was decided to focus on the drill head. The evacuation of drillings will not be addressed in detail. Finally it was determined
that prime would be given to experimental work. It was also decided to emphasis
on extensive testing at this stage of development instead of trying to precisely
reproduce the conditions on the Martian or Lunar surface.
Before a DRD prototype is developed to enable the rst experimental observations of DRD in regoliths, it is necessary to have regolith simulants to drill
into. Rather than trying to precisely reproduce a Martian or a Moon regolith, a
wide variety of readily available regolith simulants will be envisaged. However, to
enable experimental result interpretations and repeatable results, the properties
of the simulants and the manner they are prepared before they are drilled into
will be precisely controlled. This is the subject of the following chapter.

Chapter 4
Regolith simulants
In this chapter, the experimental work to characterise 5 potential planetary
regolith simulants is presented. The simulants properties are compared to planetary regolith properties when available. The inuence of relative density on
regolith properties having been identied, regolith preparation methods are proposed and calibrated. Their inuence on regolith mechanical properties is then
experimentally demonstrated.
To be able to test a planetary drill in the best conditions it is necessary to evaluate its performance in substrates that resemble the encountered regoliths during
operation on planetary bodies. Many regolith simulants have been developed and
none are perfect. For instance, some simulants will be Martian atmospheric dust
analogues [93] and others will be more focused on imitating the Martian surface
[98]. Indeed it is impossible to create a simulant having the same mechanical,
physical and chemical properties than lunar or Martian regolith. It would also
be useless to do so since lunar or Martian regolith naturally present very high
variability. Since the subject of this work is evaluating the performance of a
drill, premium is put on mechanical properties. It is thought that the mechanical
properties of a regolith simulant are dictated mainly by grain size distribution,
angularity of grains, density, and porosity. Chemical composition is thought to
be secondary [118].

4.1 Regolith simulants tested
Initially ve regoliths were considered as suitable planetary regolith simulants:
Surrey Space Centre Mars Simulant 1 (SSC-1), Surrey Space Centre Mars Simulant 2 (SSC-2), Engineering Soil Simulant 1 (ES-1), Engineering Soil Simulant
2 (ES-2) and Engineering Soil Simulant 3 (ES-3). The rst two had been briey
studied before this thesis [117] and the last three are entirely new. Pictures of
all these regolith simulants can be seen in Fig. 4.1. Upon delivery, all these soils
were spread out to dry and then stored in 205 L metal drums. The Engineering
Soil Simulant (ES) simulants were initially intended to test the performance of
locomotion systems on Mars analogues. SSC-1 and SSC-2 were both intended for
drilling and locomotion systems testing. All ve of these simulants, were bought
o-the-shelf, from local sources and no mixing was done to save costs (around
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100 ¿ per tonne). Only ES-2 was post-processed but this lead to high costs and
non-satisfactory results.

4.1.1 Particle shape, chemical nature and source
Microscope image of the regolith simulants were taken with an optical microscope (Bausch and Lomb). They are presented in Fig. 4.1 and are discussed here.
Though the chemical nature of regolith simulants is considered secondary when
simulating mechanical properties [118], for completeness, the dominant mineral
and provider of each regolith simulant are also presented here.
has rounded particles. It is a quartz based sand. It was procured from a
local building supply dealer as general builders' sand. Approximately one tonne of
it was bought. After being dried, all particles greater than 1.3 mm were removed
[117]. Quartz based sand have been used in previous studies as planetary soil
simulants [118].
SSC-1

has very angular particles with convex a shapes that will facilitate particle interlocking. It is a garnet based sand. Garnet is a mineral also known under
the name almandine. The supplier, GMA Garnet Group, delivered two tonnes of
it to SSC. It is possible to order a variety of grain sizes from this manufacturer.
The grain size was chosen to have a very dierent simulant than SSC-1. (See
4.1.2 for more details on grain size.)
SSC-2

particles were too small for the optical microscope. To precisely determine
the particle shapes a scanning electron microscope would be required. In Fig. 4.1,
lumps of particles can be seen. Indeed the very small particles composing ES-1
often group together to make lumps. ES-1 is a nepheline powder. It was provided
o-the-shelf by Sibelco , under the name Sibelco Stjernoy 7. It was chosen to
simulate the ne dusts that are found on Mars [52, 54].
ES-1

particles are angular. It is a quartz based sand. The baseline material
used is Red Hill 110 (RH110) from Sibelco. The larger particles were sieved out
(by Exwold Technology Ltd). It was chosen to simulate the aeolian accumulations
of ne particle found on Mars [52, 54].
ES-2

has subrounded particles. It is a also an o-the-shelf product: Leighton
Buzzard DA 30 from Sibelco . It was chosen to simulate the scree and polymodal
deposits on Mars [52, 54].
ES-3

4.1.2 Particle size distribution
The particle size distributions of the ve regolith soil simulants were determined. Apart from ES-1, all regolith simulants were classied using dry sieving.
The sieves used were woven metal wire ones, purchased from Impact Ltd and
complying with the European standard ISO 3310-1. Thirteen sieves were purchased with the following aperture size: 53 µm, 63 µm, 75 µm, 90 µm, 106 µm,
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Surrey Space Centre Mars Simulant 1 (SSC-1)
(a)

|------|

100 µm

|------|
100 µm

(b)

(c)

|------| 50 mm

(f)

|------| 50 mm

Surrey Space Centre Mars Simulant 2 (SSC-2)
(d)

|------| 100 µm

|------| 30 µm
(e)

Engineering Soil Simulant 1 (ES-1)
|------| 100 µm

(g)

|------| 100 µm

(h)

(i)

|------| 50 mm

|------| 100 µm

(l)

|------| 50 mm

|------| 100 µm

(o)

|------| 50 mm

Engineering Soil Simulant 2 (ES-2)

(j)

|------| 100 µm

(k)

Engineering Soil Simulant 3 (ES-3)

(m)

Figure 4.1:

|------| 100 µm

(n)

Pictures of investigated regolith simulants taken with an optic microscope

and/or digital camera: SSC-1 (a,b,c), SSC-2 (d,e,f ), ES-1 (g,h,i), ES-2 (j,k,l) and ES-3
(m,n,o). Pictures a,b,d,e were published in [117] and g to o in [54].
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125 µm, 150 µm, 212 µm, 300 µm, 425 µm, 600 µm, 850 µm and 1.18 mm. The
sieves were shaken by an Endecott sieve shaker. Figure 4.2 shows the sieve
shaker used and the sieves on top of it. The regolith sample is poured into the
sieves from the top, the particles ow down the dierent sieves until they are
retained by one of the sieves. The vibrations facilitate this process. During this
classication work, discrepancies with manufacturer data sheets and previously
published data were observed. These are detailed in 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2.

Figure 4.2:

Endecott

 sieve shaker (bottom green apparatus) and sieves mounted on

the sieve shaker during classication tests.

4.1.2.1

SSC Mars Simulant 1

The 1.18 mm, 850 µm, 600 µm, 425 µm, 300 µm, 212 µm, 150 µm and 63 µm
sieves were used for SSC-1 classication. The results of all conducted runs are
presented in Table 4.1.
A rst classication run was done with a sample of approximately 220 g. Upon
comparing this result with the previously published results on SSC-1 [116], dierences were observed. Indeed the particle size distribution obtained was shifted
towards the ner particles when compared to the published data. The rst published particle size distribution of SSC-1 was evaluated using older sieves and
dierent samples masses all above 220 g (around 400 g, 750 g and 1200 g). The
dierence observed was supposed to be caused either by the older sieves having
aged or by sieve clogging.
Indeed, when too much soil is poured into the sieves, every aperture is rapidly
lled with a non passing grain. If smaller grains are above this non-passing grain,
it will not ow through the sieve despite its smaller size. The vibrations are
meant to solve this problem. However if there are too many grains in the sieve,
even the vibrations will not allow the blocking particles to be removed from the
sieve apertures to allow the passage of the smaller particles. Thus the sieves are
clogged and the result of the classication is articially shifted towards coarser
particles.
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Particle size distribution data collected for SSC-1 compared with previously

published data [116].

Sieve (mm)
1.18
0.850
0.600
0.425
0.300
0.212
0.150
0.063
Mass of
sample (g)

Run
1
99.73
98.72
96.28
90.55
71.82
42.58
18.90
220

Passing weight (in % of total mass)
Previously
Run
Run
Run
Validated
published
2
3
4
data
data
99.77 99.83 99.77
99.79
96.45 97.26 96.71
96.95
96.81
91.88 92.08 92.55
89.41
92.17
77.94 76.73 78.92
60.44
77.87
50.27 47.26 51.03
49.52
23.22 21.13 23.41
16.47
22.59
2.54
2.19
2.41
1.30
2.38
140

100

100

400-1200

-

To test these hypothesis, runs with even smaller sample masses were conducted
(140 g and 100 g) with the new sieves. Additionally to have better spaced out
data points over the entire particle size distribution of SSC-1, the 850 µm sieve
was taken out and the 63 µm sieve was added. Run 2 was conducted with a 140 g
sample and run 3 with a 100 g sample. Runs 2 and 3 gave coinciding results.
They were again shifted towards the ner particles when compared to the 220 g
sample run (Run 1). A nal conrmation with a 100 g sample was conducted
(run 4). These runs conrmed that the dierences observed between run 1, runs
2 to 4 and previously published data are due to sieve clogging. The dierences in
particle size distributions obtained with dierent sample masses are illustrated in
Fig. 4.3. The SSC-1 particle distribution considered as valid in this work is the
mean of runs 2, 3 and 4 (runs performed with less than 150 g of SSC-1) and is
referred to as Validated data in Table 4.1.

Weight passing in %

100
80
60
40

Validated data (100 g)
Data with 220 g sample
Previously published
data (~750 g)

20
0
−2
10

−1

0

10

10

1

10

Sieve mesh size

Figure 4.3:
of SSC-1.
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4.1.2.2

SSC Mars Simulant 2

The 150 µm, 125 µm, 106 µm, 90 µm, 75 µm, 63 µm and 53 µm sieves were
used for SSC-2 classication. The results of all conducted runs are presented in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2:

Particle size distribution data collected for SSC-2 compared with previously

published data [117].

Sieve
(mm)

Run
1

Run
2

0.150
0.125
0.106
0.090
0.075
0.063
0.053
0.045
0.030
Mass of
sample (g)

99.99
99.94
99.73
99.21
92.41
38.02
17.45
-

99.99
99.99
99.80
99.39
89.39
33.86
15.38
-

300

300

Passing weight (in % of total mass)
Run
Run
Run
Run Manufacturer Validated
3
4
5
6
data sheet
data
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
99.98 99.98 99.92 100.00
99.81 99.83 99.77 99.75
99.25 100.40 99.28 99.50
96.60 96.97 96.42 97.52
69.14 70.70 72.77 71.68
38.83 39.12 40.97 40.69
100

100

100

20

99.00
95.00
75.00
50.00
25.00
5.00

100.00
99.96
99.80
99.64
96.67
70.87
39.64
-

-

-

To conrm the sieve clogging observations done during the SSC-1 classication,
SSC-2 samples of 300 g (run 1 and 2) and 100 g (run 3 to 5) and 20 g (run 6)
were classied. The runs done with the 300 g samples gave results shifted towards
the coarser particles when compared to the manufacturer data. Figure 4.4 plots
the mean particle size distribution obtained with the 300 g samples (dotted line)
and the manufacturer data (full line with diamonds). The 100 g samples gave
results very close to the manufacturer data. In Fig. 4.4 it is not possible to
dierentiate the mean particle size distribution obtained with the 100 g samples
and the manufacturer data. The 20 g results were very similar to the 100 g
sample classication results and they cannot be dierentiated on Fig. 4.4. This
conrmed that samples above 150 g or 200 g clog the sieves and give classication
results shifted towards the larger particle sizes. The SSC-2 particle distribution
considered as valid in this work is the mean of runs 3, 4 and 5 (runs performed
on samples of 100 g) and is referred to as Validated data in Table 4.2. This
data was preferred to the manufacturer data which has evidently been rounded
to multiples of 5.
4.1.2.3

ES-1

The expected particle range of ES-1 is under 15 µm. With such small particle
sizes, dry sieving can no longer be used to determine the particle size distribution.
Table 4.3 presents the manufacturer specications. The particle size distribution
of ES-1 was determined with a coulter counter. The ES-1 particles were mixed
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Weight passing in %

100
80
60
40

Validated data (100 g)
Data with 300 g sample
Data with 20 g sample
Manufacturer data

20
0
−2
10

Figure 4.4:

−1

0

10
Sieve mesh size

10

Inuence of sample mass on classication results obtained with dry sieving

of SSC-2.

with water and a current is passed through. This allows to determine the particle
sizes. The measured data reported in Table 4.3 was kindly collected by Caryn
Jones (University of Surrey, Centre for Environmental Health Engineering). The
obtained particle size distribution is smaller than the manufacturer specications.
Table 4.3:

Particle size distribution data collected for ES-1 compared with manufacturer

data.

Size (µm)
20
15
10
5
4
3
2
1
0.9
0.8
0.7

4.1.2.4

Passing weight (in % of total mass)
Manufacturer data sheet Coulter-counter data
100
97.2
69.7
34.2
-

100
99.9
99
98
97
92
57
48
35
5

ES-2

The 150 µm, 125 µm, 106 µm, 90 µm, 75 µm, 63 µm and 53 µm sieves were used
for ES-2 classication. The runs were conducted and the results are presented in
Table 4.4. The ES-2 particle distribution considered as valid in this work is the
mean of runs 1, 2 and 3 and is referred to as Validated data in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4:

4.1.2.5

Particle size distribution data collected for ES-2.

Sieve
(mm)

Passing weight (in % of total mass)
Run
Run
Run
Validated
1
2
3
data

0.150
0.125
0.106
0.090
0.075
0.063

99.53
92.75
63.60
37.05
13.43
4.21

99.56
90.42
61.48
35.95
13.10
3.98

99.39
91.58
64.32
38.68
14.80
4.63

99.49
91.58
63.13
37.23
13.78
4.27

ES-3

The 1.18 mm, 850 µm, 600 µm, 425 µm, 300 µm, 212 µm and 150 µm sieves
were used for ES-3 classication. The results of all three runs are presented in
Table 4.5. The ES-3 particle distribution considered as valid in this work is the
mean of runs 1, 2 and 3 and is referred to as Validated data in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5:

4.1.2.6

Particle size distribution data collected for ES-3.

Sieve
(mm)

Passing weight (in % of total mass)
Run
Run
Run
Validated
1
2
3
data

1.180
0.850
0.600
0.425
0.300
0.212
0.150

99.85
98.80
75.99
27.75
7.07
1.11
0.07

99.90
98.97
75.71
27.33
7.37
1.24
0.08

99.89
98.74
73.81
25.93
6.95
1.70
0.83

99.88
98.83
75.17
27.01
7.13
1.35
0.33

Comparison with known extra-terrestrial regoliths

Figure 4.5 presents particle size distributions of three lunar soils from the Apollo
17 mission: sample 78221,8, sample 71061,1 (taken from the Lunar Mare) and
sample 72441,7 (taken from the South Massif) [61]. It can be seen that even in a
remote location, particle size distribution can vary.
Figure 4.6 presents the particle size distribution of all 5 investigated soil simulants and one particle size distribution from the Apollo 17 mission. As can
be seen the regolith simulants investigated have a much more narrow particle
size distribution than the lunar regolith samples. Even the regolith simulant having the widest particle size distribution (SSC-1) is much more uniform than the
Apollo sample (in terms of particle size distribution).
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Weight passing in %

100
80
60
40
Apollo 17 Mare
Apollo 17 South Massif
Apollo 17 sample 78221,8

20
0
−2
10

−1

0

10

1

10

10

Sieve mesh size

Figure 4.5:

Classication of 3 Apollo 17 lunar regolith samples: sample 78221,8, sample

71061,1 (lunar mare) and sample 72441,7 (South Massif ) [61].

Weight passing in %

100
80
60

SSC−1
SSC−2
ES−1
ES−2
ES−3
Apollo 17*

40
20
0
−3
10

Figure 4.6:

−2

10

−1

10
Sieve mesh size

0

10

1

10

Particle size distribution summary plot of all tested simulants and Apollo

17 South Massif data. * South Massif

4.1.3 Regolith simulant densities
To determine the relative density, void ratio and porosity of the proposed simulants the particle density and minimum and maximum bulk densities are determined.
4.1.3.1

Regolith particle densities

To determine the particle density, a sample of known mass is emerged into a
uid. The volume of uid displaced is the volume of the particles. The particle
density is then obtained by dividing the mass of the sample by the volume of
liquid it displaced. Such a technique was used to determine the particle density
of the lunar regolith brought back by the Apollo astronauts [61]. Figure 4.7 shows
a picture of the plastic calibrated cylinder used for the particle density determination lled with water and SSC-1 (4.7(a)) or SSC-2 (4.7(b)). It is graduated
every 10 mL. The plastic cylinder is placed on a scale (scale sensibility 0.01 g).
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The displaced volume is controlled thanks to the gradations on the cylinder. The
mass of soil added is determined thanks to the scale.

(a) SSC-1 on scale.
Figure 4.7:

(b) SSC-2.

Pictures of particle density determination. A calibrated plastic cylinder and

a scale are used.

Some preliminary runs were conducted and discarded because of inappropriate
regolith simulant mixture with water. Indeed, when sample of regolith simulant
is poured in at once, the water does not mix well with the sample and some dry
regolith conglomerates can be observed. This problem was solved by pouring in
the regolith at very low ow rates. A sample of 100 g was poured in over 2 mins.
Three runs for each soil were conducted. The mass of regolith simulant used for
each run was varied and no inuence was detected. The results of these runs are
presented in Table 4.6. The Standard Deviation (SD) of all runs is low (2 to 3 %
of the mean value) except for runs done on SSC-2 (around 8 %). This is probably
due to the angular shape of the SSC-2 particles that will trap air bubbles quite
easily. In the ASTM-standard [5], the water-regolith mix can be put in vacuum
to ensure that all gas is evacuated from the mixture.
Figure 4.8. shows the particle density obtained for all ve regolith simulants
investigated. These particle densities are compared to the particle densities
observed on the surface of the Moon. In [61] particle densities ranging from
2300 kg·m−3 and 3500 kg·m−3 are reported. These values are represented on
Fig. 4.8 by the full horizontal line (2300 kg·m−3 ) and the dotted horizontal line
(3500 kg·m−3 ). As can be seen the ve regolith simulants are within the range of
observed lunar particle densities.
4.1.3.2

Regolith minimum bulk densities

The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) proposes dierent
standard methods to determine the minimum density of a granular material [2].
Method C is recommended for granular materials having all particle sizes under
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Particle density determination and mass of samples used on all ve regolith

simulants studied. SD: standard deviation.

Regolith
Simulant
Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Particle density

Particle density
(kg/m3 )
Mass used (g)
Particle density
(kg/m3 )
Mass used (g)
Particle density
(kg/m3 )
Mass used (g)
Mean
SD

SSC-1

SSC-2

ES-1

ES-2

ES-3

2339

2906

2357

2459

2540

220

119

189

255

479

2389

3432

2338

2585

2654

87

91

241

473

402

2453

3124

2253

2610

2602

163
2394
57

94
3154
264

145
2316
55

444
2552
81

461
2599
57

9.5 mm and less than 10 % above 2 mm. Method C will thus be used on all
ve investigated soil simulants. Method C consists in lling a calibrated cylinder
with a sample of the tested granular material and tipping the cylinder over once
or twice. The volume occupied by the granular material is then measured thanks
to the gradations on the cylinder. Tipping the cylinder over aerates the granular
material. If the granular material initially placed in the cylinder was in a very
compact state, a single or two tips might not aerate the sample enough. Thus
it is recommended to repeat the procedure until consistent volume readings are
reached [2].

Here a 1000 mL plastic beaker, gradated every 10 mL, was used. The mass of
the soil sample was determined with a scale of 0.01 g precision. Three distinct
regolith sample masses were used for each studied regolith simulant and no inuence was detected. The minimum density mean and SD are summarized in
Table 4.7.
Table 4.7:

Minimum density of all ve regolith simulants studied using the ASTM D

4254-00 [2].

Regolith Simulant
SSC-1
SSC-2
ES-1
ES-2
ES-3

Minimum density (kg/m3 )
1384
1949
650
1301
1498

Standard deviation
13.3
12.9
25.3
19.9
18.7
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Particle density kg/m3

3500

3000

2500

2000

Figure 4.8:

SSC−1 SSC−2 ES−1 ES−2
Regolith simulant

ES−3

Particle densities of the ve soil studied regolith simulants. The extreme

values of observed lunar particle densities are represented by the horizontal dotted line
(maximum) and full line (minimum).

4.1.3.3

Regolith maximum bulk densities

The ASTM standard material required to determine the maximum density of
the regoliths was not available (compression unit mounted on vibrating table [4]).
In [116], the maximum density was estimated by adding 5 % to the maximum
density achieved after manual compression. Here the maximum density of regoliths will be estimated using void ratio and particle density measurements. The
advantage of such an estimation over the one proposed in [116] is that it depends
on particle density which is a standard test and not manual compaction that is
not a standard test. However the drawback is the choice of minimum void ratio.
Indeed the minimum void ratio corresponds to the maximum density of the soil.
This value can vary from one soil to another based on particle shapes. Here a
void ratio of 25 % was chosen, which is slightly less than the void ratio of the
highest compaction of perfect spheres (26 %). The estimated maximum densities
are presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8:

Estimation of maximum density using particle density and a void ratio of

25 %.

Regolith Simulant
SSC-1
SSC-2
ES-1
ES-2
ES-3

4.1.3.4

Maximum density (kg·m−3 )
1795
2366
1737
1914
1949

Comparison with known extra-terrestrial regoliths

Figure 4.9 shows the range of densities of each regolith simulant, based on
maximum density estimations and minimum density determination. They are
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Bulk density range kg/m3

compared to the maximum and minimum observed densities of Apollo 15 sample
15601,82 [61]. All proposed simulants except SSC-2 are within the range of the
Apollo sample. SSC-2 is denser than the Apollo sample. This can be explained
by the high particle density of SSC-2. This lunar sample also has a high particle
density (3240 kg·m−3 ). However lunar samples also have particle aggregates which
trap voids inside and thus lower the maximum achievable density.
2500
2000
1500
1000
500

Figure 4.9:

SSC−1 SSC−2 ES−1 ES−2
Regolith simulant

ES−3

Range of bulk densities of each regolith simulant (based on maximum density

estimations and minimum density determination). The horizontal lines represent the
minimum and maximum densities of Apollo 15 sample 15601,82 [61].

4.1.4 Humidity content of regolith simulants
Humidity content can have an eect on particulate material strength and general behaviour. Therefore the humidity content of all ve soil simulants was
evaluated. To do so the ASTM D2216-05 was followed [3]. The drying oven
used can be seen in Fig. 4.10. As recommended in the ASTM standard, the oven
temperature is set to 110◦ C.

(a) Closed.
Figure 4.10:

(b) Opened.

Pictures of oven used for moisture content determination.
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To determine the humidity content of a given soil sample, it is weighed before
being put in the oven (MW). The sample is then weighed periodically until the
mass reading is stable (MD). The mass loss during drying is supposed to be
entirely due to humidity evaporation. It is also supposed that all the water
present in the sample has evaporated once the mass reading is stable (because of
the sample temperature above water vapour temperature). The humidity content
(HC) is then determined as a percentage of the dry mass:

Humidity Content =

W et mass − Dry mass
Dry mass

(4.1)

Table 4.9 presents the moisture content values obtained just after regolith simulants were stored in the metal barrels after being set out to dry. Only one
run for SSC-1 and SSC-2 was done while three runs for the other three soils were
performed. Approximately 200 g of regolith simulant were used for each one of
the runs. Only 48 h were needed for the mass measurement to stabilize (i.e. all
moisture in the sample to evaporate). Four samples were left in the oven for a
month and a half after the initial readings. No change in mass was observed after
this period. The moisture contents presented in Table 4.9 are very low and it can
be considered that such low moisture content will have no eect on the regolith
simulants properties.
Table 4.9:

Moisture content of soils after reception and passive air-drying. SD: standard

deviation.

Regolith simulant
SSC-1
SSC-2
ES-1
ES-2
ES-3

Moisture content (in % of dry mass)
Mean
SD
0.13
0.11
0.35
0.19
0.34

0.03
0.03
0.05

4.2 Proposed soil preparation techniques
The literature review pointed out the high impact of regolith bulk or relative
density on its properties and on the performance of a system interacting with
it. To control the compaction of the regolith simulants, it was thus necessary
to establish robust preparation techniques. This is not always done (or at least
not reported ) when testing regolith penetration systems despite the critical importance of relative density. The work described in this section was published in
[53].
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4.2.1 Density determination methods
Before the tested preparation methods are presented, the two dierent manners
regolith density was measured is presented.

4.2.1.1

Volumetric density and relative density

It is possible to measure the mean density of the prepared sample by measuring
the mass of the prepared sample and its volume. The density is then the mass
divided by the volume. The mass is obtained by subtracting the mass of the
container to the mass reading obtained by weighing the container and the regolith.
The volume of the regolith sample can be obtained by two distinct manners.
In both cases the volume of the regolith container is precisely measured (by
lling it with water at room temperature) and weighing the mass of water in the
lled container). Either the container is lled to the top and excess regolith is
cleared o. The volume of the regolith sample is then equal to the volume of the
container. If the regolith sample does not entirely ll the container, the distance
of the regolith sample's surface from the top of the container is measured (at least
four measurements are taken). Knowing the dimensions of the container, the free
volume of the container is calculated and the regolith sample volume is obtained
by subtracting the empty volume to the total volume of the container. Densities
obtained in such a manner will be referred to as density or relative density.

4.2.1.2

In-situ density and relative density

Because regoliths do not have a xed structure it is very dicult to evaluate
the local density. Taking a sample will disturb it and change its density. To
measure the density of regolith despite this diculty, the resin injection technique
proposed by Bica [14] to measure the in-situ density was used. The density is
measured from resin-regolith spheres (see Fig. 4.17).

An epoxy resin is injected into the prepared regolith (2.1 mm exterior, 1.6 mm
inner diameter needle). Figure 4.11 presents the setup: the needle is placed into
the regolith with some metal wool in its tip to block up going regolith particles.
Resin is poured into the needle and ows into the sample. The resin is chosen to
have very little volume changes during the curing process. This enables minimal
sample modication. For more details see ([14, 26]). Once the resin has hardened
(24 to 72 h), the resin-regolith conglomerate is taken out of the prepared regolith
sample. The mass of the resin having been injected is known, thus the mass of
regolith inside the resin-regolith assembly can be obtained. Its volume is obtained
by using the Archimedes force. The resin-regolith assembly is immerged in water
and its weight inside and outside of water are measured. The in-situ density is
then calculated by dividing regolith mass by the volume of the assembly. Densities
obtained in such a manner will be referred to as in-situ density or in-situ relative
density.
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Syringe
Holder

Resin

Needle

Regolith

Metal
wool

Figure 4.11:

Schematic of resin injection set-up with needle placed in the granular

material and lled with resin.

4.2.2 Proposed methods
To prepare the regolith simulants for experiments, three techniques were initially
investigated. Figure 4.12 is a schematic of these three techniques. They were
tested on SSC-1 and SSC-2.
Pour

Rain

Vibrate
Controlled
speed
Controlled
height

> 50 cm

Vibration

Figure 4.12:

Schematic of preparation techniques rst investigated: Pour (from a height

above 50 cm), Vibrate (the container while pouring the regolith into it) and Rain
(regolith is deposited in successive layers from a controlled height and at a controlled
speed) [53].

4.2.2.1

Rain

Dierent raining techniques have been studied [14]. In all of them, the regolith
is deposited in the container as rain would ll a bucket. Here, the curtain raining
technique is used. A hopper with a slit is lled with regolith. The regolith ows
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out of the slit and a regolith curtain is formed. The hopper is moved back and
forth. A layer of regolith is laid in the container by each pass. The regolith ow
rate (hopper and slit dimensions) , the hopper height speed must be controlled.
In the tests reported here, the regolith ow was aided only by gravity. Other
systems exist(like an air activated system in [14]).
For all the tests reported here, a xed slit width was used (5 mm). The ow
rate of SSC-1 and SSC-2 out of the used hopper was measured. The hopper was
lled and placed above a scale. The mass accumulation on the scale was measured
(1 Hz Data Acquisition System (DAQ) frequency). Both regoliths were rained
three times. Figure 4.13 presents the mass accumulation versus time of all runs.
The ow rates thus obtained are presented in Table 4.10.
4000

Mass (g)

3000
SSC−1
SSC−2

2000
1000
0

0

Figure 4.13:
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Graph of cumulative mass during raining from hopper: SSC-1 and SSC-2

regolith simulants. [53]

Table 4.10:

SSC-1 and SSC-2 ow rate out of the hopper. [53]

Mean ow rate (g·s−1 )
Standard deviation (g·s−1 )

4.2.2.2

SSC-1
55.12
1.79

SSC-2
40.54
0.69

Pour

The regolith is poured directly in the container. When it is poured, the regolith
is rst accelerated. Turbulence appears, mixing the regolith and air. A minimum
pouring height is required to allow the turbulence to fully develop and to enable
the regolith to approach its terminal speed. [95] reports that a 50 cm is sucient.
This was conrmed by preliminary tests.
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Vibrate

The regolith is poured into a vibrating container. The vibrations help the regolith to compact. No specic constraints were on how the regolith is poured. The
vibrations are stopped immediately after pouring. In this thesis, the containers
were vibrated by an Endecotts sieve shaker.
4.2.2.4

Dust mitigation and health considerations

Pouring the dierent regolith simulants from one container to another or just
moving the simulants around create large quantities of dust that stay in the air
and cover all exposed surfaces. This is particularly aggravated when the regolith
simulants have very small particle sizes, as can be seen in Fig. 4.14(a). The dust
accumulation caused the sieve shaker used to mal-function. It had to be fully
dismantled and cleaned before it was able to function normally (the dust had
completely blocked an electric switch). To contain this dust generation, a large
3.2 m side cube was created with aluminium proles and thick plastic. A large
door with Velcro straps was tted on one side of the cube (see Fig. 4.14(c)).
Finally a negative pressure was created by DustControl cube which lters the air
inside the cube and throws it out of the cube (see Fig. 4.14(c)). The DustControl
cube is able to cycle the entire volume of the cube in 2 min. This helped drastically
reduce the amount of dust settling on laboratory equipment outside and inside the
cube. However the atmosphere inside the cube was still highly charged with dust.
Personal protection equipment was thus necessary. Boiler suits were worn during
all experiments. During manipulations of all soils except ES-1, simple respirator
masks (1E2500 Freeow2 FFP3 Valved Cupped Respirators, standard EN149 :
2001, Arcos) were worn. Due to the very small size of ES-1 particles, a higher
standard respiratory mask (168600 Sundstrom SR 100 Half Mask Respirator)
with high quality particle lters were used. A head cover was also added when
manipulating ES-1.

4.2.3 Evaluation of methods
4.2.3.1

Obtained densities

The Pour and Vibrate techniques were used to
prepare samples of SSC-1 and of SSC-2. The rst series of preparations were
conducted in a 13.5 L plastic cylindrical container. Since pour and vibrate techniques can be done manually, a second series was done by another operator in
the same container. This enables to assess the impact of the operator on the
nal density reached. In order to assess the inuence of the container nature,
the rst operator was asked to prepare two more series of regolith samples: vibrate samples in a 14.5 L metal cylindrical container and both pour and vibrate
samples in a 245 mL cylindrical glass container. For all these preparation tests,
3 runs were done for each preparation method-simulant combination. The mean
relative density obtained and the SD are reported in Table 4.11. All the densities
for these tests were determined using the volumetric density method. One SSC-1
poured series and one vibrated series were also injected with resin. The results
of the injection are also presented in Table 4.11.
Pour and vibrate methods
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(a) Dust generation.

(b) Dust ltering system.

(c) Dust containment cube.
Figure 4.14:

Pictures of dust generation during regolith simulant preparation, air-

ltering system (DustControl cube) and dust containment 3.2 m side cube.

The values obtained with the in-situ or resin injection method are higher than
the volumetric ones (+23 % for poured and +14 % for vibrated). This could
be explained by the regolith being more compact in its lower part than in its
higher part (due to compaction under its own weight). This is compatible with a
higher dierence in the low density case since low density samples present higher
density gradients (compaction under self-weight is easier). However the SD of
the in-situ measurements are very high and it seems likely that the systematic
over-evaluation of in-situ density compared to volumetric measurements could be
caused by a bias or a measurement error. Numerous measurements are required
to obtain an in-situ measurement (mass of injected resin, volume of sphere, etc.).
This increases the error margin and the possibility of manipulation errors.
Additionally some runs did not allow much resin to ow into the regolith
sample. The smaller the resin sphere the more sensitive the density measurement is to errors. The data presented in Table 4.11, only runs having injected
more than 10 g of resin were used. By setting the threshold to 20 g, the obtained value for vibrated SSC-1 is much closer to the volumetric value (76% versus
71%) and the SD is much smaller (3.7% compared to 14%). Because it is a time
consuming method and can lead to many measurement errors, the resin injection
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Table 4.11:

Densities obtained with pour and vibrate methods.

density value is given and the SD is given in parenthesis.
determined with the volumetric technique except

The mean relative

All relative densities were

(5) . (1) is the reference series, prepared

(2) the same container was used but a dierent operator
in a 13.5 L plastic container.
(3)
(1) prepared in a 14.5 L metal
executed the preparations.
the same operator as in
(4) the same operator as in (1) prepared in a 245 mL glass container. (5)
container.
were determined using the resin impregnation technique, the corresponding volumetric
measurements are marked by *.

Reference(1)
Operator(2)
Container(3)
Small container(4)
In-situ(5)

Pour
SSC-1
SSC-2
19 (2.1)* 12 (1.7)
9.0 (4.4) -1.2 (1.4)
X
X
-1.0 (0.9) -3.2 (1.1)
44 (11)*
X

Vibrate
SSC-1
SSC-2
89 (1.6) 102 (1.3)
86 (4.4) 112 (2.4)
76 (2.9)* 93 (4.6)
69 (1.3)
82 (4.6)
87 (15)*
X

technique will be used only when volumetric measurements are not possible.
The hopper speed and raining height inuence density obtained
with the rain method ([95, 117]). Two heights and two hopper speeds were chosen:
3 cm above container top and 23 cm above (low and high) and 24 and 72 sweeps
per minute (slow and fast). The four combinations were used to ll the 245 mL
glass container with SSC-1 and SSC-2. Three to four runs were done each time.
The obtained data is presented in Fig. 4.15
Rain method

Relative density (%)

60
40

SSC−1
SSC−2

20
0
−20

Figure 4.15:

Low and slow

Low and fast
High and slow
Rain parameters

High and fast

Mean value of volumetric relative density achieved using Rain preparation

techniques on SSC-1 and SSC-2 to ll a 245 mL cylindrical glass container. The speed
of hopper and height of hopper were varied. [53]

Negative relative densities have been reported here. This has also been observed
by other authors ([98]). It is clearly indicated in the ASTM D 4254-00 minimum
density test description that the ASTM minimum density test does not insure
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an absolute minimum density ([2]). Thus a lower density may be reached, which
then corresponds to the negative relative density found in the results above.
4.2.3.2

Method comparison

The vibrate and pour techniques allow to reach two very distinct levels of relative density: low for pour (10 %) and high for vibrate (80 %). This allows to test
hardware or simulant properties very simply at two very distinct relative density
levels. The rain method enables reaching a numerous relative density values. However this requires an experimental calibration of the inuence of regolith ow
rate, hopper height and hopper speed. Indeed, no predictive model linking these
parameters to the relative density of the prepared regolith was identied in the
literature. Such a model would most probably vary with the regolith's properties.
The achieved relative densities change for a given method with the prepared regolith . This was also observed with the sample preparation methods used in [98].
The dierence between vibrated SSC-1 and SSC-2 are small but dierentiable.
These methods must thus be calibrated for each new regolith prepared.
The regolith found on the Moon will be similar to the vibrated regolith simulants. Indeed the regolith that was sampled and drilled into by the Luna and
Apollo mission is very compact [61]. On Mars, because of wind there is a much
larger variety of regolith compactions on the surface of this planet. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) rovers Spirit and Opportunity
traversed very compact regolith plains but were also stuck in very loose regolith.
Martian regolith will thus be found at compaction levels similar to the vibrated
and poured ones (and to all the intermediate compaction levels).
4.2.3.3

Robustness

Some variations in the densities achieved with the pour and vibrate techniques
were observed. A change in operator changes the obtained densities. This could
be caused by dierent pouring rates and heights (despite the written instruction
of being above 50 cm). The change in set-up (from a plastic container to a metal
one or to a much smaller glass container) also modies the achieved densities.
The smaller glass container most probably presented lower densities since it was
be subject to much less self-compaction than the larger samples. For the vibrate
method, the dierence between plastic and metal containers are most probably
due to a dierence in transmission of vibrations from the shaker to the container
(this was also observed during further tests: see section 4.2.4.3).
However for a given regolith, with a given setup and a given operator, the dispersion obtained on the relative density obtained is low. The pour and vibrate
techniques are simple and do not require much hardware investment. However,
if repeatable densities are to be obtained whatever the operator, hardware investments are necessary. The speed and height at which the regoliths are poured
into the containers (vibrating or not) should be controlled by the hardware. If
the setup is changed, the preparation methods should be recalibrated (especially
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if the transmission of vibrations is changed). Regarding the rain method, it is
clear that the high sensitivity of the method to hopper height or speed requires
a minimum hardware investment to enable repeatable results.
Time and gravity alone have no eect on the samples once prepared. Indeed
a prepared regolith sample is in a meta-stable state. It requires energy (injected
through shocks and vibrations) to leave this state. Once it has left the state it
will evolve to a lower energy state in the gravity eld (i.e. a more compact state).
Low relative density samples will be very sensitive to shocks and vibrations where
high density samples will not be as sensitive. To ensure the sample has not been
compacted, the samples will be used right after preparation.
4.2.3.4

Soil sample fabric

At the same relative density, the regolith fabric (the manner the particles are
arranged) can inuence regolith properties. This is reported in [76]. The transparent 245 mL glass container allowed observations of regolith fabric. Fig. 4.16
presents images of rained SSC-1. The layer size is clearly correlated to the hopper
speed: the slow hopper speed give thick layers. Indeed, since the hopper has a
constant ow speed, a slower hopper speed means more regolith ows out of it
during one pass, thus making thicker layers. The smaller particles are found on
the top of each layer. Indeed the ratio of aerodynamic forces to gravity forces is
much stronger for small particles. This explains the layering. It is interesting to
note that the fabric is not linked to density. Indeed the two slow (or two fast)
preparations present very similar fabric but dierent densities and the slow-low
and fast-high present very dierent fabrics but very similar densities.
Similar images were taken of rained SSC-2 but no clear layering could be observed. Since SSC-2 has a much more tight particle size distribution, layering is
much less visible than in SSC-1. Pictures of poured and vibrated SSC-1 and SSC2 were also taken. Small variations in poured and vibrated SSC-1 were observed,
but generally the poured and vibrate technique give very homogenous samples.
The resin-regolith conglomerates obtained after resin injection also give an
indication on regolith fabric. Figure4.17 compares two pictures of resin-SSC-1
conglomerates: on the left the result of an impregnation into rained SSC-1 and
on the right into poured SSC-1. After pouring or vibrating the obtained resinregolith conglomerates are approximately spheres. However after raining they
present numerous spikes that correspond to the layering. The smaller particles
on the top of the layer will have a mush stronger capillary action on the resin (the
smaller the inter-particle space the higher the capillary forces). This explains the
spiked shape of the resin-regolith conglomerate.

4.2.4 Densities obtained
Table 4.12 presents a summary of the main elements identied when testing the
pour, rain and vibrate methods. Because the rain technique requires hardware
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2 cm
Slow

Figure 4.16:

Fast

Illustration of fabric variation: pictures of rained SSC-1. The layering and

segregation of particles in each layer are visible in each picture. The dierences in soil
fabric caused by the slow or fast speed of the hopper are clearly visible. A fast hopper
speed creates thin layers and a slow hopper speeds creates thick layers. Hopper height
has no visible inuence on layering. [53]
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1 cm

Figure 4.17:

Pictures of resin spheres obtained after preparing and injecting SSC-1. The

spheres have a diameter of approximately 5 cm. On the right, the round resin sphere is
a poured SSC1 sample. On the left the resin sphere is a rained sample ([117]). The
resin impregnation technique allows local fabric observation. [53]

investments and since the pour and rain techniques allow to test two extreme
regolith densities, only pour and vibrate techniques will be used for the rest of
this thesis. However, each new regolith simulant used or a change in operator or
setup will be followed by a new calibration of the obtained density.
Table 4.12:

Summary of observations on tested preparation methods [53].

Method

Relative
density

Rain

Function of
hopper height
and speed.

Vibrate

High (
80 %).

Pour

Low (
5 %).

Hardware
requirements
High
requirements for
hopper speed and
height control.
Small unless
change in
operator.
Small unless
change in
operator.

Critical points

Fabric

Control of
hopper height
and speed.

Layered.

Transmission
of vibrations.

Homogenous.

Pouring rate.

Homogenous.

Numerous tests were conducted during the research described in this thesis:
Direct Shear Test (DST), Static Penetration (SP) tests, Dual Reciprocating
Drilling (DRD) experiments and force sensor experiments. Most of these required
sample preparations. Either because the containers receiving the prepared regolith sample were not the same size (DST versus DRD experiments) or because
the tests were not conducted in the same country (force sensor tests in France at
ISAE versus DRD experiments in the United-Kingdom SSC), some variations in
preparation protocols were required. These are all described here in detail along
with the obtained densities.
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DST sample preparation

Preparation methods The pour technique was adapted to the DST setup. To
minimize dust generation a minimal height was chosen: around 23 cm for SSC-1
andSSC-2 and 10 cm for the three ES soils. To not disturb the sample once it
was created, the sample was prepared in the shear box directly in place in the
DST experimental setup [117]. Since no volumetric density measurement could
be taken once the sample in the DST apparatus, it was necessary to calibrate
the preparation method outside the DST apparatus. Three runs were conducted
to measure the obtained density. Regarding the vibrate technique, it was not
possible to vibrate the small DST shear box with the sieve shaker. The samples
were thus prepared by manual vibration and compacting with a small plate that
was pressed on the sample manually (three times while lling the shear box). Once
the sample prepared, it could be moved around without too much disturbance
to the regolith arrangement. it was thus possible to measure the density reached
for each conducted DST experiment. No outside calibration was required as for
the pour technique used for the DST. For ES-1, ES-2 and ES-3, an intermediate
level was added. It was obtained by pouring from a higher distance (more than
50 cm). This was only done for these regoliths since it creates much dust that
can damage the mechanisms inside the DST apparatus.

Densities obtained The results obtained are presented in Table 4.13. The
poured density values obtained on SSC-1 and SSC-2 are high when compared
to the ones obtained on the ES regoliths or when compared to other densities
obtained with these same regoliths. If new DST were to be conducted, these
simulants should be tested again at lower density levels (by pouring from very
low, maybe even spooning the regolith into the DST apparatus as done in [98].
The vibrate values obtained for ES-1 and ES-2 are quite low. This might be
because the evaluation of maximum density is o or because the compacting
procedure that is used is not ecient these two regolith simulants (though it
was ecient for SSC-1, SSC-2 and ES-1). A test was thus conducted using the
original vibrate technique (sieve shaker and 13.5 L container) on ES-3. A density
of 1796 kg·m−3 was obtained. This conrms that the compaction procedure used
is not as ecient on some simulants. Despite these drawbacks (a low vibrate
density on ES-2 and ES-3 and a high poured density on SSC-1 and SSC-2), these
procedures were maintained. The poured from a low height will be referred to
as Low density, the poured from above 50 cm will be referred to as Medium
density and the vibrated will be referred to as high density.

4.2.4.2

SP and DRD sample preparation

For the SP (reported in subsection 4.3.2) and for the
DRD tests (reported in Chapter 5), the same preparation methods were used.
These are the pour and vibrate techniques as described in section 4.2. The
samples were prepared in 14 L metal containers (cylinders). For the vibrate protocol they were vibrated with the same vibration apparatus used for the particle
distribution experiments: an Endecott sieve shaker (see Fig. 4.2).
Preparation methods
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Table 4.13:

−3 ,

Regolith densities used in DST experiments. Density (D) given in kg·m

relative density (RD) given in % and SD given in parenthesis.

Preparation
method
SSC-1
SSC-2
ES-1
ES-2
ES-3

D
RD
D
RD
D
RD
D
RD
D
RD

Pour
(Low)
1615 (24)
62 (6)
2227 (10)
71 (2)
539 (18)
-33 (2)
1242 (4)
-15 (1)
1462 (4)
-11 (1)

Pour > 50 cm
(Medium)
X
X
X
X
793 (18)
29 (2)
1364 (14)
14 (2)
1583 (6)
23 (1)

Vibrate
(High)
1708 (23)
83 (6)
2384 (22)
104 (5)
1213 (15)
74 (1)
1442 (18)
31 (3)
1640 (29)
37 (6)

The rst exploration of preparation methods showed the
need to recalibrate preparation methods each time a modication to the setup or a
change in operator is made. The pour and vibrate methods were thus recalibrated.
Only SSC-1 and SSC-2 were used for the SP tests and the DRD experiments. The
results are presented in Table 4.14. The obtained densities are representative of
two extremes: very loose regolith and very compact regolith and are very close
to the values obtained during the rst tests of the pour and vibrate preparation
protocols. When referring to the regolith simulants prepared for the SP and DRD
experiments, low density will be used for the poured regoliths and high density
will be used for the vibrated regoliths.
Densities obtained

Table 4.14:

−3 ,

Regolith densities used in SP and Dr experiments. Density given in kg·m

relative density given in % and standard deviation given in parenthesis.

Preparation method
Pour (Low)
Vibrate (High)

4.2.4.3

SSC-1
Density Relative density
1413 (18)
8.9 (4)
1687 (19)
78 (5)

SSC-2
Density Relative density
1945 (6)
-1.2 (1)
2344 (10)
95 (2)

Force sensor tests sample preparation

The force sensor experiments were conducted in ISAE
in Toulouse, France when the other experiments (DST, SP and DRD) were
conducted at Surrey Space Centre (SSC). To be able to implement the same
preparation procedures (pour and vibrate), hardware had to be developed. Because of dierences in the experimental facilities and safety policies, it was not
possible to setup at Institut Supérieur de l'Aéronautique et de l'Espace (ISAE)
a dust mitigation unit as the one presented in Fig. 4.14. Thus extensive pouring
was not possible and the pour and vibrate protocols had to be adapted.
Preparation methods
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Figure 4.18(a) presents the custom built vibration table to vibrate the regoliths.
It is an aluminium plate with four rubber feet and a vibrator underneath (oset motor). The containers used to prepare the regoliths in them are wooden
rectangular ones (one has a transparent Plexiglas side). The are 20 by 20 by
40 cm and can be seen in Fig. 4.18(b).

(a) Vibration table.
Figure 4.18:

(b) Containers on vibrations table.

Pictures of ISAE vibration table and regolith containers.

To minimize dust generation during the pouring protocol, only a few runs were
done by pouring from a high height (above 50 cm). Pouring from a high height
will be referred to as Pour low. The other runs were done by pouring at the
surface of the regolith sample so the falling height is minimal. Such a preparation
method will be referred to as Pour high. Evidently this lead to two dierent
densities. To minimize dust generation with the vibrate technique, pouring was
not done during vibration but before it and from the lowest height possible. The
samples were then vibrated 30 s or 60 s (referred to as Vibrate 30 and Vibrate
60). To ensure the good transmission of the vibrations from the vibration table
to the container, it was manually held down during the vibrating.
The densities obtained are reported in Table. 4.15. The
pouring from lower height gives lower densities as expected. The longer vibration
gives higher densities also as expected. The density values obtained for SSC1 for the force sensor tests are close to the ones obtained for the DRD tests.
The lowest SSC-2 density is slightly higher than the previously obtained poured
density (15 kg·m3 above). The rst vibrated samples (30 s) gave much lower
densities than the vibrated ones for the DRD tests (100 kg·m3 under). Thus
longer vibrations were tried (60 s). This gave satisfactory results with a density
close to the one used in the DRD tests.

Densities obtained

Vibrating under weights During the research presented in this thesis, Chung
et. al. published some work on lunar regolith anchoring systems [25]. To test
their system they prepared regolith by vibrating their container while a deadweight was set on the top of the vibrated regolith surface. The surface pressure
used in [25] was 6.2 kPa. It was decided to test this method with the vibrating
table and container at ISAE. A 25 kg mass was set on the regolith surface
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Table 4.15:

Regolith densities used in force sensor tests.

−3 ,

Density given in kg·m

relative density is given in % and standard deviations are given in parenthesis.

Preparation method
Pour low
Pour high
Vibrate 30 s
Vibrate 60 s

Density
1427 (6)
X
1688 (12)
X

SSC-1
Relative density
13(1)
X
79 (3)
X

Density
1961 (8)
1987 (10)
2239 (14)
2320 (7)

SSC-2
Relative density
3.5(2)
11 (2)
73 (3)
91 (2)

(rendering a surface pressure of 6.1 kPa). Since the rst results showed a lowering
in obtained regolith density with the dead-weight on its surface (see Table 4.16),
it was decided to compact the regolith with weights in three successive layers.
These two techniques were compared to the vibrate procedure (SSC-2 was used).
Each method was tested three times. The results are presented in Table 4.16.
Table 4.16:
−3 .
in kg·m

SSC-2 densities with and without dead-weight compaction. Density given

Preparation method
Mean density
Standard deviation

Vibrate
2151
21

Vibrate + weights
2023
81

Vibrate + weights + layers
2066
58

Logically the vibrated and compacted specimens with layers present a higher
density than the compacted and vibrated samples without layering. However the
vibrated without masses is the highest of all. This was clearly not expected!
This is probably due to the fact that the presence of the mass on top of the
regolith sample modies the dynamic properties of the box+regolith system. The
vibrations are most probably not as well transmitted to the regolith when the
25 kg is one the regolith then when it is not. The dispersion is lower also without
the masses on. This could be caused by the fact that the 25 kg are applied to
the surface of the regolith sample with a metal plate and three weights adding
up to 25 kg. The placement of the masses could be an extra source of dispersion.
The transmission of the vibrations to the regolith container is thus key in the
vibrate procedure (as was seen when changing container nature from metal to
plastic during the rst explorations of the preparation techniques).

4.3 The variations of soil strength with soil preparation methods
In order to complete the regolith simulant characterization, direct shear tests
were conducted. By using the various preparation methods, the inuence of
preparation methods on shear strength was explored. To demonstrate the high
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inuence of preparation methods also on macroscopic properties of granular
materials, static penetration tests were conducted.

4.3.1 Direct Shear Test
As described in the literature review (Chapter 2), the DST can be used to
determine soil strength and thus cohesion c and internal angle of friction φ.
4.3.1.1

Setup and test protocol

A sample of the tested material is prepared in the direct shear box
following one of the procedures (detailed in 4.2). It is 6 by 6 cm and 3 cm deep.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.19, the sample is covered with a top cap and subject to
, S being the cross sectional
the force W. This gives a normal stress of σn = W
S
area of the shear box (equal to 36 cm2 ). The sample is then sheared by imposing
a relative displacement of the two shear box halves (xs ) with the force Fshear .
The shear stress is obtained by dividing the force Fshear by S. The shear strain
is obtained by dividing the lateral displacement xs by the length of the box L.
As suggested by Fig. 4.19, the shear zone is not a perfect plane but a region [6].
There will be local variations in the shear stress, normal stress and shear strain
in this zone. Thus the formulas given here are a mean approximation [6].
Test Setup

W

xs
Un-sheared zone

Fshear

Fshear

DST box
Sheared zone

Figure 4.19:

Direct shear test apparatus schematic.

The experimental setup used to do the DST presented in this thesis was manufactured by ELE International and is pictured in Fig. 4.20. On the right, the
proving ring (dynamometer) mounted with a digital displacement gauge records
the force necessary to displace one half of the shearing box relatively to the other:
Fshear . On its left another digital displacement gauge records the relative displacements of the two shear box halves xs . On the left, the DAQ computer and the
displacement motor can be seen. The displacement motor can displace the shearing box halves at dierent speeds. For the tests reported here, a 2 mm·min−1
displacement speed was chosen. This is the highest speed allowed by the motor.
Since this setup is generally used for civil engineering investigations, the shearing
speed is adapted to very slow shearing rates that can be observed when a building
sinks into the soil supporting it. Since we are characterizing a regolith in which
drill systems (and locomotion systems) will be used, the 2 mm·min−1 shear rate
is the most representative value allowed by the experimental setup.
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Displacement motor

See Zoom

Figure 4.20:

Hanging mass

Digital Gauges

Proving ring

Schematic and picture of DST apparatus.

The central part of Fig. 4.20 (boxed) is shown in Fig. 4.21 . The shear box
containing the tested sample is at the bottom. The top cap covers the sample
and supports the hanger. The normal force applied on the sample is varied by
hanging dierent masses on the hanger (W ). At the top, the digital displacement
gauge records the vertical displacement of the top cap.
A certain number of modications were made to the original ELE apparatus.
Indeed, to be able to test low density samples, low normal forces must be used.
However the test setup being originally designed for civil engineering applications,
it was tailored for higher loads and compact samples. A low-mass hanger system
and top-cap were thus custom built [117]. For the rst battery of tests done on
SSC-1 and SSC-2, the gauges used were analogue ones with manual DAQ. This
made testing very tedious, time-intensive and allowed very low DAQ frequency.
For the following tests on ES-1, ES-2 and ES-3, they were replaced with digital
gauges and an automatic DAQ system.
The force Fshear is recorded indirectly by the proving ring (dynamometer). Indeed, the digital gauge inside the proving ring is a displacement
sensor, which measures the deection of the proving ring under the load Fshear .
To obtain the force Fshear from the reading on the digital gauge, it is necessary
to calibrate the proving ring (i.e. obtain its spring constant). To do so a specic
setup was used: a Budenberg hydraulic deadweight system. This system and the
results obtained are presented in detail in Appendix D. The calibration value
obtained was1053 N·mm−1 .
Proving Ring

The full test protocol can be found in Appendix E. The ASTM
D 3080-04 was followed except that porous material was not used above and
below the tested regolith sample. Indeed this addition of porous material is to
Test protocol
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Digital
gauge

Hanger

Top Cap
Direct shear
box

Figure 4.21:

Schematic and picture of central part of DST apparatus.

allow water ow. Here the materials are dry and pore water is not an issue. The
DST were conducted in collaboration with Christopher Brunskill and Gregory P.
Scott.

Humidity content during DST The DST on SSC-1 and SSC-2 were done
directly after the moisture content tests presented in 4.1.4, thus moisture content
was not revaluated. The DST on ES-1, ES-2 and ES-3 were performed a few
weeks after they were conditioned in the metal storage barrels. Their moisture
content was thus evaluated (following the procedure presented in 4.1.4) during
their DST campaign. The results of this evaluation are presented in Table 4.17.
Some dierences in moisture content are observable when compared to the results obtained when the regoliths were rst stored (see Table 4.9). The biggest
dierence is a drop of ES-3 moisture content from 0.34 % to 0.22 %. Moisture
content is still very low and it can be considered that the tested materials are
dry.

4.3.1.2

Results

DST plots Three typical shear stress versus shear strain curves obtained during
the DST are presented in Fig. 4.22. These were done on high density ES-3. As
said in the literature review (section 2.3), the higher the normal stress the higher
the shear stress response is to the same shear strain.
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Table 4.17:

Regolith simulants
Moisture content of ES-1, ES-2 and ES-3 during their DST campaign. SD:

standard deviation.

Regolith simulant

Moisture content (in % of dry mass)
Mean
SD

ES-1
ES-2
ES-3

0.30
0.17
0.22

8.7 kPa
17.1 kPa
25.5 kPa

Shear stress (kPa)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4.22:

0.07
0.05
0.01

0

0.05

0.1
Shear strain

0.15

0.2

Inuence of normal stress on shear stress during DST. In this gure high

density ES-3 is sheared at three dierent normal pressures.

To obtain the internal angle of friction and the cohesion, it is necessary to
have at least two data points on the normal stress-shear stress plane. For more
accuracy, three data points were recorded for each tested density-simulant combination. These three data points correspond to three levels of normal pressure:
8.7 kPA, 17.1 kPa and 25.5 kPA for the ES simulants and 3.5 kPa, 6.2 kPa and
9.1 kPa for the SSC simulants. For each of these data points at least three valid
runs were performed. Some anomalies were observed during a few DST, which
required extra runs to be conducted and others to be discarded. Figure 4.23
shows such an anomalous run compared to a normal run (ES-2 high density). An
unexpected increase in shear stress appears after the classical shear stress peak.
This was not observed on the other runs. A possible explanation of such a peak
in shear stress might have been caused by an unwanted contact between the shear
box halves temporarily increasing the force recorded. All the DST data can be
found in Appendix F (after elimination of the anomalous runs). In some runs, a
plateau in shear stress is observed at the beginning of the runs. This was observed
during previous experimentations on the same apparatus and is believed to not
modify the measured peak and critical shear strengths [14].
Table 4.18 summarizes the mean values and
dispersion of peak and critical shear stress obtained for all soils in all density
conditions. When studying the dispersion values of SSC-1 and SSC-2, some

Peak and critical shear stress
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Shear stress (kPa)

20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4.23:

Anamalous run
Validated run
0

0.05

0.1
Shear strain

0.15

0.2

DST anomalous run example: obtained while shearing ES-2 at high density

and 17.1 kPa normal pressure. The second peak in shear strength is probably due to
friction between the two shear boxes.

values are often repeated. More surprisingly zero values are observed. This is not
observed in the data on ES-1, ES-2 and ES-3. This is due to the low resolution
of the force gauge used for the tests on SSC-1 and SSC-2. A higher resolution
gauge was used on the ES soils.

As presented in the literature review
(Chapter 2), one can dene a secant or a tangent angle of internal friction. The
secant angle of friction is used in civil engineering. This allows to reduce the
number of tests to be done but is less precise. When this is done, normal practice
requires for testing the soil sample at the highest normal pressure envisaged. The
secant approximation is thus under the real shear strength envelope for all the
envisaged normal stress values. This consists in a simplication on the safe side.
Here, enough tests were conducted to determine the tangent angle of internal
friction and the cohesion.
Internal angle of friction and cohesion

Table 4.19 summarizes the tangent friction angles and cohesion obtained on all
ves soil simulants tested in this thesis. The classical denition of internal angle of
friction and cohesion are presented under the critical shear stress column. Indeed
they were determined using the critical shear values obtained in the DST. Here
the internal angle of friction and cohesion are also determined using the peak
shear stress. These values are presented under the peak shear stress column.

These values of internal angle of friction and cohesion can be compared to
values reported by other authors (see Table 4.20 taken from [117]). They can
also be compared to some values of lunar and Martian soils (see Table 4.21). The
values obtained are coherent with terrestrial and extra-terrestrial observations.
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Table 4.18:

Mean value and standard deviation (SD) of peak and critical shear strength

obtained by DST on all ve simulants tested in this thesis.

Regolith
Simulant

Relative
Density
Low

SSC-1
High

Low
SSC-2
High

Low
ES-1

Medium
High

Low
ES-2

Medium
High

Low
ES-3

Medium
High

Normal
pressure
(Pa)

Critical Shear Stress (Pa)

Peak shear stress (Pa)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3507
6280
9092
3507
6280
9092

3363
6113
8058
4029
6674
9529

182
169
308
425
455
665

5570
8408
10930
6516
9774
12612

182
482
182
364
315
631

3507
6280
9092
3507
6280
9092

4414
6726
9757
5448
7777
10597

0
182
317
350
364
169

4519
7567
10300
7042
9459
12191

182
0
182
182
546
364

8699
17096
25494
8699
17096
25494
8699
17096
25494

6240
11349
16185
6728
10925
16629
9555
14435
20122

1027
554
394
774
1259
848
675
387
463

6338
11505
16453
6825
11481
16673
9945
14844
20670

894
736
439
894
1338
774
293
603
736

8699
17096
25494
8699
17096
25494
8699
17096
25494

6767
13200
20073
7596
13455
20510
7410
12781
22157

236
323
431
491
293
278
338
404
989

6923
13358
20085
8580
14235
22230
9068
15990
25643

169
169
447
609
609
293
293
447
1182

8699
17096
25494
8699
17096
25494
8699
17096
25494

6671
12704
19082
6914
13043
19913
7552
12159
19109

382
658
445
976
859
20
251
279
617

10940
18486
28470
13455
22425
34808
12383
20475
31078

763
3531
1218
1340
1611
3218
169
1918
1250
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Table 4.19:
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Experimental values of internal angle of friction and cohesion of the ve

regoliths tested in this thesis.

Values are given based on the critical shear strength

(classical method) and the peak shear strength.

Regolith
Simulant
SSC-1
SSC-2
EM1
EM2
EM3

Table 4.20:

Relative
Density
Low
High
Low
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High

Critical Shear Stress

Peak shear stress

φ (o )

c (Pa)

φ (o )

c (Pa)

40
45
44
43
31
31
32
38
38
41
36
38
35

557
545
943
2136
1135
1348
3948
-199
708
-896
185
58
1176

44
48
46
43
31
30
33
38
39
45
46
52
48

2263
2766
949
3760
1135
1635
4236
56
1120
28
1453
1827
2281

Values of internal angle of friction and cohesion for terrestrial sands reported

in [117]. Values of cohesion equal to zero correspond to authors choosing secant angle
of internal friction rather than tangent.

Name of sand
Dry sand
Various
Sand
Various
Various

4.3.1.3

φ (o )
28
32.5-38.5
30
31-34
30.7-38.7

c (kPa)
1040
0
0
0
0

Discussion

Figure 4.24 presents the peak (diamonds) and critical (circles) strength envelopes of all ve tested simulants. Each density the simulants were tested at is
represented by the line connecting the data points: full line for low density, dotted for medium and dashed for high. Each subgure presents the data relative
to one soil simulant.
Three soil simulants present peak shear strength signicantly higher than the critical shear strength: SSC-1, SSC-2 and ES-3. This
is also true for ES-2, but only for the higher densities. For a given regolith simulant, the dierence between the peak and the critical shear strength increases
with density. This is clearly visible for ES-2 where at low density there is no
dierence between peak and critical shear strength, but at high density there is a
dierence. For ES-1 there is no peak at all in the shear stress during the DST and
Peak shear strength
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14

12

12

Shear strength (kPa)

Shear strength (kPa)
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10
8
6
4
2

4

6
8
Normal stress (kPa)

10
8
6
4
2

10

4

35

35

30

30

25
20
15
10
5

10

10

(b) SSC-2.

Shear strength (kPa)

Shear strength (kPa)

(a) SSC-1.

6
8
Normal stress (kPa)

15
20
Normal stress (kPa)

25
20
15
10

25

5

10

(c) ES-1.

15
20
Normal stress (kPa)

25

(d) ES-2.

Shear strength (kPa)

35
30
25
20
15
10
5

10

15
20
Normal stress (kPa)

25

(e) ES-3.
Figure 4.24:

Shear strength versus normal stress plots. Circles are for the critical shear

strength and diamonds are for the peak shear strength. The densities are represented
by the line: low density is a full line, medium density is a dotted line and high density
is a dashed line.
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Table 4.21:
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Values of internal angle of friction and cohesion for extra-terrestrial regoliths

reported in literature.

Moon best estimate [61]
Mars [52]

φ (o )
30-50
15-40

c (kPa)
0.1-1.0
0-4

thus no dierence between the peak and shear stress. The higher the compaction
of the material, the more interlocking is possible and thus the higher the peak
shear strength will be. This has been observed previously and is consistent with
critical state soil mechanics.
Critical shear strength However, critical state soil mechanics also state that
the critical shear strength should be the same whatever the initial density of the
sample tested. This is clearly not the case in ES-1, SSC-1 and SSC-2. This was
pointed out in [117] for SSC-1 and SSC-2. Since testing was conducted at lower
normal pressures than the civil engineering and geotechnical elds commonly
use, it is likely that this explains why variations in critical shear strength with
initial density are not reported and not taken into account in critical state soil
mechanics.

It is interesting to compare SSC-1 to
SSC-2 and ES-3 to ES-2. In both cases, the rst presents a higher peak shear
strength but a lower critical shear strength than the second. This is most probably
due to grain size and grain shape. The rst (SSC-1 or ES-3) as a larger grain
size than the seconds (SSC-2 or ES-2). The larger grains will have to be moved
up and down or rolled over more before the shear plane is well established. This
would cause a higher peak shear strength. Regarding the critical shear strength,
the dierence between the simulants is most probably caused by grain angularity.
SSC-1 and ES-3 have rounded grains that will not tend to interlock or present
high resistance once the shear plane is clearly established. However, SSC-2 and
ES-2 have more angular grains that will interlocking even during critical state
shearing. This is a possible explanation of the dierent behaviours between SSC1/SSC-2 and ES-3/ES-2. The behaviour of ES-1 is much more surprising. The
total absence of peak shear resistance could be explained by the very small sizedparticles. A discussion on its properties can be found in [19].
Comparison of simulants behaviour

The choice between tangent and
secant angle of friction has been discussed. However, the choice between dening
angle of friction based on peak or critical strength is still open. Common practice
in some elds determines angle of internal friction and cohesion based on critical
strength and on peak shear strength in others. For penetration of compacted
lunar regolith (or other compacted regoliths), it can be argued that the peak
values should be used. Indeed before compacted soil will allow the passage of the
penetrating probe, it is necessary to mobilize a force higher than the maximum
resistance of the regolith. The maximum shear strength of a compact granular
Choice of angle depending on application
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material is not its critical shear strength but its peak shear strength. Though
convenient, the internal angle of friction and the cohesion values do not give a
complete vision of soil behaviour. It is thus very important to consider the stress
path taken by the soil sample, which may or may not exhibit a peak in shear
stress.
The importance of the stress path has
been put forward. The inuence of regolith density on the presence or absence
of peak shear strength has also been discussed. To illustrate the dierent stress
paths taken by the same regolith at dierent densities, Fig. 4.25 shows the shear
stress versus shear strain during the DST on two samples of ES-2 prepared at
high and low density under the same loading conditions. Here the presence or
absence of peak shear strength is clearly visible and the convergence to the critical
state shear strength as well. This has been observed by other authors [31]. The
high impact of density on stress path on a very simple and fundamental test like
a DST justies the important investment that has been made in developing and
calibrating regolith simulant preparation methods.
The impact of density on stress path

Shear stress (kPa)

25
20
15
10

0

Figure 4.25:

1242 kg⋅m−3

5

1442 kg⋅m−3
0

0.05

0.1
Shear strain

0.15

0.2

Inuence of density on DST shear stress. In this gure high density and

low density ES-2 is sheared.

To enable characterize the simulants and enable interpretation of drilling and
penetration results it was necessary to investigate the regolith simulants shear
strength and its evolution with relative density. However the goal of this thesis is
not to propose an in-depth explanation of the variations of these properties and
to model these. Further analysis of these results are thus out of the scope of this
thesis.

4.3.2 Quasi-static cone penetrations
To assess the impact of our proposed preparation methods on the forces required to penetrate a granular material, a series of quasi-static penetration tests
were done. These were also used to assess the repeatability of the preparation
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methods and will be used to compare and evaluate the performance of DRD in
Chapter 5. Test were conducted in SSC-1 and SSC-2.

4.3.2.1

Setup

Samples of SSC-1 and SSC-2 were prepared in 14.5 L metal buckets using
the poured and vibrated methods (see 4.2). The prepared simulant was then
placed on a scale. Each one of the three drill heads used for the experiments
in Chapter 5 was then pushed into the prepared regolith simulant without any
reciprocation. When doing penetration tests with a non-reciprocating DRD or
with a full DRD shaped penetrator (not cut in two halves), the term Mono-block
Drill Head (MDH) will be used. The penetration force was recorded thanks to the
scale underneath the regolith container (precision 50 g). The penetration depth
was recorded with a ruler. All DAQ was done manually.
In most cases the static penetration force was increased by increments of 4.9 N
(0.5 kg) or 9.8 N (1 kg) unless a data point was missed. At the end of some
tests the static penetration force was increased by increments of 49 N (5 kg).
It is very important to note that the static penetration force was controlled by
hand. This is most probably a source of dispersion in the results. However to
try to minimize the dispersion due to the manual insertion of the probe in the
soil simulants, the rails and plate of the DRD test bench (presented and used in
Chapter 5) were used to guide the drill head during the static penetration (the
drill head was attached to the DRD mechanism). However the DRD mechanism
was not functioning since these were static penetration tests. A schematic of the
setup is found in Fig. 4.26 .
Guiding
rails
DRD mechanism plate
(mechanism off)
Manual control of
penetration
Drill head
Substrate container and
prepared regolith simulant
Scale

Figure 4.26:

Schematic of setup to measure static penetration forces. A picture of the

drill head pushed into the regolith can be found in Fig. 5.6.
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4.3.2.2

Results

A total of 36 static penetration runs were conducted (three repetitions with
each of the three drill heads in each of the four regolith simulants-density combinations). They are all plotted on Fig. 4.27. 4 groups of curves are visible and
correspond to a given regolith simulant-density combination. This plot clearly
shows the inuence of preparation methods on soil penetration forces. The penetration of low density SSC-1 requires the least force (thick full lines). The second
easiest to penetrate is low density SSC-2 (thick dotted lines). The second hardest
is high density SSC-1 (thin full line). Finally the hardest to penetrate is high
density SSC-2 (thin line with squares).
30
SSC−1 HD
SSC−1 LD
SSC−2 LD
SSC−2 HD

Depth (cm)

25
20
15
10
5
0

0

Figure 4.27:

4.3.2.3

50

100

150
Force (N)

200

250

Experimental static penetration depth versus penetration force.

Discussion

Figure 4.27 shows that the drill head geometry has much less eect on penetration forces than the regolith type and regolith preparation method. Indeed,
despite the geometry variations of the drill heads used in these tests, the penetration curves are grouped by substrate type and density. To compare the eect of
soil density and soil type, the mean depth reached with a force of 98.1 N, in each
soil density combination is reported in Table 4.22. A change from high to low
density allows a gain in penetration depth of 172 % in SSC-1 and 92 % in SSC-2.
A change of soil from SSC-2 to SSC-1 allows a gain in penetration depth of 72 %
in the low density case and 21 % in the high density case. This clearly shows
that the density of a regolith simulant has a higher impact on penetration forces
than the nature of the regolith! This clearly demonstrates the need to control the
manner soil samples are prepared for penetration tests. It also demonstrates the
eectiveness of the pour and vibrate methods to drastically vary a given regolith
simulant's properties.
The dispersion observed amongst the penetration curves is in part due to the
dispersion due to soil preparation imperfections and in part due to the manual
control of the static penetration force. From Fig. 4.27, it is possible to state that
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Mean SP depth (in cm) obtained in high and low density SSC-1 and SSC-2

at 98.1 N of force with three dierent drill heads.

Penetration depths (cm)
SSC-1
SSC-2

Low density
15.08
8.76

High density
5.54
4.57

the depth curves in SSC-1 present higher dispersion than SSC-2 and that curves
in vibrated simulants present lower dispersion than curves in poured simulants.
This indicates that the pouring method is most probably less robust than the
vibrating method.
To quantify the dispersion amongst the dierent runs, the data was sampled
so all runs had the same number of depth data points at the same force values.
The SD of each depth data series for a given force was calculated for each group
of three runs (corresponding to the same regolith simulant at the same density
with the same drill head). Finally the mean value of the obtained SDs was
calculated for each soil-density combination. The results are presented in Table
4.23. This clearly conrms the previous observations: SSC-1 static penetrations
present a higher dispersion than SSC-2 ones; high density penetrations present
lower dispersion than low density ones.
Table 4.23:

Mean dispersion of SP depth (in cm) obtained in high and low density

SSC-1 and SSC-2.

Mean deviation (cm)
SSC-1
SSC-2

Low density
0.9
0.4

High density
0.6
0.2

Regarding the higher dispersion observed in SSC-1 penetration curves, a possible explanation might be that the wider particle size distribution of SSC-1 either
causes local particle segregation and variations in penetration resistance. Another hypothesis is that a wider particle size distribution makes a regolith simulant
more sensitive to variations in preparation method parameters like pouring height
and speed. Regarding the higher dispersion of low density static penetrations,
this is probably due to the pouring method being more sensitive to pouring speed
variations than the vibrate method.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.27, two penetration tests done in SSC-1 low density
present a higher force requirement than the others. This higher penetration force
most certainly corresponds to a higher density. It was noticed that these two tests
correspond to the rst run done on poured SSC-1 after runs done on vibrated
SSC-1. In these experiments the regolith simulants used for the previous test
were used to prepare the regolith simulant for the next test. This could mean
that the density at which the regolith simulant is in before it is poured aects
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the nal density achieved. Indeed during preparation of regoliths it was noticed
that the simulant ows much more easily when it is in a loose state than when it
is in a dense state. When it is in a dense state it tends to have variations in ow
speed with large portions of the simulant falling at once. This lump ow could
cause less aeration and thus a higher nal density.

4.4 Chapter conclusions
In this Chapter, ve new regolith simulants were characterized. They present
properties that are within the scope of the observed or supposed properties of
Martian and Lunar regoliths (except for some properties of ES-1). They are thus
suitable as mechanical simulants of Mars and the Moon. It must be kept in mind
that there is a very large diversity of regoliths on the Moon and Mars and that
no simulant is a perfect replica of the regoliths on those bodies. Here emphasis
was laid on the mechanical properties.
More importantly, regolith preparation methods were proposed, tested and
discussed. These preparation methods and the experience gained from these rst
tests were used to elaborate experimental protocols to enable repeatable and
precise regolith preparations for each test done in this thesis: DST, SP, DRD
and force sensor experiments. The DST and SP tests were also described in
this chapter. They not only allowed to further characterise the proposed regolith
simulants, but they enabled proving the eciency of the dierent preparation
methods to vary the properties of the regolith simulants: fundamental ones like
φ and applied ones like the penetration resistance.
The regoliths simulants described and tested here will be used in the experimental work reported in Chapters 5 and 6. However not all simulants could be
used. Indeed, ES-2 could not be bulk produced and only a few kg were delivered.
This was not enough for our tests. Additionally, because of the very small particle
size ES-1, it required very constraining health and safety procedures. Thus only
three simulants could easily be used for the following experiments. SSC-1 and
ES-3 are highly resembling when compared to SSC-2 (sub-rounded or rounded
particles larger than 200 µm versus very angular particles of around 50 µm). It
was thus decided to only test in two and not three simulants: only SSC-1 and
SSC-2 simulants are used.
Now that regolith simulants and preparation methods have been identied and
precisely characterized, it is possible to conduct the rst experimental exploration
of DRD in regoliths. This is the subject of the following chapter.

Chapter 5
Experimental exploration of DRD
behaviours in regolith
First this chapter presents the goals, the design and the manufacturing of the
Dual Reciprocating Drilling (DRD) test bench. Then the experimental results are
presented as well as the data processing technique developed. Finally the results
are analyzed and penetration processes are proposed, as well as the concept of
slippage, novel for DRD.

5.1 Test bench set-up
5.1.1 Experiment objectives and requirements
A rst experimental exploration of DRD performance was conducted in [45].
The main limitations identied in this rst implementation of DRD are:
 control of overhead force on DRD drill bit was done manually.
 apart from dierent substrate types, only DRD input power was varied.
Indeed the added-value foreseen in a planetary DRD is its ability to drill with
reduced overhead force requirements. A strict control of the overhead force on
the DRD drill bit was not implemented on the rst planetary DRD prototype.
Moreover, in such an early development phase it is necessary to experimentally
explore a large range of parameters. Numerous parameters possibly inuencing
the behaviour and performance of DRD have been identied in Chapter 3.
Thus two main design requirements were established for the DRD Test Bench
(TB) :
 control the overhead force on DRD drill bit.
 allow the exploration of a large number of parameters independently.
Additionally, since this is the rst experimental exploration of DRD in regolith simulants; since neither the design details of the previous prototype nor the
prototype itself were available and; since little knowledge or models allow sizing;
eort was put on nding low-cost solutions and versatile solutions to not impair
this study if costly choices were not made precisely.
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5.1.2 Test bench design and manufacturing
First the general architecture and subsystems are presented. Then details are
given on the design choices and manufacturing of each subsystem. Finally some
issues encountered and the adopted solutions are presented. Appendix G presents
details and dimensions of key parts of the TB.
5.1.2.1

General Architecture

To full the design requirements (5.1.1), the DRD TB general architecture was
split in six subsystems as can be seen in Fig. 5.1:
 drill bit and drill stem.
 overhead force control.
 reciprocation mechanism.
 actuator.
 control and Data Acquisition System (DAQ) chains.
 drilled substrate.
Overhead
force control
Actuator
Mechanism

Control and
data
acquisition

Drill stem
and
drill bit
Substrate

Figure 5.1:

5.1.2.2

Functional architecture of DRD TB.

Control of overhead force

To apply lower overhead forces to the drill bits than the TB weight it is necessary to compensate Earth's gravity and TB mass. In [138] an active robotic arm
was used. Here a much more simple solution has been chosen: a passive countermass system. Since no drill bit deployment mechanism is included in the drill
stem, it is necessary to allow the entire DRD to progress as drilling progresses.
The actuator, reciprocation mechanism, drill stem and drill bits will thus be xed
to a support plate (aluminium) itself attached to a counter-mass system with two
pulleys. To properly guide the aluminium plate holding the DRD it is attached
to two vertical parallel rails. A conceptual schematic of the proposed solution is
presented in Fig 5.2.
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Pulley
Rail

Actuator

Control
and data
acquisition

Mechanism

Counter-mass
Drill stem
and
drill bit
Rail
Substrate

Figure 5.2:

Schematic of TB counter-mass system.

The counter-mass is a mass hanger with 5 kg, 1 kg, 500 g and 100 g masses (see
Fig. 5.3 left). This allows the operator to adjust the value of the counter-mass.
The pulleys and cable connecting the counter-mass to the aluminium support
plate are shown in Fig. 5.3 right. The o the shelf rails purchased to control the
translation of the aluminium support plate are mounted on Bosch proles (see
Fig. 5.4). Dry bearings are mounted on the four corners of the support plate and
slide in the rails. This choice of counter-acting gravity is a simple and ecient
one. However it does have a few drawbacks. The major one is the fact that the
counter-mass doubles the mass of the TB and thus adds inertia to the system.
The friction in the rails could also be problematic if it varies signicantly along
the length of the rails.

Figure 5.3:

5.1.2.3

Picture of counter-mass (left) and pulley system (right).

Drill bit and drill stem

The size of the drill bit must be dened. Since the nal goal of the development
of DRD is to propose a compact and lightweight system the smallest possible
diameter was chosen. Aiming for a slender hole is also compatible with high
quality in-situ measurements and science. Indeed if a thermal probe were to be
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Figure 5.4:

Picture of rails.

integrated in the drill, the smaller the hole diameter the better the measurement
quality [65]. However, to allow the drill bit to be made at moderate costs or in
house at Institut Supérieur de l'Aéronautique et de l'Espace (ISAE) or at Surrey
Space Centre (SSC), it is not possible to chose very small drill stem diameters.
After discussions with ISAE technicians, an initial drill stem diameter of 20 mm
was chosen. This corresponds to a drill head maximum diameter of 25 mm.
To avoid complex engineering issues and since the main focus of this study
is the drill head interaction with planetary regoliths, the TB does not have a
drill bit deployment mechanism. To allow drilling deeper than the height of the
drill head, a drill stem must be manufactured. The two drill bit halves must
also be guided in translation so they do not move away from each other as they
penetrate the regolith. Dierent target depths could be chosen, thus dierent
drill stem lengths could be required. Instead of manufacturing a drill stem with
translation guide and drill bit for each new experiment, three dierent modular
parts were made: drill stem extension, drill bit and the drill bit translation guide.
This allows manufacturing time and cost reduction. The three parts are shown
in the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) Fig 5.5: drill bit is light grey (bottom),
translation guide is white (middle) and drill stem extension is dark grey (top).
The drill bit design has already been discussed in Chapter 3. A close-up view of
one of the manufactured drill bits is presented in Fig 5.6. The drill stem extensions
are solid metal half cylinders. The translation guide is made of two half cylinders,
one with a T-shaped grove and the other with a T-shaped outgrowth. They are
lubricated (oil and grease) to lower friction levels.
5.1.2.4

Reciprocation mechanism

The two halves of the drill bit must be moved back and forth in opposition
one to another (reciprocated). To do so the rotation of an electric motor will be
transformed by a double rocker pin and crank mechanism. A double rocker pin
and crank mechanism is shown in Fig. 5.7 left. The top disc (motor disc) rotates
a full 360o around Om , causing the bottom disc (receptor disc) to adopt a rocking
motion around Or and thus making the two bottom rods alternate back and forth
in opposition one to another, as can be seen in Fig 5.8.
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Drill stem
extension

Translation
guide

Drill bit

Figure 5.5:

CAD view of DRD TB drill stem with light grey drill bit (bottom), white

translation guide (middle) and dark grey drill stem extension (top).

Figure 5.6:

Picture of drill bit (courtesy of University of Surrey).

To allow the modication of reciprocation movement amplitude without modifying drastically the symmetry of the reciprocation cycle adaptable rod positioning and length were implemented. The mobile attachment points and the rod
with modiable length are shown in Fig. 5.7 middle by the double arrows. On the
right of Fig. 5.7 a picture shows the manufactured reciprocation mechanism. The
distances and angles in the mechanism are dened in its kinematic representation
(Fig. 5.9). The possibility of displacing the attachment points C and C' of rods
CD and C'D' allows reciprocating amplitude variation. To have the highest exibility and to ensure reciprocation cycle symmetry, the rod AB has a modiable
length and modiable attachment point A. Indeed the adjustable length of rod
AB allows to obtain a close to symmetric evolution of β , the receptor disc angle.
The rod length is set by screwing the ball joints more or less into the metal rod.
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A

B

Om

C’
Or
C
D’

D

Figure 5.7:

Schematics and picture of a double rocker pin and crank mechanism. Left

shows the main movements of the mechanism and middle shows the same mechanism
with double-arrows indicating adaptable rod length or positioning. Right is a picture
of the manufactured mechanism.

An illustration of the advantage of the chosen system compared to one with
xed AB rod dimension is showed Fig. 5.10. The kinematics of the drill bit halves
are shown for an implementation with a misadjusted rod (and the asymmetric
cycle it generates: right) and an adjusted rod (and the more or less symmetric
cycle it generates: left). The dotted line and the full line are the movements of
the two drill bit halves. These graphs were generated thanks to the kinematic
analysis presented in Section 5.1.3. The values of the reciprocation mechanism
parameters used for these simulations are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1:

Parameters used for kinematic simulation to illustrate importance of adjusted

rod-length. Parameters are dened in Fig. 5.9.

Parameter
α (0 )
AOm (mm)
AB (mm)
BOr (mm)
COr (mm)
CD (mm)
Λ (mm)
∆ (mm)

5.1.2.5

Misadjusted rod
0 to 360
6.45

Adjusted rod
0 to 360
6.45

40
17
253
10.85
5

40
17
253
10.85
5

125

120

Actuator

To actuate the reciprocating motion mechanism a continuous current motor
was chosen. It was very dicult to size the motor since no predictive models
for force and power requirements to move the drill bit are available. It is their
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t=T/4
α=90°

t=0
α=0°

t=T/2
α=180°
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t=3T/4
α=270°

δ

δ

Figure 5.8:

Sequence of double rocker pin and crank mechanism positions.

T is the

motor rotation period

h

COr = C’Or = R

Om

CB = C’B

y

α
C’
A

v
λ’

β

D’

Or

Λ
Λ

θ
λ

BOr
B

Figure 5.9:

x

D

C

Double rocker pin and crank mechanism kinematic schematic. The electric

motor axis goes through

Om

and the rocker axis goes through

Or .

absence that has motivated this study. Some preliminary regolith indentation
tests were carried out to obtain an order of magnitude of the forces required for
regolith penetration with a cylinder of roughly 20 mm diameter. The estimated
total force required for a 200 mm regolith penetration was estimated around
150 N. The kinematic and dynamic analysis presented in 5.1.3 and Appendix I
were used to deduce torque requirements. A maximum torque value of 1 Nm was
obtained.

The European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS) standards for
mechanism actuation [42] indicate that for a space qualied actuation system
dierent coecients should be applied to the calculated contributions to motor
torque requirements (1.1 for inertia, 3 for calculated friction or 1.5 for measure
friction, etc.). Since this is a ground-based TB, it was decided not to apply
the very stringent ECSS standards. To take into account the friction in the
mechanism and the uncertainties, a global multiplication factor of 2 was applied.
A motor torque requirement of 2 Nm was thus targeted.
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0

−5

5

0

−5
0

90
180
270
α (motor angle) (°)

360

(a) With adjusted rod-length.
Figure 5.10:

0

90
180
270
α (motor angle) (°)

360

(b) With misadjusted rod-length.

Illustration of the importance of having adaptable rod lengths. Comparison

of drill bit positions with a misadjusted and a correctly adjusted rod AB. The dotted
line and the full line are the movements of the two drill bit halves. The values used for
this simulation are presented in Table 5.1.

Based on this requirement, a Parvalux Direct Current (DC) electric motor
was chosen: PM11 MF. Its main characteristics are a maximum input voltage of
DC 220 V, a maximum input current of DC 0.59 A, a maximum rotation speed
of 4000 RPM and a maximum operating temperature of 40 o C. The integrated
reduction-gear-box reduction-ratio was chosen to 13. This gives a nal maximum
speed of 300 RPM and a maximum torque for a non-continuous use of 2.3 Nm
(for more details refer to the data sheet in Appendix H).
Figure 5.11 is a picture of the rear of the aluminium plate supporting the
reciprocation mechanism. The PM11 MF and its gear stage as well as the cables
to and from the control and DAQ system are in this picture.

Figure 5.11:

Picture of the motor xed on the rear of the aluminium plate.
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Control and acquisition systems

Dierent parameters must be controlled during the experiments. The regolith nature and relative density are chosen for each experiment
(this is discussed in Chapter 4). The drill head, the reciprocation motion amplitude and the overhead force are also set for a given experiment and cannot be
modied during a drilling test. The counter-mass system can be tuned to give
an overhead force equal to zero or can be set to allow some overhead force. The
reciprocation motion amplitude is xed by modifying distances COr and C'Or .
The chosen drill head is xed to the drill stem for a given experiment.

Control Chains

The motor is controlled by controlling the voltage delivered to it. Initially a
continuous current converter with modiable voltage amplitude was manufactured to do so. After preliminary tests, in order to have a much more stable voltage
source, a TTI EX752M Multi-Mode PSU 75V/150V continuous current power
source was selected (see Fig. 5.12). It delivers a constant voltage (as long as the
current required does not exceed a maximum value set by the operator).

DAQ Computer

Continuous current
power supply

DAQ
Circuit

Figure 5.12:

Picture of the continuous current power source and DAQ system.

Acquisition Chains The electric-motor current and voltage input are monitored and recorded. Initially multimeters were used to record the voltage and
current. Sadly the DAQ frequency was limited to 0.5 Hz. This was not sucient
to properly detect and record the motor current oscillations predicted thanks to
the dynamic calculations presented in 5.1.3. Aliasing was clearly present in the
rst recorded signals. Thus a new DAQ system was designed. A USB-6008 DAQ
from National Instruments was used. To condition the signal inputted into the
USB-6008, a custom electric circuit was built (for details on the custom circuit
refer to Appendix J). The DAQ was controlled by computer using LabView®.
The DAQ frequency chosen with this new system is 50 Hz. Figure 5.12 is a picture
of the DAQ system.
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The depth of the drill is monitored by a visual DAQ system. 1 mm graduations
are xed to the aluminium support plate and a reference mark is made on the
rails that do not move during the experiment. The data is then post-processed
manually. For the depth the DAQ frequency is 0.5 Hz.

5.1.2.7

General Overview

Figure 5.13 presents an overview of the main characteristics of the DRD TB.
The actuator and reciprocation mechanism are mounted on an aluminium plate.
The aluminium plate is mounted to two rails with four dry friction bearings. The
counter mass system is attached to the top of the aluminium plate. The drill
stem and drill bit is mounted on the reciprocation mechanism. When the drill
progresses, the aluminium plate slides forward allowing the drill bit to progress.
The counter-mass follows this movement and is raised. The drill bits sink into
the regolith simulant.

Double pulley system

Rails

Mechanism
and
actuator

Counter
Mass
Control and
data
acquisition

Drill stem
and
drill bit
Regolith
simulant

Figure 5.13:

Schematic, CAD view and picture of DRD TB.

The reciprocation mechanism as well as the drill stem, linear guide and drill
bits were made by the ISAE work-shop. A few components were bought othe-shelf: ball joints, copper inserts and Teon rings. The rails and supporting
structure (Bosch proles) were purchased and set up at SSC. The counter-masses
and DAQ chains were made at SSC. The test bench was then set-up at SSC and
the experiments done at SSC.
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5.1.3 Kinematic and dynamic analysis of mechanism
To model the behaviour of the mechanism and understand the current proles
observed during experimentation, a dynamic force analysis was conducted. First
a kinematic input law is chosen for the motor angle (α). Here, since the motor has
a constant voltage input, a constant rotation speed is used. Then the calculations
presented in 5.1.3.1 allow to obtain the full kinematic behaviour of the mechanism.
Finally this kinematic solution is used as an input in the equilibrium equations of
each component of the mechanism (presented in 5.1.3.2). This allows to obtain
the required motor torque to activate the mechanism based on the forces it is
subjected to.
5.1.3.1

Kinematic modelling of mechanism.

First, the link between motor angle α and receptor angle β must be established.
To do so the kinematics of Om - A - B - Or are considered. By projecting
the lengths of Om A, AB and BOr on the x and y axis (see Fig. 5.9) and by
using Pythagoras theorem, a quadratic equation with BOr ·cos(β ) as unknown is
established. Once the quadratic equation is solved, the value of cos(β ) is used to
nd sin(β ), which allows to determine β . For details refer to Appendix I.
Once angle β is known, it is possible to determine the position of all the labelled
points of the mechanism by trigonometry and relationships in triangles. Here only
a few positions are given. For all position refer to Appendix I. For instance, if
we name Dx and Dy the x and y coordinates of point D (and the same for D'),
then:

p
CD2 − [COr · cos(β) − Λ]2 + COr · sin(β)
Dx =
Dy = −Λ
p
Dx0 =
CD2 − [COr · cos(β) − Λ]2 − COr · sin(β)
Dy0 = Λ

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

For the dynamic calculations, it is necessary to know the evolution of the centre
of mass and orientation of each solid in the mechanism. The centre of mass of
rods AB, CD and C'D' are in the middle of their respective rods. For instance,
rod AB's centre of mass coordinates (ABx and ABy ) are thus obtained by using
Eq. 5.5 and 5.6 (for all details see Appendix I).

Ax + Bx
2
Ay + By
=
2

ABx =

(5.5)

ABy

(5.6)

The angles dening the orientation of each disc are known (α and β ). It is
necessary to obtain the angles dening the orientation of the rods. These are
represented in Fig. 5.9: θ, λ and λ0 . As shown in Fig. 5.9 the references axis for
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these angles are respectively -x for α, λ and λ', y for β and -y for θ. The reference
axes were dened, so the resulting angles are close to 00 . Indeed the angles are
obtained by using tan−1 function. It is thus preferable for the angles to be close
to 00 and not close to 900 . For instance, θ, is obtained as follows:


Bx − Ax
−1
(5.7)
θ = tan
By − Ay
Knowing the orientations and positions of each solid composing the mechanism for each time step, the speed, acceleration, angular velocity and angular
acceleration are derived.
5.1.3.2

Dynamic simulation of mechanism.

The forces and torques taken into account in this analysis are (see Fig. 5.14):
 Fs and Fs0 : the soil forces on the drill bit.
 Ff r : the friction between the two drill head halves.
 Ff and Ff0 : the dry friction forces in the linear guides.
 Tr the torque friction on the receptor disc.
 Tm the torque friction on the motor disc.

Tm also accounts for all internal motor and gear stage friction and electric
resistance of wires. The connections between the rods and the discs are implemented with ball joints and are considered frictionless. As can be seen in Fig. 5.15,
the regolith-drill bit forces (Fs and Fs ') are equal to the penetration force Fp or
the retraction force Fr . The friction force between the drill bits aects both drill
bit halves. It is impossible to dierentiate the friction between the drill bit halves
and the regolith-drill bit forces. For the dynamic analysis of the mechanism, the
friction between the drill bit halves will thus be incorporated into the regolith-drill
bit force.

Tm

Om

C’

A

Ff ’

D’
Tr

Ffr

Or
D

B
Figure 5.14:

Fs’

Ff

Fs

C

Schematic of forces taken into account in dynamic analysis.
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Ffr

Ffr
F s’ = F r

Fs = Fp

Figure 5.15:
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F s’ = F r

Ffr
Fs = Fp

Schematic of forces on drill bit. The thin arrows show the displacement

direction of the half drill heads.

Now that the kinematic quantities are all known, the equilibrium of each body
composing the mechanism is expressed. This will allow to link the motor torque
required to activate the mechanism to the force applied to it. Here the analysis
is done in the x-y plane. Thus the equilibrium of each solid gives 3 equations
(2 linear accelerations and one angular acceleration). There are seven bodies in
this mechanism labelled and represented in Fig. 5.16. This gives a total of 21
equations. If all the kinematic values are considered as known quantities, as well
as the forces presented above, then there are 21 force and torque unknowns. It
is thus possible to obtain all the forces and torques applied to the mechanism.

Om
A

5

y

0

C’
2’

0

1’

D’
Or

3

Oguide

4
0

D
2

B
Figure 5.16:

x

O’guide
1

0

C
Schematic of mechanism with solids labelled.

The equilibrium of the seven solids composing the mechanism allows to determine the motor torque (Eq. 5.8). For all details on the dynamic calculation refer
to Appendix I.
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IA4 · sin(α)
¨ y · cos(α)
= −Tm − A0m ·
· θ̈ + m4 · AB
(5.8)
AB · cos(θ)
 4
IA · sin(β)
I Or
Tr
cos(θ + α)
·
· θ̈ + 3 · β̈ −
+AOm ·
cos(β + θ)
AB · cos(θ)
BOr
BOr




C
COr
I
·
sin(β)
2
¨ y + cos(β) · CD
¨x −
+
· m2 · sin(β) · CD
· λ̈
BOr
CD · cos(λ)

h
i
tan(λ) · sin(β)
COr
·
− cos(β) m1 · D̈x − Fs − Ff
−
BOr
CD


0


I2C0 · sin(β)
C 0 Or
0
0
0
0
0
0
¨
¨
−
· m2 · sin(β) · C Dy + cos(β) · C Dx − 0 0
· λ̈
BOr
C D · cos(λ0 )

h
i
C 0 Or
tan(λ0 ) · sin(β)
0
0
0
0
+
·
− cos(β) m1 · D̈x − Fs − Ff
BOr
C 0 D0


Mm

5.1.3.3

Motor torque simulations

A script was written to implement the kinematic and dynamic calculations
presented in 5.1.3.2 and 5.1.3.1. This allows to quantify the dierent contributions
of each force and torque applied to the mechanism to the required motor torque
to activate the mechanism.
Figures 5.17(a), 5.17(b), 5.17(c), and 5.17(d) represent respectively the required
motor torque to activate the DRD when only Tm or Tr or Ff and F0f or Fs and
F0s are not equal to zero. Before drilling starts all the components except the
soil forces are present. Figure 5.17(e) presents a simulation of this case. Once
drilling has started the soil forces start acting on the drill bit. This is simulated
in Fig. 5.17(e). The values of the geometrical parameters used for the simulations
presented in Fig. 5.17 are the third column of Table 5.1. The force and torque
values used are: Tm = 0.5 Nm, Tr = 1 Nm, Ff = Ff0 = 50 N. These values were
chosen to obtain a similar torque prole to the ones observed experimentally.
The soil forces taken for these simulations are equal to 200 N when the drill
bit is progressing and 20 N when it is receding. Since the motor is subject to
a constant DC voltage input, the simulations were run with a constant motor
rotation speed α̇. The simulations presented in Fig. 5.17 were done with a motor
rotation frequency of 0.5 Hz.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.17, all the contributions except the motor axis torque
create an oscillating motor torque requirement. Indeed all these contributions
from the mechanism are transmitted to the rotating motor disc via rod AB. The
force transmitted via the rod has almost the same direction as the rod because it
has ball joints on each end. (The rotational and linear accelerations of the rod,
except the one in its main axis direction, will create slight deviations of the force
transmitted through the rod, but here the eect is very low.) Twice per motor
revolution, when the rod is aligned with the motor axis, the lever arm of the force
transmitted via rod AB relatively to the motor axis is thus equal to zero. This
causes the motor torque requirement to oscillate.
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(c) |Ff |=|F0f |=50 N; all others null.
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(d) |Fs |+|F0s |=220 N; all others null.
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(e) Soil force null all others non null.
Figure 5.17:
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(b) Tr =1 Nm; all others null.
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(a) Tm =-0.5 Nm; all others null.
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(f) All non null.

Simulation of motor torque requirements versus motor angle for dierent

force and torques applied to the DRD.
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The script written also allows to evaluate the contribution of the inertial terms
to the motor torque requirement. These will depend on the rotation speed of the
motor and the amplitude of the movements. In the series of experiments done
two motor frequencies (0.5 and 2.5 Hz) and two amplitudes (COr and C 0 Or equal
to 17 or 41 mm) were used. Table 5.2 presents the peak value of inertial terms
in each amplitude-frequency condition. The values are very small compared to
the total required torque. This is quite logical since the movement speeds and
amplitudes of each part are quite small. The main inertial contribution comes
from the receptor disc (solid 3). The other contributions are at least an order of
magnitude lower.
Table 5.2:

Amplitude of dynamic contributions to motor torque required to activate

mechanism (N·m).

COr = C 0 Or / ∆(mm)
17 / 5
41 / 12
0.032
0.054
0.001
0.002

Motor frequency (Hz)
2.5
0.5

Once the torque is obtained, it is possible to convert motor torque Mm (in
N·m) to motor current i (in A) thanks to the manufacturer provided data which
links motor torque to motor current (Eq. 5.9).

i = 0.05 + 0.29 · Mm
5.1.3.4

Link between

∆I

and

(5.9)

∆F.

As shown by the simulations, during the experiment the motor current will
oscillate. As the drill starts penetrating in the regolith the soil forces will cause
an increase in these motor current oscillations. Figure 5.18 is a schematic of the
expected current readings with the increase in drill depth. Since the goal of the
experiment is to study the interaction between the regolith and the bio-inspired
drill head it is necessary to isolate the increase in current oscillation amplitude
(∆I) due to the soil forces on the drill heads (∆F=|Fs |+|F0s |). To do so the
simulation of the mechanism was used.
The main factor inuencing the relationship between ∆I and ∆F is the radius
OC (and OC'). Figure 5.19 presents the link between ∆I and ∆F for 5 dierent
values of OC = OC'. The other values used for the simulation are reported in
the third column of Table 5.1. Because the evolution of angle beta will never
be perfectly symmetrical, the amplitude of the two motor torque oscillations in
one cycle will never have exactly the same amplitude. This is shown in Fig. 5.20
(zoom of Fig. 5.19 on the case OC = OC' = 50 mm). The two peak values are
shown in red (dashed) and blue (dotted) and the mean value in black (full). The
non-symmetrical evolution of β is caused by length AB being slightly o. With
AB = 120 mm and ∆F = 220 N, the worst case (R = 50 mm) gives a dierence

motor current
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∆i(t)
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i(t)
t

depth

Drilling
starts t=0

t

Figure 5.18:

Schematic of the expected motor current oscillations during drilling expe-

riments.

in peak values of 0.59 %. If AB = 119 mm (1 mm error) the dierence in ∆I peak
values is of 1.7 %. However the 1 mm error only aects the mean of the two ∆I
peak values by 0.01 %. In the following gures (Fig. 5.21 to 5.23), this simulated
case will be plotted in continuous lines and referred to as the reference case. All
numerical calculations of variations of the relationship between ∆I and ∆F are
calculated with AB = 120 mm, ∆F = 220 N and R = 50 mm.
250

10 mm

20 mm

30 mm

40 mm

50 mm

∆ F (N)

200
150
100
50
0

Figure 5.19:

0

Plot of

0.1

∆I - ∆F

0.2

0.3
∆ I (A)

0.4

0.5

relationship for ve values of R (shown on graph).

The inuence of a higher io consumed by the mechanism on ∆I induced by ∆F
was evaluated. Figure 5.21 presents the ∆I - ∆F relationship with all non soil
forces multiplied by 10 (dotted line). The reference case is also plotted (continuous lines). This higher initial io , amplies the dierence between the two peak
values (from 0.59 % to 1.52 %), which is still quite small. The mean of the two
peak values is very slightly aected (0.02 %).
The inuence of an error on the C'Or and COr values was also evaluated.
Figure 5.22 presents two new simulations with a 5 % oset added to the rst and
subtracted to the second (dashed lines) and the other way around (dotted lines).
The reference case is also plotted (full line). The dierence in C'Or and COr
induces a higher dierence between the two peak values (from 0.59 % to 7.61 %
and 8.79 %). However the mean value is very slightly aected by these osets
(0.19 % and 0.38 %).
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Figure 5.20:
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Illustration of the inuence of asymmetrical cycles (zoom on

∆I

-

∆F

relationship). The two peak values are shown in red (dashed) and blue (dotted) and
the mean value in black (full).
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Figure 5.21:
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∆I - ∆F relationship.

0.45
The non-soil forces and

torque (which correspond to io ) have been multiplied by 10 for the dashed lines when
compared to the reference case (continuous lines).

Since only the motor current is recorded it will not be possible to access the
soil forces on both drill heads independently, it is only possible to obtain their
sum (∆F). The inuence of the ratio of the two forces composing ∆F was thus
evaluated. Figure 5.23 shows the reference case (continuous line : 200 N / 20 N)
and shows the result of a very dierent ratio (dashed line 110 N / 110 N). Such a
change modies the dierence between peak values from 0.59 % to 0.26 %. The
mean of the two peak values was modied by only 0.04 %.
It is thus possible to link ∆F to ∆I based on the value of distances OC and OC'
while taking into account the existence of friction force (and to a much smaller
extent the existence of inertial eects) in the reciprocation mechanism. To do so
it is necessary to measure the current oscillations before drilling starts. However
when drilling starts the friction between the drill bits will most probably be
modied. The two main sources of modication are the presence of soil particles
between the drill bits and the increased contact pressure between the two drill
bits due to the soil pressure on each drill bit. With the current mechanism and
setup it is not possible to dierentiate the increase in friction between the drill
bits with the soil forces.
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Figure 5.22:
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relationship. The dashed

lines show the simulation with a + 5 % oset on COr and a - 5 % one on C'Or . The
dotted lines show the case with a - 5 % oset on COr and a + 5 % one on C'Or . The
continuous lines show the reference case.
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Figure 5.23:
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Inuence of a dierent Fs and Fs ratio (with

0.45

∆F = Fs + Fs ' constant).

The

dashed lines show a simulation with Fs /Fs '=1 .The continuous lines show the reference
case Fs /Fs '=10.

5.1.4 Experiments performed
5.1.4.1

Design of experiment approach

Almost no a priori knowledge exists on the performance and behaviour of
DRD in planetary regoliths. Before a precise DRD in planetary regoliths model
can be established, a wide exploration of the possible parameters inuencing
the behaviour or performance of DRD must be conducted. To do so, it is key
to have a rational approach to experiment planning. Our rst goal is thus to
identify the key parameters inuencing DRD, not to elaborate a precise model.
Once the key parameters will be identied, further studies dedicated to those
key parameters will allow to propose more rened and precise models. Classical
Design Of Experiment (DOE) techniques are available for such situations where
little a priori knowledge is available and a wide yet thorough screening must be
conducted [87]. First the explored parameters are chosen, and then the design of
experiment, levels of parameters and experiments done are chosen.
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Amongst the numerous parameters identied in Chapter 3, the designed test
bench allows to vary:
 overhead mass (OHM),
 frequency of reciprocation motion (f ),
 amplitude of reciprocation motion (δ ),
 substrate type (ST),
 relative density (Dr ),
 drill head geometry.
Because the drill head geometry is not a single numerical parameter and that
substrate type is not a quantitative value, they were considered separately form
the other parameters. It was decided to dene a basic experimental sequence on
the other parameters and that these would be repeated with each of the three drill
heads manufactured and each of the two regolith simulants chosen in Chapter 4.
If each of the four remaining parameters are allocated two distinct levels, testing
all the combinations would take 24 = 16 experiments (complete factorial design).
If each one is repeated twice for all the regolith simulant/drill head combinations,
this would lead to 192 drilling experiments.
It is possible to reduce the number of experiments while enabling to observe the
eect of each parameter on the experimental results. An 8 experiment, 4 parameter, 24−1 partial factorial resolution II design of experiment was thus adopted. A
resolution II design (II is the Roman numeral) will allow us to evaluate the main
eects of the factors and their interactions [87]. The experiments done are dened
by Eq. 5.10. Such an equation allows to determine the level of relative density
based on the chosen levels for the three other input parameters. For instance if
all three other parameters are at their low level (-1), then Relative Density (Dr )
will be at its low level too (−1 · −1 · −1· = −1). Classically, planning experiments
with such techniques enables to use the associated data analysis techniques. However, those classical data analysis techniques are suitable for slowly variable
phenomenon or at least one that has the same general behaviour throughout the
variations of the parameters [87]. Because the compaction of the regolith changed
the nature of the behaviour of DRD (see subsection 5.3.5 for more details), the
DOE techniques were only used to plan the experiments done.

OHM · f · δ = Dr
5.1.4.2

(5.10)

Choice of parameter levels

Two levels for each parameter must be chosen. Table 5.3 summarises the chosen
levels. The high and low levels of relative density will be reached thanks to the
poured and vibrated regolith preparation methods (detailed in Chapter 4). The
Dr values achieved with these two techniques represent two extremes of the Dr .
The amplitude of the reciprocation motion was chosen in relationship with the
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distance between two adjacent teeth on the drill heads (around 7 mm). A value
slightly under the size of a drill head tooth (5 mm) and one slightly under the
size of two drill head teeth (12 mm) were used. The two reciprocation motion
frequency levels were chosen to cover the largest span of possible frequencies
oered by the developed test bench (0.5 and 2.5 Hz). Above 2.5 Hz, the test
bench structure presents unwanted vibrations. Under 0.5 Hz the motor presents
irregular rotation rates. As for the overhead weight or force on the drill head, a
maximum value of 5 kg (49 N) was chosen. Indeed, the current ExoMars rover is
estimated to be around 300 kg. If such a rover was sent to Mars it would have
around 981 N of normal force for a drill. If it were sent to the Moon, it would
have 490 N. For the bio-inspired drill to propose a signicant improvement in
terms of normal force requirements, this value was divided by 10, to obtain 49 N
(or 5 kg on Earth). The low value selected for the overhead force is 18 N (2 kg).
Table 5.3:

High and low level of four parameters used in DRD experiments.

Parameter
OHW
f
∆
Dr

Level 2
0.5
5
poured

Level +
5
2.5
12
vibrated

Unit
kg
Hz
mm

Table 5.4 presents the parameters dening the geometry of the three tested
drill heads. Manufacturing constraints were taken into account when choosing
the geometrical parameters of drill head 1 while trying to present the closest
geometry to the observed ovipositor morphologies [134, 104]. Drill heads 2 and 3
were designed by changing one parameter of drill head 1.
Table 5.4:

Geometrical parameter values of the three drill heads used in the DRD

experiments (dened in Fig. 3.3). Changed parameters are in bold.

Parameter
R (mm)
N1
N2
α (o )
L2
α1 (o )
γ1 ( o )
α2 (o )
γ2 ( o )

5.1.4.3

Drill head 1
10
5
10
15
70
10
40
20
50

Drill head 2
10
5
10
15
70
10
40
20

30

Drill head 3
10
5
10

30
70
10
40
20
50

Experiments done

The basic sequence of experiments repeated for each drill head/regolith simulant combination is shown in Table 5.5. Each experiment was conducted twice.
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Table 5.5:
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Basic sequence of experiments repeated on each regolith simulant/drill head

combination.

Experiment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

OHM
+
+
+
+

F
+
+
+
+

A
+
+
+
+

Dr
+
+
+
+

To enable a more detailed analysis of the inuence of both amplitude and
frequency, an intermediate level was added to each of these parameters (8 mm
amplitude and 1.5 Hz frequency) and all combinations were tested (full factorial
experiment plan). However, because of the high number of experiments to test
all the congurations, they were only conducted in High Relative Density (HD)
Surrey Space Centre Mars Simulant 2 (SSC-2) with drill head 3. HD SSC-2 was
chosen because it is the hardest substrate to penetrate and also presented less
anomalous peaks and dispersion than tests done in Surrey Space Centre Mars
Simulant 1 (SSC-1) (see 5.3.2). Some experiments were repeated because of
suspected errors in regolith preparation method or at the end to enable better
lming and pictures of the surface deformations during drilling. All the 161
experiments conducted are summarized in Appendix L.

5.2 Test set-up performance and data processing
5.2.1 Test bench commissioning
Before starting the experiments, it was necessary to test the behaviour of the
newly developed DRD TB. First, the counter-mass requirements is evaluated.
The DAQ system is then calibrated and the mean current consumed by the mechanism itself (without drilling) is evaluated. Finally an experimental protocol is
proposed.
5.2.1.1

Counter-mass requirements

Due to the presence of friction in the rails that guide the DRD and in the
pulleys that support the DRD and the counter-mass, there is a range of counter
mass values that allow the test bench to be at equilibrium. This is illustrated by
the schematic in Fig. 5.24.
The maximal and
minimal counter-mass requirements for equilibrium of the DRD TB were evaluated. This evaluation was done by adding or subtracting 100 g masses to the
counter-mass. Results can be seen in Fig. 5.25(a). The DRD and its support
Minimum and maximum counter-mass requirements
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Minimum counter-mass
Weight

Figure 5.24:
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Maximum counter-mass
Static friction

Illustration of the existence of a range of equilibrium counter-masses be-

cause of static friction in rails and pulleys. Left is the illustration of minimum countermass need and right is the illustration of maximum counter-mass need.

plate have a mass of 15.5 kg. The calculated mean of the minimum and maximum counter mass weights is of 15.3 kg. These two values are consistent. A trend
can be observed in the maximum counter-mass requirement (increase) and less
evidently for the minimum counter-mass (slight decrease). This indicates that
higher static friction is encountered in the TB as the drill progresses along the
rails.
Evaluation of the dispersion of minimum counter-mass requirements

Three dierent evaluations of the minimal counter-mass were performed. The
results of these three runs are presented in the graph in Fig. 5.25(b). The mean
Standard Deviation (SD) obtained on the three measurements for a given position
is of 146 g. This means that the precision obtained on the value of the overhead
force that is applied to the drill bit of the DRD cannot be better than 2 N.
Four dierent evaluations of the minimal
counter-mass value were performed with dierent motor rotation speeds. The
results of these four runs are presented in Fig. 5.26. They show that the higher
the rotation speed the higher the counter mass needs to be (from 100 g to 200 g).
The vibrations of the rotating motor must be transmitted to the rails and pulleys.
This temporarily alleviates the contact pressures and reduces the friction which
in turn increases the counter-mass need.
Inuence of motor rotation speed

5.2.1.2

Data acquisition system calibration

The link between the motor current and voltage and the voltages input into the
DAQ system must be established. Two TTI multimeters were used to monitor
and manually record the motor current and motor voltage. The input voltage
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(a) Maximum (dashed line) and minimum (b) Three minimum counter-mass evaluations
(full line) counter-mass for TB equilibrium. for TB equilibrium (one symbol type per run
and mean value represented by black-dashed
line).
Figure 5.25:

TB equilibrium counter-mass requirements: minimum and maximum va-
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lues.
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Figure 5.26:
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Inuence of motor speed on TB equilibrium minimum counter-mass. Three

dierent motor rotation speeds were used: 5.4 Hz (circles full line), 2.9 Hz (squares
dashed line) and 1.4 Hz (crosses dotted line).

generated by the voltage source was increased from 0 to 150 V (77 data points
were recorded). Figure 5.27 presents the calibration curves allowing to interpret
the voltage input into the DAQ.
5.2.1.3

Current required to activate mechanism

Before drilling experiments were conducted, the current required to activate
the mechanism when it is not in contact with regolith simulants was evaluated.
The amplitude of the reciprocation
motion was varied. Three dierent amplitudes were chosen: 5 mm, 10 mm and
18 mm. The motor input voltage was varied from 10 V to 200 V. The mean
current required to activate the mechanism was: 234 mA for 5 mm amplitude,
381 mA for 10 mm amplitude and 428 mA for 18 mm amplitude. It is clear that
Inuence of reciprocation amplitude
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(a) Motor current.
Figure 5.27:

1
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Voltage input in DAQ (V)

4

(b) Motor voltage.
DAQ calibration curves.

the higher the amplitude of the motion the lower the mechanism eciency is. The
increase in current consumed by the mechanism is not linear with amplitude.
Two tests with the same amplitude were
done with and without the drill stem to evaluate the inuence of the drill stem.
The drill stem contributes to around 100 mA to 150 mA of current requirements.
This is due to the friction between the two halves of the drill stem (and slightly
due to the inertia of the drill stem). The value of 100 mA to 150 mA should not
be generalised because of the variability with reciprocation motion amplitude.
Test with and without drill stem

5.2.1.4

Range of possible parameters

The ranges of controlled parameters accessible with the designed and built
DRD TB are:
 overhead axial mass (from 0 kg to 15 kg).
 reciprocating cycle amplitude (from 0 mm to 16 mm).
 reciprocating cycle frequency (from 0 Hz to 2.5 Hz). The motor and mechanism can go above the 2.5 Hz limit but the test bench starts oscillating
and the results would most probably be irrelevant.
 actuator input voltage (from 0 V to 90 V). As explained for reciprocating
cycle frequency, the motor can go up to 200 V but because of test bench
instability it is useless to go higher.
 drill bit depth (for the moment we are limiting drill depth from 0 cm to
23 cm).
Thanks to the designed modularity of the drill stem it is possible to manufacture dierent drill bits and explore a wide-range of geometries and materials.
However this requires long manufacturing processes and is often subject to important delays.
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Experimental Protocol

Following the analysis of the test bench performance, an experimental protocol
was adopted. The experimental protocol is presented in Appendix K. It takes
into account the main lessons learnt during the TB commissioning phase: countermass requirement and power consumed by mechanism can vary.
The overhead mass requirement for DRD TB
equilibrium presents a typical dispersion of 200 g. To reduce this dispersion
and allow overhead mass requirement to be assessed more eciently a scale was
purchased (precision 50 g). Because of the observed inuence of motor rotation
speed, the evaluation of counter mass requirement will always be conducted with
the motor turning at the planned rotation speed. Because some incontrollable
elements such as dust generated by regolith preparation might modify friction
in the rails and pulleys, counter-mass requirements will be evaluated before each
drilling test with motor on. Despite all these measures it seems unsafe to state
the value of axial force on DRD mechanism with a higher precision than 2 N.
The trend in overhead mass requirements is not an issue for the moment. Indeed
this trend was observed because a full meter of the rail was explored but for the
moment drilling is of 30 cm maximum. If the TB is used for deeper drilling, this
trend might be mitigated by a more precise rail alignment.
Counter-mass requirements

Variability in mechanism power consumption with reciprocating motion amplitude was shown. It is expected that other
uncontrollable parameters that might change over time, like screw tightness and
amounts of dust due to regolith preparation, could impact the power consumed
by motor and mechanism. The power consumed by the motor and mechanism
will thus be evaluated before each drilling experiment. This evaluation will be
done with the same input voltage and amplitude of reciprocation motion and as
close as possible, in time, to the actual drilling test.

Power consumption of mechanism

5.2.2 Observations on raw data
5.2.2.1

Comparison between simulations and observations

Figure 5.28 shows the motor current recorded during experiment 102. Figures
5.28(b) and 5.28(c) are zooms on the same experimental data before drilling
started and after drilling started. As predicted in 5.1.3.3, the motor current
oscillates like the absolute value of a trigonometric function. The amplitude of
this oscillation increases as the drilling depth increases.
5.2.2.2

Anomalous peaks in motor current

Figure 5.29(a) presents the motor current recorded during experiment 9. As
can be seen, there is a peak in the oscillation amplitude before drilling starts.
This is due to the experimenter that grabbed the test bench by the drill stem.
This increased the pressure between the drill stem halves and thus increased the
friction between the two halves. A higher motor torque was needed to activate
the DRD mechanism and the current increased.
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(a) Motor current during run 102.
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(b) Zoom on motor current oscillations before (c) Zoom on motor current oscillations during
drilling starts.
drilling.
Figure 5.28:

Example of measured motor current oscillations (run 102).

current oscillates as predicted.
progresses.

The motor

The amplitude of the oscillations increase as drilling
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Anomalous peaks are also present during the drilling. These are most probably
due to grains of regolith simulant getting stuck between the two drill bit halves
or the two drill stem halves. This locally increases the friction and thus motor
current. Thanks to the reciprocation motion the regolith grain is ejected. This
can be seen several times in the current recordings of run 155 (Fig. 5.29(b))
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(a) Before drilling (run 9).
Figure 5.29:

5.2.2.3
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(b) During drilling (run 155).

Illustration of local peaks in motor current.

Asymmetrical motor current cycles

Figure 5.29 presented local peaks in motor current. Some less localized increases in motor current oscillation amplitude were also observed. Figure 5.30(a)
presents the recorded motor current during run 23. Between 5 and 50 s, the
motor current increases and then decreases between 100 s and 120 s. A closer
observation of the current oscillations shows that from 5 s to 120 s motor current
oscillation amplitude alternates between a high and a low value (see Fig. 5.30(b)).
This alternating pattern will be referred to as asymmetrical motor current cycles.
Afterwards, the amplitude pattern has disappeared. The amplitude is more or
less constant from one to another and close to the low level of the previous oscillations (see Fig. 5.30(c)). If the motor current oscillation amplitude pattern (a
small oscillation followed by a big one) was observed during the entire experiment,
it could have been due to dierences between the amplitude of each half drill bit
(caused by a dierence between length COr and C'Or (see Figs. 5.9 and 5.22).
It is believed that this anomalous increase in motor current oscillation amplitude
and the pattern is due to anisotropic friction in the test bench: higher friction is
present when one drill bit half moves downwards then when the other one does.
A source of anisotropic friction could come from the linear guide. Indeed gravity
will have a tendency to clear out the regolith under the T-shaped outgrowth but
not above it. It will thus be harder to move it up then down when regolith is
present in the T-shaped groove.
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(a) Motor current during run 23.
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(b) Zoom on asymmetrical cycles.
Figure 5.30:
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(c) Zoom on symmetrical cycles.

Example of asymmetrical motor current cycles.

gher amplitude from 10 to 120 s then afterwards.

Run 23 exhibits a hi-

These higher amplitudes are only

present on every other motor current oscillation. This asymmetry disappears later in
the experiment.
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5.2.2.4

Depth curves
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Depth (cm)

Two main types of penetration or depth proles were observed during the tests:
a fast penetration with a constant penetration rate that reached the maximum
allowed depth (Fig. 5.31(a)) and a slower penetration that slows down as depth
increases till the drill stopped progressing (Fig. 5.31(b)). At the end of some
runs presenting a fast penetration at a constant speed, a sudden decrease in
penetration rate was observed. This was generally linked with a strong increase
in motor current, asymmetrical motor current cycles and a decrease in motor
frequency. Such a case is shown in Fig. 5.32. This was caused by regolith simulant
accumulation between both drill stem halves and thus slowing down reciprocation
motion and penetration.
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(a) Quick and constant penetration (run 123).
Figure 5.31:
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(b) Slow penetration ( run 155).

Example of the two main types of penetration observed: a fast penetration

with a constant rate of penetration (generally observed in low relative density simulants)
and a slower penetration with a decreasing rate of penetration (generally observed in
high relative density simulants).

In a few experiments, the depth decreases after having increased and levelled
o. This is shown in Fig. 5.33(a). The decrease in depth corresponds to high levels
of current oscillations (Fig 5.33(b)) and asymmetrical motor current cycles. The
decrease in depth and the asymmetrical motor cycles are most probably caused
by regolith simulant owing between the two halves of the drill head and drill
stem.

5.2.3 Data post-processing method
Before the simulations linking ∆F and ∆I are used to identify the forces acting
on the drill heads during the experiment, it is necessary to extract the values of
∆I from the motor current recordings. To do so a data processing method was
developed and implemented with a Matlab script. As shown in the synopsis
(Fig. 5.34), this script has six distinct steps.
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(a) Depth versus time.
Figure 5.32:
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(b) Motor current versus time.

Example of clogging at the end of an experiment (run 116). After a rst

plunge, the drill progresses at a constant speed. At the end the progression speed lowers
and the amplitude of the current oscillations increase enormously and asymmetrical
motor current cycles appear.
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Example of decrease in depth during an experiment (run 90). The decrease

starts with high levels of motor current oscillation amplitude and asymmetric cycles.
The asymmetric cycles progressively disappear and motor current oscillation amplitude
decreases when depth levels o.
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Figure 5.34: Synopsis presenting data processing algorithm which allows
∆F value from the raw data recorded during drilling experiments.

to extract the

First the signal recorded in mV is converted to mA using the calibration curves.
This rst step could be conducted at any time during the data processing sequence. It is a purely arbitrary choice to have put it at the beginning. The
second step is signal resampling. Indeed the DAQ system did not function as
eciently as expected. From time to time some data points were lost. In the
worst cases an entire second of the signal is missing. The resampling used is a
linear interpolation between the existing data and the missing data.
5.2.3.1

Minimum detection

The resampled signal is then processed by a minimum detection algorithm
developed for the signal. The goal is to detect each motor current oscillation (two
per motor revolution) predicted by the mechanism analysis presented in 5.1.3. It
is also possible to conduct a maximum detection to identify these oscillations.
However, the position of the minimum will be much less sensitive to noise then
the position of the maximum. Indeed, the analysis of the mechanism has showed
that the oscillations of the motor current are half cosines. The gradient of the
signal is much more important when the signal is minimum than when the signal
is at its maximum.
The diculty of this operation is to be able to identify the local minimum
corresponding to the minimum of the motor current oscillation and not a local
minimum of a local oscillation due to noise. To do so, the signal is scanned a rst
time: the minimum value over a given span is calculated for each point of the
signal (except at the beginning and end of the signal where there are not enough
data points to ll the span). The span over which the local minimum is calculated
must be adapted to the frequency of the oscillation that is to be detected. In our
experiments two motor voltages were used which give two distinct motor current
oscillation frequencies. For the low frequency tests, the number of data points
used to calculate the local minimum is 41 and for the high frequency 15 is used.
Figure 5.35(a) shows the result of this operation. The original signal is the thin
line and the local minimum is the thick line.
To identify the local minimum due to the oscillation of the motor current, it is
necessary to identify all the constant portions of the local minimum curve. Indeed
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Local minimum values detected. The original signal is in thin line and the

local minimums detected are the thick line and the dots.

as can be seen in Fig 5.35(a), each minimum due to a motor current oscillation
creates a constant portion in the local minimum curve. Each constant portion
of the local minimum curve is thus identied by the algorithm. To lter out
anomalous local minimums, constant portions of the local minimum curve that
are not long enough are rejected. The notion of not long enough is chosen by
trial and error. For the high frequency tests the minimum length of the constant
sections identied was set to three data points and for the low frequency tests it
was set to eleven data points. This allows to identify the local minimums due to
the motor current oscillation (Fig. 5.35(b), original signal is the thin line, local
minimums are represented by dots).
5.2.3.2

Period detection

Once the local minimums have been identied, it is possible to detect each
motor current oscillation. Logically the duration of each motor current oscillation
is almost constant. As the force on the drill bit increase the oscillation period
might slightly increase. The interval between two minimums is thus roughly the
same. To help eliminate all anomalous detected minimums or to detect minimums
that have not been identied, all the intervals between two adjacent identied
minimums are calculated and their distribution is plotted. Figure 5.36 is such
a distribution. The histogram presents a main peak at 12 data points. This
corresponds to the motor current oscillation period. A slight peak can be seen
at around twice the number of data points. This corresponds to minimums that
were not identied. Indeed the gap between two adjacent minimums will be
twice the nominal one if a minimum has been missed. The gaps much larger than
12 or much smaller than 12 are anomalous points that come from errors in the
identication during the experiment (for a few of them) and from the beginning
and the end of the DAQ before or after the experiment (all of the gaps equal to
one and others).
Such a histogram was plotted for each experiment conducted. By using the
histograms a minimum and a maximum interval between two adjacent minimums
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Figure 5.36:

Histogram of the interval between two adjacent minimums detected (in

number of data points).

The main peak around 12 data points corresponds to the

duration of the motor current oscillation.

was manually selected. All periods above the maximum duration and under the
minimum duration were then automatically rejected.
5.2.3.3

Curve tting

The analysis of the mechanism presented in subsection 5.1.3 predicted that the
motor torque and current proles will present a cosine shape. Figure 5.37(a) compares a simulated motor current prole and an adjusted absolute-value-of-cosine
function. The match between the absolute value of cosine and the simulated motor torque is very good. Thus the experimental data will be curve-tted to a half
cosine or sine (during the half-period when the function is positive).
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(a) Comparison between motor torque simu- (b) Plot of experimental motor current (thin
lation (full curve) and cosine (dashed curve). black line with x) and curve t (thick black
line).
Figure 5.37:

Curve tting: simulation and experimental data curve-tted with a sine

function.

The basic tting function used here is a sine function (Eq. 5.11). The parameters to be determined by the curve tting algorithm are the sine oset L and
the sine amplitude M. To determine these two parameters, the Matlab function
lsqcurvet is used. This function determines L and M by tting the basic tting
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function to the experimental data in the least-square sense. The variable x is the
experimental recorded time that is rescaled to start the period at 0 and nish it
at 1. Figure 5.37(b) shows an experimental signal and the result of the curve t
over a few periods of an experimental signal.
(5.11)

L + M · sin(πx)
5.2.3.4

Forces on drill bit

The nal step is the identication of the forces on the drill bit ∆F. First a time
interval before the beginning of the drilling is manually selected (which presents
good period identication and curve tting). The mean value of coecients L
and M during this selected period are calculated. The sum of these two mean
values corresponds to io . During the drilling, each curve tted period gives a
set of L and M coecients. Their sum corresponds to i(t). ∆I(t) is thus obtained by subtracting io to i(t). (io is calculated once for each experiment and is
kept a constant value for a given experiment. i(t) and ∆I(t) change during the
drilling as the forces on the drill bit increase.) Finally thanks to the mechanism
simulations presented in 5.1.3.3, ∆F is determined based on ∆I and the value of
the reciprocation motion amplitude of the given experiment. Indeed as shown in
5.1.3.3 the reciprocation motion amplitude aects the link between ∆F and ∆I.

5.3 Analysis of results
5.3.1 Final DRD depth vs. static penetration
The nal depths reached during the DRD experiments were compared to the
depths reached during the static penetration (measured in Chapter 4, subsection 4.3.2). Table 5.6 presents the static penetration values reached for the four
substrate types used at 19 N and 49 N and used as a reference. Figure 5.38(a)
presents the mean depth gained thanks to DRD in both regoliths. The relative
depth gain is presented in 5.38(b). For SSC-2 the absolute depth gain is higher in
Low Relative Density (LD) than in HD. If the relative depth gain is considered
this is not the case. However, the nal depth reached by most DRD experiments
in LD substrates was limited by the maximum depth allowed by the test setup
and not by the drilling itself. Had the nal depth not been limited by the test
setup, the relative gain in LD substrates would have been higher than in HD
substrates.
Table 5.6:
19 N
49 N

Depths reached during SP with 19 N and 49 N (in cm).

SSC-1 LD
5.8
9.3

SSC-2 LD
4.1
6.1

SSC-1 HD
2.7
4.0

SSC-2 HD
2.4
3.4
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Figure 5.38:

Depth increase with DRD compared to static penetration.
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The higher the overhead force, the higher the absolute depth gain is. However
the relative depth gain with 19 N and 49 N are much closer to each other (with
a slightly stronger relative depth gain with 49 N). The higher the frequency the
higher the absolute and relative depth gains are (except for the experiments done
in LD SSC-2 high overhead weight). The analysis of the eect of amplitude on
the nal depth reached by DRD is not straightforward. For instance, in the tests
done in HD SSC-2, a higher amplitude has a positive eect on the depth gain
for a low overhead force but a negative one for tests done with a high overhead
force. The inuence of amplitude is quite small compared to the eects of the
other parameters. The tests and analysis presented here do not allow to precisely
determine the role of amplitude on the depth reached by DRD.
Regarding SSC-1, the experimental exploration was not as large as the one
conducted in SSC-2. The main conclusions reached with the SSC-2 are true:
higher absolute gain with a higher overhead force or a higher frequency; a higher
absolute depth gain for a higher overhead force but a more or less equal relative
depth gain whatever the overhead force. However the depth gain obtained in LD
SSC-1 with a high overhead force is surprisingly low. This is most probably due to
the limitations of depth imposed by the test bench. Indeed this case corresponds
to the deepest static penetration. Thus the test bench limitations will have the
highest impact on these cases.

5.3.2 Force vs. depth
Thanks to the data processing method presented in 5.2.3, it is possible to extract the sum of the forces on the drill bit (∆F). This was done for all experiments
conducted. In order to compare to static penetration results and to assess the
inuence of the dierent explored parameters on the forces the drill bits are subject to, ∆F versus depth was plotted for all experiments. Numerous anomalous
peaks in the force that the drill bits are subject to are observed in the data. This
is most probably due to the temporary increase of friction due to regolith between the two drill bit halves. To analyse the data despite this important cause
of dispersion, the mean ∆F versus depth curves were calculated.
5.3.2.1

Inuence of regolith simulant

Figures 5.39(a) and 5.39(b) present respectively the mean ∆F versus depth
curves for each regolith simulant - preparation method combination. The depth
values at which only one data point was available were ignored. It is clear that
the high Dr regolith samples subject the drill bit to higher forces than the low Dr
ones at the same depth. It is interesting to notice that the mean curves obtained
in SSC-1 and in SSC-2 do not have the same general behaviour. The SSC-2
are very similar to the ones obtained in the static penetration tests (exponential
looking curves). However the mean curves obtained for the tests done in SSC-1
have a fast increase in the rst 10 cm, but then level o. The sudden increase at
the end of the SSC-1 LD curve is because of jamming of SSC-1 in the T-guide and
can be ignored since this is a limitation of the current setup and not an inherent
property of DRD.
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depth curves for each simulant and preparation combination.

The standard deviation of each of the four data sets are represented by the dashed lines
on each side of the mean curves.

5.3.2.2

Inuence of frequency and amplitude

The inuence of amplitude was assessed in HD SSC-2 (as explained in 4.3.2)).
Figure 5.40(a) shows the mean ∆F vs. depth curves for three dierent amplitudes.
Generally the higher the amplitude the higher the forces on the drill bit are.
Figure 5.40(b) presents the same mean curves but with ∆I instead of ∆F. The
inuence of amplitude is much stronger on ∆I than on ∆F. Indeed even if the
forces on the drill bit are the same, a higher amplitude means distance COr and
C'Or are longer. This increases the lever arm of the soil forces transmitted by
rods CD and C'D'. This naturally induces a higher motor torque requirement and
thus a higher motor current. This is linked only to the reciprocating mechanism
chosen and not to DRD. This demonstrates the importance of conducting the
analysis not on the motor power or current but on the soil forces.
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vs. depth for dierent amplitudes (for experiments done in
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Mean ∆F between 5 and 10 cm (N)

To study the inuence of both amplitude and frequency on ∆F and their interaction, the mean ∆F between 5 and 10 cm depth was evaluated for each
frequency - amplitude combination. Figure 5.41 presents these results. At a given frequency, a higher amplitude will generally give a higher ∆F (as already
observed in Fig. 5.40(a)). Interestingly, at the highest frequency, the amplitude
has a stronger impact on ∆F than at the lowest frequency.
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between 5 and 10 cm depth for all amplitude frequency combi-

nations in SSC-2 HD.

Based on these observations, DRD would require less force when done with
small amplitudes. Since at low amplitudes the frequency does not have a very
important impact on the forces on the drill bit, drilling at low frequency seems
more ecient. Indeed, the same order of magnitude of forces are on the drill bit,
but at a much lower frequency, thus at a much lower power.
5.3.2.3

Inuence of overhead force

The inuence of the overhead force on the forces applied on the drill bits was
also studied. Figure 5.42 presents the two mean curves of drill tests done with
20 and 50 N of overhead force in HD SSC-2. Apart from the rst 5 cm, there
is a dierence of around 30 N between the two mean curves. This corresponds
to the 30 N dierence in the overhead force applied to the drill bits. The same
behaviour was observed in LD SSC-2. However this is not the case in HD or LD
SSC-1. Normally the same dierence should have been observed in tests done
in SSC-1. It is believed that the higher dispersion in SSC-1 (due to large grains
getting stuck between the drill heads) has masked the 30 N dierence.
The dierent drill heads used did not have a signicant eect on the ∆F vs.
depth curves. This might be due to the high dispersion obtained on the force
data caused by friction of the regolith between the two drill bit halves. If a more
precise measurement of the forces on the drill bit is available, an inuence of the
geometry of the drill head should be found. Generally, the fact that a dierence
of 30 N was found between the 20 N and 50 N tests in SSC-2 reinforces the
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condence in the method used to deduce the forces on the drill bit during the
DRD experiments. However the observations and conclusions presented on the
mean ∆F vs. depth curves must be used with caution since the force is measured
only indirectly and since high levels of dispersion on the force data were observed.

5.3.3 Slippage
The half-drill bit that is not being pushed downwards to penetrate further into
the regolith, is pulled or put in tension to generate a reaction of the drilled
substrate. Ideally the drilled substrate would not yield and maintain the half
drill bit being pulled in its position, as can be seen on the left of Fig. 5.43. The
drilling would thus progress at vmax = 2 · δ · f . However this is not the case and
the half drill bit put in tension will move upwards (of δ − δs ), as can be seen on
the right of Fig. 5.43. The drill thus progresses at a speed vd = 2·δs ·f , lower than
vmax . This behaviour is analogue to a wheel skidding or slipping. As slippage
is dened for terrestrial vehicles [139], DRD slippage (s) is dened by Eq. 5.12.
When there is no slippage at all s is equal to 0. When slippage is equal to 1 the
drill no longer progresses.

s=1−

vd
vmax

=1−

δs
δ

(5.12)

To calculate slippage the DRD movement frequency must be obtained. During
the data processing method presented in 5.2.3, the duration of each motor current
oscillation is determined. This allows to obtain the motor frequency during the
experiments. Figure 5.44 presents the slippage observed during experiment 8
(Fig. 5.44(c)) as well as the depth during the experiment (Fig. 5.44(a)) and the
motor rotation half-period (5.44(b)). During the initial plunge of the drill, s is
around 0.95. Then very quickly the rate of penetration decreases. The drill then
progresses with even higher levels of slippage (above 0.99 after 4 s of drilling).
The mean slippage value during the rst seconds of each experiment (from 2 s
to 18 s) was calculated. Table 5.7 presents the mean value of these mean slippage
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Figure 5.43:

Case with slippage

Illustration of slippage in DRD.

values based on the substrate, relative density and overhead force the experiment
was done with. All experiments (even the ones presenting very fast penetrations)
present very high levels of slippage. The lowest mean slippage value is high
(0.90) and corresponds to low Dr SSC-1 penetration with a high overhead force.
It is logical that the experiments with the easiest substrate to penetrate and the
highest axial force present the least slippage since it is the most rapid penetration.
As can be seen in Table 5.7, the slippage value decreases with an increase in the
overhead force. The harder the substrate is to penetrate, the higher the slippage
is. Indeed a harder substrate to penetrate will require more time to penetrate,
thus lowering the penetration per cycle or increasing the slippage.
Table 5.7:

Mean slippage value observed from 2 s to 18 s during DRD penetration in

high or low relative density, SSC-1 or SSC-2, with high or low overhead force.

Low RD
High RD

High overhead force
SSC-1
SSC-2
0.90
0.95
0.96
0.97

Low overhead force
SSC-1
SSC-2
0.93
0.97
0.98
0.98

5.3.4 Surface deformations
Apart from recording motor current, motor voltage and depth, the experimenter made numerous visual observations of the regolith surface deformations and
movements during the drilling experiments. Numerous pictures were taken. To
analyse the evolution of the surface deformations and regolith movements, a few
experiments were lmed.
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Figure 5.44:

Example of slippage during DRD experiment (run 8). During the initial

plunge slippage is around 0.95.
slippage.

Then the drill progresses with even higher levels of
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Low Dr regoliths

In low relative density regoliths (prepared with the pour method), a crater is
formed around the drill head and drill stem. In Fig. 5.45(a), the crater obtained
at the end of experiment 111 is shown (experiment done in SSC-1). Figure 5.45(b)
shows the crater obtained after experiment 86 (experiment done in SSC-2).

(a) Run 111 (in SSC-1).
Figure 5.45:

5.3.4.2

(b) Run 86 (in SSC-2).

Pictures of craters formed when drilling into low Dr regoliths.

High Dr regoliths

In high Dr regoliths (prepared with the vibrate method), bumps are formed
around the drill head and drill stem. Figures 5.46(a) and 5.46(c) show the surface
deformations after experiment 16 in vibrated SSC-1. Figures 5.46(b) and 5.46(d)
show the surface deformations after experiment 23 in vibrated SSC-2.

(a) Run 16 (in SSC-1).

(b) Run 23 (in SSC-2).

(c) Side view of run 16 (in SSC-1).

(d) Side view of run 23 (in SSC-2).

Figure 5.46:

Pictures of bumps created during drilling into high Dr regoliths.
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In order to obtain a better understanding of the origin of these bumps, some of
the experiments were lmed. Figure 5.47 presents a sequences of ve images taken
during experiment 23. They show the progressive formation of the structures
presented in Figs. 5.46(b) and 5.46(d). The shear planes closest to the drill head
appear rst and the furthest appear last. Films were also taken from the side
during drilling tests in high Dr SSC-2. Figure 5.48 is a sequence of eleven images
taken during experiment A. During the rst hundred seconds of the drilling,
shear planes appear at the surface of the regolith on both sides of the drill. Then
progressively regolith is moved upwards very close to the drill and nally starts
covering the regolith that was moved upwards when the shear planes appeared
at the beginning of the drilling. In experiment A shown in Fig. 5.48, the regolith
rst ows up on the left side of the drill and then from 218 s (Fig. 5.48(h)),
regolith moving upwards is also seen on the right of the drill.

(a) t = -5 s.

(b) t = 3 s.

(d) t = 10 s.
Figure 5.47:

(c) t = 7 s.

(e) t = 20 s.

Sequence of images showing the creation of shear planes. Run 23 done in

high Dr SSC-2.

In some experiments important dierences between the deformations created
by the drilling action on one side of the drill bit and the other side of the drill bit
are observed. Figure 5.49(a) is a picture of drilling in SSC-2 high Dr (experiment
77). At the start of the experiment shear planes were formed at the surface of
the drilled sample on both sides of the drill bit. However upwards movement of
regolith was very important on the right of the drill bit when compared to the left
of the drill bit. This lead to the important amount of displaced regolith on the
right of Fig. 5.49(a) and not present on the left. This regolith is clearly material
that was moved up and out of the hole. Indeed it does not present at all the same
surface texture (very uy and irregular) as the rest of the sample (smooth).
This indicates the regolith was moved and most probably has a dierent density
than the rest of the sample.
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(a) t = 0 s.

(b) t = 7 s.

(c) t = 20 s.

(d) t = 66 s.

(e) t = 108 s.

(f) t = 121 s.

(g) t = 148 s.

(h) t = 218 s.

(i) t = 293 s.

(j) t = 374 s.
Figure 5.48:
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(k) t = 613 s.

Sequence of images from the side showing the creation of shear planes and

upwards movement of regolith. Run A done in high Dr SSC-2.
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(a) Example of anisotropic behaviour (run (b) Picture of dip in regolith surface cause
77).
by regolith owing between the two drill bit
halves. Experiment 11 .
Figure 5.49:

Pictures anisotropy and regolith ows (done in high Dr SSC-2).

Another regolith movement or ow was also observed during drilling tests.
Sadly this one was caused by a limitation of the setup and is not inherent to
DRD. Indeed, the drill bits used are not sealed. Regolith can thus ow between
the two half drill heads. Some regolith tends to ow down the hole between the
two drill bit halves. This can be seen indirectly by observing the regolith surface
at the end of the experiment. Dips in the regolith surface can be observed near
the separation between the two halves of the drill stem. This can be seen in the
picture shown in Fig. 5.49(b) taken at the end of experiment 11 (done in high Dr
SSC-2). Here the dip has created circular shaped cracks at the surface of the
drilled sample.

5.3.5 Interpretation of penetration mechanisms
The understanding of the manner DRD progresses in a sample before the experiments reported here was a static vision. One half drill bit progresses thanks
to the other one that is in tension: Once the teeth are engaged, the tensile force
that can be resisted, tending to pull the drill out of the substrate, allows the
generation of an equal and opposite force in the other valve tending to push it
further into the substrate. The drilling force is generated between the two valves
and there is no net external force required. [45, 47]. Then the two half drill bits
exchange roles and the drill bit that was previously in tension progresses. This
cycle is repeated till the nal depth is reached. This might hold true in other
substrates, but it is not the case in regolith.
Indeed, the high level of slippage observed during experiments and the surface
deformations and regolith movements observed cannot be explained by this static
vision of DRD. To explain the dierent experimental observations and the very
dierent behaviour of DRD in LD and HD regoliths, two dierent progression
mechanisms of DRD respectively in LD and HD regoliths are proposed.
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Local compression

A high slippage rate causes the regolith in the vicinity of the DRD drill bits to
be displaced and sheared a very large number of times. When LD regoliths are
sheared, their density is modied: they are progressively compacted. It is thus
proposed here that the reciprocating motion and the numerous cycles it subjects
the regolith to create a local compaction. This local compaction of the regolith
makes room for the drill to progress. A schematic of this progression principal
is shown Fig. 5.50. It would explain the crater that is formed around the DRD
drill head in LD regoliths.
Rc

Figure 5.50:

Schematic of local compression in LD regoliths during DRD.

The LD

regolith is represented by the spaced hash lines and the compacted regolith by the
compact hash lines.

It is possible to calculate the volume cleared by the local compaction of the
regolith. Here we suppose the initial volume of regolith and its nal volume
are cylinders. The initial density of the poured regolith is known. After being
compacted through repeated shearing, the density is estimated to be at least
above 50 % relative density. If an initial volume Vi of regolith at density ρi is
compressed to a volume Vf at density ρf , then the gain in volume dV (= Vi Vf ) can be obtained thanks to Eq. 5.13.

dV
Vi − Vf
ρi
=
=1−
Vi
Vi
ρf

(5.13)

The drill stem has a radius of 10 mm. The drill heads have a mean radius of
approximately 10 mm when taking into account the teeth and the cone portion
(9.6 mm, 9.9 mm and 10.1 mm for drill heads 1, 2 and 3). The mean cross section
of the drill head and drill stem is thus equal to 3.1·10−4 mm2 . Knowing the initial
density of the regolith and its compacted density, it is possible to determine the
volume or (cross-section if the volume is supposed to be a cylinder) of regolith
that must be compacted (Vi ) to free a volume (dV) equal to the volume of the
drill Vd (Eq. 5.14).

Vi =

Vd
1 − ρρfi

(5.14)
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Table 5.8 presents the cross-section to be freed (drill bit mean cross-section)
and the density values used to calculate the initial and nal cross-section of the
regolith compacted to give room for the drill bit (for SSC-1 and SSC-2). The
radius of the zone it corresponds to on the surface of the regolith samples are
also calculated (30 mm for SSC-1 and 28 mm for SSC-2). In Tab. 5.8 they
are compared to the radius of the craters observed after drilling in LD regolith
samples (mean value of 37 mm for SSC-1 and 45 mm for SSC-2). In both cases
the radius of the carter is higher than the radius of the zone theoretically needed
to make room for the drill. This could explain why there is a crater. Indeed much
more regolith is compacted than needed to make way for the drill head. Thus the
surface of the regolith sample collapses and a crater is formed.
Table 5.8:

Comparison between collapse zone (crater) size and theoretical size of zone

required to make room for the drill bit thanks to regolith compaction.

cm2

Cross-section to be freed
Initial density kg·m3
Compacted density kg·m3
Cross-section to be compacted cm2
Minimum radius of compacted zone mm
Mean radius of observed crater mm

5.3.5.2

SSC-1
3.14
1413
1590
25.1
30
37

SSC-2
3.14
1945
2225
33.1
28
45

Block and local shear

In HD regoliths, it is not possible to compact the regolith anymore. The DRD
cannot progress by compacting the regolith in its vicinity. There seems to be
two distinct phases as shown by the sequence of images in Figs. 5.47 and 5.48:
rst shear lines appear on the surface of the regolith sample. As shown in the
schematic Fig. 5.51, it is proposed here that this is due to block shear. A shear
surface develops inside the regolith sample and a block of regolith is pushed up
by the drill. This allows the drill to progress deeper. Another shear surface forms
and another block is pushed upwards. The deeper the shear surface starts the
further away from the drill it reaches the surface of the regolith sample. The block
of regolith that has previously been moved upwards is pushed up during this new
failure of the regolith. This explains the step shape observed in Fig. 5.46(d).
During the second phase, the regolith in the close vicinity of the drill bit is
progressively brought up and out of the drilled hole. During this second phase
very high levels of slippage are observed. The regolith around the drill bit is thus
repeatedly sheared. It is proposed here that very localised shear around the drill
bit will progressively evacuate the regolith. This is represented in the schematic
in Fig. 5.52. The sheared zones are represented by dotted lines and the resulting
regolith ow by the arrow.
The transition from block shear to local shear can be explained by the behaviour of regoliths subject to shear. The critical state theory modelling regoliths
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Figure 5.51:
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Schematic of block shear during DRD in HD regoliths. The shear surfaces

are represented by dotted lines and the surface of the regolith by a full line.

As the

drill progresses (from left to right in the schematic) shear planes develop deeper and
deeper. The blocks of regolith that were rst moved upwards are moved upwards again
as a bigger block is moved up under them (due to a deeper shear plane).

Figure 5.52:

Schematic of local shear during DRD in HD regoliths. The shear surfaces

are represented by dotted lines and the ow of regolith by the arrow.

The repeated

shearing of the regolith causes the upward ow.

being sheared indicates that highly compacted regoliths will present a peak shear
strength (as observed during the Direct Shear Test (DST) presented in Chapter
4). Such a peak shear strength is caused by the interlocking of the particles and
the fact that rolling is inhibited by the high compaction. Thus at the beginning
of the drilling experiment, the regolith that has been compacted will present high
shear resistance enabling large zones of regolith to move as one block.
Because of the high levels of slippage, the regolith in the vicinity of the drill
head is repeatedly sheared. The high levels of shear it is subject to will reduce
the regoliths density and make it loose its peak shear strength and evolve to its
critical shear strength (as indicated by critical state theory). The regolith having
lost a part of its shear strength in the `transition from peak shear strength to
critical shear strength will no longer be able to move as blocks. Much more
localized shearing will thus take place.
5.3.5.3

Lateral movements of drill bit

During the experiments lead on the DRD presented in this chapter, slight
lateral movements of the drill stem were observed. Indeed, when half of the
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drill bit is pushed down into the regolith, the force the soil applies on it is not
perfectly vertical because of the conical shape of the drill bit (See subsection
6.4.3 for analytical derivations explaining the side-force generation). Such forces
are represented by thick arrows in Fig. 5.53. Since the guiding rails have some
clearances and tolerances in them to accommodate for non perfect alignment,
the lateral force generated by the conical shape of the half-drill bit will allow the
slight lateral movement of the drill. Instead of a perfectly linear reciprocation
motion, the real motion of the drill bits during the experiments reported here is
described in Fig. 5.53 (thin arrows). The half-drill bits describe comma-shaped
trajectories.

Figure 5.53:

Schematic of comma-shaped drill bit trajectory. The force (thick arrow)

applied by the soil on the drill bit being pushed downwards causes a lateral movement.
The half-drill bits have a comma-shaped trajectory (thin arrows).

Figure 5.54 presents two images from recordings taken during run M in high
Dr SSC-2. The white line on each image is a xed reference. These two images
allow to measure the lateral deection of the DRD during drilling. The measured
deection is of 1 mm. The comparison of images extracted from lms does not
allow to have submillimeter precision. The lateral deection is constrained by the
two rails guiding the DRD. Had there been more clearance, it is very likely that
the DRD would have presented a higher lateral deection per cycle.

(a) Right half penetrating.
Figure 5.54:

(b) Left half penetrating.

Recorded lateral displacement of DRD. The white line is a xed reference.

Thanks to these images the lateral displacement was quantied (around 1 mm).
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Though the lateral movement of the drill bits was not anticipated and arranged
or planned for, it is reasonable to consider it as a valid option. Indeed, if a DRD
drill bit is to be used for lightweight deep drilling, it is very likely that it will be
accommodated on a deployable and lightweight drill stem. A light weight and
deployable drill stem will most probably present some lateral exibility. Despite
the support the drilled regolith would oer such a drill stem, it is very unlikely
that the drill stem will fully constrain lateral movement of the drill bit. The
experiments conducted here do not allow to conclude on the role of the slight
lateral movements in the performance or in the penetration mechanics of DRD
in regoliths. Whether such lateral movement increases or decreases performance
must be assessed. Further experimentation is required.

5.3.6 Re-evaluation of previous experiments
5.3.6.1

Slippage in previous experiments

The high levels of slippage observed in the experiments presented in this chapter raised the question of slippage in the rst feasibility demonstration of DRD
[47]. The level of slippage during the feasibility tests were thus calculated. The
amplitude of the reciprocation motion is reported in a graph of [39]: 18 mm.
Sadly only drilling power and not reciprocation movement frequency are reported for each drilling test. However it is reported that the maximum cutting or
drill bit speed is 0.375 m·s−1 at 10 W drilling power. For an 18 mm amplitude
this corresponds to a reciprocation frequency of 10.4 Hz. By a linear interpolation between 0 Hz for 0 W and 10.4 Hz for 10 W, it is possible to infer the
reciprocation movement frequency thanks to the drilling power.
The mean drilling speeds obtained for 9 input powers (from 3.3 W to 9.9 W)
in three dierent substrates (chalk, mortar and clay) [39] were used to calculate
the mean slippage during these experiments. Figure 5.55 presents the slippage
values obtained. All slippage values obtained are above 0.999! The higher the
compressive strength of the material the higher the slippage rate. This is coherent
with the conclusions reached thanks to the tests in HD and LD SSC-1 and SSC-2:
the harder the substrate is to penetrate the higher the slippage rates are.
5.3.6.2

Drilling mechanics in low-compressive strength rocks

The very high level of slippage during DRD penetration in chalk, mortar and
clay suggest that the hole is created by progressively wearing down the drilled
substrate. Indeed, with an 18 mm amplitude and a level of slippage 0.999, a
1 mm progression takes 55 back and forth motion of the drill bit. In the same
way metals, rocks and wood can be smoothed or led down, it is proposed here
that in low-strength compressive rocks, DRD wears the rock down.
Figure 5.56 left presents the drill bit used in the low-compressive strength rock
experiments [47]. As depicted in the central part of Fig. 5.56, it seems that the
wearing down mechanism is satisfactory for the lateral expansion of the hole
but not for extending the hole any deeper. The worn parts of the substrate are
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0.9998

Slippage

0.9996
0.9994
Chalk
Mortar
Clay

0.9992
0.999

Figure 5.55:

4

6
8
Input power (W)

10

Slippage values derived from previous experiments: data recorded during

drilling in low compressive strength rocks and reported in [47, 39].

shown with cracks in the schematic and the movement of the half-drill bits by
double-arrows. Indeed if only a purely vertical translational movement is applied
to the drill bits as in the central schematic of Fig. 5.56, the tip of the drill bit
will repeatedly hit the bottom of the drilled hole. In percussive drilling, this does
allow progression. However here the frequency is much lower and it seams highly
improbable that the accelerations imposed on the drill head by the reciprocation
mechanism are sucient to create high impact forces.

Figure 5.56:

Picture and schematic of experiments reported in [45] and new proposition

of progression mechanics. Left is the picture of the drill bit used in low-compressivestrength DRD experiments [45]. Right and centre is a schematics illustrating the proposed progression mechanics without (centre) and with lateral movement of drill bit
(right). The drill bit movements are shown by double-arrows and the zones being worn
down are showed by the grey cracks.

Though it is not reported in publications describing the experiments re-analysed
here, it is suggested that the drill bits were not subject to a perfectly translational movement but also presented some side to side movement. Since the DRD
prototype was hand held during the experiments, it is plausible that the operator
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did not restrict such a sideways movement. If such a combination of lateral and
axial translations did exist during the tests, the drill bits would have scraped the
bottom of the hole. The hole would then be extended in the same manner as
the sides are extended: by repeated cycling that wears down the drilled substrate
(shown in the schematic on the right of Fig. 5.56). For regoliths, it is plausible
that no lateral movement and scrapping is required to extend the hole downwards. Indeed much smaller forces are required to do so than in low-compressive
strength rocks, though down-hole scrapping action in regoliths probably helps the
penetration. However in clay mortar or chalk, the possibility of extending the
hole depth without down-hole scraping does not seem plausible.

5.4 Chapter conclusions
In this chapter, the rst ever experimental exploration of DRD in regoliths has
been conducted. It has demonstrated DRD's ability to penetrate deeper than
static penetration, thus demonstrating its high potential for planetary regolith
exploration. The high impact of regolith preparation methods was once again
shown: DRD behaves dierently in poured and in vibrated regoliths. This demonstrates the usefulness of the sample preparation work conducted in Chapter 4.
In terms of depth gained by DRD compared to static penetration, the experimental results showed that regolith compaction and overhead force had an
impact on absolute depth increase but not on relative depth increase. However a
higher reciprocation frequency allowed a higher absolute and relative depth gain.
Concerning the force between the regolith and the drill head, very logically, they
were shown to depend on regolith nature and above all on regolith compaction.
The experimental results indicate that the most low-force consuming manner of
drilling is with small amplitudes (5 mm).
Based on experimental observations, the concept of slippage for DRD was proposed. It was shown that all experiments present very high levels of slippage.
This means that the half-drill bit that is pulled on does not stay put but recedes
almost as much as the compressed half progresses. This very high level of slippage
and the surface deformations observed during and after drilling clearly indicated
that the initial static vision of DRD is not suitable for its behaviour in regoliths.
Based on the experimental observation, three drilling mechanics were proposed.
The rst one, for poured regoliths, is local compaction. An analytical calculation
of compaction showed that local compaction can explain the progression of DRD
in low relative density regoliths. For high relative density regoliths, two penetration mechanics were put forward: block shear and local shear. The transition
from one to another observed experimentally was explained by the transition
of the regolith from peak shear strength to critical state shear strength. Lateral movements of the drill bit during the experiments were observed and it was
hypothesized that they play a crucial role in DRD performance.
The previous DRD experiments done on low strength compressive rocks were
examined in the light of these new observations. This new analysis showed that
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very high levels of slippage were also present during these previous experiments.
It was then proposed that in low strength compressive rocks, the static vision of
DRD is not the most accurate and that it progresses by wearing down the drilled
substrate. It was also hypothesized that lateral movements play an important
role in the penetration of low strength compressive rocks.
The test setup designed and built for the experiments reported here did have
some drawbacks. The presence of regolith inside the drill head generated unmeasurable friction. The fact that forces on drill bit were derived from current
measurements coupled with the unmeasurable friction made traction and compression force measurements very dicult. Additionally, since the high importance of slippage during DRD in regoliths was not known when the experiment
was designed, it was not designed to control it. Lateral movements of the DRD
were not either precisely controlled. It was thus proposed to develop a simplied DRD experiment, enabling a precise control of slippage and measurements of
the forces between the regolith and the drill head. These experiments and their
analysis are detailed in the following Chapter.

Chapter 6
Force test bench
To complement the knowledge gained on Dual Reciprocating Drilling (DRD)
in regoliths and rene the penetrations mechanics proposed, a force sensor test
bench was designed. This chapter presents the force sensor test bench, designed
built and calibrated for this thesis. A simplied experiment was used: reciprocating a Mono-block Drill Head (MDH) instead of a full DRD prototype. The data
processing methodology, the experiments and the experimental results are then
presented. The consequences of the new experimental results on our understanding of DRD in regoliths are then discussed. The penetration mechanics proposed
in the previous chapter are rened. The eect of lateral forces having been identied, an analytical derivation is nally proposed to prove the importance of lateral
forces in DRD.

6.1 Force sensor test bench.
6.1.1 Rational and goals of experiments
The rst experimental exploration of DRD has shown the importance of slippage and indicated the importance of the impact of the drill head on the regolith
dynamics around it. It has been proposed that in regolith, DRD's added penetration depth is not due to the traction force generated by backwards facing
teeth but thanks to the less force-consuming manner it shears the regolith. To
conrm or contradict these interpretations of the observations made, a simplied
force sensor test bench was designed, built and used. The rst goal of this new
test bench is to measure the traction and penetration forces that the DRD is
subject to. Ideally identifying the forces on each half drill bit could be done with
a complete DRD prototype and miniaturized force cells measuring them. However to do so, it would require sealing the drill head to keep out regolith which
causes varying friction between the two half drill heads. Such a seal would need
to support the high levels of shear imposed by the relative displacements of the
two half-drill heads. To solve this issue it was decided to simplify the setup and
to use a mono-block axisymmetric drill head (MDH). To emulate the DRD drill
head's movements, the MDH will be moved forward then backward in repeated
cycles. Figure 6.1 illustrates the equivalence between the full DRD experiments
done in Chapter 5 and the ones proposed here. By using a MDH the friction
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between the two DRD bit halves is no longer present. The penetration and retraction forces on the reciprocating MDH are supposed to be equal to twice the
ones on the DRD bit halves.

Ffr

Ffr
F s’ = F r

Fs = Fp

Figure 6.1:

with Ffr=0
Ffr

Fs = Fp

F s’ = F r
2 · Fp

2 · Fr

Schematic of equivalence between DRD and MDH. The thin arrows show

the displacements.

Figure 6.2 shows a very simple implementation of this experience. A mobile
traverse imposes the progressive descent of the MDH in repeated penetration and
retraction cycles. The force between it and the regolith is measured by a load
cell.
load cell

mobile traverse

mono-block
drill head
supporting
structure

Figure 6.2:

regolith
container

Schematic of force test bench principle.

To emulate the displacement of one of the half DRD heads, the displacement
command imposed on the MDH is a succession of cycles comprising one linear
progression and retraction. Each retraction is a certain percentage of the preceding progression. `a' is the amplitude of the progression, the amplitude of the
retraction is `a·s', with `s' being the slippage of the drill dened in 5.3.3. Thus
after a cycle the drill has progressed of a·(1-s). The speed of the progression (vp )
and retraction (vr ) are set to be the same. When refereeing to the value of both
vp and vr , v will be used. A schematic of the desired displacement is presented
in Fig. 6.3.

6.1.2 First setup
Initially simple setups were envisaged to measure the traction and penetration
forces of a mono-block drill head reciprocating in regolith simulants. A classical traction and compression test machine, used to characterize the mechanical
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vp

time
vr

s·a

depth

a

Figure 6.3:

Schematic of imposed displacement. a is the amplitude of the progression,

s is the amount of slippage and thus s·a is the amplitude of the retraction motion.
and

vr

vp

are penetration and retraction speed.

properties of materials like aerospace alloys and composites, was deviated from
its initial purpose. An example of such a machine is shown in Fig 6.4. It is an
Instron  electro-mechanic machine. The regolith container is simply set on the
base of the electro-mechanic machine (labelled 2 in Fig. 6.4) and the mono-block
drill head is xed to the mobile traverse (labelled 1 in Fig. 6.4). The rst electromechanical machine tried was unable to keep a constant displacement speed.
Waiting for it to be repaired was too risky for the time-line of this research.

A second option was considered, however it only allowed manual and incremental control of each cycle. This was unfeasible for a human operator. Indeed,
to have similar drill head speeds to the ones experienced during the DRD tests,
a cycle lasts around 1 second and thus the experimenter must reprogram the
machine every one second.

1
2

Figure 6.4:

Picture of an Instron



electro-mechanic traction compression machine.

Such a machine was used in preliminary tests but its performance was insucient for
the needs of the proposed experiment. 1 is the mobile traverse, 2 is the xed base of
the machine.
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6.1.3 Presentation of test bench
It was thus necessary to use a hydraulic machine. The security protocols with
hydraulic machines are much stricter than for electro-mechanic ones. But the
main disadvantage of the hydraulic solution is that the mobile part is under the
tested specimen and not above it like in electro-mechanic ones. A schematic of
the built test bench is presented in Fig 6.5(a) and a corresponding picture of it
in Fig. 6.5(b). Here a Schenck hydraulic machine was selected. The regolith
container, in which the regolith simulant is prepared, rests on the support table
(dark-grey in Fig. 6.5(a)). Under the support table, the hydraulic ram can move
freely. A frame allows to link the hydraulic ram to the mono-block drill head by
passing around the table supporting the regolith container. The hydraulic ram
and frame attachment is shown in the picture in Fig. 6.5(c). Both hydraulic ram
and frame are coloured in light grey in Fig. 6.5(a). Between the mono-block drill
head (shown penetrating in Surrey Space Centre Mars Simulant 2 (SSC-2) in
Fig. 6.5(d)) and the frame, a force sensor is placed. From the attachment point
of the mono-block drill head to the frame, a beam extends out to enable attaching
the end of the wire of the displacement sensor. The body of the displacement
sensor is attached to the support table.
The regolith container is 40 cm high and the MDH is 22 cm long, but the
penetration depth was limited to values between 10 and 20 cm to protect the
force cell (limited to 2 000 N). The hydraulic ram is displacement controlled
via its control computer shown in Fig. 6.6(a). The displacement sensor and the
force sensor are linked to an automatic data acquisition system (Yokogawa DL
708E) shown in Fig. 6.6(b). The displacement of the mono-block drill head is
thus imposed by the displacement of the hydraulic ram. It is possible to impose
custom displacements to the hydraulic ram.

6.1.4 Setup calibration and performance evaluation
Before experiments were conducted, the setup was tested and calibrated. First
the force sensor was calibrated by hanging masses that were weighed with a subgram precision. A close up picture of the force sensor can be seen in Fig. 6.7(a)
and one of the calibration process in 6.7(b). Under 4.9 N (500 g), a calibration
point was taken approximately every 0.49 N (50 g), between 4.9 N (500 g) and
9.8 N (1 kg) values were taken every 0.98 N (100 g), and above values were taken
every 4.9 N (500 g). The calibration curve obtained is shown in Fig. 6.8. The force
sensor measures the force applied to it by measuring its deformation (measured in
micro-deformations : µdef). Here the behaviour of the sensor is clearly linear and
a calibration coecient of 0.4517 N·µdef−1 is adopted. To verify the linearity of
the sensor all the way up to the maximum value of 2000 N, a traction/compression
machine with a calibrated force cell was used. This conrmed the linearity and
calibration coecient to the entire range of the force sensor.
The displacement sensor was also calibrated. The sensor is a voltage divider,
which outputs a voltage proportional to the length of the rolled out cable and to
the voltage it is powered with. During all the experiments it was powered by a
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Force sensor

Beam

Mono-block
drill head

Regolith
container

Frame
Surface of
regolith

Displacement
sensor wire
Displacement
sensor

Support
table

Hydraulic
ram

(a) Schematic of force sensor test setup.

(c) Frame - ram attachment.
Figure 6.5:

(b) Picture of force sensor setup.

(d) MDH penetrating into SSC-2.

Schematic and pictures of force sensor experiment.

Arrow on schematic

shows {ram, frame and drill head} group displacement.

(a) Command and control computers. (b) DAQ system and displacement sensor power source.
Figure 6.6:

Pictures of force sensor setup: command and control computers; and data

acquisition system and displacement sensor power source.
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(a) Picture of force sensor.
Figure 6.7:

(b) Picture of force sensor
calibration.

Pictures of force sensor and its calibration.

Force (N)
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40
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0

Figure 6.8:

0

50
100
Force sensor reading (µdef)

150

Force sensor calibration curve. The experimental data is represented by x-s

and the linear best t is plotted by the black line.

10 V continuous current source (see Figure 6.6(b)). The conducted calibration
showed a linear relationship between the displacement and the output voltage
(109.8 mm·V−1 with a 10 V power source).
The ability of the hydraulic ram to follow the commanded displacement was
then investigated. To do so the hydraulic ram was ordered to do 350 cycles with
a equal to 5 mm, s equal to 90 % and v equal to 12 mm·s−1 . The displacement
of the frame was recorded by the displacement sensor. Signicant discrepancies
between the commanded and measured displacements were observed. It was thus
decided to duplicate this experiment and to not only measure the displacement
of the frame via the cable displacement sensor (also referred to as external) but
also via the internal displacement sensor of the hydraulic ram. The displacement
command sent to the hydraulic ram was also recorded. The results can be seen
in Fig. 6.9(a). Both displacement sensors give the same values but that are
not equal to the desired imposed displacement. Further tests showed that this
behaviour was repeatable: for a given amplitude a set to the desired displacement,
the real displacement was always the same. Fig. 6.9(b) shows the obtained ram
displacement (via the internal sensor) versus the command. Here it is clearly
visible that the ram responds with a slight delay to the change in direction (from
penetration to retraction). This is most probably due to the ram's inertia. Since
there is always a dierence between the command and the obtained displacement,
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the value of the desired displacement and of the obtained displacement were
recorded for all experiments conducted.
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(a) Command and measured depth vs. time.
Figure 6.9:
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Command (mm)
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(b) Measured depth vs. command.

Comparison between obtained displacements with two independent sensors

and displacement command. In the rst gure, the command is represented by the line
with x-s, the internal hydraulic ram displacement sensor by the line with dots and the
external displacement sensor by the line without any symbols. In both gures, one cycle
is plotted in black and the others in grey.

Nevertheless the linear behaviours of the force cell and of the displacement
sensor facilitate data post-treatment. The very good agreement between the wire
displacement sensor and the hydraulic ram displacement sensor gives condence
in the precision of the displacement measurements. The inertia of the hydraulic
ram leading to displacement and speed values not equal to the ones set on the
computer control must be taken into account but is not a major drawback of this
setup.

6.1.5 Experiments performed
For a given mono-block drill head geometry, the experimental parameters that
can be varied are the ones describing the imposed displacement (a, s, vp and vr ),
the regolith type and the manner the regolith is prepared. Table 6.1 summarizes
the values of each of these parameters chosen for the force sensor experimental
campaign. The amplitude values were chosen equal to the amplitude values used
for the tests on the rst DRD prototype. The speed values were also chosen to
be in the same range as the ones used during the same rst tests. 4 mm·s−1 is
approximately the linear speed obtained with an reciprocation motion amplitude
of 5 mm and a frequency of 0.5 Hz and 12 mm·s−1 is the one obtained with
12 mm and 0.5 Hz or 5 mm and 1.5 Hz (approximately). Much higher speeds
were experienced during the rst tests (almost 60 mm·s−1 with 12 mm amplitude
and 2.5 Hz frequency), however the hydraulic ram could not mimic such displacements. Since high levels of slippage were observed in the DRD experiments, two
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high values of slippage were chosen: 90 % and 95 %. It was decided to explore
the full range of slippage values, thus two more values were added: 30 % and
60 %. The used regolith and preparation methods are detailed in Chapter 4.
Table 6.1:

Experimental parameters values chosen for force sensor experiments.

Parameter
amplitude a (mm)
speed vp =vr (mm·s−1 )
slippage s (%)
regolith
preparation

Values

30

5
4
60
SSC-1
poured

12
12
90
SSC-2
vibrated

95

Dierent mono-block drill head geometries were tested. The rst drill head
geometry tested was the same as the rst drill head tested on DRD (Chapter
5). Its parameter values are recalled in Table 6.2. The parameter denitions
are recalled in Fig. 6.10. This gure also presents cross-sections of the ve MDH
tested. The second DRD geometry tested was also emulated (MDH 2) with a rake
angle of 50o . Then instead of emulating the third DRD geometry tested with the
DRD test-bench, it was decided to continue evaluating the inuence of drill head
rake angle (α2 ) and to also study the inuence of the exterior diameter (Rext ).
α2 was given values equal to 50, 70, 90 and 110o . The exterior diameter was
increased from 12.9 to 18 mm for one MDH (the interior diameter was increased
proportionally: from 10 to 16 mm). MDH1 was also manufacturer in iron to
evaluate the inuence of the material the drill head is made of.
Table 6.2:

Values of the parameters dening the 5 MDH geometries used. The parame-

ters are dened by the schematic in Fig. 6.10.

Parameter
Rint
Rext
L2
N2
α2
α1
α

MDH 1
10
12.9
70
10
70
50
15

MDH 2
10
12.9
70
10

50
50
15

MDH 3
10
12.9
70
10

90
50
15

MDH 4
10
12.9
70
10

110
50
15

MDH 5

16
18
70
10
90
50
15

Unit
mm
mm
mm
1
o
o
o

For a given {regolith simulant nature - preparation method}, all speed-amplitudeslippage combinations were tested. This gives a total of 16 experiments. Another
2 experiments were added: static penetrations (without any retraction) were also
performed at 4 and 12 mm·s−1 as a point of reference. The 18 experiments are
presented in Table 6.3. These 18 experiments were all repeated twice with vibrated SSC-1, twice with poured SSC-1, twice with vibrated SSC-2 2240 kg·m−3 ,
twice with poured SSC-2 1980 kg·m−3 , once with vibrated SSC-2 2320 kg·m−3
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Figure 6.10:

Schematic of parameters dening drill head geometry and cross-section of

the ve MDH tested.
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and once with poured SSC-2 1960 kg·m−3 . A total of 180 experiments were thus
conducted with the MDH1 geometry described in Table 6.2 and in Fig 6.10. For
evident time constraints, the other geometries and the metal MDH could not
be tested so extensively. They were tested in vibrated SSC-2 2320 kg·m−3 since
this is the hardest to penetrate. Only one amplitude and one speed were chosen
(5 mm and 12 mm·s−1 ) but all four levels of slippage were kept as well as the
12 mm·s−1 static penetration. Since each experiment was repeated twice, this
lead to another 50 experiments. Because of unavoidable errors or manipulation
problems, another 33 re-runs were conducted. Finally a total of 263 runs were
preformed. All these runs are named and detailed in Appendix N.
Table 6.3:
vp = vr

4 mm·s−1

Speed-amplitude-slippage combinations tested.

a

s
30 %
60 %
5 mm
90 %
95 %
30 %
60 %
12 mm
90 %
95 %
Static penetration

vp = vr

12 mm·s−1

a

s
30 %
60 %
5 mm
90 %
95 %
30 %
60 %
12 mm
90 %
95 %
Static penetration

6.2 Test set-up performance and data processing
6.2.1 Typical obtained curves
Figure 6.11 presents the data from run SSC2_10 (for details on this run refer
to Appendix N). The cyclical increase of depth described in Fig. 6.3 can be
seen. Once the nal depth is reached, the MDH is maintained in position. After
a few seconds (around 20), the command to retract the MDH back out of the
regolith is entered into the control computer manually. The MDH depth decreases
to negative values. The MDH is then out of the regolith sample (not shown
on Fig. 6.11). A detailed experimental protocol can be found in Appendix M.
The depth recorded by the wire displacement sensor is plotted versus time in
Fig. 6.11(a). The force acting on the drill head recorded by the force sensor
is plotted versus time in Fig. 6.11(b). A positive force means the MDH is in
compression or being pushed into the regolith sample and that the regolith is
resisting this by pushing the MDH upward. A negative force means the MDH
is in traction or being pulled out of the regolith sample and the regolith sample
is resisting this by pulling the drill head downward. Finally Fig 6.11(c) presents
the force versus depth.
To illustrate the evolution of the force vs. time and force vs. depth plots during
a cycle, two cycles of the experiment shown in Fig. 6.11 (run SSC2_10) are plotted
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(a) Depth versus time. At the end the nal retraction of the MDH from the regolith to
set-up a new experiment is shown.
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(b) Force versus time.
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(c) Force versus depth.
Figure 6.11:

Typical example of recorded data during force sensor experiment (run

SSC2_10/ a=5 mm, v=12 mm·s
Fig. 6.12.

−1 and s=30 %). Ellipses show zooms presented in
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in Fig 6.12. The rst cycle starts at point 1. Depth increases during 2 all the
way to point 3. During that time the force increases. The depth then decreases
from 3 to 5 during 4, the force thus suddenly drops and becomes negative. Then
a new cycle starts at 5 all the way to 9. In Fig 6.12, the data recorded between
points 1 and 9 is plotted in black and the rest of the data is plotted in grey.
It is interesting to note that after reaching 118.1 mm depth at point 3 with a
force of around 655 N, the retraction to point 5 and the penetration back towards
point 7 allows to go deeper with 655 N. Indeed at 655 N between points 5 and 7,
the MDH reached 120.8 mm rather than the 118.1 mm reached at point 3. This
represents a 2.2 % depth increase.
124
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(a) Depth versus time.
Figure 6.12:
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(b) Force versus time.
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(c) Force versus depth.

Recorded data during 2 cycles of force sensor test bench (run SSC_10).

The rst cycle goes from point 1 to 5, the second from point 5 to 9. The data recorded
between points 1 and 9 is plotted in black and the rest of the recorded data is in grey.
The arrow shows the increase in penetration depth at constant force thanks to the cycle.

The evolution of the force during the MDH retraction is also note worthy.
Figure 6.13 is a zoom on the traction force recorded during two successive retractions (run SSC2_17). A peak in the traction force of around 10 N is observed
around 20 % into the retraction. This peak then falls o rapidly to around 4 N
and is stable another 20 % of the retraction. Then the force decreases to 0 and
back up to positive forces as the MDH stops its retraction and starts penetrating
again. The force value recorded here is clearly subject to quantication. Because
it was required to measure up to 2000 N (for the compression or penetration
force) and that the traction forces are two orders of magnitude smaller (10 N), it
is not possible to have a rened measurement of sub-Newton forces.
Such a peak observed during the retraction of the MDH was only present in
vibrated regolith simulants. This peak is very similar to the peak shear strength
observed during the Direct Shear Test (DST) of highly compacted regolith simulants. It is proposed here that these two peaks have the same origin: the highly
compacted particles present a peak shear strength due to particle interlocking
and the need for particle rearrangement before shearing is possible (as explained
by critical state theory for regoliths).
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Figure 6.13:

Zoom on traction force during force sensor experiment (Run SSC2_17).

The depth is plotted in black and the force in grey. A traction force peak is visible at
the start of the retraction. High noise and quantication are visible.

6.2.2 Desired and obtained amplitude and speeds
To obtain the correspondence between the set amplitude, slippage, progression
and retraction speed and the experimental ones obtained, the displacements recorded during all the experiments done were analyzed. From each experiment,
the displacement values a and a·s were extracted from the data. During this analysis it was noticed that the set displacement speeds could have an inuence on
the amplitude obtained. Figure 6.14 presents the progression amplitude a and retraction amplitude a·s versus the displacement speed during the progression (vp ).
The black symbols represent a and the gray ones a·s. Thus for each experiment 2
data points are plotted on Fig. 6.14. The slippage values set for each experiment
are represented by the symbol used to plot the corresponding experiment (x for
30 %, dot for 60 %, circle for 90 % and + for 95 %). The four boxes labelled A
to D group the experiments conducted with the same a and v parameters. (The
labels are given in Table 6.4: box A is 12 mm and 4 mm·s−1 ; B is 12 mm and
12 mm·s−1 ; C is 5 mm and 4 mm·s−1 ; D is 5 mm and 12 mm·s−1 .) The data
points labelled E and F correspond to two anomalous experiments.
Table 6.4:

Labels for force sensor experiments.

Amplitude a (mm)
5
12

Speed v (mm·s−1 )
4
12
C
D
A
B

If data points labelled E and F are ignored, the rst conclusion drawn upon
seeing Fig. 6.14 is that for a given set of chosen parameters (a, s, vp , vr ) the
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Figure 6.14:
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Experimental penetration (black) and retraction (grey) amplitudes versus

penetration speed for all conducted experiments. The symbol plotting each experiment
represents the slippage value chosen for the experiment (x for 30 %, dot for 60 %, circle
for 90 % and + for 95 %). The boxes labelled A to D group experiments having the same
amplitude (a) and speeds. The labels are given in Table 6.4: vp and vr ) settings (box
A is 12 mm and 4 mm·s

−1 ; B is 12 mm and 12 mm·s−1 ; C is 5 mm and 4 mm·s−1 ; D is

−1 . The experiments labelled E and F by the arrows are anomalous

5 mm and 12 mm·s
experiments.
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experimental values are never precisely equal to the set values but are highly
repeatable from one experiment to another. The highest dispersion is observed
on the penetration speed of experiments set with the highest penetration speed
(boxes B and D). Experiments in boxes B and D have the same speed settings
(12 mm·s−1 ), but clearly do not have the same experimental penetration speed.
The set amplitude a (12 mm for box B and 5 mm for box D) thus has an impact
on the obtained penetration speed despite setting the speed setting vp to the
same value. When the speed setting vp is equal to 4 mm·s−1 this is also the case
though not as visible (experiments in boxes A and C). The comparison between
experiments in boxes A and B (same amplitude setting a, 12 mm, but dierent
speed setting vp , 4 mm·s−1 and 12 mm·s−1 ) shows that the speed setting has an
inuence on the obtained amplitude despite setting the desired amplitude to the
same value. Again this is the case when comparing experiments in boxes C and D.
It is thus necessary to establish a correspondence between the set values and the
obtained values. Such a correspondence is presented in Table 6.5. Experiments
labelled E and F are anomalous runs. In the case of experiment E, the parameters
were set to the correct values, however the pressure in the hydraulic ram was under
its nominal value. For the experiment labelled F, the speed of the retraction vr
was set to 4 mm·s−1 instead of 12 mm·s−1 like the penetration speed.
Table 6.5:

Experimental parameters versus set parameters for force sensor experiments.

a is penetration amplitude, s is slippage, vr is retraction speed and vp is penetration
speed.

vr = vp

Set

a

5 mm
4 mm·s−1
12 mm

5 mm
12 mm·s−1
12 mm

s
30 %
60 %
90 %
95 %
30 %
60 %
90 %
95 %
30 %
60 %
90 %
95 %
30 %
60 %
90 %
95 %

vr
3.0
3.4
3.6
3.6
3.5
3.7
3.8
3.8
7.2
8.5
9.2
9.3
8.8
10.0
10.5
10.6

Obtained
vp
a
3.6
5.3
3.6
5.3
3.6
5.3
3.6
5.3
3.8 12.3
3.8 12.3
3.8 12.3
3.8 12.3
9.4
5.8
9.4
5.8
9.4
5.8
9.4
5.8
10.7 12.8
10.7 12.8
10.7 12.8
10.7 12.8

s
34.1
62.4
90.6
95.3
31.8
61.0
90.3
95.1
39.7
65.7
91.5
95.7
34.6
62.6
90.7
95.3

Figure 6.15 presents the observed retraction speed versus the observed penetration speed. The black and grey symbols represent respectively the experiments
set to penetration amplitude a equal to 12 mm and 5 mm. As in Fig. 6.14 the
slippage values set for each experiment are represented by the symbol used to
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plot the corresponding experiment (x for 30 %, dot for 60 %, circle for 90 % and
+ for 95 %). The experiments labelled E and F are the same than in Fig. 6.14.
The black line represents the locus of points with retraction speed equal to penetration speed. This gure clearly shows that for high slippage values (circle for
90 % and + for 95 %) the retraction speed is very close to the penetration speed
(slightly under for high penetration speeds). However for lower levels of slippage,
the retraction speed is lower than the penetration speed. Table 6.5 also presents
the values of retraction speed observed for a given triplet of a, s and vp =vr .
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Figure 6.15:
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Penetration speed (mm/s)
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12

Experimental retraction speed versus experimental penetration speed for

all conducted experiments. The symbol plotting each experiment represents the slippage
value chosen for the experiment (x for 30 %, dot for 60 %, circle for 90 % and + for
95 %). Black (grey) symbols are runs done at 12 (5) mm amplitude. The experiments
labelled E and F by the arrows are anomalous experiments. The thin black line is the
locus of points with retraction speed equal to penetration speed.

The retraction speed has a clear dependency on the slippage level. The penetration speed also depends on the amplitude. These elements should be kept in
mind when analyzing the data. However, despite the inuences of one parameter
on another, the experiments were still conducted at two distinct amplitude and
speeds levels.

6.2.3 Data post-processing: extraction of forces
To study the inuence of the dierent explored parameters on the penetration
and retraction forces on the MDH during its reciprocation in the regolith simu-
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lants, it was decided to extract the peak penetration force and retraction force
of each displacement cycle. Before this is done it is necessary to lter the experimental signals. Indeed it can be seen in Figs. 6.12(a), 6.12(c) and 6.13 that
the raw experimental signal is subject to much noise, especially the depth measurement. The full data-processing chain, from the raw experimental signals to
the penetration and retraction force curves, is described in the synopsis Fig. 6.16.
The force and displacement sensors having been tested and determined as linear,
the calibration step is very straight forward and is a simple multiplication of the
recorded data in mV by the respective depth and force calibration coecients
(mm·mV−1 or N·mV−1 ).

Raw signal

Figure 6.16:

Calibration

Min
detection

Traction
force

Max
detection

Penetration
force

Filtering

Data processing done on force sensor experiment data to obtain traction

and penetration curves.

Figure 6.17 presents the ltering done to each depth and force signal. The data
used for this gure is the one recorded during run SSC2_10_3. First the fast
Fourier transform of the depth signal is presented (6.17(a)). The Data Acquisition
System (DAQ) frequency for run SSC2_10_3 was 1000 Hz. It is thus possible
to obtain the spectral content of the recorded signal up to 500 Hz. However to
allow a better visualization of the lower frequency components that are the ones
of interest for us, the frequency spectrums are plotted between 0 and 60 Hz. The
spectral composition values are presented on a log scale. The main components
are under 20 Hz. The high value observed at 50 Hz is caused by electric noise
and is clearly anomalous. This must be ltered out. To do so a low-pass lter
presented in Fig. 6.17(b) was used. Between 0 and 25 Hz the ltering function
is equal to 1, above 45 Hz it is equal to 0. Between 25 and 45 Hz the lter is
equal to 1/2 + cos(x)/2 with x between 0 and π . The original Fourier transform
of the recorded data is thus multiplied by the ltering function. Figure 6.17(c)
presents the result of this multiplication. The ltered signal is then obtained by
inverse Fourier transform. Figure 6.17(d) compares the ltered signal (in grey) to
the original signal (in black). The ltering has suppressed the local oscillations
without introducing deviation from the original signal.
The retraction force being much smaller than the penetration force, it is necessary to verify that the ltering does not distort the force signal during the
retraction phase of the MDH. Figure 6.18 shows a zoom on the un-ltered and
ltered retraction force (data recorded during experiment SSC2_17). Despite
the quantication of the original signal at such low levels of force variation, the
low-pass lter performance is suitable for the retraction force.
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(c) Filtered FFT of depth (y log-scale).
Figure 6.17:
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(d) Force versus depth.

Illustration of ltering process with run SSC2_14_3 data.

In the FFT

of the unltered data a peak at 50 Hz is clearly visible. In the force vs. depth plot,
original data is plotted in black and ltered data is in grey.
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Figure 6.18:

Illustration of ltering eciency for retraction force with run SSC2_17

data. The original data is plotted in black and the ltered data in grey.

Once ltered it is necessary to determine the maximum and minimum force
values for each MDH cycle which correspond to the penetration and retraction
force for the studied cycle. To do so, rst the local minimum and local maximum
for each data point are determined. The number of data points that are used to
search for the local extremes must be set large enough to not be sensitive to small
peaks, but must be small enough to not identify the maximum or minimum of
the following cycle. Generally the local extremes are looked for from one second
before the current data point to one second after. The process is presented for
the local maximum in Fig. 6.19(a) with data from experiment SSC2_34_2 (force
data in black and local maximum in grey). Finally to identify the maximum and
minimum of each cycle, each data point's local extremes values are compared to
the value of the data point. The index of the given data point is also compared to
the index of the identied local extremes. If both values and both indexes (of the
considered data point and of its local extremes) are equal then the data point is a
cycle maximum or minimum. The local maximums identied are plotted by black
dots in Fig. 6.19(a). The minimum and maximum of each cycle are the values
of the penetration and retraction force. These are then plotted versus depth.
Figure 6.19(b) compares the force vs. depth curves and the penetration force (or
the maximum force of each cycle) versus depth. The developed data processing is
able to cope with a decrease in penetration force and works whatever the slippage
imposed is.
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(a) Illustration of the detection of local maxi- (b) Penetration force obtained (thick grey
mum (grey line) and cycle maximum (black line) compared to recorded force data (black
dot) on recorded force data (black line).
thin line).
Figure 6.19:

Example of the identication of penetration force with the data of run

SSC2_34_2.

6.3 Analysis of results
6.3.1 Behaviour in poured substrates
6.3.1.1

SSC-1

Figure 6.20(a) presents the penetration forces obtained in poured SSC-1 with
varying slippage values (a and v are the same for all experiments plotted in this
gure: v is equal to 4 mm·s−1 and a is equal to 5 mm). Figure 6.20(b) shows
the penetration forces obtained with varying amplitudes and speeds (a and v)
at the same slippage level (s = 95 %). Additionally Fig. 6.20(a) presents the
results obtained during static penetrations at 4 mm·s−1 . The higher the slippage,
the higher the force required to penetrate the poured SSC-1. Amplitude also
eects the force required to penetrate (the higher the amplitude the higher the
penetration force). However this inuence is much smaller than the one slippage
has. Finally speed has a very slight inuence on the penetration force (the higher
the speed the higher the penetration force).
These observations hold true for almost all {s - v - a} combinations. To present
the penetration force data in a synthetic manner, the penetration force to reach
150 mm was extracted from each run and is plotted versus slippage in Fig. 6.21.
The runs are grouped by same amplitude and speed combinations. Each symbol
represents an experimental data point and the dashed and dotted lines represent
the mean value obtained. The horizontal dashed and full line represent the static
penetration force to reach 150 mm at respectively 12 mm·s−1 and 4 mm·s−1 penetration rate. The experimental results clearly show that whatever the amplitudespeed combination, the penetration force follows the same trend with slippage:
the higher the slippage the higher the rate of increase. Except for the 30 % slip-
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(a) At dierent slippage levels with v equal to 4 mm·s−1 and a
equal to 5 mm.
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(b) At dierent speeds and amplitudes with s equal to 95 %.
Figure 6.20:

Penetration force versus depth in poured SSC-1.

penetration.

Values given in percentage are slippage, in mm are amplitude and in

−1 are penetration speed.

mm·s

SP stands for static
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page case, a higher amplitude yields a higher penetration force and to a smaller
extent, a higher speed does to. The higher the slippage, the stronger the impacts
of amplitude and of speed are on penetration force. In all cases slippage leads to
a higher penetration force compared to a static penetration.
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(a) Penetration force vs. slippage.
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(b) Zoom on the runs with 30 % and 60 % slippage.
Figure 6.21:

Synthesis of penetration forces at 150 mm in poured SSC-1. The forces

obtained for each run are plotted versus slippage.
amplitude-speed combinations.

The runs are grouped by same

Each symbol represents an experimental result and

the full and dashed lines represent the mean result.

The horizontal full and dashed

line represent respectively the mean penetration force at 150 mm for 4 mm·s

−1 and

−1 static penetration.
12 mm·s

Figure 6.22 presents the obtained traction forces in the same experiments used
to plot the penetration forces in Fig. 6.20. The evolution of the traction force with
slippage (with v equal to 4 mm·s−1 and a to 5 mm) is shown in Fig 6.22(a). Its evolution with amplitude and speed (with s equal to 95 %) is shown in Fig. 6.22(b).
Low values of slippage (30 and 60 %) yield higher traction forces (higher in the
sense higher absolute value). However the impact of slippage on traction force
is much weaker than its impact on the penetration force. There is almost no
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dierence between the cases with slippage equal to 90 % and to 95 %. A higher
amplitude induces a higher traction force and a lower speed a slightly higher force.
The higher slippage runs present many local variations in the traction force. Since
numerous cycles are performed, high slippage runs give many more traction force
values than low slippage runs. The higher quantity of data points makes the data
able to pick up the eect of local variations on the traction force and also makes
it more sensitive to noise. A very careful comparison of the high slippage and
low slippage runs plotted in Fig. 6.20(a) allows to see that the penetration force
is also subject to more local variations when slippage is high.
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(a) With v equal to 4 mm·s−1 and a equal to 5 mm.
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(b) With s equal to 95 %.
Figure 6.22: Traction force in poured SSC-1. Values given in mm are amplitude (a), in
−1 are speed (v = v = v ) and the values given in percentage are slippage (s).
mm·s
p
r

Figure 6.23 presents the traction forces obtained at 150 mm depth (like Fig. 6.21
presented the penetration forces at 150 mm). Here the inuence of each parameter
is much more dicult to identify than for the penetration force. The amplitude
clearly has an impact on the evolution of traction force with slippage. For all
amplitude-speed combinations, the higher the slippage the lower the traction force
(in absolute value). For all tested slippage levels except the 60 % case, a higher
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amplitude leads to a higher traction force. The speed has a slight inuence on
the traction force: for 30 % slippage a higher speed increases slightly the traction
force, and for all other tested slippages, it decreases the traction force.
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Synthesis of traction forces at 150 mm in poured SSC-1.

obtained for each run are plotted versus slippage.

The forces

The runs are grouped by same

amplitude-speed combinations.

6.3.1.2

SSC-2

Figure 6.24 presents the experimental results for runs done in poured SSC-2
(1980 kg · m−3 ) like Fig. 6.20 presented the results for poured SSC-1. Fig. 6.24(a)
shows the evolution of the penetration force versus depth with varying slippage,
v equal to 4 mm·s−1 and a to 5 mm. Figure 6.24(b) presents its variations with a
and v at 95 % slippage. As in poured SSC-1, the higher the slippage the higher the
penetration force. This increase is strongest at high levels of slippage. The 30 %
and 60 % slippage cases are close to the static penetration tests (also shown in
Fig. 6.24(a).) The local variations in penetration force are much more important
in poured SSC-2 than in poured SSC-1. These local variations increase as slippage
goes up (Fig. 6.24(a)) as in poured Surrey Space Centre Mars Simulant 1 (SSC-1).
Fig. 6.25 presents a synthesis of the penetration forces recorded at 150 mm
depth for both poured SSC-2 1980 kg·m−3 and poured SSC-2 1960 kg·m−3 . Fig
6.26 is a zoom on the penetration forces for 30 and 60 % slippage. Only one run
with each parameter set was done in poured SSC-2 1960 kg·m−3 (two runs for
poured SSC-2 1980 kg·m−3 ). The penetration force versus slippage is plotted.
The penetration forces are higher for SSC-2 1980 kg·m−3 than for 1960 kg·m−3 ,
themselves higher than in SSC-1. Each amplitude speed combination is represented by a dierent symbol (x, circle, triangle and square). The full and dashed
lines represent the mean of each data set and the horizontal dashed and full lines
represent the penetration force obtained at 150 mm during static penetration.
As in SSC-1, for all {a - v} combinations, the penetration force follows the same
trend with slippage: an increase with slippage. Additionally, as in SSC-1 a higher
amplitude leads to higher penetration forces. The inuence of speed is not as clear
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(a) At dierent slippage levels with v equal to 4 mm·s−1 and a
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(b) At dierent speeds and amplitudes with s equal to 95 %.
Figure 6.24:

−3 ). SP stands

Penetration force versus depth in poured SSC-2 (1980 kg·m

for static penetration. Values given in percentage are slippage, in mm are amplitude

−1 are penetration speed.

and in mm·s
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as in poured SSC-1. In opposition to the observations done in poured SSC-1, the
experimental data tends to show that a higher speed yields lower forces. However
this is not the case in some runs conducted.
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(a) In poured SSC-2 at 1980 kg·m−3 .
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(b) In poured SSC-2 at 1960 kg·m−3 .
Figure 6.25:

Synthesis of penetration forces at 150 mm in poured SSC-2. The forces

obtained for each run are plotted versus slippage.
amplitude-speed combinations.

The runs are grouped by same

Each symbol represents an experimental results and

the full and dashed lines represent the mean result.

The horizontal full and dashed

line represent respectively the mean penetration force at 150 mm for 4 mm·s

−1 and

−1 static penetration.
12 mm·s

The traction forces measured in poured SSC-2 present the same general increase
with depth as the ones recorded in poured SSC-1 (see Fig. 6.22). Figure 6.27
presents a synthesis of all traction forces recorded at 150 mm deep in SSC-2
poured 1980 and 1960 kg·m−3 . The traction forces recorded in poured SSC-2 are
higher than the ones in poured SSC-1. There is no noticeable dierence between
poured SSC-2 at 1980 and 1960 kg·m−3 . Whatever the {a - v} combinations,
the traction force (in absolute value) decreases with slippage (in a close to linear
manner). The inuence of the other parameters are much harder to identify.
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(b) In poured SSC-2 at 1960 kg·m−3 .
Figure 6.26:
SSC-2.

Zoom on penetration forces at 150 mm for 30 % and 60 % slippage in poured

The runs are grouped by same amplitude-speed combinations.

Each symbol

represents an experimental results and the full and dashed lines represent the mean
result. The horizontal full and dashed line represent respectively the mean penetration

−1 and 12 mm·s−1 static penetration.

force at 150 mm for 4 mm·s
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(a) In poured SSC-2 at 1980 kg·m−3 .
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(b) In poured SSC-2 at 1960 kg·m−3 .
Figure 6.27:

Synthesis of traction forces at 150 mm in poured SSC-2.

obtained for each run are plotted versus slippage.
amplitude-speed combinations.

The forces

The runs are grouped by same
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Summary of results in poured simulants

The penetration forces are highest in poured SSC-2 1980 kg·m−3 , then in poured
SSC-2 1960 kg·m−3 and nally in poured SSC-1. This follows the order of highest
density to lowest density and is quite logical. Additionally, the internal angle of
friction in poured SSC-2 is higher than in poured SSC-1. The same trend is
observed in traction forces (though the precision of our measurements due to
noise and lack of sensitivity of our measurements at very low levels of forces does
not allow to dierentiate between SSC-2 1960 and 1980 kg·m−3 ).
Regarding the penetration force, in all substrates the same evolution with slippage is observed: an increase with slippage that becomes stronger as slippage
goes up. The inuence of amplitude is also the same in all substrates: the higher
the amplitude the higher the penetration force. In SSC-1 a higher speed induces
a higher force. In SSC-2 the contrary seems to happen, though this observation
is not veried in some cases. In all situations the slippage causes an increase in
penetration force when compared to static penetration. Regarding static penetration, the penetration speed does not have any signicant eect on the penetration
force (over the speed range explored here).
Regarding the traction force, it decreases (in absolute value) with increasing
slippage. There is a clear inuence of amplitude on traction force in SSC-1 that
is not observed in SSC-2: a higher amplitude gives a higher force except for
60 % slippage. In all substrates the traction force is at least one to two order of
magnitude smaller that the penetration force.

6.3.2 Behaviour in vibrated substrates
6.3.2.1

SSC-1

Figure 6.28 presents the penetration force versus depth obtained in vibrated
SSC-1 (as in poured SSC-1 and poured SSC-2: Figs. 6.20 and 6.24). Fig. 6.28(a)
presents the variations in penetration force with varying slippage (and v equal
to 4 mm·s−1 and a equal to 5 mm). Fig. 6.28(b) presents the evolution of the
penetration force at 95 % slippage with dierent amplitude-speed combinations.
When compared to the results in poured SSC-1 and SSC-2, the slippage has a
very dierent eect on the penetration force. The penetration force decreases
from 30 % slippage to 90 % and then increases to 95 %. The static penetration
runs are this time above most of the runs with slippage. To observe the inuence
of amplitude on the penetration force, the best is to consider the mean value. The
runs done with a smaller amplitude yield slightly less penetration force. Logically
the penetration forces in vibrated SSC-1 are higher than the ones measured in
poured SSC-1.
Figure 6.29 presents the traction force obtained during the runs presented in
Figs. 6.28. The traction force versus depth for varying slippage rates is presented
in Fig. 6.29(a) (at v equals 4 mm·s−1 and a equal to 5 mm). It is presented
at 95 % for varying amplitude-speed combinations in Fig. 6.29(b). The lower
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(a) At dierent slippage levels with v equal to 4 mm·s−1 and a
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(b) At dierent speeds and amplitudes with s equal to 95 %.
Figure 6.28:
penetration.

Penetration force versus depth in vibrated SSC-1.

−1 are penetration speed.

mm·s

SP stands for static

Values given in percentage are slippage, in mm are amplitude and in
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the slippage the higher the traction force. There is very little dierence between
the 90 % and 95 % cases. The higher the slippage the more local variations are
present. At 95 % slippage the higher the amplitude the higher the traction force
is. However this is not the case for other levels of slippage (see Fig. 6.30(b)). The
traction forces in vibrated SSC-1 are higher than the ones measured in poured
SSC-1.
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(a) At dierent slippage levels with v equal to 4 mm·s−1 and a
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(b) At dierent speeds and amplitudes with s equal to 95 %.
Figure 6.29:

Traction force versus depth in vibrated SSC-1. Values given in percentage

−1 are penetration speed.

are slippage, in mm are amplitude and in mm·s

Figure 6.30 presents the synthesis of penetration (Fig. 6.30(a)) and traction
forces (Fig. 6.30(b)) obtained in vibrated SSC-1 at 150 mm deep. The penetration force at 150 mm increases slowly with slippage from 30 % to 90 %. From
90 to 95 %, there is a much steeper increase. The only exception to this are the
experiments done with a equal to 5 mm and v to 4 mm·s−1 where the penetration force is lowest at 90 % slippage. At all slippages and all speeds, a lower
amplitude reduces the penetration force. The inuence of speed is much harder
to identify. The static penetration forces represented by the full and dashed lines
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on Fig. 6.30(a) are generally above the penetration force obtained with low levels
of slippage. Here there is a large dierence between the mean static penetration
value at 150 mm obtained at 4 mm·s−1 penetration rate (full line) and the one
obtained at 12 mm·s−1 penetration rate (dashed line).
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(a) Penetration force versus slippage.
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(b) Traction force versus slippage.
Figure 6.30:

Synthesis of penetration and traction forces at 150 mm in vibrated SSC-1.

The forces obtained for each run are plotted versus slippage. The runs are grouped by
same amplitude-speed combinations. Each symbol represents an experimental results
and the full and dashed lines represent the mean result. The horizontal full and dashed
line represent respectively the mean penetration force at 150 mm for 4 mm·s
12 mm·s

−1 and

−1 static penetration.

Regarding the traction forces (Fig. 6.30(b)), they decrease with increasing slippage. However, there is a clear impact of the amplitude on the evolution of the
traction force with slippage. The same behaviour was observed in poured SSC-1
(Fig. 6.23): a lower amplitude leads to a lower force except at 60 % slippage. In
general a lower speed leads to a higher traction force (Except for low amplitudes
at high slippage). However this eect is minute and induces variations smaller
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than the dispersion observed between two identical experiments. The traction
forces in vibrated SSC-1 are higher than the ones recorded in poured SSC-1.
6.3.2.2

SSC-2

Figure 6.31 presents the experimental penetration forces versus depth in vibrated SSC-2 (2240 kg·m−3 ) with varying slippage at xed amplitude and speed
(Fig. 6.31(a)) and with varying amplitude and speed at xed slippage (Fig. 6.31(b)).
This gure presents the penetration forces obtained in the same conditions as in
Fig. 6.20 (poured SSC-1), Fig. 6.24 (poured SSC-2 1980 kg·m−3 ) and Fig. 6.28
(vibrated SSC-1). The slippage inducing the lowest penetration force is 60 %.
The two highest are 90 and 95 %. Both 30 and 60 % slippage runs are under the static penetration runs. The inuence of amplitude is clearly visible in
Fig. 6.31(b). The higher the amplitude the higher the penetration force is. Speed
seems to have a small eect on penetration force: a higher speed leads to a lower
force. However one run done with a high amplitude and a high speed contradicts
this observation. The runs conducted in vibrated SSC-2 2320 kg·m−3 have very
similar penetration force versus depth curves.
Figure 6.32 presents a synthesis of penetration forces recorded in vibrated SSC2 at 150 mm versus slippage (Fig 6.32(a) for vibrated SSC-2 2240 kg·m−3 and
Fig. 6.32(b) for vibrated SSC-2 2320 kg·m−3 ). For each combination of experimental parameters, two runs were conducted in vibrated SSC-2 2240 kg·m−3 and
one in 2320 kg·m−3 . The runs are grouped by same amplitude-speed combinations, each symbol represents one experimental value and the dotted and full lines
the experimental mean. The horizontal full and dashed lines represent the mean
static penetration value at 150 mm obtained with a penetration rate of 4 mm·s−1
and 12 mm·s−1 . The inuence of slippage, amplitude and speed are very similar
in vibrated SSC-2 2240 kg·m−3 and 2320 kg·m−3 . The lowest penetration force is
obtained at 60 % slippage. A lower amplitude enables a lower penetration force.
The evolution of the traction force in vibrated SSC-2 with depth is very similar
to the ones observed in vibrated SSC-1 (see Fig. 6.29). Figure 6.33 presents a
synthesis of traction forces recorded in vibrated SSC-2 at 150 mm versus slippage
(Fig 6.33(a) for vibrated SSC-2 2240 kg·m−3 and Fig. 6.33(b) for vibrated SSC-2
2320 kg·m−3 ). The highest traction force is obtained for 60 %. When comparing
the synthesis of traction and of penetration forces in vibrated SSC-2, it is clear
that the higher the traction force (in absolute value) the lower the penetration
force. The evolution of the traction force with slippage follows the evolution
of the penetration force with slippage. Additionally the eects of amplitude on
penetration and on traction forces are coupled: a lower amplitude implies a lower
penetration force and a higher traction force.
6.3.2.3

Summary of results in vibrated simulants

For the vibrated substrates, the penetration forces are highest in SSC-2 2320 kg·m−3 ,
then comes SSC-2 2240 kg·m−3 and SSC-1. This is in the logical order of decreasing density. The higher friction angle in SSC-2 will also increase the penetration
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(b) At dierent speeds and amplitudes with s equal to 95 %.
Figure 6.31:
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Penetration force versus depth in vibrated SSC-2 (2240 kg·m

for static penetration. Values given in percentage are slippage, in mm are amplitude
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(a) In vibrated SSC-2 at 2240 kg·m−3 .
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(b) In vibrated SSC-2 at 2320 kg·m−3 .
Figure 6.32:

Synthesis of penetration forces at 150 mm in vibrated SSC-2. The forces

obtained for each run are plotted versus slippage.
amplitude-speed combinations.

The runs are grouped by same

Each symbol represents an experimental result and

the full and dashed lines represent the mean result.

The horizontal full and dashed

line represent respectively the mean penetration force at 150 mm for 4 mm·s

−1 static penetration.
12 mm·s

−1 and
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(b) In vibrated SSC-2 at 2320 kg·m−3 .
Figure 6.33:

Synthesis of traction forces at 150 mm in vibrated SSC-2.

obtained for each run are plotted versus slippage.

The forces

The runs are grouped by same

amplitude-speed combinations. Each symbol represents an experimental result and the
full and dashed lines represent the mean result.
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force compared to SSC-1. All observed forces in poured substrates are below the
ones recorded in vibrated substrates. This demonstrates once again the drastic eect of sample preparation methods and relative density on the reaction of
regoliths.
The traction forces in vibrated substrates are all stronger than in poured substrates. The highest traction forces are measured in SSC-2 2320 kg·m−3 and then
in SSC-1 and nally in SSC-2 2240 kg·m−3 . In SSC-2, the evolution with slippage
of the traction forces measured are correlated to the penetration forces measured:
a high traction force corresponds to a low penetration force. This can also be
observed for vibrated SSC-1, though it is less apparent: the lowest penetration
force (observed at 30 % slippage) corresponds to the highest traction force.
Whereas in poured substrates, the lowest penetration force is obtained with no
slippage, in vibrated substrates there seems to be an optimal slippage to reduce
the penetration force. Amongst the slippage values studied, in vibrated SSC-1 it is
30 % and in SSC-2 it is 60 %. In both substrates a lower amplitude yields a lower
penetration force. In SSC-2 a lower amplitude allows a higher traction force. The
opposite is true for vibrated SSC-1 (except for runs done at 60 % slippage). In
both poured SSC-1 and SSC-2 a lower amplitude gave a lower penetration force.
Regarding the static penetration forces, for SSC-2 2320 kg·m−3 and SSC-1, speed
has an important impact on the penetration force: the higher the speed the lower
the force. This is not the case in SSC-2 2240 kg·m−3 as for poured substrates.
This could indicate that speed has an inuence on penetration force only for high
relative densities (SSC-2 2240 kg·m−3 is only at 52 % relative density).

6.3.3 Inuence of drill head
To explore the inuence of the drill head geometry and of the material it
is made of, dierent drill heads were manufactured. To keep the number of
experiments done to a feasible amount, it was decided to conduct this exploration
in vibrated SSC-2 2320 kg·m−3 . This substrate was chosen since it is the hardest
to penetrate. Additionally, amplitude and speed were set at 5 mm and 12 mm·s−1
for all experiments. However, since the previous experimental results show the
high impact of slippage on penetration and traction forces, it was decided to
explore the four levels of slippage previously explored (30 %, 60 %, 90 % and
95 %) for all tested drill heads.
6.3.3.1

Rake angle

Four dierent values of the rake angle (α2 ) were chosen : 50o , 70o , 90o and 110o .
(The inuence of slippage, amplitude, speed and simulant nature and relative
density were explored with α2 equal to 70o .) These correspond to the MDH one to
four in Table 6.2. Figure 6.34 presents a synthesis of the penetration and traction
forces obtained at 140 mm deep. The runs are grouped by imposed slippage value
and are plotted versus rake angle. Each symbol is an experimental value and the
dotted and full lines are the mean experimental value. Regarding the penetration
force (Fig. 6.34(a)), apart for the 90 % slippage case, all other runs follow more or
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less the same pattern when rake angle changes. The penetration force decreases
from 50o to 70o , then increases onto 90o and nally decreases again onto 110o .
For the 90 % slippage case, the penetration force continuously increases with rake
angle. The striking dierence between the 90 % slippage case and the others is
surprising.
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(a) Penetration force versus rake angle.
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(b) Traction force versus rake angle.
Figure 6.34:

Traction and penetration forces at 140 mm versus rake angle at dierent

slippage levels in vibrated SSC-2. Each symbol represents an experimental result and
the full and dashed lines represent the mean result.

Regarding the traction force (Fig. 6.34(b)) it is clear that the evolution of the
traction force with rake angle is highly inuenced by slippage. For high levels
of slippage (90 and 95 %), there is very little inuence of the rake angle on the
traction force. For lower levels of slippage, the rake angle inuences the recorded
traction force. Between 70o and 110o , the traction force at 30 and 60 % slippage
follow similar evolutions. At 30 % there is high dispersion on the measured
traction force. Based on the values obtained at 30 % slippage with the other rake
angles, it seems logical to privilege the -27 N value and not the -9 N value. If this
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is done, then the traction force at 30 and 60 % slippage follow the same evolution
when rake angle varies.
6.3.3.2

Diameter

Only one larger diameter Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) MDH was
manufactured and tested. The MDH 3 was scaled up into MDH 5 (see Table
6.2 for details). Figure 6.35 presents the penetration (Fig. 6.35(a)) and traction
forces (Fig. 6.35(b)) obtained on MDH 3 and MDH 5. Here the forces recorded
at 100 mm are shown and not deeper like in all other gures. Because of the
larger MDH, the penetration force reached 2000 N at around 100 mm depth. To
not damage the force cell, it was necessary to stop the experiments right after
100 mm depth.
As expected the larger diameter leads to a much higher penetration force for
a given depth. However the traction force is almost the same despite the larger
diameter. A higher traction force was also expected. The larger diameter should
allow a larger volume of regolith to be mobilized during traction. However, depth
is measured from the tip, and since MDH 5 is a scale up of MDH 3, the length of
the conical part is longer. It is reasonable to assume that the conical part cannot
mobilise important traction forces. Thus at the same depth, the cylindrical part
of MDH 5 is not as deep as the MDH 3 one. The compensation between a larger
diameter but a more shallow cylindrical portion could explain why the same level
of traction forces were recorded for MDH 3 and 5. In all cases the results on
MDH 5 should be taken with great caution. Indeed since it is bigger, the volume
of the regolith container is proportionally smaller and large boundary eects are
present.
6.3.3.3

Material

On of the MDH manufactured in ABS was also manufactured in steel. The
goal was to test the steel MDH in the same conditions as the ABS one to see
if the material inuences the reaction of the regolith. Figure 6.36 presents the
penetration (Fig. 6.36(a)) and traction (Fig. 6.36(b)) forces on MDH1 made of
steel or ABS at dierent slippage levels (in vibrated SSC-2 2320 kg·m−3 with an
amplitude of 5 mm and a speed of 12 mm·s−1 ). For both the penetration and
traction force, the steel MDH systematically exerts higher forces on the regolith
(in absolute value). The evolution of penetration and traction forces with slippage
of both ABS and steel MDH are very similar.

6.3.4 Displacement tracking experiments
6.3.4.1

Rationales and experimental protocol

To gain a better insight on the interaction between the MDH and the regolith
simulants, a displacement tracking experiment using coloured regolith was designed. The goal was to visualize the regolith displacements around the MDH
during static penetration and reciprocation. To do so the steel MDH was cut in
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(a) Penetration force versus slippage.
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(b) Traction forces versus slippage.
Figure 6.35:

Inuence of diameter on traction and penetration forces at 100 mm in

vibrated SSC-2. Each symbol represents an experimental result and the full and dashed
lines represent the mean result.
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(a) Penetration force versus slippage.
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(b) Traction forces versus slippage.
Figure 6.36:

Inuence of material on traction and penetration forces at 140 mm in

vibrated SSC-2. The same drill head geometry was manufactured in ABS and in steel.
Each symbol represents an experimental result and the full and dashed lines represent
the mean result.
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half (along its length) and instead of being positioned in the center of the regolith
container, it was set against the transparent side of one of the regolith containers.
Figure 6.37(a) is a schematic of the setup seen from above and Fig. 6.37(b) is a
picture of the setup.
Regolith container
Regolith

Half mono-block
drill head
Transparent Plexiglas

(a) Schematic of setup, (b) Picture of setup, seen (c) Picture of layered coseen from above.
from the front.
loured SSC-1.

(d) Hammer, paint lter, and chalk (e) Picture of coloured SSC-1 after
progressively reduced into powder.
mixing in dierent colours .
Figure 6.37:

Schematic and pictures of the coloured and layered regolith experiments.

To colour SSC-1 and SSC-2, dierent coloured chalks were manually reduced
to powder. To ensure that no large particles of chalk were incorporated in SSC-1
or SSC-2, the chalk powder was passed through a paint lter. Figure 6.37(d) is
a picture of the paint lter, hammer and some blue chalk progressively reduced
to powder. After being ltered the chalk powder was mixed with the regolith
simulant. Figure 6.37(e) presents the resulting chalk SSC-1 mix. From top left,
clockwise, green chalk and SSC-1, red chalk and SSC-1, SSC-1, blue chalk and
SSC-1 and purple chalk and SSC-1. Around 40 g of chalk powder were added for
1 kg of simulant. The non-coloured simulant and the coloured-simulant were then
deposited in the regolith container in alternating layers. An example of layered
SSC-1 is showed in Fig. 6.37(c). To save coloured simulant, a coloured-layer was
formed with coloured simulant near the transparent side of the regolith container
and non-coloured simulant elsewhere.
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A total of eight runs were conducted. These are summarized in Table 6.6. For
each substrate type (vibrated or poured SSC-1 or SSC-2), a static penetration
run and a reciprocation run were conducted. Each experiment was lmed with a
camera set on a tripod. To ensure that the colours are clearly visible, the experiments were lit with high power lamps. The displacements and the deformations
of the regolith are followed by comparing successive images of the lm.
Table 6.6:
Run
SSC1_C_1
SSC1_C_2
SSC1_C_3
SSC1_C_4
SSC2_C_1
SSC2_C_2
SSC2_C_3
SSC2_C_4

6.3.4.2

Displacement tracking experiments done.

Regolith
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2

Preparation
poured
vibrated
poured
vibrated
poured
vibrated
poured
vibrated

a (mm) vp =vr (mm·s−1 ) s (%)
12
5
60
12
5
60
Static Penetration (12 mm·s−1 )
Static Penetration (12 mm·s−1 )
12
5
60
12
5
60
−1
Static Penetration (12 mm·s )
Static Penetration (12 mm·s−1 )

Results

Figure 6.38 presents a sequence of images taken from the experiment done in
poured SSC-1 with a reciprocating MDH (SSC1_C_1). These results are to be
compared with the static penetration run (SSC1_C_3): Fig. 6.39. The reciprocation leads to the formation of a highly sheared zone around the reciprocating
MDH. Indeed the coloured regolith has been mixed with the non-coloured regolith in the vicinity of the MDH. Compression is observed far in front of the MDH
tip. The deepest coloured layer visible in Fig. 6.38 starts being compressed in
the third gure (Fig 6.38(c)). When the tip of the MDH reaches this layer it has
been highly compressed.
Without any reciprocation, in the Static Penetration (SP) case (Fig. 6.39),
there is no mixing close to the MDH. There is also much less compression in
front of the MDH. The same observations were made when comparing the two
runs done in poured SSC-2. Based on these observations it is proposed that the
slippage in poured regoliths leads to high levels of shearing around the MDH.
This induces a compression of the regolith around and in front of the MDH. This
explains the increase in penetration force with slippage.
In vibrated SSC-1, the dierence between the reciprocation run (SSC1_C_2)
and the static penetration run (SSC1_C_4) is much smaller. The pictures extracted from the recorded lm of these two runs are presented in Figs. 6.40 and
6.41. Because of the vibrations used to compact the regolith, there was some
slight mixing at the interface between coloured and non-coloured regolith. This
explains why the separation between each layer is not as clear as in poured runs.
It was also noticed that after the vibrations, the regolith layers were no longer
vertical but were slightly slanted.
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Figure 6.38:
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(a) .

(b) .

(c) .

(d) .

(e) .

(f) .

(g) .

(h) .

(i) .

Sequence of images from reciprocation in poured coloured SSC-1. Position

of drill head super-imposed during image post-processing.
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Figure 6.39:
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(a) .

(b) .

(c) .

(d) .

(e) .

(f) .

Sequence of images from static penetration in poured coloured SSC-1.

Position of drill head super-imposed during image post-processing.
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Figure 6.40:
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(a) .

(b) .

(c) .

(d) .

(e) .

(f) .

Sequence of images from reciprocation in vibrated coloured SSC-1. Position

of drill head super-imposed during image post-processing.
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(a) .

(b) .

(c) .

(d) .

(e) .

(f) .

Sequence of images from static penetration in vibrated coloured SSC-1.

Position of drill head super-imposed during image post-processing.
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There is no clear dierence in regolith deformations and displacements when
comparing Figs. 6.40 and 6.41. Figures 6.42(a) and 6.42(b) present two zooms
on the surface of the regolith during run (SSC1_C_2) and the static penetration
run (SSC1_C_4). They are respectively zooms on Figs. 6.40(d) and 6.41(d).
The original position of the surface is represented by the white curved line. The
surface height increases more during static penetration than during reciprocation.
This observation is coherent with the fact that during reciprocation in vibrated
SSC-1, lower penetration force than during static penetration were observed.
Indeed a higher penetration force will come from more regolith being mobilized
and opposing the penetration via its shear strength and its weight. The more
the surface goes up during penetration the higher the penetration force will be.
However, the dierence between the two surface uplifts is small and only one
of these observations were conducted in SSC-1. These results and the proposed
explanation must be taken with caution.

(a) With reciprocation.

(b) Without reciprocation.
Figure 6.42:

Comparison of increase in surface height during reciprocation and static

penetration in vibrated SSC-1. The white line represents the original position of the
surface at the start of the experiment (super-imposed during image post-processing).

These experiments also enable to evaluate the zones that are highly disrupted
by the drilling and the ones that are not. Clearly reciprocation in low Relative
Density (Dr ) regoliths leads to highly visible modications around the MDH, up
to a MDH diameter away from the MDH. This will lower the scientic potential
of the drilling. Indeed it will be very dicult to identify the initial location of
the particles at a given depth after the drilling. For SP in low Dr regoliths and
for both SP and reciprocation in high Dr regoliths the zone inuenced by the
drilling is much smaller. However some coloured particles from top layers are
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brought down with the drill head in the very rst layer of regolith surrounding it.
However one must keep in mind that the tracking system used here is basic. A
more sophisticated tracking system could show much disruption than identied
here.

6.4 Interpretation of observations and consequences
on DRD
6.4.1 Penetration force semi-analytical model (poured simulants)
Very high and similar increase of the penetration force with slippage in poured
SSC-1 and SSC-2 were observed. This lead to the idea that a common explanation
could be given to this increase for both substrates. The colour experiments showed
that the reciprocation of the MDH leads to the formation of a zone around the
drill head in which the regolith is highly sheared and thus compressed. It also
produces large compressions of the regolith up in front of the MDH that were not
observed in static penetration. Each time the regolith in the vicinity of the MDH
is subject to a cycle, it is sheared and compressed.
It was thus suggested that the increase with slippage in penetration force at
a given depth is proportional to the number of cycles a regolith zone is subject
to. Here a Eulerian approach is used: an arbitrary control surface is dened,
perpendicular to the MDH progression. The number of times the tip (or a tooth)
of the MDH passes through this control surface is calculated. Each cycle leads to
a progression of a · (1-s). The distance the MDH retracts is a · s. This is also the
distance the MDH needs to progress between the rst passage of the tip (or any
given tooth) through the control surface and the last passage through the control
surface. The number of passings is thus given by Eq. 6.1.

s
1−s

(6.1)

It was thus suggested that for a given set of experimental conditions and at a
given depth, the evolution of the penetration force with slippage is proportional
to Eq. 6.1. When slippage s is equal to 0, Eq. 6.1 is equal to 0. Physically s equal
to 0 means that a static penetration is being conducted. The penetration force
is then equal to the static penetration force (noted FSP ). To be coherent with
the static penetration case, the static penetration force was added to Eq. 6.1 as
a constant o-set. The evolution of the penetration force with slippage is given
by Eq. 6.2. P is a coecient expressed in N.

FSP + P ·

s
1−s

(6.2)

To confront this explanation and modelling of the increase in penetration force
with slippage to experimental data, a MATLAB  best-t algorithm was used.
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FSP is determined thanks to the experimental results of the static penetration
and coecient P is optimized thanks to the best-t algorithm to propose the
best possible t to the experimental data. Figure 6.43(a) presents the result of
such a t. It is the same data than in Fig. 6.21(a): penetration depth in poured
SSC-1 (x-s, circles, triangles and squares represent the experimental data points).
The model values with the best-t coecient are plotted in dashed and full black
and grey lines. The static penetration values are also plotted (black dashed
and full horizontal lines). The experimental data and the semi-analytical model
are very close to one another. (The term semi-analytical model is used since
coecients FSP and P are experimentally derived). The semi-analytical model
also ts SSC-2 1980 kg · m−3 data very well (see Fig 6.43(b), which presents the
same experimental data as Fig. 6.25(a)).
250
Penetration force (N)

4 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

200

4 mm⋅s−1 5 mm
12 mm⋅s−1 5 mm

150

12 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

100
50
0
20

40

60
Slippage (%)

80

100

80

100

(a) Poured SSC-1.
700
Penetration force (N)

4 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

600
500

4 mm⋅s−1 5 mm
12 mm⋅s−1 5 mm
12 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

400
300
200
100
20

40

60
Slippage (%)

(b) Poured SSC-2 1980 kg · m−3 .
Figure 6.43:

Comparison of experimental data and semi-analytical model of the evolu-

tion of penetration force with slippage. The symbols represent the experimental data.
The runs are grouped by same amplitude-speed combinations.
curves represent the best-t semi-analytical model.

The full and dashed

The horizontal full and dashed

line represent respectively the mean penetration force at 150 mm for 4 mm·s

−1 penetration.
12 mm·s

−1 and
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The value of the coecients FSP and P and the parameters they depend on
must be discussed. FSP is the penetration force during static penetration. It
thus increases with depth and depends on MDH geometry and regolith type. To
determine whether or not the experimentally derived parameter P depends on
depth and on regolith type, it was determined for depths going from 10 to 150 mm
in both poured SSC-1 and poured SSC-2 1980 kg · m−3 for each amplitude-speed
combination. The results are presented in Fig. 6.44.

Value of parameter P (N)

30
SSC−1 4 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

25

SSC−1 4 mm⋅s−1 5 mm

20

SSC−1 12 mm⋅s−1 5 mm
SSC−1 12 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

15

SSC−2 4 mm⋅s−1 12 mm
SSC−2 4 mm⋅s−1 5 mm

10

SSC−2 12 mm⋅s−1 5 mm
SSC−2 12 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

5
0

0

Figure 6.44:

50
100
Depth (mm)

Evolution of parameter

150

A

versus depth for each regolith simulant - ampli-

tude - speed combination.

The increase of the penetration force with slippage (represented by the value
of parameter P ) increases with depth. The value of parameter P depends on
substrate type and on reciprocation amplitude. The reciprocation speed as a
much smaller inuence on its value. The evolution of parameter P with depth
resembles the evolution of static penetration force with depth. Equation 6.2
was thus rewritten as follows (Eq. 6.3). Parameter Q is equal to P/FSP . B is
thus non dimensional. Its evolution with depth for each regolith-amplitude-speed
combination is shown in Fig. 6.45.



FSP

s
· 1+ Q·
1−s



(6.3)

Parameter Q, as P , increases with depth. For all regolith-amplitude-speed
combinations, the increase of parameter Q is alike up to 70 mm deep. This depth
corresponds to the length of the conical part of the MDH. Deeper than 70 mm,
when the cylindrical part of the MDH is penetrating the regolith, the behaviour
of parameter Q depends on regolith type and reciprocation amplitude. In SSC-2
it adopts a constant value. This constant value depends on the reciprocation
amplitude (the higher the amplitude, the higher the nal value of parameter Q).
In SSC-1, parameter Q continues to increase after 70 mm depth but at a slower
rate. The increase rate is smaller for small reciprocation amplitudes.
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Value of parameter Q

0.4
SSC−1 4 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

0.3

SSC−1 4 mm⋅s−1 5 mm
SSC−1 12 mm⋅s−1 5 mm
SSC−1 12 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

0.2

SSC−2 4 mm⋅s−1 12 mm
SSC−2 4 mm⋅s−1 5 mm
SSC−2 12 mm⋅s−1 5 mm

0.1

SSC−2 12 mm⋅s−1 12 mm

0

0

Figure 6.45:

50
100
Depth (mm)

Evolution of parameter

Q

150
versus depth for each regolith simulant - ampli-

tude - speed combination.

6.4.2 Evolution of DRD understanding
6.4.2.1

Traction versus penetration force

Apart from quantifying and studying the inuence of slippage on the interaction between a reciprocating drill head and regolith, one of the main goals
of the experimental work presented in this chapter was to measure the traction
and penetration forces the MDH is subject to. The knowledge of these forces
enables to infer the force a DRD head is subject when it is reciprocating and to
compare the force required to penetrate regolith to the force generated by the
backwards pointing teeth. This comparison is crucial since the manner DRD was
considered, before the work presented here, was that the force generated thanks
to the backward facing teeth allows to push in further the progressing drill head
[45, 47]. If the traction force generated is of the same order of magnitude than
the penetration force, then it conrms that the reaction force generated helps
the penetration. If the traction force is much smaller then it is not sucient to
explain the added penetration allowed by DRD.
Table 6.7 presents the maximum and mean experimental traction over penetration force ratio. All values are under 6 % and most values observed are around
1 %. The force generated by the backward facing teeth of the MDH is generally
two-orders of magnitude smaller than the force required to penetrate the regolith.
These values clearly show that the added penetration depth obtained with DRD
and described in section 5.3.1 cannot be explained in terms of additional force
applied to the penetrating half drill head thanks to the force generated by the
receding half drill head.
The very low generated traction force also explains why high levels of slippage
were observed. Had the generated traction force been much higher, the receding
head would have encountered much more resistance and not moved back as much.
These observations conrm the need to consider dynamic penetration mechanics
(the movement of regolith around the DRD) to understand DRD.
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Traction over penetration force ratio. The highest experimental value and

the mean experimental one are presented.

Value
Highest
Mean

6.4.2.2

SSC-1 P
5.7 %
2.3 %

SSC-1 V
3.7 %
1.5 %

SSC-2 P 1980 kg·m−3
2.2 %
1.0 %

SSC-2 V 2240 kg·m−3
1.8 %
0.6 %

Comparing forces measured on DRD and MDH

It is possible to compare the sum of the forces applied to the DRD (∆F) and
the penetration and traction forces applied to the reciprocating MDH. ∆F is the
sum of the force on the penetrating DRD half, on the receding DRD half and of
the friction between both halves. If the analogy between the DRD and MDH is
complete Eq. 6.4 links ∆F to the forces recorded during the MDH experiments:

∆F =

1
1
· Fp + · Ft + 2 · Ff r
2
2

(6.4)

Ff r is the friction force between both DRD halves, Fp and Ft are the penetration and retraction forces measured on the MDH. If the SSC-2 high Dr case
is taken as an example, at 150 mm deep, ∆F is around 200 N (see Fig 5.39). Fp
is between 1200 and 1600 N and Ft is between 0 and 30 N (see Fig 6.32(b) and
6.33(b)). Even with a friction equal to zero, this would give ∆F equal to at least
600 N. The forces on the full DRD are much lower than on the MDH at the same
depth.
The analogy between the DRD and the MDH as proposed in Fig 6.1 is thus
incomplete. The main dierence between the MDH and the DRD is the absence
or presence of lateral or side-ways displacements. The penetration mechanics
proposed in section 5.3.5 will now be discussed in the light of these new results
(very low traction force on MDH and lower drilling forces on DRD than on the
MDH).
6.4.2.3

Compression of poured regoliths by DRD

Like in the DRD experiments, the reciprocation of the MDH lead to the formation of a large depression around the MDH. This is clearly visible in Fig. 6.38
(images from the coloured regolith experiment SSC1_C_1). On the same gure,
the zone in which the coloured regolith is no longer visible indicates high levels
of shearing that have lead to mixing in of the colour pigments. This shearing will
have lead to rearrangement of particles and compression (as explained by critical
state soil mechanics [6]). This conrms the vision of DRD in low relative density
regoliths: it is able to compress the regolith around the drill through repeated
shearing.
However this did not lead to a lower penetration force but in a high increase
of the penetration force. This is not compatible with the full vision of DRD in
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low relative density regoliths proposed in section 5.3.5: it is able to compress the
regolith around the drill to make room for it to progress. The high increase in
penetration force with slippage in the MDH force sensor experiments is believed
to be caused by the formation of a highly compressed zone in front of the MDH
tip (visible in Fig. 6.38). This most probably did not happen during the DRD
experiments otherwise DRD would have penetrated less under the same normal
force than static penetration. This discrepancy must be explained.
Despite the fact that a MDH was used for the force sensor experiment and not
a DRD, from the perspective of the regolith in the vicinity of the DRD head or
the MDH, it was subject to the same teeth reciprocating. The main dierence for
the regolith was the control of side-ways movements. Indeed in the MDH force
sensor experiment, the movements were perfectly vertical and no visible side-ways
movements were seen. In the DRD experiments the drill head did have visible
side-ways movements (see subsection 5.3.5). It is proposed here that these sideways movements are responsible for the discrepancy between the fact that DRD
is able to penetrate further than static penetration in poured regoliths but that
the MDH experienced higher forces when reciprocating than when penetrating
directly as in static penetration.
Indeed the lateral movements of the DRD most probably helped compress the
majority of the regolith to the side and minimize the compression up in front of
the DRD tip. Had this compression not been minimized, the DRD would have
penetrated less than the static penetration. Figure 6.46 illustrates the proposed
dierence between the two series of experiments lead (DRD and MDH). The
possibility for the DRD to generate lateral forces that explain the observed sideways movements during the DRD is detailed in subsection 6.4.3.

(a) MDH.
Figure 6.46:

(b) DRD.

Comparison of local compression in DRD and MDH experiments.

The

lateral movements during DRD (absent in the MDH experiments) allow to compress
the regolith mainly on the side and not in front of the DRD tip. The LD regolith is
represented by the spaced hash lines and the compacted regolith by the compact hash
lines.
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Side-ways movements in vibrated regoliths

There were also discrepancies observed between the behaviour of the MDH and
the DRD in vibrated or high relative density regoliths. The moderate decrease in
penetration force thanks to reciprocation during the MDH experiments is too low
to explain the 200 % depth gain of DRD compared to static penetration. However
the main discrepancies are the surface deformations observed during the MDH
experiments were not the same as the ones observed during the DRD experiments.
In the DRD experiments, step-like structures appeared on the surface of the
regolith being drilled into and regolith ows were observed around the drill head
(see Figs. 5.46 and 5.47 of section 5.3.4).
Here it is also proposed that the dierence in behaviour is mainly due to the
absence of side-ways movements during the MDH force sensor experiments. Indeed, whether it be the lateral shear penetration mechanics or the local shearing
leading to regolith ow up and out of the borehole (proposed in 5.3.5), both will
be aided by side-ways movements. A side-ways movement will push the drill into
the regolith like a blade moving horizontally in regolith. Based on classical blade
models, the deeper the blade being pushed, the furthest the shear surface breaking the regolith surface is from the drill. This is compatible with the progressive
appearance of shear planes on the surface of the drilled vibrated regolith. Figure
6.47 presents the revised proposition of the lateral shear penetration mechanics
of DRD in vibrated regoliths. The shear planes develop thanks to the side-ways
movement of the DRD, like they would appear for a blade moving through soil.
Since the DRD alternates from one side to another, the shear planes appear on
one side then on another.

Figure 6.47:

Revised lateral shear penetration mechanics for DRD.

For the local shear penetration mechanics, the side-ways movements will also
facilitate the upwards movement of the regolith around the drill head and its
evacuation out of the borehole. Indeed with an upwards and outwards movement
the regolith will be pushed away form the borehole once moved up. Some of
the regolith will fall back down in the borehole, but the stronger the side-ways
push, the smaller amount falls back towards the borehole and the more falls
outwards. The side-ways movement also explains why the piles of extracted
regolith formed around 1 or 2 cm away from the DRD head. indeed, had the
movement been purely vertical, the piles would have formed right next to the
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DRD. Figure 6.48 illustrates the dierence between DRD with purely vertical
movements (Fig. 6.48(a)) and slight lateral movements (Fig. 6.48(b)).

(a) Without lateral (b) With lateral
movements.
movements.
Figure 6.48:

Local shear mechanics with and without lateral movements in DRD.

6.4.3 Lateral forces derived from experimental penetration
forces
Since it was proposed that the lateral movement of the DRD is key to its performance, solutions to obtain the side force generated by the half-cone geometry
of a half-DRD bit were looked at. Since the penetration force of the MDH were
precisely recorded, the ratio between this force and the side-ways force induced
by the half-cone geometry was determined analytically. The notations used to
lead the analytical calculation are presented in Fig. 6.49. ux , uy and uz are the
DH
is the penetration force
unit vectors of a xed Cartesian reference frame. FM
P
of the full MDH. This force was recorded during the experiments presented in
1/2
1/2
this Chapter. FP and FS are respectively the penetration and side-force the
regolith applies to a half drill bit being pushed into it. They are respectively
oriented along uz and uy . α is the half apex angle as dened in Fig. 6.10. ucone
F
and ucylinder
are
the
unit
vectors
sharing
the
same
orientation
as
the
force
applied
F
by the regolith on the half-drill bit pushed into it on an elementary portion of its
surface. γ is the angle ucone
and ucylinder
form with the local normal vector. r, θ
F
F
and z are the cylindrical coordinates (used to calculate the integrals). The height
of the conical part is hcone and the total height of the drill head in the regolith is
htotal . z is equal to 0 at the tip of the cone.
1/2

DH
The goal is thus to calculate the ratio FM
over FS . Once this ratio is
P
DH
obtained, since FM
was
measured,
it
will
be
possible
to infer the values of
P
1/2
o
FS . The value of γ is not known. it can vary from 0 to the value of the internal
angle of friction of the regolith. In the rst case the surface of the cone or cylinder
is considered perfectly smooth and in the second they are considered perfectly
rough. To keep this analysis as general as possible, the value of γ was not set to
a xed value.
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θ
FS1/2
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FPMDH

Figure 6.49:

FP

1/2

1/2

hcone α

γ
uFcone

uz

uy

ux

FP1/2

Denition of parameters used to calculate the ratio between the penetration

M DH ) and the side ways force generated by the
1/2
reaction of the regolith to a half-one being pushed into it (FS ).
force of the mono-block drill head (FP

The second element required is the evolution of the force on each elementary
surface composing the drill head. Here f (z) is the amplitude of the elementary
force applied to an elementary surface on the conical or cylindrical part. This
force is oriented along ucone
for the conical part and ucylinder
for the cylindrical
F
F
one. If dS is the generic elementary surface, then we dene p(z) as the elementary
pressure applied to each elementary surface such as: f (z) = p(z) · dS . Here we
use the term pressure since the unit of p(z) is Pa. However this does not imply
that the force applied by the regolith to the drill head is due to a real pressure
and thus normal to the surface it is applied to. Here it is supposed that p and f
are only function of z and not of θ. However the value of p(z) or of f (z) is not
pre-supposed.

The details of the integrations that lead to the following results can be found
in Appendix P. Here we suppose that the MDH or half DRD is perfectly vertical
and that it has been subject to an innitely small displacement in the direction
of drilling. The absolute value of the penetration force applied to the full MDH
is given by Eq. 6.5. The absolute value of the side-ways force applied by the
regolith to the half drill head being pushed into it is given by Eq. 6.6. These
two equations are directly obtained from Eq. P.9 and P.11. If X is dened as
the ratio of the integral of z · p(z) from 0 to hcone over the integral of p(z) from
hcone to htotal , then it is possible to write the ratio of the side-ways force to the
penetration force as in Eq. 6.7.
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FPM DH


· uz

Z

htotal

= 2 · π sin(γ) · R

p(z)dz +

(6.5)

hcone

1/2

FS

· uy

cos(γ) · R +
π · sin(γ) · R +


Z hcone
sin(α + γ)tan(α)
z · p(z)dz
·
cos(α)
0

Z htotal
p(z)dz +
= 2 cos(γ) · R
hcone

Z hcone
cos(α + γ)tan(α)
z · p(z)dz
·
cos(α)
0

cos(α+γ)tan(α)
·X
cos(α)
π · sin(α+γ)tan(α)
·
cos(α)

(6.6)

R hcone
X

with X =

z · p(z)dz
R htotal
p(z)dz
hcone

0

(6.7)

Whatever the distribution of p(z) or f (z) along the height of the MDH, X
will have values between 0 and +∞ . In these two extreme cases we obtain two
extreme values of the ratio of the side-ways force to the penetration force. For
X=0 the ratio is equal to Eq. 6.8. For X→+∞, the ratio is equal to Eq. 6.9.
Whatever the value of X, Eq. 6.7 will have values between these two extremes.
Indeed the function of X described in Eq. 6.7 is a monotonous function of X (its
derivative has a constant sign), whatever the value of γ and α.

1
with X = 0
π · tan(γ)
1
with X → +∞
π · tan(γ + α)

(6.8)
(6.9)

The evolution of these two extreme values with γ is presented in Fig. 6.50 by
the two full black lines (the y-axis is a log-scale). To demonstrate the fact that
whatever the values given to p(z), the ratio of side-force to penetration force
is indeed between the two extreme values computed above, dierent p(z) values
were chosen and are plotted in this gure. A constant value of p(z) over all values
of z was chosen and the obtained ratio is plotted in dashed-dotted black line. A
linearly decreasing p(z) with p(z) equal to 0 at the surface was chosen and the
obtained ratio is plotted with the dashed black line. An exponential decrease of
p(z), with p(z) equal to 0 at the surface, was chosen and the obtained ratios are
plotted with the grey lines. The form of this exponential decrease is p(z)=1-(1e−γ·z )/(1-eγ·htotal ) and γ is equal to 0.01, 0.05 and 0.11. (The values of γ were
chosen for the curves to be distinguishable from the extreme ratio curves.)
For regolith-smooth metal interaction, the angle γ is often taken equal to 0.
However because of the teeth structures on the surface of our drill heads, it is
probably unreasonable to suggest a γ angle equal to 0o . The γ angle cannot go
above the internal angle of friction which for all ve simulants tested was under
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50o . Based on the results presented in Fig. 6.50, in all cases the ratio of side-ways
force to penetration force is above 0.1 and could be equal to 1 or more. This
shows that the side-ways force is far from being negligible and stronger than the
traction force that is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the penetration
force. In high Dr SSC-2 (2330 kg·m−3 ), at 150 mm deep, a penetration force of
around 1 500 N was measured. Based on the analytical model proposed above,
this corresponds to a lateral force on the penetrating half DRD of 450 to 900 N
(for a γ angle of 30o ).
To counter-act this important lateral force on the penetrating half, the receding
half will also be subject to a lateral force. The ratio of the traction force on the
MDH to the lateral force on the receding half DRD can be obtained as above.
Since the MDH or half DRD are receding, the force on the conical part is null.
This gives a ratio equal to the value given by Eq. 6.8. Since the surface is
covered with back-ward facing teeth, the surface of the cylinder and cone can be
considered as perfectly rough. Thanks to Fig. 6.50 it is thus possible to obtain a
ratio of lateral force on the receding DRD to traction force on the receding MDH
of less than one. The penetration force on the MDH being one to two orders of
magnitude above the traction force on it, it is clear that the lateral force on the
receding half DRD is at least one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the
lateral force on the penetrating half DRD. The reciprocation will thus cause a
lateral movement of the DRD.

6.5 Chapter conclusions
This chapter has presented the test-bench designed, built and calibrate to
measure the traction and penetration forces on a reciprocating Mono-block Drill
Head (MDH). It allowed to conduct an extensive experimental campaign. Emphasis was laid on the exploration of the inuence of slippage on traction and
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penetration forces in poured and vibrated regolith simulants. To do so a custom
data processing method was used to extract the traction and penetration force
measured during each cycle.
The experimental work presented here has proven the critical importance of
slippage on the interaction between a drill head and regolith. In poured regoliths
slippage radically increases the penetration force (an increase of 400 % was observed). The amplitude of the reciprocation motion was also identied as inuencing
the traction and penetration forces.
To enable a better understanding of the regolith dynamic around the reciprocating MDH, a coloured regolith experiment was proposed. Regolith was coloured
using chalk powder and a half drill head was reciprocated in front of a Plexiglas.
This showed that in poured regoliths, reciprocation induces high levels of shearing
and compaction on the side and in front of the MDH. This is believed to explain
the increase in penetration force observed.
A semi-analytical model was proposed to model the increase in penetration
force in poured regoliths. At a given depth and for a given reciprocation amplitude
and speed, the penetration force is equal to the static penetration force plus a
reciprocation component proportional to the number of times the tip or any
given tooth of the MDH passes through a xed surface. This semi-analytical
model ts the experimental data with high precision. However the model is
still reliant on direct penetration force measurements to determine the empirical
derived coecients.
To shed light on the manner DRD penetrates regolith, the ratio of the traction
to penetration force was calculated. The traction force is one to two orders of
magnitude lower than the penetration force. The traction force is not able to
explain the added penetration DRD allows when compared to static penetration
(shown in Chapter 5). The vision of DRD proposed before this research was
conducted is thus clearly not applicable to DRD in regoliths. This lead to the
proposition of the importance of lateral movements in DRD. The discrepancies
between DRD tests and MDH tests were also explained by the presence of lateral
movements in DRD and not in the MDH experiments.
The DRD regolith penetration mechanics proposed in Chapter 5 were thus
revised and the lateral movements were included. Since the importance of lateral
movements in DRD has been proposed, an analytical estimation of the ratio
between the penetration force the MDH is subject to and the side-ways force a
half drill head is subject to (because of its half-cone shape) was calculated. Even
in the most conservative hypothesis, the side-ways force is more than 0.1 times
the penetration force. This conrms that the side-ways forces induced by the nonaxisymmetric geometry of a half DRD is more important than the traction force
the backward facing teeth are able to generate. DRD in regoliths is no longer seen
as a self-burrowing drill but as a penetration force lowering mechanism thanks to
lateral movements.
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To complement the experimental work conducted in the three previous chapters, solutions to conduct numerical simulations were looked for. Such a solution
needs to be able to cope with the geometric complexity of DRD while simulating
the varying behaviour of regoliths with compaction that was observed in the experimental work conducted in this thesis and shown to have a high impact on
DRD behaviour. This is the goal of the following chapter.
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Chapter 7
Numerical modelling of penetration
in regolith
In this chapter the work on numerical simulations of drill/regolith interaction
is described. In section one, the rational behind the study of the very promising
Discrete Element Model (DEM) simulations on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)
hardware is explained. The following section presents DEM simulations in detail
and the choices made for this work. Section three concentrates on numerical simulation results of sample preparation methods. Section four then describes the
results obtained in Direct Shear Test (DST). Section ve describes the numerical simulation results of penetration tests and section six of Dual Reciprocating
Drilling (DRD) simulations. The last section then presents a simulation with over
one million particles thus proving the possibility to simulate DRD.

7.1 Numerical modelling rational and goals
The experimental exploration and optimisation of a novel drilling solution is
very time-consuming. It is also quite cost-intensive due to prototype developing
and manufacturing and also due to the necessary safety precautions required
when manipulating ne regolith simulants. The availability of ecient numerical
simulations to simulate drilling into regolith would complement the experimental
work during development and might enable to reduce it.
Numerous numerical simulation tools and methodologies exist: Finite Element
Method (FEM), Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and DEM are three of
the main ones. FEM were ruled out because of their diculty to model high deformations without time-intensive remeshing techniques [128] and their inability
to cope with discontinuities and ruptures in the modelled material [8]. Initially
SPH solutions were investigated without giving any conclusive results. Bui et.
al. were able to adapt SPH techniques for geomaterials, however this required a
modication of the SPH method [21]. This modication was not possible on the
commercial software that was available for this work (LS-Dyna [59]).
DEM solutions have been used to model interactions between regolith and
structures like the wheels of a planetary rover [72, 90, 91]. However, because it is
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a very computation-intensive method, most simulations were limited to 2D simulations and to a low number of particles [20, 28]. It is clear that the complexity of
DRD cannot be reduced to a 2D problem. Additionally, DRD geometry presents
rened structures (the teeth). To properly model their interaction with regolith,
it is necessary for the particles to be smaller than these rened structures. Table
7.1 presents a quick calculation of the number of particles required to model the
Mono-block Drill Head (MDH) experiments (Chapter 6) with a constraint on having around 2 particles in one tooth cross-section. Such a large DEM simulation
(around 3 million particles) is impossible on a classical computer or computation
machine, or even on large multi-core and multi-machine calculators.
Table 7.1:

Number of particles in a MDH experiment simulation, under the constraint

that 2 particles are present in each tooth cross-section. The compaction factor of 2 is a
rough order of magnitude of the ratio of the volume of the particles aligned like cubes
to the volume the particles occupy after having been allowed to compact under gravity.

Cross section of one DRD tooth
Number of particles per cross-section
Square cross section per particle
Radius of particles
Volume of one cube around a particles
Volume of regolith container
Compaction factor
Number of particles

Value
10.5
2
5.25
1.15
12.03
16 000 000
2
2 660 180

Unit
mm2
mm2
mm
mm3
mm3

However new massively parallel calculation hardware has made such large numerical simulations feasible. Indeed the extensive development of GPU for the
video-game industry has pushed the limits of this inherently parallel processing
unit. To give access to the scientic and engineering community to such interesting hardware NVIDIA developed a programming language derived from C and
adapted for GPU: Compute Unied Device Architecture (CUDA) [74]. To date
only two publications using GPU technology to do large-particle-number DEM
simulations have been authored [141, 105]. The rst one was computer-game
oriented and the second one was for pharmaceutical powder mixing applications.
The goal of this chapter is to assess and prove the feasibility of large particle
simulations for drill-regolith interaction. The second objective is to verify that the
DEM sand particles have varying behaviour with relative density like real regolith
does. To do so the commercial software Impetus-AFEA was used. This software
was chosen since it already used GPU calculators for FEM and SPH simulations.
The developers of this software authorized the access to the required portion
of their source code in order to implement DEM simulations in their software
environment.
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7.2 Presentation of DEM and modelling choices
7.2.1 DEM
DEM simulations model the interaction between each individual particle independently. It was rst proposed by Cundall and Strack [32]. A review of the
current developments and applications of DEM can be found in [35]. The interaction between particle i and particle j is represented in Fig. 7.1. They have
a radius of Ri and Rj and they overlap by δn . The overlap or contact between
these two particles generates a normal (Fn ) and tangential force (Ft ). Fn and Ft
are the forces applied by particle i on particle j. The forces applied by particle
j on particle i are equal to -Fn and -Ft . Both normal and tangent force can be
modelled by a spring and a dash-pot. The spring and dash-pot coecients are kn ,
kt and cn , ct (with subscripts n and t meaning respectively normal and tangent).
Equations 7.1 and 7.2 give the values of each force based on the parameters and
the values of the overlaps.
Ft
Fn
Ri

i

j

Rj

i

µ
kn kt

j
ct

cn

δn

Figure 7.1:

Schematic of interaction between 2 particles in DEM.

Fn = kn · δn + cn · vn
Ft = kt · δt + ct · vt
Fn > 0 and Ft < µ · Fn

(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)

To model granular materials, it is necessary to implement two limits to Fn
and Ft . If the granular material is supposed dry and loose their will be no
attractive force between the particles. Thus Fn will always be positive. The
second limitation is the implementation of the Mohr-Coulomb law. Most regoliths
behave like Mohr-Coulomb materials. The tangent force Ft cannot be greater
than µ · Fn . Both these constraints are written out in Eq. 7.3. Some researchers
(Bui et. al.) also added cohesion to model lunar regolith behaviour [20].

7.2.2 Modelling and code choices
Our main goal being to demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of very
large-particle-number DEM simulations for regolith drill design, all our modelling
choices were driven by simplicity. Indeed, with a very large number of particles,
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saving one operation per particle per time-step or saving one byte of memory per
particle are valuable.
7.2.2.1

Particle size and shape

The maximum number of particles any given particle can be in contact with
simultaneously is driven by the ratio of maximum to minimum particle size within
the simulation. The lowest maximum number of neighbours is obtained when all
particles are of the same size. In such a case a maximum number of 12 neighbours
is possible (6 in 2D). Some DEM simulations published were conducted with
particles of only one size [90, 91]. In terms of memory and computation this is
the most ecient solution. However, some initial tests rapidly showed that this
lead to non-desired behaviours.
To limit the memory used for each particle, the maximum number of neighbours
any given particle could have was limited to 24. This corresponds to a ratio of
maximum to minimum particle radius close to 2 (see [37] for details). Figure 7.2
presents the particle size distribution obtained with radius values randomly distributed between the minimum radius rmin and the maximum radius rmax equal
to twice rmin . To have a particle size distribution curve identical to the ones
experimentally obtained in Chapter 4, it would be necessary to add just a few
much larger particles. Indeed the lower portion of the curve in Fig. 7.2 is similar
to the experimental ones. Only the top portion which reaches 100 % abruptly
instead of having a horizontal tangent diers. However adding in a few extra
large particles would increase the memory allocation for the neighbour lists of all
particles. A ratio of maximum to minimum radius of 2 and a random and even
distribution between these two extreme radiuses will be used for all simulations
presented here. However the value of the minimum (and thus the maximum)
radius will be varied.

Wheight passing
(in % of total mass)

100
80
60
40
20
0
0
10

1

10
Particle size (mm)

Figure 7.2:

Particle distribution used in numerical simulations. Here a minimum particle

size of 2 mm was used.
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Some authors have proposed to use non spherical particles [88, 73]. However
this makes contact detection very time consuming. Since our goal is to go towards
very large-number particle simulations, perfectly spherical particles will be used.
A promising method to use spherical particles while obtaining behaviours similar
to non spherical particles is to use lumps of particles. Two or three particles are
linked together with rigid links and move and turn together [113, 17, 28, 72].
In the frame of this work, it was not possible to modify Impetus-AFEA code to
implement such lumps of particles. However the implementation of such particle
lumps in this GPU-oriented code should be investigated in the future.

7.2.2.2

Interaction law

Dierent authors use dierent denitions of the interaction coecients between
each particle. The two interaction laws that are most widely used are a linear
one and one based on Hertz contact theory and Mindlin and Deresiewicz work
[83, 84]. In the linear model, coecients kn and kt of an interaction between two
particles i and j are calculated based on the values of the stiness of each particle
kn,i , kn,j , kt,i and kt,j as shown in Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5. To ensure that increasing
or decreasing the number of particles used to model a given problem does not
modify the modelled behaviour, it is necessary to have k depend on the radius.
Classically kn is given equal to E · r, where E has the dimension of a Young's
modulus (Pa) and kt is equal to a fraction of kn (kt = kn ). The choice of E
is often arbitrary and is taken suciently high so little interpenetration of the
particles is observed. The choice of  is also quite arbitrary and must be taken
high enough so the maximum tangent force is reached (µFn ). Even if a very large
value is chosen there is little risk of having abnormal behaviour since the tangent
force is limited by the coulomb friction coecient µ. Such a model is used in
[113].

kn,i · kn,j
kn,i + kn,j
kt,i · kt,j
=
kt,i + kt,j

kn =

(7.4)

kt

(7.5)

The model based on Hertz contact theory for kn and the theory of Mindlin
and Deresiewicz for kt leads to non-linear normal and tangent forces. Based on
these theories kn and kt depend on the square root of δn as shown in Eqs. 7.6
and 7.7. E is the Young's modulus, G is the shear modulus and ν is the Poisson
ratio of the considered particle. These basic material coecients appear here
since these theories were established for the contact of two metal spheres. These
models were used by Bui et. al. to model lunar regolith behaviour [20]. They
also added in cohesion to better model lunar regolith (a normal attractive force
between particles at δn equal 0).
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kn
kt

p
4 · Ei Ej ri rj /(ri + rj )

 · δn1/2
=
3 Ej (1 − νi2 ) + Ei (1 − νj2 )
p
8 ri rj /(ri + rj )
=
· δ 1/2
Gj (2 − νi ) + Gi (2 − νj ) n

(7.6)
(7.7)

No higher modelling precision has yet been demonstrated with the non-linear
modelling of the sphere-sphere interaction for regoliths. Thus the linear approach
was adopted to save calculation costs.
7.2.2.3

Time-step

Once each interaction between all the particles in contact has been computed,
the sum of all forces acting on a given particle is summed. Newton's second law of
motion is then applied to each particle: Eq. 7.8, where x̄i is the position vector of
the considered particle i, mi its mass, ḡ the gravity vector, f¯j→i the force applied
by particle j on particle i, the dot stands for the time derivative and the double
dot stands for the double time derivative.

mi · x̄¨i = mi · ḡ + Σj f¯j→i

(7.8)

A time-stepping algorithm must be used to implement Eq. 7.8 in the code.
Here the classical leap-frog algorithm is used. First the speed of each particle at
the half time step is determined (Eq. 7.9). Then the position is updated based
on the speed at the half-step (Eq. 7.10).

x̄˙ t+ 1 ∆t = x̄˙ t− 1 ∆t + ∆t · x̄¨

(7.9)

x̄t+∆t = x̄t + ∆t · x̄˙ t+ 1 ∆t

(7.10)

2

2

2

All explicit time stepping schemes like the leap-frog algorithm have stability
p
issues if the time step ∆t is too large compared to the critical time step k/m.
Generally the time-step is taken lower or equal ς times the critical time step, with
ς around 0.1. Having dierent particle sizes in the simulations conducted in this
chapter, it is necessary to determine the smallest possible value of the critical
time-step within the simulations. This occurs when the largest particle in the
simulation encounters the smallest one.
7.2.2.4

Contact with other elements

The regolith is modelled using DEM. All the other parts modelled in the
simulations presented here (regolith container, DST test setup, MDH and DRD)
are modelled using Finite Element (FE). To simplify to the maximum, these
parts are considered as non-deformable parts.
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The geometry of these parts are generated using the Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) software CATIA or directly in the pre-processing software LS-PrePost.
Initially the automatic mesher in CATIA was used to generate the mesh. However this lead to many singularities in the mesh. Such singularities lead to
instabilities in the numerical simulation. Thus even the geometries generated
with CATIA were imported into LS-PrePost to be meshed.
A contact algorithm identies the particles that have penetrated into the solid
parts. Exactly like in the case of a contact between two particles, a normal force
proportional to the interpenetration between the particle and the FE pushes the
particle away from the FE. To keep the calculation time to a minimum, no
tangent force is transmitted when a DEM is in contact with a FE. In all the
numerical simulations presented here, the boundary conditions are imposed to
the regolith particles via the FE parts. Indeed in all the experiments that were
simulated, either a force or a displacement was imposed on the regolith container,
DST apparatus, MDH or DRD.
7.2.2.5

Synopsis of the numerical simulation

Initialization

Particle-particle
contact detection

Particle-particle force
calculation

FE-particle contact
detection

FE-particle force
calculation

Sum of forces on
particles

Particle position
update (Newton-LF)

FE position update
(boundary conditons)

t=t+∆t

Output

Figure 7.3:

Synopsis of DEM method.

Figure 7.3 presents an overview of the numerical simulation software's major
steps. First the simulation is initialized. The particles and the FE are positioned
and given initial velocities. All the interaction coecients are dened and the
critical time step is calculated. The programme then steps into the time-step
loop. The sequence {particle-particle contact detection, particle-particle force
calculations, FE-particle contact detection, FE-particle force calculation, sum of
force on particles, particle position update and FE position update} is repeated
as many times as required to go from the beginning of the simulation to its end
by steps of ∆t.
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7.3 Sample preparation simulations
High emphasis during the experimental work presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6
was put on regolith sample preparation methods. The rst step of the numerical
simulations is thus to establish procedures that allow obtaining repeatable and
distinct levels of relative density.

7.3.1 Preparation procedures
In Salot et. al., dierent relative densities are obtained by increasing or decreasing the radius of the particles [113]. However the goal of the numerical
simulations presented here is to obtain distinct levels of relative density using
exactly the same particles. Thus another solution was tested here.
The goal of the pour and vibrate experimental procedures proposed in Chapter 4 was to modulate the energy input in the regolith arrangement. By pouring
the regolith, low amounts of energy are input in the regolith arrangement. By
vibrating the regolith arrangement, energy is continuously input and this allows
the regolith to further compact under the gravitational eld.
An easy manner of modulating the energy input in the numerical simulation is
to modulate the gravity eld. It was thus decided to use very high initial levels
of gravity to accelerate the DEM particles and input high amounts of energy in
the simulation. On the contrary very low initial gravity elds were used to inject
very little amounts of energy to the particles. Figure 7.4 presents the gravity
proles used. During the rst four seconds of the simulation the particles are
accelerated under a constant gravity eld, then from four to eight seconds the
gravity is linearly reduced or increased to Earth gravity. Finally for the rest of
the simulation, the particles are subject to Earth gravity.
3

Gravity (m ⋅ s−2)

10

100g
10g
5g
2g
1g
0.8g
0.6g
0.4g
0.2g
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Figure 7.4:
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Gravity proles used in sample preparation simulation.

(y-axis is a log-
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7.3.2 Inuence of initial gravity
The inuence of initial gravity was tested with DEM particles having the same
particle density as SSC-1 (determined in section 4.1.3). A 2 m by 2 m by 3 m
regolith container was simulated. Particles were initially disposed along a regular
mesh: one particle every 2 · rmax in each direction inside the regolith container. A
screen-shoot of such an initial disposition is shown in Fig 7.5. To enable testing a
large number of gravity levels, a large container and a large value of rmax (0.05 m)
were chosen. The particles (10 500 in total) are then subject to the varying gravity
eld and to the contact forces of the container. The simulation is stopped once
the density has stabilized.

Figure 7.5:

Initial disposition of particles at start of numerical simulation. 2D image of

3D simulation.

Figure 7.6 presents the evolution of density within a control volume at the
bottom of the container. The control volume is chosen so it is under the nal
level of simulated regolith and at a reasonable distance from the side of the
container. The container limited the displacement of particles from -1 to +1 m
on the x and z-axis and from -1 to 2 m on the y-axis. The control volume goes
from -0.7 to +0.7 m on the x and z-axis and from -0.7 to 0 m on the y-axis.
Under an initial gravity level of 2 g, the nal density reached is very close,
even for initial gravity levels very small (0.2 g). For the lowest gravity levels the
particles take a little more time to reach the nal density. However they stabilize
towards the same nal value. For initial gravity levels of 5 and 10 g, the density
level rapidly converges towards its nal value. Logically the higher the initial
gravity level, the higher the nal density level reached. For 100 g initial gravity,
the density overshoots its nal value and then converges towards its nal value
as the gravity is decreased from 100 to 1 g between 4 and 8 s.

7.3.3 Inuence of tangent forces between particles
To try and obtain even higher density values, simulations were run with no
tangent force between the particles (µ=0). Setting friction to zero during initial
compaction of DEM particles was also used in [113]. Figure 7.7 presents the
results. Without any tangent forces between the particles, all initial gravity
levels rapidly converge to a high level of density.
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Figure 7.6:
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Density within control volume (kg ⋅ m−3

The inuence of non-null tangent forces between the particles was also studied.
Simulations were run with the same 9 gravity levels and with µ equal to 1 and 1.4
(simulations with 0 and 0.6 had already been run to obtain the previous results).
Figure 7.8 presents the results obtained with µ equal to 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4 with
5, 10 and 100g initial gravity. The other combinations (lower levels of initial
gravity: from 2 to 0.2 g with µ equal to 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4) are not shown here
since they all converged to the same low density level. Figure 7.8 clearly shows
that the initial-gravity dominates the nal density achieved, as long as there are
non-null tangent forces between particles (otherwise the results in Fig. 7.7 would
be obtained).

Figure 7.8:
gravity.
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µ on nal density reached with varying initial
These simulations were done with 10 500 particles of rmax equal to 0.05, µ equal
Inuence of friction coecient

to 0 and SSC-1 particle density.

7.3.4 Inuence of particle size
The inuence of particle size (and thus particle number) on the nal density
reached was tested. For this series of tests, the dimensions of the regolith container were of 20 cm by 20 cm by 80 cm (the largest dimension along the gravity
vector). The particle size and number of particles used in the seven simulations
done are presented in Table 7.2. The results are presented in Fig 7.9. There
is a clear dependency of the nal density reached with particle size and particle
number for large particles sizes. The higher the particle number the higher the
nal density is. However there seems to be a convergence at the high number
of particles since there is no noticeable dierence in the density reached with
particles smaller than 10 mm radius.
Table 7.2:

Size and number of particles used for density simulations.

Particle radius (mm)
Number of particles

20
171

15
400

12.5
1 116

10
3 159

7.5
6 292

5
25 596

2.5
126 852
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Inuence of particle radius and number on nal density reached.

The

correspondence between particle radius given in this gure's legend and the number of
particles in the simulations is given in Table 7.2. All these simulations were run with

µ

equal to 0.6, an initial gravity eld of 100 g and SSC-1 particle density.

The dependency of nal density reached on number of particles or particle radius is not a problem for the proposed numerical simulation preparation methods.
However this does require that samples are prepared with the particle radiuses
that will be used in the simulation following the preparation.

7.3.5 Final choice of preparation procedures
Whether or not accelerating the particles under a high gravity eld (100 g) and
setting inter-particle friction to zero allows the particles to compact suciently
was questioned. Three numerical simulations were conducted to try and obtain
a higher density. The rst one was conducted under a 1 g gravity eld with a
vibrating container. The second one, also conducted under a 1 g gravity eld,
compacted the particles thanks to a at top that was pushed onto the regolith
particles till the density levels reached around 1 700 kg· m−3 . The top was then
slowly removed. The last simulation combined vibrating and compacting thanks
to the at-top. All three of these trials gave density levels around 1 580 kg· m−3
like the density level obtained with a 100 g initial gravity eld.
The repeatability of the density levels reached was also tested. Simulations
with initial gravity levels of 2 and 5 g and µ equal to 0.6 were run three times.
The results are shown in Fig. 7.10. The nal obtained densities and the standard
deviation are presented in Table 7.3. These standard deviation levels are very
low (4 kg· m−3 for mean values above 1 400 kg· m−3 ).
All of the above results were also obtained with DEM particles having the same
particle density as Surrey Space Centre Mars Simulant 2 (SSC-2). The two nal
numerical simulations preparation methods that will thus be used are:
 high density: acceleration of non-frictional particles (µ = 0) under 100 g
for 4 s and progressive return to 1 g in 4 seconds.
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Figure 7.10:
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Simulated density dispersion. Three simulations with an initial gravity of

2 g and three with 5 g were run. These simulations were done with 10 500 particles of

rmax

equal to 0.05,

Table 7.3:

µ

equal to 0.6 and SSC-1 particle density.

Dispersion of simulated nal density. SD stands for standard deviation.

Initial g level
2g
5g

Run 1
1439
1480

Run 2
1436
1475

Run 3
1442
14482

Mean
1439
1479

SD
3.6
3.8

 low density: compaction in constant 1 g gravity eld of frictional particles
(µ > 0)
Table 7.4 summarizes the density values obtained with these two numerical preparation methods and recalls the values obtained with experimental poured and
vibrated methods. The experimental and numerical values do not match up perfectly. This is not surprising since the real SSC-1 and SSC-2 particles are not
perfectly spherical. The fact that the dierence between the low and high numerical densities is much smaller than the dierence between the poured and
the vibrated experimental values for both SSC-1 and SSC-2 is also explained
by the non-spherical shape of the real regolith particles. Indeed non-spherical
particles can exhibit higher and lower void ratios (or compaction levels) than
perfectly spherical particles. Despite not matching perfectly the observed densities, the numerical simulation preparation methods allow to repeatably reach
two dierent levels of density with the same base-line numerical regolith (same
particle size distribution, same particle shape and same particle density).

7.4 DST simulations
7.4.1 Description of simulated apparatus
The DST presented in Chapter 4 were simulated. To enable a higher critical
time step, the original experimental setup was scaled up. The 6 cm by 6 cm
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Table 7.4:
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Numerical and experimental density values reached with SSC-1 and SSC-2

−3 .

expressed in kg·m

SSC-1
SSC-2

Experimental
Particle Poured Vibrated
2400
1380
1675
3150
1945
2330

Numerical
Particle Low High
2400
1420 1570
3150
1880 2050

cross-section of the DST apparatus is 2 m by 2 m in the simulations. The base of
the setup is 1.5 cm in the experiment and 0.5 m in the simulation. The set-up is
modelled by three dierent parts: the base of the shear box, the side of the shear
box and the top cap. These are shown respectively in Figs. 7.11(a) to 7.11(c).
As can be seen on these images, all these elements are modelled by a mesh of
square shell elements. The side of the simulated DST is much higher than the
real apparatus. This was used for sample preparations simulations (detailed in
7.4.2). The base and side present a rim. This rim must be added to contain the
particles inside the simulated DST once shearing has begun. Indeed if they were
absent, once the base starts moving compared to the side, the box would be open
and the particles would ow out. The ledges are slightly overlapped to ensure
that the particles don't leak at the junction between the base and the top. This
is shown in Fig. 7.11(d) along with the setup dimensions.
The particles are set-up inside the DST. The top cap is set on them. The
top cap is free to translate along the gravity vector. All its other translations
and rotations are blocked. To modify the pressure applied by the top cap on the
regolith sample, the density of the top cap is modied. The side of the DST is
xed and does not move during the simulations. The base of the DST translates
leading to the sample being sheared. The displacement of the base is imposed.
This can be seen in Figs. 7.11(e) and 7.11(f) (before and after shearing).

7.4.2 Sample preparation methods
The simulated regolith was prepared with the two numerical sample preparation
methods proposed in 7.3. They were used directly inside the simulated DST base
and side. The top was removed to enable the particles to ow down into the
DST. Around 10 000 particles of radius between 5 and 2.5 cm were used. Once
the particles were prepared, the few particles forming an uneven surface were
deleted to obtain a at surface. Table 7.5 presents the nal number of particles
used for the high and low density DST simulations as well as the initial density.
Only simulated regolith particles with a particle density of 2 400 kg·m−3 were used
for the DST simulations. The values obtained are similar to the ones obtained
during the exploration of preparation methods (see Table 7.4).

7.4.3 Results of DST simulations
Figure 7.12 presents a typical result of the DST numerical simulation (in grey).
The rst 3 s, the shear box does not move, then the base of the shear box
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(a) 3D view of simulated DST base.
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(b) 3D view of simulated DST side.
DST Top

Top cap

2.3 m

Overlap
0.5 m
DST Base

2m

(c) 3D view of simulated DST top cap. (d) Side view of the simulated DST.

(e) 3D view of simulation before shear. (f) 3D view of simulation after shear.
Figure 7.11:

Images from DST simulations.

is displaced at constant speed from 3 s to 8 s. The last 2 s the shear box is
again stable. The total displacement of the shear box base is of 33 cm, which
corresponds to the 1 cm shearing distance used during the experiments.

As can be seen the original output signal is very noisy". Indeed, at each time
step the particles can slightly penetrate into the FE modelling the shear box.
This penetration will cause a reaction force that pushes the particles out on the
following time-step. Thus the force output force which is the sum of the forces
between all the particles and the FE will jump up because of this penetration
and drop as the particle is pushed away. To smooth out these numerical eects,
a sliding mean is taken of the output signal. The local mean of the signal is
calculated on 5 data points centred on the considered data point. The smoothed
output is presented in black in Fig. 7.12. The general shape of the output is
conserved while suppressing some of the local oscillations.
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Table 7.5:
High density
Low density

Densities of simulated DST.

Density (kg·m−3 )
1579
1452

Number of particles
8116
8362

Shear resistance (kPa)

50
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Original output
Smoothed output

0
−10
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6

8

10

Time (s)

Figure 7.12:

Smoothing of DST numerical simulations. The original output is in grey

and the smoothed output is in black.

As for the DST experiments done on SSC-1, three dierent normal pressures
were simulated, each one on a high and a low relative density sample. The
results of these six simulations are presented in Fig. 7.13. The level of grey of
the curve corresponds to the normal pressure applied to the simulated regolith:
respectively 83 kPa, 55 kPa and 28 kPa for the black, grey and light grey curves.
The simulations run with a low initial density are plotted with a line and circles,
the ones with high initial density are plotted with a plain line. The output
of the numerical simulations can be compared to the experimental graphs in
Appendix F. Three very typical aspects of the behaviour of regoliths subject to
a DST are very well reproduced:
 the shear resistance of the regolith increases with the normal pressure applied to it.
 the stress path depends on the initial compaction of the regolith sample:
high density samples present a peak in shear strength, low density samples
do not.
 the nal or critical state shear strength does not depend on the initial
density of the sheared sample.
Table 7.6 presents the obtained values of critical and peak shear strength for
the high and low initial densities at the three dierent normal pressures. It also
presents the values of internal angle of friction and cohesion derived from the
numerical simulations results. The values of cohesion are much higher than the
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Figure 7.13:

Results of DST simulations. The colour (black, grey, light grey) correspond

to the normal pressure applied to the regolith during the shearing simulations: 83 kPa,
55 kPa and 28 kPa. For each applied pressure, two simulations were run: one with high
initial regolith density (plain line) and one with low initial regolith density (line with
circles).

ones obtained for the experiments when the values of internal friction angle are
lower than the experimental values. This is a clear limit of the obtained results.
Table 7.6:

Shear strength of simulated regolith and values of internal angle of friction

and cohesion. Unless specied otherwise the values are all given kPa. The other values
are in degrees.

Normal pressure
83
55
28
φ
c

Critical
LD HD
33
32
25
25
16
17
17o 16o
7.6 8.3

Peak
LD HD
x
39
x
29
x
20
x
19o
x
10.3

However the main goal of these numerical simulations must be kept in mind:
prove the feasibility of large number particle simulations (around one million) and
demonstrate the ability to obtain dierent behaviours based only on compaction
of the numerical particles. We have clearly established that the DEM simulations
allow to reproduce the varying behaviour of regolith based solely on numerical
particle compaction and not on modication of the numerical parameters dening the interaction between the particles. The calibration to obtain the correct
macroscopic behaviour is out of the scope of this PhD.
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7.5 MDH penetration simulations
7.5.1 Description of simulations
Simple penetration test simulations were conducted with a simulated MDH 1
(used in Chapter 6). To do so a 2 m by 2 m by 5 m regolith container was
simulated. 36 000 particles with radiuses between 2.5 and 5 cm ll the container.
The simulated MDH is shown in Fig. 7.14. Its tip has been rounded o to enable
non-singular meshing of the tip (see Fig 7.14(b)). Indeed a pointy tip lead to
singularities in the mesh which would have lead to numerical instabilities. The
particle size is represented by a black dot in Fig. 7.14(b).

(a) General view.

(b) Zoom on tip.
Figure 7.14:

Images of the MDH used for the MDH simulations. In the zoom the black

circle represents the size of a particle.

7.5.2 Sample preparation
Before the penetration begins, the 36 000 particles are prepared using the
numerical sample preparation methods designed in 7.3. The obtained densities
are reported in Table 7.7. This table also reports the height of the regolith
sample. The low density for these simulations is higher than the low densities
obtained during the numerical sample preparation tests and the simulations of
the DST. This is most probably due to the height of the prepared sample. There
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is some extra compaction due to self-weight of the regolith particles. Indeed if
the density is calculated in a control-volume near to the surface of the regolith
sample, a lower density is obtained.
Table 7.7:

Initial densities for penetration simulations. Height of regolith is also indi-

cated

High density
Low density

Density (kg·m−3 )
1569
1495

Height of regolith (m)
4
4.5

7.5.3 Results
Figure 7.15 presents the results of two static penetration simulations. One is
done in the high density regolith and the other one in the low density regolith.
The density values are given in the legend of the gure. The penetration in the
high density regolith presents higher penetration forces than in the low density
regolith. However the ratio between the high density penetration force and the low
density penetration force is much too small when compared to the one obtained
experimentally. At the end of the penetration there is a ratio between 1.5 and 2
on the numerical simulations whereas experimentally the ratio is around 10.
50
1569 kg⋅m3
1495 kg⋅m3
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0

Figure 7.15:
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Results of penetration simulations. They were conducted at a penetration

−1 .

rate of 0.4 m·s

The penetration force in the high density regolith presents slightly more oscillations than in the low density regolith. This was also observed experimentally.
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This might be due to some minor arching or inter-locking of the simulated particles. However since the particles are round, the inter-locking is easy to overcome
and the force falls back down.
It is proposed here that the small ratio between the penetration force in high
density regolith and low density regolith is due mainly to the particle shape.
Non-spherical particle shapes should be envisaged. The simplest to implement
in the GPU DEM environment is most probably clump or lump particles made
of 2 or more basic round particles (as used in [113]). The fact that the friction
angles obtained with the interaction parameters chosen to model the particleparticle interaction are low also contributes to a lower force. Finally the absence
of friction between the FE and the DEM particles also contributes to the lower
high density penetration force. Indeed to simplify to a maximum, only normal
forces were implemented between FE and the DEM particles.

7.6 DRD penetration simulations
Numerical simulations of a full DRD were conducted. The same size of particles
and of container volume were used as in the MDH numerical simulations. The
two halves of the simulated DRD are controlled in displacement. The chosen
displacement corresponds to a 30 % slippage rate, constant during the entire
penetration. The amplitude is set to 0.15 m which has been scaled up from the
highest DRD amplitude as the regolith domain was up-scaled (2 by 2 by 5 m).
The particles are prepared at 1 569 kg·m−3 as in the MDH simulations.
Figure 7.16(a) presents the penetration force on both DRD halves (one in grey
and the other one in black). As expected based on the experiments lead on the
reciprocating MDH, the penetration force drops to zero once retraction begins.
As depth increases the penetration force increases. Once the DRD is deeper, the
force during the retraction of a half valve is no longer zero. Except from a few
peaks, the traction force is very small. However the ratio of simulated traction
force to penetration force is higher than the experimentally observed one.
The lateral forces obtained during the DRD simulation are presented in Fig. 7.16(b).
They are of the same order of magnitude, if not higher than the penetration force.
The lateral fore on a receding half DRD is very small when compared to the lateral force on the penetrating half. These simulations conrm the conclusions
of the analytical derivations lead in subsection 6.4.3. This thus conrms that in
DRD, the penetrating half is subject to an important lateral force that is of the
same order of magnitude as the penetration force and much higher than the lateral force the receding valve is subject to. Unless the DRD drill stem is innitely
rigid, the low lateral force on the receding valve will not be enough to counter-act
the lateral force on the penetrating half DRD and the DRD will present side-ways
displacements.
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(a) Penetration force.
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(b) Lateral force.
Figure 7.16:

DRD simulation results: lateral and penetration force. The force one half

is subject to is in grey and the force the other one is subject to is in black
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7.7 Million particle simulations
As described in section 7.1 of this chapter, modelling DRD requires simulation
capabilities of over a million particles interacting. The goal of this chapter is
to prove the feasibility of such a simulation on a single desktop computer. A
desktop computer with a NVIDIA  Tesla M2050 GPU (3 GB, 515 GFlops with
doubles) was used to run the simulations. The same MDH 1 static penetration
simulations were run. When increasing the number of particles from 36 000 to
over a million, the size of the particles decreases, which leads to a decrease in the
critical time step. A given simulation thus takes longer since more time steps are
required to simulate the same duration. As done in [105], here we have scaled
up our simulation to counter act the decrease in time step due to the decrease in
particle size.
The experiment was scaled up by a factor of 10 compared to the previous simulations. Over one million particles with a radius between 15 and 7.5 cm were
generated in a rectangular box (base of 20 by 20 m). Figure 7.17 presents an
image of the simulated MDH and of one particle. Figure 7.18 presents successive images of the simulation extracted from the post-processor. The particles
are coloured based on their displacements in the y-direction (gravity and penetration direction). The scale is given by Fig 7.18(h) (red for 0 m and blue for
-0.2 m). These images clearly indicate that the regolith is drawn down-wards
around the penetrating MDH. This was observed experimentally. The ability to
inspect the regolith dynamics with such numerical simulations will enable better
understanding of drill behaviours and hopefully better drill designs.
Here we have presented a one million particle simulation. In the rst section
of this chapter, it was determined that three million particles were necessary.
With the GPU on our desktop computer, its memory could not cope with more
than one million and a half particles. Since the computing is all done in parallel,
the only limitation is hardware memory. Though our GPU did not have enough
memory for three million particles, one like the NVIDIA  GPU C2070 has double
the memory and could cope with three million particles at the same computing
speed (or slightly faster since its memory access speed is higher).
Figure 7.19 presents the penetration force versus time. The penetration force
presents much less local oscillations than the penetration force simulated during
the MDH penetrations with 36 000 particles. This discrepancy most probably
comes from the much higher number of particles in contact with MDH in the one
million particle simulation than in the one with 36 000. Indeed, with only 36 000
particles, the individual particles are quite large compared to the MDH and few
will be in contact at the same time. One particle entering in contact or breaking
its contact with the simulated MDH will have a high importance. When one
million particles are used, many more particles are in contact with the MDH and
each individual particle will have much less inuence on the penetration force.
This conrms the need for large particle-number simulations for simulations of
regolith drilling.
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Comparison of simulated MDH and particle size. The particle is represen-

ted by the black dot left of the meshed MDH.

(a) t= 0s.

(b) t= 1s.

(c) t= 2s.

(d) t= 3s.

(e) t= 4s.

(f) t= 5s.

(g) t= 6s.

(h) Scale.

Figure 7.18:

DRD simulation images. The colour code represents the displacement in

the y-axis (gravity vector and penetration direction from 0 m (red) to -0.2 m (blue).
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MDH penetration force simulated with one million particles. Simulations
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done with particles prepared at 1 536 kg·m

7.8 Chapter conclusions
To complement the extensive experimental work done on DRD in regoliths,
solutions to simulate DRD in regolith were looked for. Classical FEM and SPH
methods were rapidly found to be unadapted for DRD regolith interaction (and
more generally for all drilling-regolith interaction). The DEM method was identied as promising but much too computer-intensive to enable precise simulation
of DRD. Indeed it was shown that simulations with over a million particles would
be necessary.
The very recent availability of GPU for scientic calculations has enabled massively parallel calculations. This made a million plus particle simulations feasible
on a single work station. It was thus decided to prove the feasibility of DRD simulations in regolith using DEM techniques. Additionally since a major focus of
the experimental work was the impact of relative density on regolith behaviour,
special emphasis was laid on the ability for DEM to have varying behaviours
with compaction and without any modication of the value of the interaction
parameters.
The numerical simulations rst established the possibility to prepare particles
at dierent compaction levels using dierent preparation techniques. Two main
ones were adopted: compacting under a high gravity eld with frictionless particles to obtain the highest possible density and compaction under 1 g with frictional particles. The DST simulations then showed the ability for DEM to properly
reproduce the modications in behaviour of the simulated regolith with compaction and without modications of the particles properties. Indeed prior to this
work, dierent responses had been obtained with dierent compaction levels of
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DEM, but this was generally accompanied with modications in particle sizes or
changes in other parameters [113].
Penetration simulations were then run with a numerical MDH. Despite the
fact that the higher compacted regolith did exhibit higher penetration forces,
the simulations were not considered as satisfactory. Indeed the ratio of the force
to penetrate the compacted regolith to the one required to penetrate the loose
regolith was much too low. It was suggested that non-spherical particles like the
ones used in [113] could be implemented in the GPU parallel architecture and
should solve this issue. A DRD simulation was then conducted. It showed the
importance of lateral forces on the DRD during reciprocation. This reinforces
the evidence allowing to conclude that lateral forces and displacements play a
key role in DRD. Finally a simulation with over one million particles was run. A
simple MDH penetration was simulated. It was run on a desktop computer.
Despite the few reservations in the performances of the GPU DEM simulations,
we have been able to prove the feasibility of very large number of particles simulations to simulate drilling in regolith. Additionally we have shown that DEM
is able to naturally vary its behaviour with compaction of the numerical particles. This is key to simulating the behaviour of DRD in regoliths since we have
observed experimentally that DRD modies the density of the regolith around it
which in turn modies its interaction with the regolith.
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Chapter 8
Recommendations in design and
practices
In this chapter, the recommendations that can be drawn from the research
developed in this thesis are presented. First the main question that motivated
the research exposed here is answered: What general system architecture should
be used for Dual Reciprocating Drilling (DRD) in regoliths?. A DRD design is
then proposed and some technological solutions are suggested. Then other, noninitially-envisaged consequences of this research are exposed: the need for regolith
preparation procedures, a exible-tip-mole concept and a sequential-regolith-drill
concept.

8.1 DRD architecture and design
8.1.1 DRD architecture selection
The main question that red the research that has been presented throughout
this thesis was: What general system architecture should be adopted to develop
an ecient DRD in extra-terrestrial regoliths?. In Chapter 3, two general system
architecture were proposed. They are recalled in Fig. 8.1. The main dierence
between these two system architectures is the positioning of the actuation subsystem. If it is left out of the ground, it will have low constraint on volume, but
the drill shaft will need to be articulate and transmit the mechanical loads. If it
is put inside the DRD head, then it will have very high constraints on volume
but the drill shaft will only have to transmit electrical power. In the rst case
the DRD system would take advantage of buckling stabilization to lower the drill
shaft mass, in the other one it cannot take advantage of this.
The ratio between traction and penetration force measured in Chapter 6 has
clearly shown that the traction force generated by the DRD in regolith is one to
two orders of magnitude lower than the penetration force. Even if the architecture
with the actuation system on the surface was chosen, there would be no signicant
buckling stabilization. The regolith particles getting stuck between the two halves
of the DRD drill stem during experiments presented in Chapter 5 illustrates the
great diculty of developing an articulated drill shaft with moving parts. Both
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Articulate
drill stem

Surface
module

DRD head

Mono-block
drill stem
DRD head
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(a) Surface actuator.
Figure 8.1:

(b) Integrated actuator.

Two possible DRD system architectures. AS stands for actuation system.

This gure was rst presented in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.4).

An actuation system for the

drill-stem was added to the integrated architecture.

these elements clearly indicate that the best system architecture for DRD is the
second architecture with the actuation system within the drill head.

Choosing an architecture with an actuation system within the drill head and
a non-articulated drill stem clearly draws the concept of planetary DRD away
from the manner biologists have suggested the wood wasp drills. Wood is very
dierent from regoliths and the optimal system in wood is not the optimal system
in regoliths. Having bbers in it, wood most probably presents similar traction
and compression forces. This allows buckling stabilization. This is not the case
in regoliths.

Though it is clear that the goal of no net external force required [45] is far
from being achieved, DRD has allowed to lower the normal force required to
penetrate regoliths (Chapter 5). Indeed, DRD did present higher penetration
than static penetration in regoliths. It was suggested that DRD lowers the force
required to penetrate thanks to the side-ways movements induced by the half
cone being pushed into the regolith and more generally by the ability of DRD to
mobilize localized shear zones instead of general shear. In some aspects this is
very similar to one of the techniques biologists have supposed wood wasps use and
that has been overlooked by space engineers for the moment: down-hole scraping
(detailed in Chapter 3). Because DRD in regoliths requires non-zero external
force, an actuation system to deploy and push on the drill is required. It has
been added in Fig. 8.1(b).

In planetary regoliths, it seems necessary to adopt a new vision of DRD: DRD
in regoliths allows to lower the penetration force required by inducing lateral movements and locally shearing the regolith. The following subsection will propose
a design proposition of DRD based on this new vision. The second architecture
with an integrated actuator is compatible with this vision of DRD.
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8.1.2 Design proposition
The general system architecture adopted for DRD in
regolith is presented in Fig. 8.2. The actuator is in the drill head. Above it a
payload-bay housing the dierent scientic instruments or sampling systems to
be brought down into the regolith to the targeted depth (and eventually brought
back out). To enable the penetration and the retrieval of the payload-bay and
drill head and also to enable the communication between the drill head or payload
bay and the main exploration vehicle, a deployment system is used. It requires
an actuation system. All of these sub-systems are supported by a surface module
(either autonomous or part of a larger exploration vehicle). The surface module
includes a power supply.
General architecture

Surface
module

Power supply
AS

Deployment
system
Payload bay
DRD head
with AS

Figure 8.2:

DRD general implementation overview.

The geometry of the drill head has been extensively
described in Chapter 3. Though optimisation of the drill head geometry is important and necessary, three other challenges seem of higher importance: sealing
the drill head, allowing lateral drill head mobility and miniaturising the actuator.
It is indeed key for reliability of the drilling-system to nd an ecient manner of
sealing the drill head. Regolith particles can be very small and if the two half-drill
heads are not hermetically sealed, regolith will nd its way into the drill head
and its actuator. This research has shown that lateral movements are benecial
for the drilling performance. Lateral mobility must be allowed by the drill head
design. the conclusion of this research is that the system the most adapted to
regolith is one with the actuation system inside the drill head. To integrate the
actuation system inside the drill head, it needs to be highly compact.

Drill head and actuator

Regarding the sealing of the drill head, a material supporting high levels of
shear is necessary. Indeed to ensure no regolith penetrates inside the drill head,
a sealing solution is necessary. A rubber or elastomer material with a very lowshear modulus and a very high maximum admissible shear deformation should
be found an integrated between the two drill head halves as depicted in Fig. 8.3.
The lower the shear modulus the lower the force to shear the material will be and
the more force will be left to act upon the regolith. The higher the maximum
admissible shear, the thinner the seal can be. However elastomers (or rubbers)
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are dicult to work with in space since some can present signicant out-gassing.
Even more critical, the exposure to the space environment (high UV, thermal
vacuum, extreme temperatures and oxygen radicals) can drastically modify the
properties of the elastomers [63]. These materials will also have to resist to the
very abrasive lunar regolith (due to the very angular particles). Two existing
solutions are DC 93-5O0 (American product protected by ITAR regulations) and
Mapsil QS 1123 (the European equivalent) [58].

Payload
bay

Figure 8.3:

DRD drill head and exible joints. The light grey zone represents the exible

joint between each drill head half and between the drill head and the payload above it
(dark grey). The deection of the drill head due to soil forces is shown.

In Chapter 5, the inuence of the lateral movement on penetration depth was put forward and it was conrmed in Chapter 6. It is key
to facilitate such lateral movements of the drill head. To do so the reciprocation
movement will naturally generate the lateral forces. However the drill must be
suciently exible to allow the lateral movement. To do so, a exible joint is
inserted between the drill head and the payload bay. A circular tube of the same
material used to seal the two drill head halves could be used. This is depicted in
Fig. 8.3. The elasticity of the material will enable the drill head to move laterally
under the action of the side-ways forces generated by the reciprocation. This is
shown in Fig. 8.3. The maximum deection can be controlled by adding metal
stops. The stiness of the material can be tuned to obtain an optimal side-ways
deection. Such an optimal side-ways deection should be investigated in future
research. Additionally, lateral deection could be used to do directional drilling.
By preferentially thrusting forward one half of the drill bit, the drill will deviate.
Lateral mobility

Regarding the actuation system, dierent options can be
envisaged. Some highly miniaturized actuation systems based on piezoelectric
systems exist. Piezoelectric linear actuators exist, however for the moment they
are very limited in force (approximately 7 N maximum for Physik Instrumente
GmbH products). To obtain high forces with piezoelectric actuators on a translation movement, stacks of piezoelectric disks are used. The disadvantage of such
systems is that each piezoelectric disk generates a displacement of a few microns.
To obtain 0.1 to 0.2 mm displacements with current technologies, one requires
a stack of around 20 mm high with a diameter of 25 mm (Physik Instrumente
GmbH products). To obtain displacements of around 5 to 12 mm, much larger
actuation systems are required. This would generate a very long or very large drill
head. This is unreasonable for a compact, low-weight regolith exploration system.
However, since the technology exists to generate smaller amplitude movements
Actuation system
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(sub-millimetre) with reasonably sized piezoelectric actuators, it is recommended
as future research to investigate whether or not such small displacements are able
to lower the penetration force (like the 5 to 12 mm one were able to).
It is thus necessary to rely on a conventional motor and mechanism to generate
the reciprocation movement. Small high torque motors are available like the ones
proposed by Maxon . To transform the motor's rotations into a reciprocation
movement the mechanism in Fig. 8.4 is an option. Such a mechanism is classically
called a cylindrical cam (or barrel cam). The motor's shaft is linked to a cylinder
with two sine grooves going around it. Each half drill head is attached via balljoints to the cylinder's grooves. As the cylinder turns the half-drill heads go
up and down in opposition to each other. They are maintained in a translation
movement thanks to a linear guide with the motor casing. This linear guide can be
implemented with a T-shaped groove like the one used in the experimental setup
in Chapter 5. Here to obtain the reciprocation it is not necessary to alternate
the motors rotation direction. If a screw like groove was carved into the surface
of the cylinder, it would be necessary to alternate the motor's rotation direction
but variable amplitudes could be obtained.

Figure 8.4:

Integrated actuation mechanism in drill head. The motor and rotating shaft

are in black. The rotating cylinder attached to the shaft and presenting two grooves is
in grey. On each side of the motor linear guides are represented. The xed reference is
above the motor and is the payload bay.

The payload bay houses the scientic subsystems. Though the
drilling telemetry will enable assessing the regoliths properties, the drilling's main
goal is to bring the scientic payload to the location scientists have requested.
This bay can contain: a sampling system (like the Archimedes screw envisaged on
MoonLITE), a micro-seismometer, micro-gyroscope, micro-hygrometer (all proposed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [129]), a thermal probe and a thermal
couple (like MUlti PUrpose Sensor package (MUPUS) [125]) or any other scientic
instrument that requires access to the sub-surface to conduct its measurements.
Payload-bay

The regolith displacement tracking experiments reported in subsection 6.3.4
showed that reciprocating can generate large amounts of disturbances around the
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drill head and drill stem. If a sample is to be taken by a system in the payload
bay, it is crucial that such a system be able to sample at one to two drill stem
radiuses from the payload bay. This will ensure sampling some regolith that has
been less disturbed by the drilling process.
A deployment system can have numerous functions: ensure the communication between the payload-bay drill head system and the main
exploration vehicle; push on the drill head to facilitate its drilling; ensure the
stability of the bore-hole to enable further lowering of instruments or evacuation
of drillings and samples or; the retrieval of the drill head and the payload bay
after the drilling and science operations. For systems targeting 1 to 2 m deep
drilling, most options proposed are either drill string assembly (like on the rst
ExoMars designs [107] or on the Apollo missions [94]) or are just tethers that
ensure only communication and some-times retrieval (like the Heat Flow and
Physical Properties Package (HP3 ) mole or the Beagle mole). Tethers are very
compact but cannot transmit loads or stabilize the bore-hole. Assembling drill
strings is complex and requires large and heavy robotics.
Deployment system

To ensure bore-hole stability while staying highly compact it is possible to
use deployable booms. These have been developed for numerous applications on
Earth and in space (solar sail deployment [40, 71], MUPUS probe or thermal
sensor positioning [125, 65]). These booms can be rolled up like a tape measurer
and once deployed form a full or partial cylinder. Pictures of two solutions (one
metal and the other in glass bbers) are presented in Fig. 8.5. Very long drill
stems can thus be rolled up and occupy very small volumes. The deployment of
the boom is controlled by a simple motor that rolls the boom in and out. The
advantage of the composite booms is that they are stable in both the rolled up and
deployed conguration. Additionally, it is possible to integrate wires and other
elements inside the booms structure, thus facilitating communication between the
main vehicle and the payload-bay and drill head. The nal DRD design proposed
is shown in Fig. 8.6.
The main drawback to such deployment systems appears when important loads
need to be transmitted. Though DRD should enable to lower the required loads,
being able to transmit the highest load possible will always help the drilling
process. The booms once fully deployed are very stable and can transmit very
important loads. However when they are deploying, the zone that is transiting
from the rolled-up conguration to the deployed conguration can easily buckle
as can be seen in Fig 8.7(a). To solve this problem an additional mechanism can
be added. A gripping or friction pad system can circle the top of the deployed
boom and transmit the mechanical loads instead of having them transmit through
the transition zone subject to buckling. This is illustrated in Fig. 8.7(b).
A nal advantage of such deployable booms is that they
can easily be inserted one into another. As can be seen in the Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) view in Fig. 8.13(a) left. While the exterior tube ensures boreDown the hole access
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(a) Metal
boom.
Figure 8.5:
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deployable (b) Bi-stable composite
boom.

Two possible deployable booms, one is metal and only stable in deployed

conguration, the other is stable in rolled and deployed conguration. Metal boom courtesy N Kömle and Polish Space Research Centre; bi-stable boom courtesy of RolaTube
Ltd.

Figure 8.6:

CAD view of nal DRD design. The drill head is left, with yellow payload

bay above it. The deployment system is red and the housing is not represented.

hole stability, the interior one can lower or raise scientic instruments, samples
or drilling debris.

8.2 Other practical consequences
In this section, we detail the other major lessons learned and ideas prompted
by the research presented in this thesis that do not directly address DRD but
extra-terrestrial regolith exploration in general. First the importance of standardisation in regolith preparation method reporting is discussed. How to take
advantage of the lessons learned during this research to enhance the performance
and penetration mechanics of the mole is envisaged. The main focus is set on
allowing the mole to have a force-ecient manner of shearing regolith. Finally,
an entirely new drilling system concept is proposed.
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(a) Boom buckling in transition zone. (b) Compression stresses deviated from
transition zone: no buckling.
Figure 8.7:

Pictures of deployable boom buckling and not buckling thanks to deviation

of mechanical loads from transition zone. The loads are deviated via a friction pad.

8.2.1 Regolith simulant preparation procedures
The high eect of regolith preparation methods on space-system performances
has once again been illustrated in the experimental and numerical work conducted
during this thesis (Chapter 4 to 7). Despite these examples and the numerous
others identied in the literature review (section 2.3), there is no general consensus
in the space community or in the European space community on the methods or
reporting that should be used. If system performances are to be compared and
if space systems are to be tested in the most stringent conditions possible some
harmonisation is required.
Indeed, [110] reports the tests done on the PLanetary Underground TOol
(PLUTO) mole that ew on the European Space Agency (ESA) Beagle 2 mission
to Mars. A rapid description of the simulant used is given (particle size distribution and mineral origin). However no indications are given on the manner the
regolith was prepared. The achieved bulk density is not reported and neither is
an estimation of void ratio or relative density. This makes the presented results
very dicult to compare to other results and almost impossible to reproduce. An
extensive review of the available literature on PLUTO testing did not give any
other details on the regolith preparation methods. In [38], regolith penetration
with a probe are recorded. Though one plot illustrates the inuence of the bulk
density of the regolith on penetration forces for a given regolith, nothing is said on
how these two regolith bulk densities were achieved. All the other experimental
explorations are given without any precision on regolith bulk density or relative
density. These are just two examples of high quality publications that lack information on regolith preparation methods, thus disabling result reproduction and
comparison.
The work presented in Chapter 4 is a step towards method or reporting standardisation. Because of the very small number of solar systems exploration missions
and the even smaller number of these missions that will enter in contact with
extra-terrestrial regolith, developing standard methods for all to use seems too
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costly. It is thus suggested that at least a standard reporting procedure should
be elaborated. As a minimum this would include:
 a description of the sample preparation method used.
 a measure of the density or void ratio obtained.
 an evaluation of the dispersion of the obtained density or void ratio (from
one preparation to another and from one location to another for the same
sample when it is large enough).
 an evaluation of the minimum and maximum density or void ratio achievable
with the prepared regolith (for relative density evaluation).

8.2.2 Flexible tip mole
The mole is the only drilling system specialized in regoliths. It is very ecient in such substrates because it is uses dynamic impacts to penetrate even
compacted regoliths [109, 110, 57]. It is also adapted for space applications since
it is compact and mechanically very simple (which should translate into high
reliability). However it's main drawback is the manner it shears the regolith.
By pushing straight into the regolith it mobilizes general shear (like the Cone
Penetration Test (CPT) does [130]) and thus the highest possible penetration
force.
This research has shown that it is possible to lower the penetration force by
mobilizing more localized shear. How could the mole concept be slightly modied
to allow it to have a less force consuming penetration while staying compact and
mechanically simple? The easiest manner seems to be by inducing slight lateral
movements along with the main shock of the hammer in the general progression.
The simplest manner of doing so seems to use the main shock of the hammer to
generate the lateral movement. To do so it is necessary to break the axisymmetric
of the mole tip. The impact of the hammer on the mole tip will generate a forward
push. The non axial-symmetry of the mole exterior will cause a non axial reaction
of the penetrated regolith.
To do so, two systems are proposed here. The rst one is a deformable tip
design. Figure 8.8(a) presents such a deformable tip. The cone of the mole
presents grooves. This gure shows a cone with eight equal spaced grooves,
but one could choose four, six or more grooves. These grooves are led with
memory-shape alloys like the ones presented in [119] or can be lled with materials
having a high thermal expansion coecient. The metal or material used for
the rest of the tip must have a low conductivity to enable heating a groove
individually. Upon heating each groove, it expands. It is thus possible to curve
the tip of the mole by heating the grooves on one side of the mole tip. A schematic
illustrating this concept is presented in Fig. 8.8(b). The heated side expands and
the non-heated side contracts as a result of the expansion of the other side. This
system has the advantage of adding no additional mechanisms or moving parts.
However the design of the tip, with the right materials to enable dierential
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heating of the grooves and the integration of the electrical wiring are complex
issues. Additionally, heating will be very power consuming and might lower the
interest for the mole as a low-power system.

(a) Image of the grooved (b) Schematic of tip deforcone.
mation.
Figure 8.8:

Image and schematic of deformable mole tip.

The other envisaged solution is to enable the tip of the mole to bend compared
to the mole body or casing. Instead of adding an active system with a mechanism,
a passive system is proposed. A exible part, like a circular rubber joint, is
put between the moles exterior casing and the mole tip. A general view of the
modied mole is presented in Fig. 8.9(a) and a zoom on the link between the mole
tip and the mole casing it presented in Fig. 8.9(b). To cause the rotation of the
mole tip compared to the body or casing, the mole's hammer is slightly inclined
instead of being at. This can also be seen in Fig. 8.9(b). As the hammer goes
down onto the tip, it forces it to bend. The tip thus breaks the axisymmetric
of the mole. This is shown by the thick arrows in Fig. 8.9(b). It is possible to
change the impact side by rotating the hammer around the main-axis or length
of the mole (as shown by the arrow in Fig 8.9(a)). The deection of the mole
tip after the hammer impact is shown in Fig 8.9(c). Figure 8.10 shows the CAD
implementation of this concept. One subgure shows the entire mole and the
other shows the hammer inside without the exterior casing. The exible joint is
in black.
There is another advantage to having one of these two systems implemented in
the mole design. Indeed a deformable tip or a bending tip will also allow to do
directional drilling. Indeed, by repeatedly deforming the tip in the same direction
or by repeatedly hitting the tip on the same side (in the bending concept), the
mole will deviate from its linear path. This would enable the mole to be a
much more versatile regolith exploration tool. The modications to classical mole
designs proposed here add very little system complexity. They could potentially
increase performance and enable a new functionality. The exploration of such
concepts should be envisaged as spin-o work from this thesis.
During static penetrations, the regolith displacement tracking experiments presented in subsection 6.3.4 showed that some regolith particles from surface layers
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Hammer

Casing

Flexible part

Mole tip

(a) General view.
Figure 8.9:

(b) Zoom.

(c) Deected tip.

Mobile tip mole concept. In the general view, the arrow shows the possibility

for the hammer to be rotated to deect the mobile tip in dierent directions from one
hit to another. In the zoom, the thick arrows show the downwards movement of the
mole hammer and the deection of the tip enabled by its exible joint with the casing
and created by the impact of the slanted hammer.

(a) View with casing.
Figure 8.10:

(b) View without casing.

CAD view of mobile tip mole concept. The exible joint is in black
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can be brought down with the penetrator (in the layer surrounding the penetrator). This has some consequences on the sampling devices generally integrated
in mole designs. For designs resembling the HP3 design (a tractor mole and a
payload follower [56]) the sampling system in the payload bay needs to be able
to obtain a sample suciently far away from the mole (around one mole radius
as for the DRD system proposed in the chapter). For systems like the one proposed for the Beagle 2 mole [108] (sampling from the nose), particles from the top
layers could be present in the sample taken. This should be tested (it has not,
to the knowledge of the author). However, since the mole progress using shocks,
the dynamics of the regolith around the mole could be dierent than around a
penetrator during Static Penetration (SP).

8.2.3 Sequential regolith driller
Though the research presented in this thesis does not directly contribute or
justify the following regolith drilling system design, the questions raised by the
research and the general understanding of regolith behaviour have contributed
to forge the following ideas and design presented in this subsection. The goal of
the following paragraphs is not to extensively justify the proposed concept but
to propose it as a possibly highly-ecient solution to regolith exploration.
When dealing with regolith excavation or penetration, the less force consuming
manner to displace the regolith is to shear it and mobilize the smallest shear
surfaces as possible. Compressing or pushing down on the regolith will lead to
large shear zones resisting the penetration. A small scoop or blade will enable
to shear the regolith very locally. Once a small portion of regolith is sheared or
cut-o, it is necessary to evacuate it. Indeed it cannot be pushed down or to the
side since this creates high resistance. An evacuation is thus necessary. Finally,
because regolith does not always present stable borehole walls, it is also necessary
to stabilize the borehole walls. There are three functions that must thus be lled:
 local shearing.
 evacuation.
 bore-hole stabilization.
To ll in these functions, the deployable booms presented in subsection 8.1.2
are envisaged. The following regolith drilling system will be referred to as the
sequential regolith drill. Two deployable booms are used one inside another. The
outside one's main function is to stabilize the bore-hole. The inner one allows
to lower and raise a scoop, thus ensuring the local shearing and evacuation function. A general schematic of the sequential regolith drilling process is presented
Fig. 8.11. The exterior boom is rolled-up on the largest of the two deployment
systems and the inner boom is rolled-up on the smallest of the deployment systems. The extremity of the interior boom has a scoop xed at the end of it. The
interior boom lowers the scope inside the hole stabilized by the exterior boom
(B). Once the bottom of the hole is reached the scoop is closed (C). The closed
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scoop with regolith is then brought back out of the hole (D). The regolith inside
the scoop is then emptied out onto a regolith retrieval system (E). Finally the exterior boom is moved forwards (F). This sequence is repeated till the nal depth
is reached (or full boom extension).
A

B

C

D

E

F

deployment
systems

regolith
retrieval
interior boom
and scoop

exterior boom

Figure 8.11:

Sequential regolith drill concept. Steps A to F are repeated till the nal

depth is reached (or full boom extension).

Figure 8.12 presents a zoom the sequential drill's tip and illustrates the regolith's movements during a cycle of the drill. The scoop is lowered in the bore-hole
till it reaches the surface of the regolith (C1). It is then closed on the regolith
underneath it (C2) and is moved out of the hole. This evacuates some of the
regolith inside and under the exterior boom. The exterior boom is then pushed
into the regolith (F1). This can be done with very little force. Indeed, even if
some regolith is still present inside and underneath the exterior boom, the place
freed by the scoop enables the remaining regolith to fall inside the freed space.
Thus the exterior boom does not need to compress the regolith to enable its
progression to its next stop (F2).
B

Figure 8.12:

C1

C2

F1

F2

Regolith movements at tip of sequential regolith drill.

represented by the dotted texture.

The regolith is
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Figure 8.13(a) presents two CAD views of the proposed system: one with the
exterior tube visible and one with the exterior tube deleted so the inner parts can
be seen. In these representations the scoop is closed. One of the main advantages
of such a design is its very easy down-hole access thanks to the interior deployable
boom. This enables a very large range of applications: retrieving a sample from
down the hole, placing multiple sensors down in the hole, one at a time or as
a package, or placing a sensor at given depths all along the stabilized bore-hole
to measure the evolution of a quantity with depth. The down-hole access could
also enable changing the scope to dierent types of drilling tools like rotary or
percussive drilling if some harder layers are encountered. However being able
to change the scoop to another drilling system would require complex robotic
manipulation systems. A zoom on the closed and open scoop is also presented
(Figs 8.13(b) and 8.13(c)). This is a rough proposition and the motor to actuate
the scoop would need to be highly miniaturized.

(a) Full view with and without exterior boom.

(b) Zoom on closed scoop.
Figure 8.13:

(c) Zoom on open scoop.

CAD view of the sequential regolith drill.

8.3 Chapter conclusions
In this chapter, the main research goal set out for this thesis was addressed:
the trade-o between the two DRD system architectures was made. The system
architecture with a miniaturized actuator inside the drill head was adopted. Some
technological solutions to implement this system architecture were proposed like
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the use of a deployable drill stem using bi-stable booms. Special emphasis was
also laid on the need to enable the drill head to have lateral movements to ensure
the best performance.
Some other practical and immediate consequences of the research conducted
were also developed. The need for standardisation in regolith preparation techniques and/or their reporting was clearly demonstrated. A base-line proposition
was formulated. To enable mole systems to generate lateral forces when penetrating regoliths, two design concepts were proposed. Finally this research fostered a
new regolith exploration system concept was also presented: a sequential regolith
drill using the bi-stable deployable booms.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
This chapter summarises the results presented in this thesis and concludes the
work. It highlights the major novelty points and contributions to the state of
the art. The journal and conference publications this work was presented in are
listed. Finally it proposes the next research steps to be taken to build on this
work.

9.1 Thesis overview
An overview of the thesis is presented here, chapter by chapter.
exposed the rational behind the need for sub-surface planetary exploration: mainly nding traces of extinct or extant life on other bodies than
Earth. It also illustrated the diculty and challenges linked to such an endeavour. The most note worthy are the need for autonomy, reliability and the lack
of power and thrust or push on the drill or penetration system. The lack of high
forces to push on a rotary drill explains why the performances of this extensively
used technique on Earth are not sucient for space applications. The need for
new solutions was thus clearly demonstrated. The novel solutions being explored
were thus reviewed. Amongst these, emphasis was laid on the promising drilling
technique inspired by the wood-wasp and subject of this thesis: Dual Reciprocating Drilling (DRD). It was believed that this drilling technique could generate
its own drilling thrust and not require external push to operate. The work on
the rst DRD prototype was reviewed. Finally the elds of soil mechanics and
terrestrial drilling were reviewed to enable this space oriented DRD to benet
from terrestrial heritage.
Chapter 2

started by a synthesis of the knowledge on the wood wasp and its
ovipositor. Two main functionalities that enable it to drill despite its very small
size and small weight were highlighted: reaction generation and buckling stabilization. Two general DRD system architectures were then proposed: one taking
only advantage of reaction generation and the other one taking advantage of both
bio-inspired functionalities. The main bridge to be gapped by the research presented in this thesis was then highlighted: because of the lack of knowledge on
the behaviour of DRD in general and in regoliths in particular, it is impossible for
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engineers to design an optimized DRD let alone make a general system architecture trade-o. Numerous parameters possibly inuencing the behaviour of DRD
in regoliths were then identied. It was decided the main focus of the research
would be laid on the drill head and not on drillings' evacuation. Finally, based on
the predominance of experimental work, identied during the literature review,
in the space, the drilling and the soil mechanics communities, it was decided to
address the bridge to be gapped with a predominantly experimental approach.
dened and characterised planetary regolith simulants to test the
drill in and their preparation methods. Indeed it is necessary to know the properties of the substrate being drilled into and to be able to prepare it in a repeatable
manner from one experiment to another to allow precise interpretation of drilling
results. The fundamental properties of the regolith simulants were thus measured (particle size distribution, particle shape, particle density, minimum density,
maximum density and water content). Because these simulants were to be used
for drilling experiments, prime focus was given to measuring and understanding
their mechanical behaviour above their chemical composition or other properties. In the literature review, the high inuence of regolith relative density was
identied as having a major impact on space system performances yet no specic attention was laid on this aspect when testing space systems (in the recent
past). Thus regolith simulant preparation methods were proposed and tested.
Finally these regolith preparation methods enabled to prepare the regolith simulants at dierent densities to conduct Direct Shear Test (DST) and Static
Penetration (SP) tests. The results of these tests proved the eciency of the
proposed preparation methods to drastically vary the mechanical behaviour of a
given regolith simulant. These tests also enabled to measure the shear strength
of the regolith simulants.
Chapter 4

presented the rst ever exploration of the performance of DRD in regoliths. A custom test bench was designed and built for this series of experiments.
The regolith nature, regolith preparation method, reciprocation amplitude and
frequency and the overhead force were varied. The experimental results proved
the added penetration allowed by DRD when compared to SP. The high impact of regolith relative density on space system performance was conrmed by
these experiments. More importantly, based on the experimental observations,
the concept of slippage for DRD was introduced. Indeed the half drill bit that is
being pulled on does not stay x compared to the regolith but moves backwards.
Very high levels of slippage were observed during the experiments. Such high
levels and the observations of the surface deformations require a revised vision
of DRD that the previous research had put forward (mainly static). Thus new
DRD penetration mechanics were proposed: local compaction, lateral shear and
local shear. An analytical model justied the possibility for the drill to progress
through local compaction. The possible importance of lateral movements induced
by the non-axisymmetric shape of a half DRD was hypothesized. A new analysis
of experimental data collected prior to this thesis also revealed very high levels
of slippage when drilling into low compressive strength rocks. The importance of
lateral movements in such a substrate was suggested.
Chapter 5
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reported the second experiment done for DRD in regoliths. Building
on the results of the previous experiment (importance of slippage and possible
importance of lateral movements) and on its drawbacks (high friction between
drill bit halves due to regolith and lack of control of side-ways forces), a simplied
test set-up was proposed. A Mono-block Drill Head (MDH) was manufactured
and the movements of the full DRD were replicated by reciprocating the MDH
in the regolith. A force sensor allowed to precisely measure the penetration and
traction force between the regolith and the MDH. The importance of slippage on
the force between the regolith and the MDH was experimentally demonstrated.
In poured regoliths a semi-analytical model was proposed to model the inuence
of slippage on the force required to penetrate the regolith. The traction forces
measured were one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the penetration
forces. This clearly proved that the drill was not progressing as initially envisaged
before this research and that other mechanics were at hand. To enable a better
understanding of the regolith dynamics around the MDH, a displacement tracking
experiment was set-up with the existing setup. This allowed to observe, in low
density regoliths, the local compaction due to the reciprocation. It also allowed to
propose an explanation to the a priori contradictory results between the increase
in penetration depth thanks to the reciprocation in the DRD experiments and the
higher penetration forces caused by the reciprocation in the MDH experiments.
The proposed explanation was the importance of side-ways movements in DRD
penetration that were absent here because of the axisymmetric MDH. To support
this hypothesis, an analytical model of the ratio between lateral force applied to
a half drill head and penetration force applied to the full drill head proved that
the lateral force is at least 0.1 times the penetration force if not equal or higher
than the penetration force. This conrmed the importance of lateral forces and
movements in DRD. The penetration mechanics proposed in the previous chapter
were thus revised to include the lateral movements.
Chapter 6

explored the feasibility of simulating DRD. Indeed to complement
the experimental work done on DRD and to help regolith drill designs in general,
numerical simulation tools are necessary. However when the research presented
in this thesis was started, no solutions were available. However the recent availability of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to conduct massively parallel scientic
calculations has made simulations with over one million particles possible. Such
high number of particles is necessary to accurately simulate DRD in regoliths.
Like in the experimental work, emphasis was laid on the evaluation of the varying properties of the simulated regolith based on its compaction. The commercial software Impetus AFEA was modied to implement Discrete Element
Model (DEM) for regoliths. Like in Chapter 4 numerical regolith preparation
methods were proposed and tested. Then DSTs were conducted on the numerical regolith. The general behaviour of regoliths subject to shear was precisely
captured: presence of peak shear strengths for compacted regoliths and their absence for non compacted ones, dependency of shear strength on normal pressure
and, independence of critical shear strength from initial compaction. Penetration
tests were then simulated. Contrary to the previous results, these simulations did
not lead to highly satisfactory results. Indeed the compacted regolith was more
Chapter 7
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dicult to penetrate than the loosely compacted regolith, but only slightly more
dicult. It was suggested that implementing non-spherical particles in the GPU
DEM could solve this issue. Finally a penetration simulation using over one million particles was conducted to prove the feasibility of such large simulations in
a reasonable computation time. Despite the pending developments required for
DEM on GPU to model regolith behaviour, the potential of this new technology
for regolith-space system interaction simulation was clearly established. Additionally, the forces obtained during a DRD simulation conrmed the importance of
lateral forces in DRD.
Chapter 8 summarised all the recommendations drawn from the research presented in this thesis on planetary regolith exploration systems. First the new
understanding of DRD and how it penetrates into regolith allowed to chose between the two general DRD system architectures proposed in Chapter 3. Because
of the very small traction force that a DRD can generate in regolith, it is preferable to have a non-articulated drill stem and to position the actuator inside
the drill head. In the proposed system design, the need for sealing the drill head
and enabling its lateral movements was highlighted. A technological solution for
a compact deployment system was also put forward. Other consequences of this
research not directly applied to DRD were then derived. The need for standardisation of regolith preparation procedure reporting when testing space systems
was explained and a base-line minimum requirement was proposed. Two solutions
were proposed to enable mole type regolith exploration systems to generate lateral movements while maintaining their system complexity to a minimum. These
lateral movements should facilitate their penetration as they do for DRD. Finally, a new regolith drilling concept that was thought of during this research
was presented.

9.2 Novelty of research
The major contributions of the state-of-the-art of this thesis are:
Dierent
regolith preparation techniques were proposed, calibrated and used to prepare
the regolith sample to be drilled into. Before this work, in the space community,
much emphasis was laid on measuring the properties of the regolith simulants but
little attention was set on their variations with compaction. This work and previous ones have shown that compaction is critical for space systems performance
in regolith. The proposed preparation methods will thus allow higher precision
in space system testing when regolith is involved. Additionally ve regolith simulants were characterised.

Proposal and calibration of regolith preparation techniques

Thanks to the rst ever experimental exploration of DRD, it was shown that in regolith the drill does not
progress as initially envisaged. Indeed it was thought that the drill could generate
its own penetration force by gripping onto the penetrated material. However the
Modication of the manner DRD is seen
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DRD did not seem to do so during experiments. This was conrmed by the force
measurements done on a mono-block drill head. DRD is now seen as enabling to
lower the required penetration force by shearing and acting on regolith locally.
The concept of slippage for DRD was introduced in this thesis. It is key to quantify and understand how DRD penetrates
into regolith. The concept of slippage was imported from wheel-soil interaction
modelling and adapted to DRD. All experiments exhibited very high levels of
slippage. A semi-analytical model using the concept of slippage to predict the
penetration force in poured regoliths was proposed. Experiments prior to this
thesis were re-examined and high levels of slippage were also obtained.

The concept of slippage for DRD

Importance of lateral forces and movements and the proposal of pene-

Based on the experimental measurements and observations, three dierent penetration mechanics of DRD in
regoliths were proposed: local compaction, lateral shear and local shear. The
importance of lateral force and movements was also proposed. An analytical derivation showed that the lateral forces induced by the geometry of the drill head
are important and can be even higher than the penetration forces. Numerical
simulations conrmed this.
tration mechanics for DRD in regolith

The proposal of a DRD system architecture adapted to its behaviour

Based on the novel understanding of DRD in regolith, an adapted
DRD system architecture was proposed. Some technological solutions to implement it were put forward.
in regolith

The proof of GPU DEM as a suitable solution for regolith drill simu-

The eciency of GPU DEM to conduct very large number of particles
simulations for regolith drill interaction was proven. The ability for DEM to
reproduce the varying behaviour of regolith with compaction was also shown.
This is key for DRD simulations since it modied the compaction of the regolith
around it.
lation

The proposal of other concepts and designs for planetary regolith ex-

Finally some other concepts for regolith exploration were proposed.
A mole with a mobile tip concept was proposed. The goal is to enable mole
systems to benet from lateral movements like DRD does. A sequential regolith
drill concept born during this research was nally proposed.
ploration

9.3 Publications
The work described in this thesis was published and presented in journals,
conferences and invited seminars. These are summarized here. The number of
the chapter that details the work presented in each publication is indicated in
parenthesis.
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9.4 Perspectives
The research presented in this thesis was the rst work on DRD in planetary
regoliths. It has allowed to revise the manner DRD is perceived and has proposed
an adapted system architecture. However much work must still be conducted
before an optimized and space-qualied regolith DRD can be own. Additionally,
this work has opened up or fostered ideas that reach further out than regolith
DRD and that should be pursued and followed up. Here the dierent perspectives
and research topics that are believed to be the most important and promising are
listed.
Deepen our understanding of the importance of lateral movements and

The importance of the side-ways movements and forces during
DRD have clearly been shown in this thesis. However since they were not at all
envisaged at the start of this research, no experiments were designed to control
or measure these lateral displacements and forces. The precise quantication of
their inuence on penetration performance should be conducted.
force in DRD

Explore the eciency of DRD with sub-millimetre amplitude move-

The existence of highly miniaturized piezoelectric actuators makes implementing a DRD with sub-millimetre amplitude movements feasible. Small
amplitudes would also facilitate nding a material to seal the drill head since
it would be subject to lower levels of shearing. The eciency of sub-millimetre
amplitudes should thus be explored.

ments

The proposed
system architecture for DRD should be implemented and tested. This would
allow to prove that DRD enables to lower the force required to penetrate regolith.
Additionally it would enable using deployable tubes for the rst time in a regolith
exploration system.
Develop a prototype of DRD with an integrated actuator

Very little is known on
how the wood-wasp operates DRD: frequency, amplitudes, etc. Though the targeted substrates are very dierent (wood for the insect and regoliths for the space
community), any additional understanding or data on the wood-wasp drilling
would help rene the space drill design. However caution must be taken when
directly importing the observations made on the insect into the regolith drill
design.
Better understanding of how the wood-wasp drills

Further the development of GPU DEM. The possibility to lump particles
together should be implemented in a GPU compatible architecture. Friction
forces between the Finite Element (FE) and the DEM should also be added into a
GPU architecture. This would enable much more precise and realistic simulations
of regolith in DRD, or regolith drills and of any regolith-system interaction (like
a rover wheel or an excavator).
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The
two concepts proposed at the end of this thesis as possible solutions for regolith
exploration should be tested. Simple prototypes should be developed to test and
refute or prove the added value of such systems. This would enable either cutting
o this suggested research route or conrm it and enable system optimization and
design as well as an exploration of the performance drivers of the two proposed
concepts.
Test the mobile tip mole and sequential regolith drill concepts.

Appendix A
French summary / synthèse en
français
Chapitre 1 - Introduction
Ce chapitre expose les motivations derrière ces travaux de recherche. Le cadre
de l'étude est également xé, notamment sa position vis-à-vis de la technologie
antérieure. Les objectifs des travaux de recherche sont dénis et le caractère
original et novateur de ces objectifs est mis en avant. Finalement la structure du
document est décrite.
Le but principal de l'exploration du système solaire est la découverte de traces
de vie, passée ou présente, ailleurs que sur la Terre. Les scientiques savent désormais qu'il est indispensable d'avoir accès à l'intérieur des corps planétaires pour
identier de telles traces. En eet, à cause des ux de rayons UV et les particules
oxydantes présentes à la surface de ces corps, aucune trace de vie actuelle ou
passée n'a pu subsister. En plus d'être indispensable pour la recherche de la vie
extra-terrestre, l'exploration des sols et sous-sols planétaires génère de grandes
quantités de données. L'évaluation des ressources in-situ, de la stratigraphie, des
propriétés géotechniques et des molécules présentes dans le sous-sol permettra
de préparer l'exploration humaine du système solaire et une meilleure compréhension du passé du système solaire et de notre planète Terre. Des forages sont
réalisés quotidiennement sur Terre pour accéder aux ressources minières, gazières,
pétrolières ou tout simplement pour les constructions humaines. La plupart de
ces forages sont réalisés par des forages rotatifs. Malgré la position critique de ces
activités dans le développement économique de toute l'humanité, cette profession
demeure très empirique et mal comprise. Les contraintes spéciques aux missions
spatiales rendent le forage rotatif encore plus dicile : besoin d'une grande autonomie, très peu de force pour pousser sur la tête de forage à cause de la faible
gravité et des faibles masses des sondes. Des forages ont été réalisés sur la Lune
lors des missions américaines Apollo et des missions russes Luna. Ces forages ont
tous utilisé des techniques rotatives. Ces missions étaient bien plus massives et
coûteuses que celles d'aujourd'hui. Pour les missions du futur il faut de nouvelles
solutions technologiques.
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Dans le cadre d'une étude de l'Agence Spatiale Européenne sur les applications
biomimétiques pour le spatiale, deux techniques de forage ont été identiées : le
forage inspiré de la guêpe des bois et le forage inspiré de la sauterelle. Le forage
inspiré du premier insecte est nommé Dual Reciprocating Drilling ou DRD. Un
premier prototype a démontré la faisabilité de ce type de forage. La recherche
présentée dans cette thèse est construite à partir de ces premiers résultats. Au
lieu de viser des roches tendres comme dans cette première démonstration, la
cible sera le régolithe, couche de matériaux granulaires qui recouvre la surface
de la Lune et de Mars. Cette couche est très dicile à pénétrer comme l'ont
découvert les astronautes d'Apollo 15 qui ont dû abandonner leur forage après
avoir bloqué leur perceuse dans le régolithe lunaire.
Avant que l'on puisse proposer un DRD optimisé et qualié pour les environnements spatiaux, il est capital de comprendre l'interaction entre le régolithe et
la tête de forage DRD. En eet aucun test de DRD dans le régolithe n'a été
conduit avant ceux décrits dans cette thèse. Les ingénieurs ne pouvaient donc
pas développer un DRD opérationnel sans tests et compréhension du processus
de forage. Il leur était impossible de choisir entre deux architectures systèmes
ou de déterminer la taille des moteurs et autres sous-systèmes. Du fait de la
nouveauté du sujet et de la préférence pour les approches expérimentales dans le
forage terrestre et pour toutes les applications spatiales, une approche hautement
expérimentale a été adoptée pour mener les recherches présentées ici.
Les buts des travaux présentés ici sont donc :
 de comprendre comment la tête de forage DRD interagit avec du régolithe.
 de permettre aux ingénieurs de choisir entre diérentes architecture systèmes du DRD.
Pour ce faire, les objectifs principaux sont :
 développer et caractériser des simulants de régolithe lunaire et martien ainsi
que leurs méthodes de préparation.
 réaliser les premiers tests de DRD dans du régolithe.
 comprendre comment DRD pénètre dans le régolithe.
 évaluer la faisabilité de réaliser des simulations numériques du DRD dans
le régolithe.
 proposer une architecture système pour le DRD dans le régolithe.

Chapitre 2 - Revue de littérature
Ce chapitre synthétise et commente la littérature et l'état de l'art relatif aux
travaux présentés ici. Tout d'abord, le forage extra-terrestre est étudié, notamment ses buts et les méthodes passé et futurs. Les dicultés inhérentes au forage
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extra-terrestre sont également illustrées. Puis la technique de forage inspirée
de la guêpe des bois est présentée (nommée par la suite DRD comme DualReciprocating-Drilling). L'étude de faisabilité conduite avant ce doctorat est
présenté. Le manque de données mais aussi le potentiel de cette nouvelle méthode de forage sont mis en avant. Finalement le forage terrestre et les méthodes
classiques de la mécanique des sols et du forage sont présentés.

2.1 Exploration des sous-sols extra-terrestre
Les deux buts majeurs du forage extra-terrestre sont l'obtention d'un échantillon et/ou la mise en place d'un capteur. La possibilité de forer lors d'une
mission accroit considérablement le retour scientique de celle-ci. Il est alors possible d'avoir accès au sous-sol qui recèle des indices sur le passé du système solaire
et son évolution, des ressources pour l'exploration humaine et peut-être des traces
de vie. Le forage est un processus en deux étapes : la création de copeaux et leur
évacuation. Pour créer les copeaux ont peut utiliser : des produits chimiques qui
attaquent la roche ou le régolithe, de la chaleur pour fendre ou fondre la roche et
le régolithe ou l'action mécanique. Etant donné les buts scientiques du forage
extra-terrestre, seul le dernier mécanisme permet de préserver susamment le
milieu dans lequel on creuse un trou. Les deux techniques de forage mécanique
les plus utilisées sont le forage rotatif et le forage percussif, parfois un mélange
des deux est employé. L'évacuation des copeaux peut être très consommatrice
d'énergie. Il arrive souvent que plus de la moitié de l'énergie dépensée pour le
forage soit consacrée à l'évacuation des copeaux.
Le forage extra-terrestre a débuté lorsque la sonde Russe Luna 16 a creusé
un trou sur la Lune. Les astronautes d'Apollo 15 ont suivi, bien qu'ils aient
rencontré de grandes dicultés à creuser dans le régolithe avec leur perceuse
rotative. Les russes sont parvenus à forer sur Venus avec les sondes Venera. Mis
à part ces exemples, les autres tentatives de pénétration sont toutes réalisées à
partir d'impacts non contrôlés ou se limitent à un nettoyage de surface (comme
ceux réalisé par l'instrument RAT sur les Mars Exploration Rovers de la NASA).
Le forage rotatif a été utilisé dans des contextes extra-terrestres. Mais à cause
du besoin de surveillance constante de ce type de forage et surtout à cause du
besoin d'appuyer sur la tête de forage, les performances du forage rotatif restent
limitées dans le contexte spatial. En eet les sondes vont de plus en plus loin, ce
qui induit des temps de communication très long et donc très peu de réactivité
pour les équipes terrestres qui doivent contrôler le forage. Mais surtout, le poids
des missions diminue et les cibles ont de faibles voire de très faibles champs de
gravité, donc les sondes disposent de moins en moins de force (leur propre poids)
pour appuyer sur les têtes de forage. De nouvelles solutions sont donc nécessaires.
Ces nouvelles solutions sont en cours de développement. Aujourd'hui diérentes
équipes développent le forage ultra-sonique, le forage rotatif et percussif avec
de grands eorts d'automatisation du diagnostique de pannes et des taupes qui
pénètrent le régolithe par chocs successifs sans l'évacuer. Il y a aussi des solutions
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d'évacuations de copeaux qui sont en développement comme les systèmes à gaz,
l'évacuation séquentielle ou l'évacuation par mouvements alternatifs opposés.
Pour le forage extra-terrestre, il existe deux principales cibles : la roche dure
et le régolithe. Les roches dures se trouvent soit à la surface sous forme de pierre
ou de massifs rocheux ou sous la couche de régolithe sous forme de manteau.
Le régolithe est une couche de matériaux granulaire qui recouvre la plupart de
la surface martienne et lunaire. Nous disposons de nombreuses données sur le
régolithe lunaire grâce aux missions Apollo et Luna. Il existe de nombreux simulants de régolithe lunaire comme JSC-1 et OSC-1. Les sondes d'exploration
martienne ont aussi permis d'évaluer les propriétés du régolithe martien. Des
simulants de régolithe martien sont également disponibles : JSC Mars-1, Mojave
Mars simulant, etc. Les conditions environnementales extra-terrestres ont un eet
sur les performances des systèmes de forage. Par exemple il a été démontré que
des conditions atmosphériques diérentes modient les coecients de frottement
entre la tête de forage et le substrat qui est percé. Ces modications peuvent
impacter la durée de vie de la tête de forage et sa performance.

2.2 Technique de forage inspirée par la guêpe des bois
L' Advanced concept team de l'agence spatiale européenne a identié de nombreuses technologies bio-inspirées pouvant avoir des applications spatiales. Parmi
elles, la manière dont un insecte (la guêpe des bois) creuse des trous dans le bois
pour déposer ses ufs a été retenue. Cet insecte peut en eet creuser des trous
dans le bois malgré sa très petite taille et masse. De plus sa tarière qui lui permet
de creuser est très petite et donc très facilement sujette au ambage. Cet insecte
creuse dans le bois grâce à une tarière à 3 parties. Deux de ces valves ont des
dents qui pointent vers l'arrière. L'insecte produit un mouvement d'aller retour
de ces 2 valves, l'un en opposition à l'autre. Lorsqu'une des deux valves recule, les
dents s'engage dans le bois et donc permettent de mettre toute cette valve en tension. Les muscles de l'insecte (uniquement présents dans l'abdomen de l'insecte
et non dans la tarière) utilisent cette tension pour appliquer une compression à
l'autre valve et faciliter sa progression. Comme les deux valves sont liées l'une
à l'autre par une liaison glissière, la traction dans l'une des valves permet de
stabiliser le ambage en compression de l'autre valve. L'insecte peut donc forer
en développant des eorts supérieurs à son propre poids (car généré par les dents
qui s'agrippent dans le bois) et supérieurs à la limite de ambage de sa tarière
(car stabilisé par la valve en traction).
La communauté spatiale bénécierait très largement d'une technique de forage
pouvant générer sa propre force de pénétration. Un prototype a donc été développé et testé. La cible de ce prototype était des roches tendres (argile, craie,
mortier). Les tests menés ont prouvé la possibilité de creuser des trous dans ces
roches tendres grâce à une foreuse imitant la guêpe des bois. Une loi expérimentale liant la vitesse de pénétration à la puissance électrique consommée et la
dureté de la roche cible a pu être élaborée. Ces expériences ont le mérite d'être
la première démonstration du forage DRD et de son ecacité. Néanmoins, seule
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la puissance de forage a été modié lors des expériences et le prototype était tenu
manuellement ce qui ne permet pas d'évaluer la capacité du DRD à générer sa
propre force de pénétration.
Par ailleurs, la guêpe des bois a également inspiré une équipe de chercheurs
qui développe une sonde cérébrale à partir de ce principe de forage. Le but est
de développer une sonde dirigeable et nécessitant peu de force d'insertion pour
minimiser les séquelles sur le cerveau humain après une intervention.

2.3 Héritage terrestre
Les forages réalisés sur Terre peuvent être classés en deux catégories : ceux
dont le but est l'extraction de ressources naturelles ou la construction d'édice et
ceux dont le but est de mesurer les propriétés du sous-sol. Cette seconde catégorie
s'appelle la géotechnique. En général elle précède les forages pour la construction
ou l'extraction de ressources. L'exploration spatiale ayant des buts scientiques,
les forages les plus semblables sont ceux de la géotechnique. De plus pour réaliser
les grands forages pétroliers, il est nécessaire de retenir ou de tirer sur la tige de
forage, car le poids de la tige de forage est susant pour générer la force normale
sur la tête de forage. Dans un contexte spatial, cette force normale manque alors
qu'il faudrait pousser sur la tige de forage.
La géotechnique permet aussi de dénir les propriétés des régolithes et des sols.
Parmi les propriétés les plus importantes on trouve : la taille et la forme des particules de régolithe, la densité des particules (d'une particule individuelle) et la
densité in-situ. Pour un régolithe donné, en fonction de son degré de compaction,
il peut avoir des densités in-situ diérentes. Il existe plusieurs manières de quantier cette compaction. On peut calculer le ratio de vide ou la densité relative du
régolithe. La densité relative de 0
La théorie critical state décrit le comportement des régolithes. Les régolithes
ont une résistance au cisaillement qui est en général proportionnelle à l'eort
normal local. C'est la loi de Coulomb, qui dénit cette résistance avec la cohésion (résistance à eort normal nul) et l'angle de frottement interne (qui est le
coecient de proportionnalité de la résistance au cisaillement vis-à-vis de l'eort
normal). Cependant, en fonction de l'état de densité initial du régolithe, le trajet
vers cette résistance nale est très diérent. Dans les cas de compaction initiale
très dense, la résistance au cisaillement présente un pic. Ce pic n'est pas présent lorsque l'état initial est très peu compact. Il est donc capital de prendre en
compte l'inuence de la compaction ou de la densité relative sur le comportement
des régolithes. Il existe de nombreuses théories qui permettent de modéliser des
situations simples comme les pénétrations de surfaces planes ou coniques dans
le sol. Malgré la simplicité des situations modélisées, les modèles sont basés sur
des coecients empiriques et ne permettent pas des prédictions très précises. La
mécanique des sols est donc une science très expérimentale.
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2.4 Conclusion du chapitre
Après avoir présenté les enjeux de l'exploration des sous-sols extra-terrestres,
ce chapitre a mis en lumière le besoin de nouvelles techniques de forage mieux
adaptées au contexte spatial que le forage rotatif largement utilisé sur Terre et sur
la Lune. Les nouvelles techniques en cours de développement ont été présentées,
notamment DRD (Dual Reciprocating Drilling), technique biomimétique inspirée
par la guêpe des bois et sujet de cette thèse. Le manque de connaissance autour de
cette méthode et autour de la guêpe des bois a été mis en lumière. Les techniques
utilisées sur Terre ont aussi été présentées. Celles de la géotechnique sont les plus
adaptées au contexte du forage spatial.

Chapitre 3 - S'inspirer de la guêpe des bois
Ce chapitre permet d'élaborer la motivation principale des travaux présentés
dans cette thèse. Une revue détaillée des connaissances actuelles sur le fonctionnement de la tarière de la guêpe des bois qui creuse dans le bois pour pondre
ses ufs est présentée. Il en découle 2 propositions d'architecture système pour
le système de forage biomimétique. Le manque de connaissance sur le fonctionnement d'un tel système bio-inspiré dans du régolithe permet d'identier le but
principal de la thèse : permettre aux ingénieurs de choisir entre les deux architectures systèmes proposées. Les paramètres pouvant inuencer la performance
du DRD ainsi que les simplications et hypothèses choisies pour conduire ces
travaux sont aussi exposés.

3.1 Retour d'expérience de la guêpe des bois
La guêpe des bois utilise diverses stratégies pour améliorer sa pénétration dans
le bois. La première est la présence de dents pointant vers l'arrière sur les valves
de sa tarière. Lorsque l'insecte tire sur un de ses valves, les dents s'accrochent
dans le bois et génèrent une réaction. Cette génération de réaction permet de
mettre toute la valve en tension. Les valves étant liées entre elles par une liaison
glissière, la mise en tension de l'une va permettre de stabiliser l'autre valve qui
se trouve en compression. Cette stabilisation du ambage est le second grand
stratagème mis en uvre par la guêpe des bois.
La guêpe des bois utilise d'autres éléments pour stabiliser sa tarière, elle la
soutient avec ses pattes par exemple. Elle possède aussi des dents incurvées à la
pointe de ses valves pour gratter le fond du trou qu'elle creuse. On trouve dans
la pointe de ses dents des complexes renfermant des atomes de métal, renforçant
la pointe de ses dents. Il est aussi très probable, qu'en avançant de manière
préférentielle une valve par rapport à une autre, l'insecte puisse diriger sa tarière.

3.2 Imiter la tête de forage de l'insecte
An d'imiter la tête de forage de l'insecte, mais aussi dans le but de simplier,
la tête de forage du DRD étudiée dans cette thèse sera composée d'un cylindre
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surmonté d'un cône et coupé en deux dans le sens de leur longueur (axe de
révolution). La partie conique est recouverte de dents et la partie cylindrique
également. Les dents sur la partie cylindrique sont dénies par leur nombre, leur
profondeur et leur angle d'attaque. Les dents sur la partie conique sont dénies
par leur ange d'attaque et leur nombre. La profondeur de la dent sur la partie
conique la plus proche de la partie cylindrique est la même que la profondeur
des dents sur la partie cylindrique. La profondeur décroit linéairement de cette
dent jusqu'à la pointe du cône ou la profondeur des dents est nulle. Malgré
cette simplication, 8 paramètres indépendants sont nécessaires pour dénir la
géométrie de la tête de forage.

3.3 Deux architectures systèmes possibles
Deux stratagèmes principaux ont été identiés dans la manière dont la guêpe
des bois creuse des trous dans le bois : la génération de réaction et la stabilisation
du ambage. Pour la communauté spatiale, seule la génération de réaction est
importante. En eet DRD est vue comme une technique prometteuse car elle
pourrait générer sa propre force d'avancement. Cependant, il est aussi possible
que la stabilisation du ambage permette de développer des systèmes plus légers
pour la tige de forage. Si l'on choisit d'utiliser seulement la génération de réaction
ou si on choisit d'imiter les deux stratagèmes, cela donne des architectures système
très diérentes. Dans le premier cas le moteur se trouve dans la tête de forage. Il
y a une forte contrainte de taille dessus mais en contre partie la tige de forage est
plus simple. Si on adopte les deux astuces, le moteur se trouve dans un module de
surface, donc moins contraint mais la tige de forage est beaucoup plus complexe.

3.4 Dénition du problème à résoudre et des hypothèses de
travail
A cause du manque de connaissance sur le DRD en général et sur l'interaction
entre la tête de forage DRD et le régolithe en particulier, il est impossible pour
des ingénieurs de dimensionner un système DRD. Il leur est même impossible
de choisir entre les deux architectures systèmes proposées ci-dessus. Le but des
travaux de recherche présentés dans cette thèse est donc de conrmer ou rejeter
le potentiel du DRD dans les régolithes et permettre aux ingénieurs de choisir
entre les deux architectures systèmes proposées. Pour cela il faudra caractériser
l'interaction entre tête de forage et régolithe et comprendre le processus de pénétration an de permettre la conception d'un système DRD pour régolithe qualié
spatial, optimisé en masse et hautement ecace.
Les paramètres pouvant potentiellement aecter les performances du DRD sont
: la nature de la cible (pour le régolithe : densité, angle de frottement interne
etc.), la géométrie de la tête de forage et les paramètres opérationnels (amplitude
des mouvements, vitesses, puissance etc.). Ces paramètres seront explorés dans
le cadre de cette thèse.
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Suite à la revue de littérature, les hypothèses de travail suivantes ont été adoptées. Etant donné l'importance des approches expérimentales dans le forage, la
mécanique des sols et le spatial et étant donné la nouveauté du sujet (le DRD
n'a jamais été testé auparavant dans le régolithe), une approche avant tout expérimentale sera adoptée. Les eorts seront concentrés sur la compréhension de
l'interaction entre la tête de forage et le régolithe. Dans le temps imparti pour
réaliser ces recherches il n'est pas possible d'aborder le sujet de l'évacuation des
copeaux de forage. Cela ne signie pas que c'est un sujet mineur et il devra
être traité dans des recherches futures. Par ailleurs, il convient de tester le DRD
dans une grande variété de conditions plutôt que d'essayer de reproduire exactement un sol et un environnement martien ou lunaire donné. Cette approche
correspond au développement précoce de la nouvelle technologie DRD. Des tests
de qualication en atmosphère lunaire ou martien seront néanmoins nécessaires
avant l'adoption de cette technologie pour des missions spatiales.

3.5 Conclusion du chapitre
Après avoir étudié en détail le fonctionnement de la tarière de la guêpe des
bois, ce chapitre a exposé deux architectures système pour le DRD. Le problème
à résoudre par ces travaux de recherche a donc pu être déni : permettre aux
ingénieurs de choisir entre ces deux implémentations du DRD. Les hypothèses de
travail et les simplications nécessaires au déroulement de cette première exploration des performances et facteurs inuençant le DRD ont été présentées.

Chapitre 4 - Simulants de régolithe extra-terrestre
Ce chapitre présente les expériences menées pour caractériser les régolithes
simulants ou substituts des régolithes martiens et lunaires. Les propriétés des
simulants sont comparées à celles des régolithes extra-terrestres. L'impact de la
densité relative sur leurs propriétés ayant été identié, des méthodes de préparation ou de mise en place des simulants sont proposées et calibrées. L'inuence
de la densité relative sur les propriétés mécaniques de ces simulants est mise en
lumière.
Avant de tester le DRD dans les régolithes, il faut avoir déni des régolithes
semblables à ceux trouvés dur la Lune ou Mars. L'attention est mis sur les
propriétés mécaniques et la densité relative et non pas sur la composition chimique
ou les propriétés optiques qui sont secondaires pour des expériences de forage.

4.1 Simulants de régolithe testés
5 diérents simulants de régolithes lunaires et martiens ont été testés. Surrey
Space Centre Mars Simulant 1 (SSC-1) et Surrey Space Centre Mars Simulant 2
(SSC-2) ont été brièvement testés avant ces travaux de recherche. Engineering
Soil Simulant 1, 2 et 3 (ES-1, ES-2 et ES-3) ont tous été testé pour la première
fois dans cette thèse. Ils ont tous été achetés à partir de sources génériques (sable
pour construction par exemple) et seul ES-2 a subi des transformations (broyage
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et ltrage). La taille des particules a été mesurée par tamisage, les formes des
particules ont été observées au microscope optique. Les mesures de taille de
particules de SSC-1 et SSC-2 précédemment existantes ont été corrigées. En
eet il a été démontré qu'elles avaient été réalisées dans de mauvaises conditions
conduisant au bouchage des tamis et donc faussant les résultats. La taille des
particules de ces 5 simulants sont du même ordre de grandeur que celles observés
dans des échantillons lunaires.
Les densités de particules de ces 5 simulants ont été mesurées par immersion
d'un échantillon dans l'eau. Les densités minimales et maximales de ces 5 simulants ont aussi été évaluées. Les valeurs obtenues sur ces 5 simulants (à la fois de
densité de particule et de densité minimale et maximale) sont dans le spectre des
valeurs obtenues sur la Lune. Le contenu hydrique de ces simulants a aussi été
mesuré. La masse d'eau contenue dans les simulants a été obtenue par cuisson à
plus de 110° pendant plus de 48h. En pourcentage de masse, le contenu hydrique
de ces simulants ne dépasse pas les 0.4

4.2 Techniques de préparation des simulants
Comme indiqué dans la revue de littérature, la compaction ou densité relative
d'un régolithe a un impact fort sur ses propriétés mécaniques et sur les performances d'un système qui interagit avec ce régolithe. Bien que ce soit un fait
connu, très peu d'eorts sont investis lors de tests et de processus de qualication des systèmes spatiaux. Le but de cette section est de choisir des méthodes
simples, robustes et répétables. 3 diérentes méthodes ont été testées : verser
(de plus de 50 cm de hauteur pour permettre aux grains d'accélérer susamment), vibrer (le régolithe est versé dans un réceptacle qui vibre) et pleuvoir
(un rideau de régolithe est déposé par couches successives à une vitesse et une
hauteur donnée). Pour évaluer les densités obtenues grâce à ces diérentes méthodes, deux techniques de mesure ont été utilisées. La technique volumétrique
consiste à mesurer le poids total de régolithe dans un conteneur dont on connait le
volume. La technique dite 'in-situ' consiste à injecter une masse connue de résine
dans le régolithe à l'aide d'une seringue. Cela ge le sable dans sa conguration
et permet de mesurer le volume et le poids du mélange résine-régolithe. On en
déduit la densité du sable après déduction du poids de résine injecté.
SSC-1 et SSC-2 ont été utilisés pour tester ces 3 méthodes. L'avantage de la
technique pleuvoir est la possibilité d'obtenir une grande variété de densité en
fonction de la hauteur et de la vitesse de dépôt des couches. Par contre cela
nécessite plus d'investissement en temps et en matériel. L'avantage des deux
autres méthodes est leur simplicité. Elle nécessite très peu d'investissement matériel et peuvent être réalisée par un seul expérimentateur. De plus ces deux
techniques permettent d'obtenir deux densités relatives très diérentes : vibrer
permet d'obtenir des densités relatives de l'ordre de 80 %, et verser de 0 à 10 %.
Comme nous réalisions les premiers tests du DRD dans le régolithe, il est bénéque de pouvoir observer le fonctionnement du DRD dans ces deux niveaux de
densité relative très diérents. Comme les expériences conduites dans le cadre de
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cette thèse ont été réalisées sur deux sites diérents, il a été nécessaire d'adapter
les protocoles et le matériel à chaque site. Les densités obtenues avec les méthodes vibrer et verser on donc été réévaluées sur chaque site, avec le matériel
et les conditions sur place.

4.3 Variations des propriétés des régolithes avec leur densité
Dans le but de mesurer la cohésion et l'angle de frottement interne des 5 simulants candidats, des tests de cisaillement simple (ou DST comme Direct Shear
Test) ont été conduits. Cela a également permis de vérier l'ecacité des diérentes méthodes de préparation proposées dans ce doctorat. Les tests conduits
ont permis d'établir que les cinq simulants présentent des angles de frottement
interne et des niveaux de cohésion comparables aux mesures faites sur la Lune et
sur Mars. La résistance au cisaillement de ces régolithes respecte bien la théorie
de comportement des matériaux granulaires critical state theory sauf dans le
cas de ES-1. La densité initiale du régolithe inuence donc fortement leurs comportements. Les méthodes de préparation permettent de modier de manière
ecace ce comportement.
Des essais de pénétration statique ont également été réalisés dans SSC-1 et
SSC-2. Le but est de vérier que les méthodes de préparation verser et vibrer
permettent bien de faire varier la force de pénétration. Un but secondaire est de
mesurer la force nécessaire pour obtenir une profondeur donnée an de comparer
aux résultats obtenus avec le DRD (dans le chapitre suivant). Ces essais de
pénétration ont montré que la manière dont on prépare SSC-1 et SSC-2 a plus
d'impact sur la force de pénétration que la nature même du régolithe.

4.4 Conclusions du chapitre
Dans ce chapitre 5 régolithes, simulant des conditions martiennes et lunaires,
ont été testés. Ils sont tous des simulants acceptables. Des méthodes de préparation ont été développées et calibrées. Elles permettent de varier la densité initiale
de ces simulants. Par la suite seule les simulants SSC-1 et SSC-2 seront utilisés.
En eet ES-2 n'a pas pu être produit en quantité susante, ES-1 présente des
particules trop nes et nécessite donc des protocoles de sécurité trop lourds et
ES-3 ressemble beaucoup à SSC-1.

Chapitre 5 - Exploration expérimentale du comportement du DRD dans le régolithe
Ce chapitre présente les buts, la conception et la réalisation du premier montage
expérimental pour tester DRD dans le régolithe. Les résultats expérimentaux
sont exposés ainsi que le traitement des données. Les résultats sont analysés.
Les observations et cette analyse permettent de proposer diérentes mécaniques
expliquant la pénétration du DRD dans les régolithes. Le concept de dérapage
(slippage en anglais) est proposé pour quantier le recul de la tête de forage lors
de la progression du DRD.
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5.1 Dispositif expérimental
Les expériences précédentes sur le DRD ne permettaient pas de contrôler l'eort
normal appliqué à la tête de forage. Par ailleurs, seule la puissance de forage pouvait être modiée. Pour les premières expériences du DRD dans le régolithe on
a souhaité pouvoir contrôler cette force normale et modier plus d'un seul paramètre opérationnel. Le prototype DRD a donc été monté sur une plaque et deux
rails verticaux. Cette plaque est reliée via l'intermédiaire de deux poulies à un
contre-poids. L'eort normal peut donc être contrôlé en réglant le contre-poids.
Le mécanisme générant le mouvement de translation alternatif et en opposition
des deux demi-têtes de forage est un système de double bielle-manivelle et permet
de modier l'amplitude et la fréquence du mouvement. Par ailleurs 3 géométries
de têtes ont été choisies.
La profondeur de la tête de forage est enregistrée ainsi que le courant et la
tension du moteur. Il est possible de relier le courant du moteur aux forces
appliquées sur la tête de forage. Par une analyse du mécanisme il a été démontré
que le courant oscille deux fois par rotation du moteur. L'amplitude de cette
oscillation est proportionnelle aux frottements dans le mécanisme et aux pertes
électriques avant le début du forage. L'augmentation de l'amplitude d'oscillation
du courant est proportionnelle aux forces appliquées sur la tête de forage.

5.2 Performance du dispositif et conditionnement des données
Avant de démarrer les expériences, les performances du nouveau dispositif expérimental ont été évaluées. L'inuence de l'activation du moteur et du mécanisme
sur la valeur du contre-poids a été mesurée. Le protocole expérimental établi a
donc pris en compte cette inuence : la valeur du contre-poids est réglée moteur
activé. Le circuit de mesure du courant et de la tension a également été testé. Sa
linéarité a été démontrée.
En observant les données expérimentales enregistrées, quelques anomalies ont
été détectées. Le plus souvent ce sont des pics anormalement élevés dans l'amplitude
d'oscillation du courant, c'est-à-dire dans les forces appliquées à la tête de forage.
Ces pics sont très certainement provoqués par des particules de régolithe qui se
trouvent entre les deux demi-têtes de forage. Leur présence provoque des frottements importants entre les deux moitiés.
L'analyse du mécanisme permet de lier l'amplitude des oscillations du courant
du moteur et la somme des forces appliquées à la tête de forage. Cette relation
est fonction principalement de l'amplitude du mouvement des deux demi-têtes
de forage. Pour obtenir la somme des forces sur la tête de forage il faut donc
extraire l'amplitude des oscillations du courant mesuré. Pour ce faire, un algorithme a été mis au point. A cause de certains points de mesure absents (à cause
d'une anomalie du système d'acquisition), un ré-échantillonnage des données est
nécessaire. Puis les minimums locaux du signal sont identiés. Ces miniums
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locaux correspondent normalement au point entre deux oscillations du courant.
An d'éliminer les minimums aberrants, la période entre deux minimums est calculé. Les périodes très éloignées de la valeur moyenne des périodes constatées
sont éliminées. Finalement sur chaque demi-période l'amplitude de l'oscillation
est calculée.

5.3 Analyse des résultats
En ce qui concerne la profondeur, dans tous les cas testés, la pénétration avec
DRD est plus profonde que lors des pénétrations statiques présentées au chapitre
précédent. Les gains de profondeur se situent entre 150 et 300
Lors des essais il a été observé que la demi-tête de forage qui est mise en tension
recule. An de quantier ce recul la notion de dérapage (ou slippage en anglais)
a été empruntée à la dynamique des véhicules et adaptée au DRD. Des niveaux
de dérapage très élevés et ce dès les premières secondes du forge sont observés.
Cela n'était pas attendu. Les déformations de surface sont aussi très instructives.
Dans les régolithes à base densité relative, un cratère se forme autour de la tige
de forage. Dans les régolithes à haute densité relative des formes en escalier se
forment autour de la tête de forage, puis une évacuation de régolithe est observée
: les couches de régolithes très proches de la tête de forage sont déplacées vers le
haut et évacuées du trou de forage.
Ces observations ont permis de proposer des mécanismes expliquant la pénétration du DRD dans le régolithe. Dans les régolithes à base densité relative, la
compaction locale du régolithe permet de libérer susamment de volume pour
la tête de forage. Cette compaction est provoquée par le dérapage de la tête de
forage et qui cisaille et compacte le régolithe à chaque cycle de forage. Un modèle
analytique a permis de conrmer qu'une compaction (d'une densité relative de 0
Pendant ces premières expériences des mouvements latéraux de la foreuse ont
été observés. Les rails étant un tout petit plus large que les xations de la
plaque (pour accommoder des mauvais alignements), la foreuse peut légèrement
se déplacer latéralement et pas uniquement verticalement. L'amplitude de ces
déplacements a été évaluée à environ 1 mm (après observations de vidéos). Il
est très semblable que ces déplacements sur le côté soient provoqués par la réaction du régolithe à l'enfoncement d'une demi-tête et non d'une tête de forage
axisymétrique.
A la lumière de ces nouveaux résultats, les expériences faites avant ces travaux
de recherche ont été analysés. Des niveaux de dérapage très important ont aussi
été constatés. Il a été postulé que pour avancer la foreuse devait elle aussi avoir
des mouvements latéraux. Etant donné que la foreuse était tenue manuellement,
il est très improbable qu'il y ait un contrôle strict de tels mouvements.
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5.4 Conclusions du chapitre
Ce chapitre relate les premières expériences de pénétration de régolithe par
le DRD. Elles ont prouvé que le DRD est plus ecace pour pénétrer qu'une
pénétration statique. L'impact très fort de la densité relative sur les mécanismes
de pénétration du DRD dans le régolithe a été montré. Les déformations de
surface du régolithe pénétré ainsi que le calcul de niveaux très élevés de dérapage
ont permis de proposer des mécanismes d'avance du DRD dans les régolithes. Par
contre, les frottements parasites n'ont pas permis de déterminer avec précision les
eorts sur la tête de forage pendant la pénétration. Par ailleurs il y a une forte
suspicion sur le rôle clef des mouvements latéraux dans le processus d'avance du
DRD. Mais l'expérience proposée dans ce chapitre n'était pas conçue pour étudier
cette problématique.

Chapitre 6 - Mesure des eorts
An de compléter les essais présentés dans le chapitre précédent, une autre
méthode expérimentale pour mesurer les eorts entre le régolithe et la tête de
forage DRD a été mise au point. Ce chapitre présente cette expérience conçue
et réalisée pendant cette thèse. Une tête de forage pleine est oscillée dans le
régolithe au lieu d'une tête DRD articulée. Le traitement appliqué aux données
et les résultats sont présentés. Les mécanismes de pénétration proposés dans le
chapitre précédent sont réévalués à la lumière des nouveaux résultats expérimentaux. L'eet des déplacements ou des forces latérales est identié. Une dérivation
analytique permettant d'estimer l'eort latéral est proposée.

6.1 Dispositif expérimental
Dans le but de compléter les premières expériences faites sur le DRD dans le
régolithe, une seconde expérience a été conçue. An de régler la problématique
du frottement entre les deux demi-têtes de forage, la tête DRD a été remplacée
par une tête pleine non-articulée. An de reproduire le mouvement de la tête
et les hauts niveaux de dérapage on impose un mouvement de va et vient. La
symétrie axiale de la tête va ainsi permettre de réduire les mouvements latéraux.
On impose donc le déplacement de la tête de forage pleine et on mesure l'eort
entre la tête de forage et le régolithe grâce à un capteur d'eort entre la tête de
forage et le cadre qui impose le déplacement de la tête de forage. Le cadre est lui
même entraîné par un piston hydraulique dont on commande le déplacement par
une interface informatisée. Le régolithe repose sur une table au dessus du piston,
le cadre faisant le tour de cette table et du régolithe.
5 diérentes géométries ont été testées, 4 niveaux de dérapage, deux amplitudes
et deux vitesses. Les régolithes SSC-1 et SSC-2 ont été utilisés pour ces tests,
préparés avec les méthodes vibrer et verser.
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6.2 Performance du dispositif et conditionnement des données
Les capteurs de déplacement et le capteur d'eort ont été calibrés et vériés.
Un décalage entre la commande de déplacement envoyée au piston hydraulique
et le déplacement réel obtenu a été observé. Cela modie légèrement les valeurs
d'amplitude et de vitesse réelles expérimentales. Mais ces modications sont mineures et les performances de ce nouveau moyen d'essai ont été jugé satisfaisantes.
Lors d'un enregistrement typique, la force augmente au fur à mesure que la
tête est enfoncée dans le régolithe. Elle atteint un maximum (en compression)
juste avant que la tête ne reparte vers la surface. La force chute immédiatement
et passe en traction, mais à des niveaux bien plus faible que la compression. Puis
un nouveau cycle démarre quand la tête avance à nouveau dans le régolithe. An
d'étudier l'eet des diérents paramètres testés sur les forces de pénétration et
de traction, on extrait de chaque cycle les forces de pénétration et de traction
maximales. Pour ce faire un algorithme de traitement de données automatisé a
été mis en place. Après une phase de calibration et de ltrage des données, les
minimums et maximums de chaque cycle sont obtenus.

6.3 Analyse des résultats
Dans les régolithes préparés à base densité relative, la force de pénétration est
très fortement inuencée par le dérapage. A de faibles niveaux de dérapage (30
Dans les régolithes vibrés ou à haute densité relative, la force de pénétration
avec dérapage peut être inférieure à la force de pénétration statique. Pour SSC-1
la plus faible force est obtenue à 30
An de mieux comprendre les diérences mesurées entre les cas avec et sans
dérapage, une des têtes de forage a été coupée en deux et mise contre un côté
transparent de la boite contenant le régolithe. Des couches de régolithe colorées
par de la craie sont ensuite déposées dans la boite de régolithe. Les expériences
sont alors lmées et cela permet de suivre l'évolution du régolithe à proximité
de la tête de forage lors de ses déplacements. Dans les régolithes à faible densité
relative, la tête qui dérape provoque une compaction très importante du régolithe
aux alentours et à l'avant d'elle-même. Ce n'est pas du tout le cas sans dérapage.
C'est donc à cause d'une très forte compaction du régolithe à l'avant de la tête de
forage que la force de pénétration augmente énormément avec le dérapage. Dans
le cas des régolithes fortement compacté il y a peu de diérences visibles entre
les cas avec et sans dérapage. Un zoom sur la surface avant et après pénétration
permet de montrer que la surface aux alentours de la tête de forage augment
légèrement plus sans dérapage qu'avec. Cela peut expliquer la baisse de force de
pénétration avec le dérapage.
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6.4 Interprétation des observations et conséquences pour le
DRD
Un modèle analytique et semi-empirique a été proposé pour prédire et expliquer
l'augmentation de la force de pénétration avec le dérapage dans les régolithes
faiblement compactés. La compaction qui provoque l'augmentation de la force de
pénétration est provoquée par le cisaillement du sable par la tête de forage. Une
zone de régolithe sera cisaillée à chaque fois qu'elle verra passer la tête de forage.
Il a donc été proposé que la force de pénétration à une profondeur donnée est
égale à la somme de la force de pénétration statique et d'un terme proportionnel
au nombre de passages de la tête de forage devant le régolithe (qui dépend du
dérapage). Le coecient de proportionnalité est déterminé expérimentalement.
Ce modèle et les données expérimentales sont très proches.
L'enseignement principal de ces nouvelles expériences pour notre compréhension du fonctionnement du DRD est que les eorts de traction sont un ou deux
ordres de grandeurs plus faibles que les eorts de pénétration. La pénétration
supplémentaire permise par le DRD n'est donc pas obtenue grâce à la génération
de force par la demi-tête de forage mise en tension. Si on compare la somme des
eorts sur la tête de forage DRD dans les premières expériences (Chapitre 5) et
les eorts de pénétration et de traction mesurés ici, le compte n'y est pas. En eet
les eorts mesurés sur la tête DRD sont bien plus faibles que ceux mesurés ici. Ici
on propose que la diérence principale entre les deux expériences est la présence
de mouvements latéraux. Ce sont ces mouvements latéraux qui expliquent une
telle diérence.
Les mécanismes de pénétration proposés dans le chapitre précédent sont donc
mis à jour en prenant en compte les mouvements latéraux. La présence de mouvements latéraux explique la diérence entre l'augmentation de la force de pénétration avec le dérapage dans les expériences avec une tête axisymétrique et la
baisse de la force de pénétration avec le DRD. En eet la présence de mouvements latéraux permet au DRD de compacter le régolithe sur le côté et non pas
devant comme avec la tête axisymétrique. Pour la pénétration dans des régolithes
très compacts, les mouvements latéraux vont faciliter le cisaillement latéral et le
cisaillement local.
Pour que des mouvements latéraux existent il faut une force latérale. An
de justier l'existence d'une telle force, un modèle analytique a été proposé. Il
permet d'estimer le rapport entre force latérale sur une demi-tête et force de
pénétration sur une tête pleine. Quelle que soit la répartition de pression sur
la tête et quel que soit l'angle de frottement entre le régolithe et la tête, on
obtient un ratio d'au moins 0.1 si ce n'est plus grand que 1. Les forces latérales
provoquées par le caractère non-axisymétrique d'une demi-tête de forage sont
donc plus importantes que les forces de traction et sont susantes pour justier
les mouvements latéraux observés.
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6.5 Conclusions du chapitre
Ce chapitre a présenté la seconde série d'expériences faites sur le DRD dans
les régolithes. An de contourner le problème du frottement entre les deux demitêtes du DRD, une tête pleine a été utilisée. Cette expérience simpliée a permis
de mesurer les forces de traction et de compression entre le régolithe et le DRD
simplié. Les forces de traction étant deux ordres de grandeur en dessous de la
force de pénétration, la pénétration supplémentaire apportée par le DRD n'est
pas due à la génération de cette force de traction. En comparant les résultats
de ces expériences et de ceux sur le DRD complet il a été proposé que la valeur
ajoutée du DRD réside dans les eorts et déplacements latéraux. Ces eorts
latéraux sont générés par la forme non axisymétrique de la demi-tête de forage
comme l'a montré un modèle analytique.

Chapitre 7 - Simulations numériques du forage dans
du régolithe
Ce chapitre décrit la mise en place des simulations numériques de l'interaction
entre régolithe et foreuse. Tout d'abord la logique derrière l'association la technologie GPU (Graphical Processing Units) et la technique de simulation DEM
(Discrete Element Methods) est exposée. La technique de simulation DEM est
alors décrite en détail et les choix de simulation sont expliqués. Puis les simulations des méthodes de préparation des régolithes sont présentées et analysées. Des
simulations de tests (Direct Shear Tests : DST) caractérisant le comportement
des régolithes sous cisaillement sont conduites et permettent de conrmer le bon
comportement de la simulation. Des simulations de pénétration statique et de
forage DRD sont alors présentées. Finalement une simulation à plus d'un million
de particules est présentée et prouve l'ecacité des simulations GPU-DEM pour
l'interaction forage-régolithe.

7.1 But des simulations numériques
Un outil de simulation numérique permettant de simuler l'interaction entre
le régolithe et le DRD ou tout autre type de système (autre foreuse, roue etc.)
serait très bénéque : meilleure compréhension de la dynamique interne du régolithe et de l'impact du système sur le régolithe. Les techniques dites d'élément
particulaire ou DEM (Discrete element models en anglais) sont particulièrement
bien adaptées pour simuler le régolithe. Par contre, pour simuler les expériences
présentées dans les chapitres précédents il faudrait aux alentours de 2 millions
de particules (si on souhaite avoir au moins une particule par dent du DRD et
simuler le régolithe utilisé lors des expériences du chapitre précédent).
Pour réaliser des simulations avec autant de particules il faudrait disposer de
moyens de calculs très importants (de multiples ordinateurs en parallèle). Cependant, grâce aux développements technologiques récents des cartes graphiques
(GPU), il est désormais possible de réaliser des calculs scientiques sur ces calculateurs massivement parallèles. La société Impetus-AFEA développe des codes de
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calcul scientique adaptés aux GPUs. Leurs codes ont été adaptés pour simuler
la méthode DEM sur GPU. Cela permet d'envisager la simulation de plus d'un
million de particules sur un seul ordinateur dans des temps de calcul raisonnables
(d'un jour à une semaine).

7.2 Méthode particulaire et choix de modélisation
La méthode utilisée ici est la méthode initialement proposée par Cundall et
Strack : la méthode des éléments particulaires. Les interactions entre particules
sont modélisées par une raideur et un amortissement dans les directions normales
et tangentielles. Comme nous modélisons du régolithe, les eorts deviennent nuls
entre les particules dès qu'il n'y a plus d'interpénétration entre les particules.
Cela revient à dire qu'il n'y a pas de cohésion entre les particules. De plus l'eort
tangentiel entre deux particules est limité à un pourcentage de l'eort normal :
c'est l'implémentation de la loi de Coulomb.
Comme nous allons réaliser des simulations avec un très grand nombre de particules, il est nécessaire de simplier au maximum les interactions entre particules.
Les valeurs des raideurs et amortisseurs seront donc linéaires. Les particules seront toutes parfaitement sphériques pour faciliter la détection de contacts. Pour
limiter le nombre maximum de contacts entre une sphère et ses voisines, le rapport du rayon de la particule la plus grande sur le rayon de la particule la plus
petite est de 2. Les boîtes, têtes de forage et tout autre élément autre que le
régolithe seront modélisés par des éléments nis indéformables. La simulation
se déroule de manière explicite, pas de temps après pas de temps. Ce pas de
temps doit être inférieur au pas de temps critique. A chaque itération il y a : détection de contacts particule-particule, calcul des eorts d'interaction, détection
de contacts éléments nis-particules, calcul des eorts d'interaction, somme des
eorts sur chaque particule, mise à jour des positions et vitesses des particules
(loi de Newton) puis mise à jour des positions des éléments nis (conditions aux
limites).

7.3 Simulation des techniques de préparation
Des eorts importants ont été investis dans la préparation des régolithes avant
les expériences. Cela a permis de montrer l'impact important des conditions initiales du régolithe sur les résultats de forage. Il est donc capital qu'un outil de
simulation numérique puisse simuler cela. Des essais de simulations de préparation de particules ont donc été réalisés.
An d'injecter des quantités diérentes d'énergie dans la préparation, le niveau
initial de gravité a été modulé : de 0.2g à 100g sur les 4 premières secondes
de compaction, puis un retour à 1g de 4 à 8 s puis une gravité stable jusqu'à
la stabilisation des particules. La dissipation d'énergie dans le régolithe a été
modulée par le coecient de frottement entre particules (rapport entre eort
tangent maximum et eort normal). De nombreuses simulations ont été conduites
et ont permis de montrer que la modulation de frottement a peu d'eet sur la
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densité nale (si celle-ci est non nulle) mais la gravité initiale à un eet très
important. Deux méthodes de préparation du régolithe numérique on donc été
adoptées : une mise en place sous 1g et une mise en place sous 100g puis retour
lent vers 1g.

7.4 Simulation des DST
An de valider le comportement de la simulation du régolithe et la reproduction de l'impact du changement de densité initiale sur le comportement du régolithe numérique, des simulations des essais de cisaillement simple (DST) ont été
conduites. Des simulations avec un peu plus de 8 000 particules préparées avec
une des deux méthodes de compaction ont permis de valider le comportement
du régolithe numérique. En eet, quel que soit la densité initiale, la résistance
nale au cisaillement dépend uniquement de la contrainte normale. Par contre
un pic de résistance au cisaillement n'est présent que dans le cas du régolithe
numérique fortement compacté. Ce pic est d'autant plus important que l'eort
normal est important. Le comportement général du régolithe est donc correctement modélisé. Cependant l'angle de frottement interne obtenu est plus faible
que celui constaté expérimentalement. Le temps imparti pour réaliser ces travaux n'ont pas permis de réaliser une optimisation des paramètres d'interaction
sphère-sphère pour obtenir l'angle de frottement interne expérimental. Il est possible que seule des particules non sphériques permettent d'obtenir un angle de
frottement proche de l'angle de frottement mesuré. Néanmoins, pour démontrer
la faisabilité des simulations du DRD dans le régolithe, les résultats obtenus sont
susants pour valider la simulation.

7.5 Simulation des essais du chapitre 6
Des simulations des essais présentés au chapitre précédent ont été réalisées. La
densité initiale des particules de régolithe a été xée à deux niveaux distincts
grâce aux méthodes de préparation numérique. Bien qu'une densité initiale plus
élevée conduise logiquement à une force de pénétration plus élevée, le rapport
entre force de pénétration dans le cas haute densité et dans le cas basse densité
est trop faible. En eet ce rapport a été régulièrement mesuré au delà de 10,
alors qu'ici il a été simulé à moins de 2. Cela vient très probablement de l'angle
de frottement interne qui est trop faible et des particules numériques sphériques
qui ne peuvent pas s'accrocher entre elles et donc moins résister à la pénétration.

7.6 Simulation du DRD
An de conrmer l'importance des eorts latéraux lors de la pénétration du
DRD, une simulation a été réalisée. Les déplacements des têtes ont été imposées.
Un taux de dérapage ou slippage a été xé à 30

7.7 Simulation à un million de particules
An de conrmer le potentiel des méthodes DEM sur GPU pour simuler le
forage dans le régolithe, une simulation à plus d'un million de particules a été
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réalisée. Une des expériences de pénétration statique présentée au chapitre précédent a été simulée. Cette simulation a pris moins d'une journée sur un PC de
bureau avec une seule carte graphique. Les déplacements du régolithe lors de la
simulation sont conformes à ceux observés lors des essais.

7.8 Conclusions du chapitre
La mise en place d'un outil DEM-GPU a permis de démontrer la faisabilité
de simulations numériques du DRD à plus d'un million de particules sur un PC
de bureau classique. Cela va permettre aux ingénieurs d'optimiser les systèmes
interagissant avec du régolithe. Par ailleurs les simulations du DRD ont montré
que les eorts latéraux sont du même ordre de grandeur que les eorts de pénétration. Cela conrme l'importance des mouvements latéraux dans la pénétration
du DRD dans les régolithes.

Chapitre 8 - Applications directes des résultats
Ce chapitre expose l'ensemble des applications directes et indirectes des observations et résultats obtenus et présentés dans ce manuscrit. Tout d'abord la
question ayant motivé ces travaux de recherche est résolue. Un prototype DRD à
l'architecture système prenant en compte l'ensemble des connaissances acquises
lors de ces recherches est proposé. Puis les autres conséquences sont présentées :
le besoin de méthodes de préparation des simulants de régolithes extra-terrestre,
l'inclusion d'une pointe déformable dans les taupes pénétrant dans du régolithe
et un nouveau concept de foreuse à régolithe séquentiel.

8.1 Architecture système et conception du DRD
Le DRD ne peut générer une force de traction importante dans le régolithe. Il
est donc clair que l'architecture système la plus adaptée est celle avec l'actuateur
dans la tête de forage et une tige de forage pleine. De plus, il est clair que dans
le régolithe, le DRD ne peut avancer sans force d'appui car la force de traction
est trop faible. Il faut donc un moteur pour propulser la tige de forage.
Une implémentation de cette architecture système est donc proposée. Un mécanisme miniaturisé pour activer les deux demi-têtes de forage est proposé. Une
solution pour étanchéier la tête de forage DRD est aussi mise en avant. Le besoin de prendre en compte, dès la conception, le débattement latéral de la tête
de forage est mis en exergue. Les systèmes de tige déroulable en composite bistables sont proposés pour la tige de forage. Il est proposé d'intégrer une deuxième
poutre bistable à l'intérieure de la première an de donner un accès à l'ensemble
du trou créé pour évacuer des copeaux ou un échantillon ou mettre en place des
capteurs.
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8.2 Autres conséquences
Les résultats présentés dans cette thèse ont des impacts qui vont au delà du
DRD. Le premier enseignement est le manque de documentation et d'information
dans la communauté spatiale sur l'impact de la compaction des régolithes sur leurs
propriétés mécaniques. Les missions spatiales devant être testées et qualiées en
fonctionnement avec du régolithe sont très peu nombreuses. Cela serait donc
trop couteux de développer des méthodes de préparation standard. Par contre
il faudrait adopter un format de compte-rendu minimum décrivant comment les
régolithes ont été mis en place et quelles sont leurs densité maximale, minimale
et celle obtenue pour les essais.
Les taupes sont des systèmes qui sont spécialisés dans la pénétration des régolithes. Leur point fort vient de leur simplicité et de l'utilisation d'impacts
pour progresser. Leur extérieur est parfaitement axisymétrique. En brisant cette
symétrie parfaite, il serait possible d'induire des eorts latéraux lors des chocs.
Ainsi on peut bénécier de l'abaissement de la force de pénétration grâce aux
mouvements latéraux comme dans le cas du DRD. Deux manières d'introduire
des déformations de la taupe sont proposées : soit en utilisant des matériaux qui
se déforment à la chaleur, soit en utilisant un marteau dissymétrique et une pointe
exible. Finalement un concept de foreuse séquentielle est également proposé.

Chapitre 9 - Conclusion
Ce chapitre présente une synthèse, chapitre par chapitre, de l'ensemble des
résultats présentés dans cette thèse. Les contributions les plus importantes sont
mises en lumière. Les publications (dans des journaux ou conférences) antérieures
à ce manuscrit présentant certains des travaux exposés ici sont listées (au jour
de publication de la thèse). Finalement, les perspectives et suites à donner aux
travaux exposés ici sont présentées.
Les contributions les plus importantes sont :
 la proposition et la calibration de méthodes de préparation des régolithes
pour les tests et la qualication des systèmes spatiaux.
 la modication de la vision que la communauté spatiale porte sur le DRD.
 la dénition du concept de dérapage pour le DRD
 l'identication de l'importance des eorts et mouvements latéraux dans le
processus de pénétration du DRD dans les régolithes et la proposition de
mécanismes d'avance modélisant cette pénétration.
 la proposition d'une architecture système et d'un prototype DRD adapté à
cette nouvelle vision et modélisation du DRD.
 la démonstration de la faisabilité et de l'ecacité des méthodes GPU-DEM
pour la simulation du forage de régolithe.
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 la proposition de nouveaux concepts pour pénétrer les régolithes lunaires et
martiens.
Les travaux présentés dans cette thèse ont été publiés dans 3 articles de journaux scientiques et 4 conférences à comité de lecture.
Les travaux de recherche conduits ouvrent de nouvelles perspectives. Parmi les
plus importantes aux yeux de l'auteur on trouve :
 étudier et analyser l'impact de mouvements latéraux dans la pénétration
du régolithe par le DRD.
 étudier la performance du DRD mais dans des gammes de mouvements
inférieurs au millimètre.
 développer un prototype sur la base de celui proposé au chapitre 8.
 approfondir la compréhension des capacités de la guêpe des bois à pénétrer
le bois.
 continuer le développement des simulations numériques GPU-DEM, notamment en intégrant des amas de particules.
 tester les concepts de taupe avec une pointe déformable et de foreuse séquentielle.
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Appendix B
Past and future missions
Here we review the missions that have included sampling and/or drilling capacities. First the missions concerning the Moon are presented, then those concerning
Mars and all the other missions are presented. The next missions to y are also
presented. The sampling and/or drilling capabilities of each of these missions are
either surface or sub-surface missions. Generally, surface sample acquisition is
simple and induces low robotic complexity and need of autonomy. However subsurface sampling and/or drilling requires high levels of autonomy and induces
high robotic complexity. Most penetrators, though some allow sub surface exploration, are associated to the surface category due to the very simple principle.
It is clear that the most relevant techniques for this work are the sub-surface
missions (but the surface techniques are still very instructive).

Moon
Surface and penetrators
Surveyor

The seven Surveyor Moon landers were the rst American lunar probes designed
to soft land on the Moon. Amongst these, Surveyor 3, which landed on the Moon
in April 1967, was the rst American lander to have sampling capabilities. It had
a mechanical arm with a scoop on the end to evaluate lunar soil density. The last
of the Surveyors, Surveyor 7, also had soil mechanics science instrumentation:
Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler (SMSS). SMSS was used to do impact tests on
the lunar surface, dig trenches and do bearing tests thanks to its blade, container
and scoop and thanks to the mechanical arm it was mounted on. The sharp edges
of the trenches dug by SMSS showed that lunar regolith has internal cohesion (the
biggest trench dug was estimated to be 75cm long and 23cm deep) [9].
Luna 13

The Soviet lunar lander Luna 13 reached the moon on December 24th 1966,
making it the second spacecraft to soft land on the Moon. The rst one was Soviet
Luna 9 in February 1966. Apart from making and transmitting panoramas of the
lunar surface, Luna 13 was equipped with a wedged-shape penetrometer. The
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impact energy of this penetrometer was provided by a small pyrotechnic device
and the force required to penetrate lunar regolith was thus recorded.
Lunokhod (scoop and penetrator)

Russian lunar landers Luna 17 and Luna 21 each delivered a small rover (Lunokhod 1 on November 15th 1970 and 2 on January 15th 1973) to the surface of the
Moon. These rovers were equipped to test the lunar soil density and mechanical
properties thanks to the PROP odometer or penetrometer. Lunokhod 1 was able
to repeat its lunar soil test more than 500 times. The designers of the PROP
indicate a maximum force of around 230N and a depth of 50 to 100 mm [135].
Apollo

The most famous of all space missions are without a doubt the Apollo missions.
Apart from the strong political message and the great human adventure that these
space missions represent, they were sampling missions. The sampling mission was
of such high importance that a few moments after saying his most famous sentence, Neil Armstrong picked up some rocks from the moon and secured them into
his space suit. Thus, if the astronauts had to evacuate quickly, they still would
have brought back some lunar samples. At the end of the Apollo programme,
a total of two thousand one hundred and ninety six dierent rocks and samples
were collected. This represents 382 kg of lunar rocks and soil. As the Apollo
programme matured, the number of sampling devices increased. The sampling
strategy also evolved, leading to smaller but more numerous samples in order to
cover the largest and most numerous conditions. The simplest technique used
for surface sampling was hand picking by the astronauts. The other techniques
used were: contact soil sampling device, rake, tongs, scoops, trenching tool, lunar
rover soil sampler, extension handle, rake, weight scale, drill and core tube and
hammer. These last two techniques are detailed further on [12].

Sub-surface
Apollo

As said previously, during the Apollo missions premium was put on sampling. A
large variety of sampling techniques were used. Two allowed the astronauts to
gather sub-surface samples. A hand-driven core was used by astronauts with a
hammer. The astronauts were able to achieve a maximum depth of 70cm. This
took approximately 50 hammer blows. The Apollo 15, 16 and 17 crews also had
the Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (ALSD). The Apollo 15 crew drilled a 2m deep
hole in the lunar surface with it. The ALSD was a multi-stem rotary-percussive
drill. Despite the presence of two astronauts and the 500 Watts of available
power, the drilling was very tedious. The nal 2m depth was one meter short
of initial 3m deep target. The misalignment of the auger utes slowed down the
cuttings' evacuation and almost locked the drill in the ground [94]. The problems
encountered by the Apollo 15 astronauts illustrate the diculty of drilling and the
high complexity of designing an autonomous drilling procedure. For Apollo 16
and 17 the design was improved. The boreholes drilled by the Apollo astronauts
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are still the deepest manned-drilled extra-terrestrial holes. These holes were used
by the astronauts to collect deep samples for return to Earth and to install heat
ow and neutron probes.
Luna

The Russian missions Luna 16, 20 and 24 missions were the rst ever robotic
sample return missions from the Moon. To do so they all carried drills that could
penetrate the lunar surface. Luna 16 (September 1970) drilled 350 mm deep and
delivered a 101g sample to a return module that took o for Earth. The Luna
20 drill was very similar to the Luna 16 drill. This time the retrieved sample was
much smaller (55g) and the Earth operators had to pause drilling process to ght
drill overheating. This was due to the nature of the drilled rock (very hard rock).
Luna 24 drilled 1.6m deep (short of the 2.5m target) but returned the heaviest
sample: 170.1g. Each one of these drills were core drills that relied on dry augers
for cuttings evacuation. The drill motor was mounted on rails to follow drill stem
penetration into lunar soil. The Luna 16 and 20 drills were mounted on a robotic
arm and weighed around 13.6 kg. The Luna 24 drill was fully mounted on rails.

Mars
Surface and penetrators
Viking 1 and 2 (scoop)

The two Viking missions were sent by the Americans to Mars in 1975. Both of
these missions had an orbiter and a lander. The landers touched down on the
Martian surface in 1976. Viking 1 and 2 were respectively operational for 6 and 4
years. Both landers were equipped with an extendible arm and a scoop that gave
rock and soil samples to the onboard instrumentation of the lander for analysis.
The scoop had a lid and could vibrate to separate the dierent sized particles
of the taken sample. Some instruments also had their own lters to select and
control the size of the particles introduced into them. Pictures of the eects of
the arms mechanical action on the soil were also used to deduce Martian soil
characteristics. The arm and scoop weighed 11.3 kg and needed 30W to operate.
Pathnder/Sojourner

American Pathnder landed on Mars on the fourth of July 1997. This mission had
no drilling and sampling capacities apart from the wheels of the Sojourner rover
it delivered on the Martian surface. Sojourner's wheels were used to dig trenches
in the Martian surface. By blocking one wheel while the others turned, a trench
was formed. It is also interesting to note that one of the Sojourner wheels was
used for the Wheel Abrasion Experiment. Dierent types of metal strips were
placed on the wheel. By spinning WAE wheel, the rover subjected the metal
strips to high abrasion. The wear deduced from the change in reectivity of the
metals allowed the identication of the properties of the Martian soil encountered
by the rover [85].
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Phoenix Lander

Phoenix landed on Mars on the 25th of May 2008 after a 296 day journey (launch
on August 4th 2007) and a month of entry descent and landing operations [101, 33].
Phoenix had 4 main science objectives: study the climate and weather in the
North pole region and analyse the atmosphere during descent; determine the
composition of the local regolith (in terms of mineralogy as well as adsorbed gasses
and water); evaluate the physical properties of the sub surface and understand
the role of water; and study the history of water on Mars and the present day
biological potential of the surface and sub-surface. To do so Phoenix was equipped
with a robotic arm inspired of the Mars Polar Lander and the Mars Surveyor
Program 2001 robotic arms. It was designed to be able to dig a one meter trench
and was supposed to be able to cope with frozen tundra like soil. To do so
blades and ripper tines were added to the robotic arms during its development.
It carried a camera that allowed scientists to choose digging sites and was able
of positioning the probe of the Microscopy, Electrochemistry and Conductivity
Analyzer. A scoop at the end of the robotic arm allowed it to feed samples to
the dierent instruments [124, 121].
Mars Exploration Rovers and the RAT (Spirit and Opportunity)

As in 1975 with the two Viking missions, the Americans sent two rovers to Mars
in 2003: the Mars Exploration Robots (MER). As Sojourner did, the MER were
able to dig trenches with their wheels. The MER were also equipped with a robotic arm around 1m long: the Instrument Deployment Device (IDD). Amongst the
numerous instruments at the end of the IDD, the Rock Abrasion Tool (RAT) is
able of removing the dust and rst layers of a rock. By doing this, the weathered
part of the rock is removed and fresh unexposed rock is available for analysis by
other instruments. Both Rock Abrasion Tools (RAT) were designed, manufactured and operated by Honeybee robotics. The RAT weighs 695g and needs 11W
of electrical power to operate (on average). Apart from giving access to fresh
and unweathered rocks for the other instruments the RAT was also a scientic
instrument in itself. Indeed by recording the power consumption of the RAT,
the grindability of Martian rocks were evaluated. We now know that Martian
rocks resemble Earth rocks going from gypsum to low strength basalts in terms
of grindability [89].

Non-own or malfunction surface and penetrator missions
Mars 2-3 and 6-7

Mars 2 and Mars 3 were launched by the Soviet Union in the early 1970's (Mars
launch window 1971). Sadly Mars 2 crashed into the Martian surface, but Mars
3 was able to soft land on the surface of Mars (rst successful soft landing on
Mars). The Mars 2 and Mars 3 landers were equipped with numerous instruments
including full 360o cameras. The instrument of highest interest for this work is
the mechanical scoop allowing the lander to assess the mechanical properties of
the Martian soil and to search for traces of organic molecules indicating existing
or extinct life. Despite the successful landing on Mars, the Mars 3 instruments
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stopped responding 20s after landing. The scoop was thus unused. Mars 6 and
Mars 7 were very similar to Mars 2 and Mars 3. They were designed for and
launched in the 1973 Mars launch window. None of these two spacecrafts were
able to soft land on Mars.
PROP-M

The four previous Russian Mars landers all carried a ski-walking robot to Mars:
the PROP-M. The rover was 4.5 kg and only consumed 5 W. It was able to move
at around 1m per hour. It did not have its own autonomous source of energy. It
was thus tethered to the Martian landers, which allowed a wire transmission of
power and data between the main lander and the rover. This rover was equipped
with a dynamic penetrometer. The action of the penetrometer, as well as the
traces of the rover in the Martian soil, were to be recorded and used to deduce
the properties of the Martian soil.
5NM (Soviet Mars Sample Return)

The concept of a Mars sample return mission is an old one. The Russians intended
to send such a mission to Mars in 1976. In the original design, the 5NM Martian
lander was sixteen thousand kg. Despite this very impressive mass, no drill was
on board, only a robotic arm with a scoop. This arm was supposed to recuperate
a sample and place it in a return capsule. The length of the mission, the high
risk of failure due to this length as well as the fear of backwards contamination
due to a failure of the return capsule while entering Earth's atmosphere or during
the landing on Earth pushed the Russians to abandon the mission.
Mars Polar Lander

The NASA Mars Polar Lander (MPL), was designed to soft land in the South
pole region of Mars. The retro rockets were cut o too early and the Lander
crashed on Mars at the end of 1999. Apart from carrying two penetrators (see
below), MPL was to study the Martian atmosphere and meteorology. This lander
also had a two meter robotic arm equipped with a camera, a thermal probe and
a scoop with teeth. The force of the robotic arm was comparable to the one of
a human arm. It could thus use the scoop to dig trenches in the Martian soil.
The trenches were dug to allow the camera to observe the possible soil structures,
supposed soil layers and the borders of the trenches.
Deep Space 2 penetrators

Before entering the Martian atmosphere, MPL successfully liberated two impactors, the Deep Space 2 Mars microprobes, named respectively Amundsen and
Scott. The goal of these two probes was to evaluate the mechanical and thermal
properties of the Martian soil, as well as searching for water ice in the soil. The
velocity of impact allowed the probes to bury themselves. An accelerometer was
placed in the probe to measure the impact accelerations. These recording were
supposed to be used to identify the soil mechanical properties and eventually the
presence of layers in the Martian soil. In order to sample the soil, a small drill
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was incorporated into the design. This system could sample 0.1g of soil. Sadly
no contact was established with the probes after impact.

Non-own or malfunction sub-surface missions
Beagle II lander (Mars Express)

In 2003, the European Space Agency sent Mars Express to Mars. Mars Express
also carried Beagle II, a UK-developed lander. The primary goal of Beagle II was
to search and detect life forms on Mars. It was a static lander and could not
move unlike the other Martian rovers. However it had a robotic armed of 0.75m
named PAW, Position Adjustable Workbench. Amongst numerous instruments;
the PAW had a rock corer and grinder (RCG). This instrument was able to remove
the dust from a rock and reveal an unweathered at circular surface of 30 mm
in diameter for the other Beagle II instruments. The RCG was also capable of
obtaining cores from the rocks with a hammering-rotation action. The typical
size of the obtained cores is a half centimetre long.
Beagle II Pluto

The Beagle II PAW also had a mole: the PLUTO (PLanetary Underground
TOol). This mole was able to progress 3 meters in any direction. It was tethered
to the robotic arm PAW. It was designed to sample 0.24 cm3 of underground soil
and deliver it to Beagle II.

Other space bodies
Surface and penetrators
Hayabusa

Hayabusa or MUSES-C is an asteroid sample return mission lead by JAXA. It
aims to return a sample of asteroid 25143 Itokawa. The sampling was to be
done thanks to small bullets shoot into the asteroid to create fragments. These
fragments were to be captured by a funnel and horn system [140, 69]. Apparently
this system did not work as planned. Since the return capsule might contain some
small quantities of dust and samples, JAXA has decided to bring the capsule back
to Earth despite the malfunction of the sampling system.
Fly-by sampling

Some original sampling missions have used passive techniques during atmospheric
entry, outer-space orbits or when crossing the tail of a comet. The NASA Genesis
mission sampled solar wind by orbiting around the rst Lagrange point (L1) [22].
It brought back around 0.4 mg of solar matter. The NASA Stardust mission
NASA sampled the comet 81P/Wild 2 dust trail [18]. It brought back around 1 mg
of comet and interstellar particles. The NASA Galileo probe sampled Jupiter's
atmosphere during passes through it and during its nal crash down on Jupiter
[142].The Venera 13 and 14 missions also sampled Venus's atmosphere during
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their descent to Venus. The ESA Huygens probe explored Titan's atmosphere
during its descent [70]. (Titan is one of Saturn's moons.)

Sub-surface
Venera 13 and 14

At the end of 1981, the Russians sent two landers to Venus: Venera 13 and
14. They landed on Venus at the beginning of 1982. Apart from studying the
Venusian atmosphere during their descent, these landers were equipped with a
camera system, an X-ray uorescence spectrometer. However the most interesting
Venera 13 and 14 instruments for this work were a penetrometer, a surface sampler
and, a soil and rock drill. These landers are the rst to have brought drilling
capabilities to the surface of Venus. The mass of the penetrometer was 2.1 kg
and its size was of 360 mm by 145 mm by 120 mm. It was a single shot instrument
which used the energy of a preloaded spring to impact the Venusian soil. Apart
from inspecting the soil properties, the penetrometer was able to evaluate the
conductivity of the surrounding Venus soil.
The GZU drill

The drill system on the Venera landers named GZU drill is most probably one
of the drills to have operated in the hardest conditions ever. The temperature
of the surrounding carbon dioxide atmosphere was of around 500o C. The atmospheric pressure was 100 times higher than the one on Earth. Since no technology
allowed making a functional drill at both 20o C and 500o C, the GZU drill was
not operational at terrestrial temperatures. It could only work at temperatures
around 500o C. The drill was also asked to manage a very large variety of soils and
rocks, since it was very hard for scientist to obtain information on the mechanical properties of the soil or rocks to be drilled. The specications were for the
drill to be able to drill 30 mm of basalt or granite type rock without surpassing
90 W of energy needs. It had only 200 s to drill and retrieve a sample of 1 to
6 cm3 . Finally, due to the distance from the Earth and due to the very short
predicted lifetime of the lander (due to the very harsh Venus conditions), the
drill had to be highly autonomous and quick. The drill system was also able of
transferring the samples taken to an analysis chamber and coping with the large
pressure dierences between the sample chamber and the Venus atmosphere. All
these elements prove the robustness of the GZU drill and the unique engineering
performance of the Russian Space Agency. On Venera 13 and Venera 14 the GZU
drill operated under 462o C and 88.7 bars and 465o C and 94.7 bars respectively.
The GZU drill was also used for the Vega 1 and Vega 2 missions which highly
resembled the Venera 13 and 14 missions (the scientic instruments were updated
and improved). These Soviet landers were launched towards Venus in 1984. Vega
1 was unable to drill. Indeed the drill was prematurely deployed (during the descent of Vega 1) and was thus damaged by the landing. The Vega 2 mission was a
complete success and the drill worked out perfectly. In each of these missions, the
drills were used not only as sampling devices but as scientic instruments. Indeed
all the operational parameters were recorded during the drilling (motor current,
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rate of penetration) and used to deduce the mechanical properties of Venus soil
and rocks.
Deep impact

The NASA Deep impact mission was launched on January 12th 2005 towards
comet 9P/Tempel. The spacecraft was composed of a Flyby spacecraft containing
most of the scientic instruments and of a copper impactor (half of the impactor
mass was pure copper) [60]. On July the fourth 2005, the impactor hit the comet.
It was conrmed later on that the impactor created a crater 100 m large and up
to 30 m deep [64]. The dust and particles blown out of the comet thanks to the
impact were analyzed by the Flyby spacecraft by remote sensing.
The SD2 on Philae, the Rosetta lander

The ESA mission Rosetta was launched in 2004 and should reach Comet 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko in 2014 [51]. There it will land the Philae lander on the surface of
the comet with its SD2 system (Drill Sample and Distribution System) [15]. The
SD2 should be able to drill 230 mm deep and sample 20 mm3 of comet. It weighs
4.8 kg and needs 4 to 12 W of power to operate [41].

Future Missions
The ESA ExoMars mission will place an orbiter around Mars and land a rover
on Mars (see Fig. B.1). This will be the rst ESA rover to land on a planetary
body. Today the mission in scheduled to lift o for Mars in 2013. The rover is
designed to be semi autonomous. It will carry a scientic payload PASTEUR,
named after the biologist Louis Pasteur. The primary goal of this payload is to
search and characterise the possible organic molecules in the Martian soil. In this
scientic package a drill has been incorporated [132].

Figure B.1:

Artistic view of ExoMars on Mars surface (ESA).
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NASA is preparing a rover mission to Mars for the 2011 launch window: MSL
(Mars Science Laboratory). Formerly called Mars Smart Lander, the primary
mission of this rover is to assess the life habitability of Mars during a full Martian
year (687 Earth days). By developing a new entry descent and landing system
(using a sky-crane), the MSL mission will allow NASA to demonstrate the
feasibility of landing on Mars in high altitude regions (2 km altitude compared
to the 1,44 km highest landing to date) [127]. For the moment MSL should only
contain surface sampling elements like a scoop and tool very similar to the Mars
Exploration rovers' RAT instrument.
The MSR mission has been one of the most studied missions in the last few
decades. The Russians started developing their own MSR mission: 5NM in the
1970s. ESA and NASA have both included MSR on their solar system exploration
roadmaps (ESA Aurora Exploration Programme and NASA Mars Exploration
Programme). Though many dierent strategies have aroused, including dierent
sampling mechanisms, the main goal is always the same: automatically land on
Mars, obtain a Martian sample and bring it back to Earth safely, without any
contamination of Earth or Mars. All technological breakthroughs in the dierent
key engineering challenges presented by MSR would help improve the mission's
feasibility and lower its cost. Some notable key points are: soft landing, sample
acquisition and autonomous rendezvous in Martian orbit. The need for a high
performance drilling and sampling system for MSR is of premium interest for this
work [96].
The MoonLITE mission is a UK based initiative to develop a low-cost lunar
science mission. Made of an orbiter and four penetrators, it will create a network
of seismometers on the Moon. The penetrators would ideally have drilling and
sampling capabilities to give samples of lunar regolith to the onboard instruments
[48, 55, 49].
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Appendix C
Derivation of relative density
equation
Here the calculations to link Eq. 2.4 to Eq. 2.5 are presented. By denition the
relative density is dened using void ratio (repeat of Eq. 2.4):

DR =

emax − e
emax − emin

(C.1)

Since v = 1+e it is possible to obtain:

DR =

vmax − v
vmax − vmin

(C.2)

v is equal to VVst . When replacing v with its fraction form, it should be noted
that vmax corresponds to the minimum volume of solid Vsmin and vmin to the
maximum Vsmax . It is thus possible to obtain (Vt is the total sample volume):

DR =

Vt
Vsmin
Vt
Vsmin

−

−

Vt
Vs
Vt

(C.3)

Vsmax

By multiplying numerator and denominator by 1/ρp , with ρp the particle
density one obtains:

DR =

1
ρmin
1
ρmin

−

−

1
ρ
1

(C.4)

ρmax

By simplifying this expression one obtains Eq. 2.5

DR =

ρmax
ρ − ρmin
·
ρ
ρmax − ρmin

(C.5)
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Appendix D
Calibration of proving rings
Here the experimental apparatus to calibrate the proving ring or dynamometer used in the Direct Shear Test (DST) experiments is presented. The results
obtained are also exposed.

Budenberg hydraulic deadweight system
To calibrate the proving rings or dynamometers used in this thesis a Budenberg
hydraulic deadweight system was used. This setup is presented in Fig. D.1. The
proving ring to be calibrated (circled in the gure) is placed in the holder on
the right of the test bench. It is progressively compressed by a hydraulic piston
under it. The piston is lifted by injecting oil into the hydraulic circuit. This is
done by the turning the crank on the left of the test-bench. The oil reserves can
be seen in the three orange colour cylinders at the back of the test bench. The
pressure inside the hydraulic circuit is evaluated thanks to the metal piston on
the left of the test-bench. Calibrated masses (black) are placed on this metal
mast as can be seen in the close-up picture in Fig. D.1. When these masses
are slightly lifted by the piston, the pressure is equal to the mass on the piston
divided by its cross-section. The pressure in the hydraulic circuit multiplied by
the cross-section of the compression piston allows to determine the force applied
to the proving ring. The force applied to the proving ring is then related to the
displacement reading on the gauge and the proving ring can be calibrated. To
alleviate all static friction that could introduce errors in the calibration, the two
pistons are rotated.

Calibration results
DST dynamometer
Three calibration runs were performed. Values were recorded while force was
increased and then decreased. The values recorded during loading are averaged
together and the values recorded during unloading are averaged together. Figure
D.2 shows the loading and unloading calibration curve. They are very close to
one another which conrms the quality of the calibration and the proving ring.
The calibration value obtained here is of 1053N/mm.
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Figure D.1:

Pictures of the proving ring (dynamometer) calibration test bed. Left is

a zoom on the pressure determination piston with calibrated masses on and right is a
general view. The proving ring being calibrated is circled in black.
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Figure D.2:
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Calibration curves of the proving ring used for the DST.

Appendix E
Direct shear test experimental
protocol
Sample Preparation

Prepare sample following sample preparation protocol. For all low density sample
protocols prepare the sample with the DST box already placed in the test bench.
Shear Box Setup

Set shear box in rig with top cap on.
Screw all 4 screws to max.
Unscrew 2 holding screws.
Screw 1 full turn the lifter screws and then unscrew so they do not touch the
bottom of the shear box. This will lift the two halves of the shear box so they do
not drag on one another and increase the shearing force.
Place empty hanger on top cap.
Lower vertical displacement gauge and place on top of hanger.
Zero all gauges.
Data Acquisition

Setup data acquisition : left-click on Station1 and select clear all test details.
Click Data save; Click sample; Click add test; Click test list.
Start Data acquisition.
Test

Add the masses to the hanger.
Engage gear and set motor forwards.
At 10 mm displacement stop motor and data acquisition.
Clean Up

Take o vertical displacement gauge.
Take of masses and hanger.
Manually (or with the motor) set displacement back to zero.
Screw back the holding screws.
Take out shear box, take o top cap and empty content.
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Unscrew the holding screws and clear sand between the two halves of shear box.
Screw all 4 screws back in.

Appendix F
Direct shear test plots

Direct shear test plots
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Appendix G
Engineering drawings of rst test
bench
Here the main engineering drawings are presented. The rst one is a representation of the full test bench (without the counter-mass system). The elements
described in the following engineering drawings are indicated in the rst representation. The following engineering drawings represent:
 drill bit.
 drill stem guide (female part).
 drill stem guide (male part).
 movement transformation mechanism support plate.

Appendix H
Motor data sheet

Appendix I
Mechanism analysis
Kinematic Analysis: detailed calculations
Linking motor angle α to receptor angle β
To obtain the receptor angle β from the motor angle α we must study the
kinematics of Om - A - B - Or . If we project the lengths of this kinematic chain
on the horizontal and vertical axis we obtain:

h + AOm · cos(α) = AB · x + BOr · cos(β)
AB · y + AOm · sin(α) = v + BOr · sin(β)

(I.1)
(I.2)

where AB · y and AB · x are respectively the projection of AB on the vertical
and horizontal axis. Since β and AB · y and AB · x are unknown, an additional
equation is needed. The last equation is obtained thanks to the length AB and
Pythagoras theorem:

AB 2 = (AB · y)2 + (AB · x)2

(I.3)

By replacing AB · y in Eq. I.2 thanks to Eqs. I.1 and I.3 we obtain:

p
AB 2 − (h + AOm · cos(α) − cos(β) · BOr )2 = v + BOr · sin(β)
(I.4)
To eliminate sin(β), Eq. I.4 is squared and sin(β) is replaced by 1 − cos(β)2 .
The equation is then squared again to get ride of the square root. This leads us
to a classical quadratic equation:

AOm · sin(α) +

a · x2 + b · x + c = 0
with

(I.5)
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a = 4 · (h + AOm · cos(α))2 + 4 · (AOm · sin(α) − v)2
b = 4 · (h + AOm · cos(α)) ·
[AB 2 − (h + AOm · cos(α))2 − (AOm · sin(α) − v)2 − BOr2 ]
c = [AB 2 − (h + AOm · cos(α))2 − (AOm · sin(α) − v)2 ]2 + BOr4
−2 · BOr2 · [AB 2 − (h + AOm · cos(α))2 + (AOm · sin(α) − v)2 ]
x = BOr · cos(β)

(I.6)
(I.7)
(I.8)
(I.9)

The solution to Eq. I.5 that is physically relevant here is:

−b +

√
b2 − 4ac
2a

(I.10)

We thus obtain cos(β) by dividing Eq. I.10 by BOr , and we obtain sin(β) by
replacing cos(β) in Eq. I.4. Having cos(β) and sin(β), it is possible to obtain β .

Obtaining all the other kinematic quantities
Knowing angle β allows to determine the coordinates of all the points of the
mechanism by trigonometry and triangle relationships. The x and y coordinates
of point A are named Ax and Ay . The same nomenclature is used for all other
points. Equations I.11 to I.22 dene the positions of all the points.

Ax
Ay
Bx
By
Cx
Cy
Cx0
Cy0

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Dx =
Dy =
Dx0 =
Dy0 =

−h − AOm · cos(α)
v − AOm · sin(α)
−BOr · cos(β)
−BOr · sin(β)
COr · sin(β)
−COr · cos(β)
−COr · sin(β)
COr · cos(β)
p
CD2 − [COr · cos(β) − Λ]2 + COr · sin(β)
−Λ
p
CD2 − [COr · cos(β) − Λ]2 − COr · sin(β)
Λ

(I.11)
(I.12)
(I.13)
(I.14)
(I.15)
(I.16)
(I.17)
(I.18)
(I.19)
(I.20)
(I.21)
(I.22)

The centre of mass of rods AB, CD and C'D' are in the middle of their respective
rods and are obtained thanks to Eq. I.23 to I.28. Rod AB's centre of mass
coordinates are named ABx and ABy (and similarly for rods CD and C'D').
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ABx =
ABy =
CDx =
CDy =
C 0 Dx0 =
C 0 Dy0 =

Ax + Bx
2
Ay + By
2
Cx + Dx
2
Cy + Dy
2
Cx0 + Dx0
2
Cy0 + Dy0
2

(I.23)
(I.24)
(I.25)
(I.26)
(I.27)
(I.28)

As shown in Fig. 5.9 the references axis for the angles dening the orientations
of the solids composing the mechanism are respectively -x for α, λ and λ', y for
β and -y for θ. They are obtained by using the following equations:


Bx − Ax
θ = tan
By − Ay


Cy − Dy
−1
λ = tan
Cx − Dx
 0

Cy − Dy0
0
−1
λ = tan
Cx0 − Dx0
−1



(I.29)
(I.30)
(I.31)

Knowing the orientations and positions of each solid composing the mechanism
at each time step the speed, acceleration, angular velocity and angular acceleration can be derived.

Dynamic Analysis: detailed calculations
Here we will only solve the equations required to obtain the motor torque. To
express the equilibrium of these 7 bodies the following conventions are used: F
x
is a force and M is a torque; F12
is the x-component of the force applied by body
D
1 on body 2; M12 is the moment transmitted from 1 to 2 expressed in point D
and; body 0 is the reference body on which the mechanism is attached; m1 is the
mass of body 1; I2C is the inertia of solid 2 expressed at point C.

Analysis of bodies 1, 2 and, 1', 2'
Solid 1 is subject to a pure translation following the x-axis. Its equilibrium is
expressed in Eqs. I.32, I.33 andI.34. The moment equation (I.34) is expressed at
point D (Oguide is the centre of the linear guide between 0 and 1). Since solids 1
y
x
and 2 are linked with a ball joint M21 is null. This leaves 4 unknowns: F21
, F21
,
y
D
F01 and M01 .
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x
m1 · D̈x = Fs + Ff + F21
y
y
0 = F21
+ F01
D
0 = M01
+ DOguide · F01

(I.32)
(I.33)
(I.34)

D
C
Solid 2 is connected to 3 and 1 with ball joints. Thus M12
and M32
are both
null. Solid 2's equilibrium is expressed in Eqs. I.35, I.36 andI.37. The moment
equation (I.37) is expressed at point C.

¨ x = Fx + Fx
m2 · CD
32
12
y
y
¨
m2 · CDy = F32 + F12
y
x
· cos(λ) − F12
· sin(λ)]
I2C · λ̈ = CD · [F12

(I.35)
(I.36)
(I.37)

y
y
x
x
Since F12
= −F21
and F12
= −F21
, Eqs. I.35, I.36 and I.37 introduce 2 new
y
x
. There are a total of six unknowns and six equations.
unknowns: F32
and F32
x
. By
It is thus possible to solve the equation system. Solving Eq. I.32 gives F21
y
x
injecting this result into Eq. I.35 and Eq. I.37, F32 and F12 are respectively
y
y
obtained. Finally injecting F12
into Eq. I.36 gives F32
. Solving Eqs. I.33 and
y
D
I.34 would allow to obtain F01 and M01 , but determining these quantities is not
required to obtain the required motor torque.

By doing the same analysis on solids 1' and 2', it is possible to obtain Eqs. I.38
y
x
to I.43 and to derive F2x0 10 , F2y0 10 , F32
0 and F320 .

m10 · D̈x0 = Fs0 + Ff0 + F2x0 10
y
0 = F2y0 10 + F01
0
0

D
0 0
0 = M01
0 + D Oguide · F010

m20 · C 0¨Dx0 =
m20 · C 0¨Dy0 =
0

x
F32
0 +
y
F320 +
0 0

I2C0 · λ̈0 = C D ·

F1x0 20
F1y0 20
[F1y0 20

(I.38)
(I.39)
(I.40)
(I.41)
(I.42)

· cos(λ0 ) − F1x0 20 · sin(λ0 )]

(I.43)

Analysis of bodies 3 and 4
Solid 3 is rotating around Or . Since Or is the centre of the disc, we will suppose
the centre of mass of solid 3 is Or , which does not move. The equilibrium of solid 3
is expressed in Eqs. I.44, I.45 and I.46. The moment equation (I.46) is expressed
y
y
x
x
at point Or . This introduces 4 unknowns: F03
, F43
, F03
and F43
.
x
x
x
0 = F03
+ F2x0 3 + F23
+ F43
y
y
y
0 = F03
+ F2y0 3 + F23
+ F43
y
x
I3Or · β̈ = Tr + COr · [F23
· sin(β) + F23
· cos(β)]
y
0
x
−C Or · [F20 3 · sin(β) + F20 3 · cos(β)]
y
x
+BOr · [F43
· sin(β) − F43
· cos(β)]

(I.44)
(I.45)
(I.46)
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A
B
Solid 4 is linked to solids 3 and 5 through ball joints. Thus M54
and M34
are
both null. Solid 4's equilibrium is expressed in Eqs. I.47, I.48 andI.49. The
moment equation (I.49) is expressed at point A.

x
x
¨ x = F34
+ F54
m4 · AB
y
y
¨ y = F34
m4 · AB
+ F54
y
x
I4A · θ̈ = AB · [F34
· sin(θ) + F34
· cos(θ)]

(I.47)
(I.48)
(I.49)

y
y
x
x
, Eqs. I.47, I.48 and I.49 introduce 2 new
= −F34
Since F34
= −F43
and F34
y
x
unknowns: F54 and F54 . There are a total of six unknowns and six equations. It
x
is thus possible to solve the equation system. F34
can be expressed as a function
y
of F34 (Eq. I.50) thanks to Eq. I.49. This can be injected into Eq. I.46 to obtain
y
x
F34
(Eq. I.51). F34
is then obtained through Eq. I.50. Then Eq. I.47 and Eq.
y
x
and F54
. Solving Eqs. I.44 and I.45 would
I.48 allow to obtain respectively F54
y
x
allow to obtain F03 and F03 , but determining these quantities is not required to
obtain the required motor torque.

IA4
sin(θ)
y
· θ̈ −
· F34
(I.50)
AB · cos(θ)
cos(θ)
 4
cos(θ)
IA · sin(β)
I Or
=
·
· θ̈ + 3 · β̈ (I.51)
cos(β) · cos(θ) + sin(β) · sin(θ)
AB · cos(θ)
BOr
Tr
COr y
x
−
−
[F · sin(β) + F23
· cos(β)]
BOr BOr 23

C 0 Or y
x
+
[F 0 · sin(β) + F20 3 · cos(β)]
BOr 2 3

x
F34
=
y
F34

Analysis of body 5
A
Solid 4 is linked to solid 5 through a ball joint. Thus M45
is null. The torque
applied to solid 5 by the motor is Mm . The friction opposed to solid 5's rotation
is Tm . Solid 5 rotates around 0m . Here we consider that the centre of gravity of
solid 5 is also in 0m . Thus solid 5's equilibrium is expressed in Eqs. I.52, I.53
x
x
andI.54. The moment equation (I.54) is expressed at point 0m . Since F45
= −F54
y
y
and F45 = −F54 , Eq. I.54 directly gives the required motor torque Mm .

I5Om

x
x
0 = F45
+ F05
y
y
0 = F45
+ F05
y
x
· α̈ = Mm + Tm + AOm · [F45
· sin(α) − F45
· cos(α)]

(I.52)
(I.53)
(I.54)
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Appendix J
Test bench electric circuit
Figure J.1 presents the rst test bench electric circuit including the stabilised
voltage source, the Data Acquisition System (DAQ) and the motor.

CC
+

AI2

-

Motor

10 Ω

AI6

DAQ
AI7
AI3

150 kΩ

10 kΩ

Ground
Figure J.1:

Schematic of DRD test bench electric circuit including continuous current

source, motor and DAQ.
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Appendix K
DRD experimental protocol
Verication before experiments

Turn on and check motor, computers and Data Acquisition System (DAQ), visual
DAQ system.
Experiment setup

Choose and install drill bit
Set amplitude of DRD motion (Measure dierent lengths and use dedicated
spreadsheet and then measure amplitude and confront results with spreadsheet
predictions).
Evaluate counter-mass need motor on with scale.
Prepare Sample (Follow poor or vibrate protocol).
Setup visual DAQ and double-check zoom and focus.
Set counter mass and block descent.
Start visual DAQ and check proper acquisition start.
Start voltage and current DAQ and check proper acquisition start.
Set voltage to target value and turn on the motor and start the stop watch.
Pre experiment actions

Experiment. Remove descent blocker and place tip of drill at surface of substrate.
Cover the visual acquisition system.
Release the DRD and uncover the visual acquisition system at the same time.
Note the stop watch time.

End of experiment.

Stop data acquisition.
Stop motor.

Pull out drill and block descent.

Manually align the two DRD valves.
Displace sample so tip is under an undisturbed region.
Lower DRD so tip is on surface.
Static penetration
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Let go and record nal depth.
Turn o, clean up and recondition the experiment.

Appendix L
DRD experiments done
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Table L.1:

DRD experiments done

All experiments done with the DRD test-bench.

The acronyms used are:

OHF (overhead force), F (frequency), A (amplitude), RD (relative density), ST (substrate) and DH (drill head). When applicable the high, low and medium levels of each
parameter are shown +, -, 0.

Experiment
106 107
1234
56
108 109
33 34
126 127
128 129
31 32
112 113
17 18
15 16
110 111
21 22
124 125
122 123
19 20
114 115
44 45 46
47 48
116 117
39 40
118 119
120 121
41 42 43
53 54
61 62
55 56
65 66
69 70
73 74
77 78
138 139
142 143 144
145 146
140 141
154 155
156 157
158 159
161

OHF
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

F
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
0
+
0
+
+
+
-

A
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
0
0
-

Dr
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ST
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2

DH
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3

Experiment
104 105
9 10
78
102 103
27 28
100 101
98 99
29 30
88 89
11 12
13 14
86 87
23 24
92 93
90 91
25 26
81 82 83
51 52
49 50
84 85
37 38
94 95
96 97
35 36
59 60
63 64
57 58
67 68
71 72
75 76
79 80
130 131
134 135
136 137
132 133
149 150 153
151 152
160

OHF
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

F
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
0
+
0
+
+
+
+

A
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
0
0
+
+
+
+
-

Dr
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ST
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

DH
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
3

Appendix M
MDH experimental protocol
Attach the displacement sensor to the horizontal beam.
Balance the table with the thin sheets of metal.
Double-check that the horizontal beam is properly attached to the frame and that
the displacement sensor is vertical (from 2 dierent points of view).
Before turning on

Turning on control and DAQ systems

Turn on computer. Open software TemaTest.
Plug in the force cell (YOKO channel 7) and the displacement sensor (YOKO
channel 6). Turn on YOKO and displacement sensor power source.
Send power to displacement sensor (voltage setting to 10 V, max current around
1.2 A).
Do a visual check of acquisition by starting acquisition on YOKO (START/STOP
button).

Turning on hydraulic pumps

Turn thermal regulation to AUTO (on the main electric panel).
Turn on main pump thanks to green button on the main electric panel.
Turn on pump under test setup thanks to switch on it.

Verication of control software settings

Open the hydraulic ram pressure control.
Click on the limits icon and check that the limit is: <-122 mm and Immediate
halt. Check that the return to initial position is a ramp to - 120 mm.
Open the oscilloscope by clicking on the icon.

Preparation of the experiment

Choose the imposed displacement: set the parameters of the two relative ramps
and the number of cycles to be performed.
Click on the acquisition icon. Choose data acquisition frequency (20 Hz) and set
the le name.
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MDH experimental protocol

Prepare the YOKO for data acquisition: choose the length of acquisition and the
size of the data le and data frequency. Choose the max and min values for each
channel.

Setting up

Set pressure in ram to low pressure and bring the ram up to -120.00 mm.
Set the regolith sample on the table and do a density measurement once set-up.
There is pressure in the hydraulic ram, great care must be taken.
Screw MDH into force sensor and centre the sand container with a ruler.
Set the ram position so the tip of the drill head is at the surface of the sand
sample and close the protection doors.

Experiment

Set the pressure in the hydraulic ram to high pressure.
Start acquisition on YOKO by hitting START/STOP and start experiment by
hitting play icon and monitor the experiment.
At the end of the experiment hit the red stop icon. The ram goes back up.
Stop YOKO Acquisition by hitting START/STOP button.
Set ram pressure to low pressure.

Saving data

Save data on YOKO (rst Waveform format then ASCII format).
Check that a data le was created on the computer.
Open the security doors, unscrew the drill head and take out regolith sample.
Fill in experimental sheet.

New Experiment

Start again at Preparation of the experiment. Check that the displacement
sensor is vertical, since table might have moved.

End of experiments Lower hydraulic ram to +125 mm.
Cut pressure in ram.
Turn o pump under ram.
Turn o the main pump with the red button on the main electric panel.
Turn o the thermal regulation thanks to the switch on the electric panel.
Turn o displacement sensor power source, Yoko and computer.
Unplug the electricity, unhook the displacement sensor, clean up and close the
doors.

Appendix N
Force sensor experiments done
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Table N.1:

Force sensor experiments done
All experiments done with the MDH test-bench. R stands for regolith, P for

preparation method, v is reciprocation speed (same for penetration and retraction) in
mm/s, a is reciprocation amplitude in mm, s is slippage in % and MDH is Mono-block
Drill Head.

Experiment
SSC1_1
SSC1_2
SSC1_3
SSC1_4
SSC1_5
SSC1_6
SSC1_7
SSC1_8
SSC1_9
SSC1_10
SSC1_11
SSC1_12
SSC1_13
SSC1_14
SSC1_15
SSC1_16
SSC1_17
SSC1_18
SSC2_2
SSC2_3
SSC2_4
SSC2_5
SSC2_6
SSC2_7
SSC2_8
SSC2_9
SSC2_10
SSC2_11
SSC2_12
SSC2_13
SSC2_14
SSC2_15
SSC2_16
SSC2_17
SSC2_18
SSC2_19
SSC2_41
SSC2_42
SSC2_43
SSC2_44
SSC2_45
SSC2_66
SSC2_67
SSC2_68
SSC2_69
SSC2_70
SSC2_76
SSC2_77
SSC2_78
SSC2_79
SSC2_80

R
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2

P
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

v
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
4
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

a
s
12 30
12 60
12 90
12 95
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
12 30
12 60
12 90
12 95
SP
SP
12 30
12 60
12 90
12 95
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
12 30
12 60
12 90
12 95
SP
SP
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
SP
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
SP
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
SP

MDH
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5

Experiment
SSC1_21
SSC1_22
SSC1_23
SSC1_24
SSC1_25
SSC1_26
SSC1_27
SSC1_28
SSC1_29
SSC1_30
SSC1_31
SSC1_32
SSC1_33
SSC1_34
SSC1_35
SSC1_36
SSC1_37
SSC1_38
SSC2_21
SSC2_22
SSC2_23
SSC2_24
SSC2_25
SSC2_26
SSC2_27
SSC2_28
SSC2_29
SSC2_30
SSC2_31
SSC2_32
SSC2_33
SSC2_34
SSC2_35
SSC2_36
SSC2_37
SSC2_38
SSC2_51
SSC2_52
SSC2_53
SSC2_54
SSC2_55
SSC2_71
SSC2_72
SSC2_73
SSC2_74
SSC2_75

R
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-1
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2
SSC-2

P
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

v
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
4
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

a
s
12 30
12 60
12 90
12 95
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
12 30
12 60
12 90
12 95
SP
SP
12 30
12 60
12 90
12 95
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
12 30
12 60
12 90
12 95
SP
SP
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
SP
5 30
5 60
5 90
5 95
SP

MDH
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
2
2
2
2
2

Appendix O
Displacement tracking experiments
done in SSC-2
The sequence of images captured during runs done in SSC-2 with coloured regolith are presented here. Figure O.1 presents the reciprocation run done in poured
SSC-2 (run SSC2_C_1). Figure O.2 presents the Static Penetration (SP) run
done in poured SSC-2 (run SSC2_C_3). Figure O.3 presents the reciprocation
run done in vibrated SSC-2 (run SSC2_C_3). Figure O.4 presents the SP run
done in vibrated SSC-2 (run SSC2_C_4).
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Figure O.1:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Sequence of images from reciprocation in poured coloured SSC-2.

Displacement tracking experiments done in SSC-2
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure O.2:

Sequence of images from SP in poured coloured SSC-2.
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Figure O.3:

Displacement tracking experiments done in SSC-2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Sequence of images from reciprocation in vibrated coloured SSC-2.

Displacement tracking experiments done in SSC-2
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure O.4:

Sequence of images from SP in vibrated coloured SSC-2.
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Appendix P
Analytical calculation of side-ways
to penetration force ratio
Here the calculations allowing to link the penetration force of the MDH to
the side-ways force experienced by a half-drill bit are detailed. Figure 6.49 is
recalled here under (Fig P.1). To enable an analytical calculation, the teeth of
the Dual Reciprocating Drilling (DRD) and Mono-block Drill Head (MDH) are
neglected. ux , uy and uz are the unit vectors of a xed Cartesian reference frame.
1/2
1/2
DH
FM
is the penetration force of the full MDH. FP and FS are respectively
P
the penetration and side-force the regolith applies to a half drill bit being pushed
into it. They are respectively oriented along uz and uy . α is the half apex angle
and ucylinder
as dened in Fig. 3.3. ucone
are the unit vectors sharing the same
F
F
orientation as the force applied by the regolith on the half-drill bit pushed into
it on an elementary portion of its surface. γ is the angle ucone
and ucylinder
form
F
F
with the local normal vector. The angle γ represents the friction angle between
the surface of the penetrator and the penetrated regolith. It is directly linked to
the friction coecient µ between the penetrator surface and the regolith. Here
we suppose that this angle is constant all over the penetrator-regolith interface.
r, θ and z are the cylindrical coordinates (used to calculate the integrals). The
height of the conical part is hcone and the total height of the drill head in the
regolith is htotal . z is equal to 0 at the tip of the cone.
The hypotheses used to lead this calculation are: the force applied to an elementary surface of the drill head (mono-block or half) only depends on z and
not on angle θ and the force applied to an elementary surface by the regolith
forms an angle γ with the local normal to the drill head. Here we suppose that
the MDH or half DRD is perfectly vertical and that it has been subject to an
innitely small displacement in the direction of drilling.
The general expression of the force applied to the surface of the drill bit can be
written as in Eq. P.1 with f (s) the elementary force applied to the an elementary
surface dS of the drill head surface S . s is the coordinate vector of the elementary
surface ds. p(s) is the pressure applied to the elementary surface (not necessarily
resulting in a normal force to this surface) and uSF is the unit vector sharing the
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ux

uz

uz
ux

uy

uy

γ
htotal

r

uFcylinder

θ
FS1/2
FS

FPMDH

Figure P.1:

FP

1/2

hcone α

γ
uFcone

uz

uy

ux

FP1/2

1/2

Recall of Fig. 6.49. Schematic dening the notations used to calculate the

M DH ) and the side

ratio between the penetration force of the mono-block drill head (FP

ways for generated by the reaction of the regolith to a half-one being pushed into it

1/2

(FS

).

direction of the force applied to the given elementary surface dS .

Z

Z
f (s) · ds =

S

p(s) · uSF (s) · dS

(P.1)

S

The easiest manner to describe the surface of a cone or of a cylinder is to use
cylindrical coordinates (r,θ,z). Using cylindrical coordinates allows to express the
integral over the surface of the drill head in a simple manner. Since axisymmetric
conditions are supposed here, only the vectors ucone
and ucylinder
will depend on
F
F
θ. However these quantities do not depend on z . It is thus possible to separate
the integrations on dz and on dθ. γ is the end angle of the integration. It is equal
to 2 · π for the full MDH and it is equal to π for the half drill head.

dz
and
On the conical part dS = r(z) · dθ · cos(α)
r(z) = tan(α) · z . It is thus possible to write the force on the conical part as
follows (Eq. P.2) with ucone
(θ) given by Eq. P.3. It is thus possible to have the
F
break-down on each Cartesian unit vector of the force on the conical part of the
drill head (Eq. P.4).

Force on the conical part

Z hcone
Z γ
tan(α)
cone
Fcone =
·
u (θ) · dθ ·
z · p(z) · dz
(P.2)
cos(α) 0 F
0
ucone
(θ) = sin(α + γ)uz − cos(α + γ)cos(θ)ux − cos(α + γ)sin(θ)uy (P.3)
F

Analytical calculation of side-ways to penetration force ratio

Fcone
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Z γ 
z · p(z) · dz · sin(α + γ) ·
dθ · uz
(P.4)
0
0

Z γ


Z γ
cos(θ) · dθ · ux − cos(α + γ) ·
sin(θ) · dθ · uy
− cos(α + γ) ·
tan(α)
=
·
cos(α)

Z

hcone

0

0

On the cylindrical part dS = r(z) · dθ · dz
and r(z) = R. It is thus possible to write the force on the cylindrical part as
follows (Eq. P.5) with ucylinder
(θ) given by Eq. P.6. It is thus possible to have
F
the break-down on each Cartesian unit vector of the force on the cylindrical part
of the drill head (Eq. P.7).
Force on the cylindrical part

Z

γ

ucylinder
(θ)
F

Fcylinder = R ·

Z

htotal

p(z) · dz

· dθ ·

ucylinder
(θ) = sin(γ)uz − cos(γ)cos(θ)ux − cos(γ)sin(θ)uy
F

(P.6)

 
Z γ 
dθ · uz
(P.7)
p(z) · dz · sin(γ) ·
= R·
0
hcone


Z γ

Z γ
sin(θ) · dθ · uy
cos(θ) · dθ · ux − cos(γ) ·
− cos(γ) ·
Z

Fcylinder

(P.5)

hcone

0

htotal

0

0

For the full MDH, γ is equal to
2 · π . Thus the values of the integrals from 0 to γ = 2 · π are given by Eq. P.8.
The value of the penetration force on the mono-block drill head applied on it by
the regolith it is being pushed into is thus deduced from Eqs. P.4, P.7 and P.8
and is given in Eq. P.9.
Force on the full mono-block drill head

Z

2·π

(P.8)

dθ = 2 · π
0
2·π

Z

cos(θ) · dθ = 0
0

Z

2·π

sin(θ) · dθ = 0
0

FPM DH



Z

htotal

p(z) · dz
Z hcone

sin(γ + α) · tan(α)
·
z· (z) · dz
· uz
+ 2·π·
cos(α)
0
=

2 · π · sin(γ) · R ·



hcone

(P.9)
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For the half- drill head, γ is equal to π . Thus
the values of the integrals from 0 to γ are given by Eq. P.10. The value of the
penetration force on the mono-block drill head applied on it by the regolith it is
being pushed into is thus deduced from Eqs. P.4, P.7 and P.10 and is given in
Eq. P.11.
Force on the half DRD head

π

Z

(P.10)

dθ = π
0

Z

π

cos(θ) · dθ = 0
Z0 π
sin(θ) · dθ = 2
0

1/2
FS+P


Z
=
π · sin(γ) · R ·

htotal



p(z) · dz

Z hcone
sin(γ + α) · tan(α)
+π·
z · p(z) · dz
· uz
·
cos(α)
0


Z htotal
p(z) · dz
−
2 · R · cos(γ) ·
hcone

Z hcone
cos(γ + α) · tan(α)
+2·
z · p(z) · dz
· uy
·
cos(α)
0
hcone

(P.11)
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